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A Group of Lanterns

T>HE lanterns, of which illustra-

tions and working drawings are

here presented, please by their

simple and artistic shapes. They show

plainly the characteristics most sought

after in all recent forms of household

art: first, prominence of the structural

line; second, absence of applied decora-

tion,—all ornament resulting from an

agreeable combination of angles ar 1

curves necessary to the construction o.

the objects; from the most simple de-

vices, such, for example, as the spacing

of rivets; and from the texture and

treatment of the metal-work forming

the frames.

* 3%~ The pictures are, in this case, almost

self-explanatory. The craftsman wishing to reproduce any one of the pieces, is

afforded the opportunity not only of judging the finished effect, but he is also provid-

ed with practical notes to aid him in the various steps of the making. The frames of

the lanterns are of brass or wrought

iron ; the former material being used in

those with "extinguisher" tops; the lat-

•W" ter in the example with the spherical

crown. The shades are variously tinted

in the soft, changeable tones observed in

antique Cypriote glass: yellows, blues,

and sea-greens seen through an irides-

v£ cence, or patine, which, in the old ex-

j ample, is an effect of long inhumation.

V\i The lanterns are intended to be hung

from ceiling plates, or they may be used

as side lights and suspended from

brackets. Pleasing as they are in re-

production, when seen with the added

charm of substance and color, they are

at once recognized as most successful

specimens of craftsmanship.

^
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Foreword

THE Craftsman for April, in accordance with the nature

of the month which sees its issue, offers a list of subjects

ranging from grave to those of lighter character. The
opening paper is a translation from the leading art peri-

odical of France. It describes the new workshops and
residence of M. Rene Lalique, whose accomplishments and rank
among contemporary French artists were discussed in an original

article printed in The Craftsman for November, 1902. The domi-
nant, individual, tranquil note sounded by M. Lalique amid the

warring elements of modern art constantly increases its attraction

for those who once lend themselves to its charm. And this is

because Nature is the source of the great man's inspiration; because
he rejects tradition to follow truth. His absorbing love, his intelli-

gent study of life shown in his small creations—such as the marvel-
lous enameled flower of the Luxembourg Gallery, or jeweled bees

scaling the crest of a lady's comb—here reappear in the oldest and
most necessary of all the arts, architecture. He chooses the pine-

tree as a structural element, and its fruit becomes his unit of deco-

ration. From the simplest means he produces a scheme, rich,

varied and satisfying. The article and illustrations cannot fail to

be important to those who are hoping for the development of a new
art as the strongest assurance of a healthy state of society.

Two articles suggesting means for making art the ally of Nature
are appropriate to the season. The first contributor, Mr.
Eugene Schoen, gives a condensed history of the formal gar-

den, Italian, English, Dutch and French: not, however, with the

purpose of stating facts pure and simple, but altogether with that

of showing how the special features of each style: cascades, artifi-

cial lakes, terraces, lawns and parterres may be used in developing
the park system of American cities. The second, by Professor

Joakim Reinhard, discusses two opposing systems of treating nat-

ural beauties. The paper further describes the Park at Fredriks-

borg, a suburb of Copenhagen, which contains the tombs of the

Kings of Denmark. Professor Reinhard's article pleases by its

picturesque style, and seems brightened and colored by the flowers

of which it treats at length.



Foreword

Peculiar interest attaches to "The Grounds of an English Villager's

Cottage," by Mr. Arthur ShurtlefT. It is a lesson plain and prac-

tical, in that adjustment of space and economy of energy which are

so well understood in England and so often misapprehended among
our own people. The treatment of the subject is concise, condensed

and direct. Altogether the article ranks as one of the most valua-

ble of its kind to be found in current magazine literature.

Mr. Ernest Crosby's "The Working Classes in Shakspere's Time"
is not presented in "The Craftsman" on account of its literary fea-

tures. It is intended as a study in economics showing the abject

condition of the artisan in the Elizabethan period, as witnessed

and recorded by a world-genius. A thoughtful reading of this

paper will encourage even the pessimist who sees nothing but gloom
and wrong under the present social conditions. It will lead him
to believe that the trend of civilization is toward development
rather than degeneration, and that the workingman will, at no dis-

tant day, be recognized as the basis and firmest support of the com-
monwealth.

The book reviews and notes printed in the current issue are of more
than usual interest. A considerable space has been given to a re-

view of the luminous study by Elizabeth Luther Cary, upon Will-

iam Morris, "poet, craftsman and socialist;" also, special mention

has been made of the Arts and Crafts Exhibition to be held under
the auspices of the United Crafts, in the Craftsman Building, Syra-

cuse, from March 23 until April 4, inclusive. In the May issue

of the Magazine the Exhibition will be fully described and illus-

trated, while articles upon the various classes of exhibits will be

published in later numbers.
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Detail of Staircase

The Workshops & Residence

of M. Rene Lalique
Translated from the French of Tristan Destere, by Irene Sargent

WHETHER or not M. Lalique

has fully realized his ideal in

becoming the architect of the

house in theCours-la-Reineto

which he has just transferred

his residence and workshops, the study of

which this structure is the result, the character

and talent to which it bears witness, are none

the less impressive and imposing. Every

work which issues from the hand and brain

of a true artist ought to be valuable to us;

since, beyond its own worth, it serves to

increase and complete our knowledge of the

artist's personality; especially when, as in

the present case, the work lies outside the

province of his technical ability and of his

usual labors. Furthermore, if there be an

art which, without preliminary studies, can

be practiced with originality, it is certainly

architecture. For it is proven by the exist-

ence (alas, too durable!) of the greater

number of contemporary buildings that

what architects call architectural science is

not only useless, but that it is actually detri-

mental to the production of a fine work of

this order. Instead of teaching the archi-

tect to allow reason, logic and economic
1



Workshops and Residence of Rene Lalique

laws always to predominate, the schools burden his memory with

old formulas, with rules and principles wholly at variance with the

needs, customs and trend of the

life of to-day. The fruits of

this irrational education lie scat-

tered all about us. We find

them in Paris, in the Lyons and

the new Orleans railway stations,

the Grand Palais (Exposition

grounds), and the Hotel de

New York. . . . But let us end

here these general considera-

tions!

The most serious reproach that can be addressed to M. Lalique is

that he has not dared entirely to break with tradition in the concep-

tion of the facade. Whether the result shows on his part a lack of

courage, a want of power to create a thing wholly new in an art

other than the one in which he is a past master, or, perhaps, the love

of a period and style whose productions are the most pleasing to

Capital : Exhibition Hall

Balcony in wrought -iron



Workshops and Residence of Rene Lalique

his eye and mind, it would be difficult to decide. How much it is

to be regretted that he did not abandon himself to the caprices of

his imagination rather than to have remained faithful to the Renas-

cence! He would certainly have produced a work more expres-

sive of himself, and, consequently, more interesting from all points

of view, more original and more unified. For here, in spite of the

decided style of decoration adopted, the greatest fault lies in the

architectural lines themselves. There is a lack of unity, of abso-

lute cohesion among
the elements, of bal-

ance between the dif-

ferent parts of the

work. I know, indeed,

that the Parisian build-

inginspectors are tyran-

nical and that they pre-

vent the free exercise

of architectural imagi-

nation. But, neverthe-

less, it would seem that

M. Feine, who was the

collaborator of M. La-

lique, might have made
a wiser distribution of

parts in his fagade. It

appears too high for its

width : which effect re-

sults solely from the

manner in which the

surface is divided, and

it is almost certain that

the impression would
have been altogether

different, if, instead of

interrupting the pro-

jection of the balcony Door: wrought-iron and glass
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of the first story, in order to reserve for the entrance door and

all the part above it a special importance— (in itself a happy

idea, but here unattainable), the same projections and the same

lines had been allowed to dominate freely and fully. But cer-

tain architectural details are very successful: for example, the

corbelling of the large balconies, the projections and the open

rk of the high dormer windows, the cornices, the fine contour of

the five bays of the

ground floor which in-

dicate so clearly the

purpose of the interior.

The Renascence forms

which here occur M.
Lalique has decorated

with fine logical and

artistic effect; for this

purpose choosing from

nature the pine, in

many species from the

epicea to the forest

variety, and thus giv-

ing proof of a rare

practical sense. The
decoration of this fa-

cade, if it is not abso-

lutely incorporated in-

to the architecture, at

least harmonizes and

associates with it most

happily. One might,

perhaps, desire a trans-

position, not to say a

more decided conven-

tionalizing of natural

lines, and, in certain

Detail of Fagade parts, a firmer accent-
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Detail of door : bas-relief in molten glass

uation, bolder relief, and, also, more ease and more pronounced
modeling in the decorative scheme, together with a greater

variety of interpretation in proportion to the number of mate-
rials employed. On the contrary, one observes with pleasure
how every decorative motif appears in precisely the proper place,

and is strictly justified by the structural forms. The door natur-

all has the greatest importance. Two pine trunks, one at either

hand, flank the frame, and their branches rise and spread, display-

ing masses of fine ramifications above the opening, up to the height

of the wrought iron balcony of the first story. The door itself is

in iron and enamel, and, across the grill, the branches springing
from the pine trunks and sculptured in stone, ramify into fine twigs

rendered in enamel.

From the threshold one enters the large vestibule of white stone

5
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without ornament, at the rear of which rises the great staircase;

while, at the left, but a few steps, one may enter the exhibition hall

and the studios of M. Lalique, through the singular door of

wrought iron set with bas-reliefs in glass, which is here reproduced.

The effect is charming: of exquisite simplicity and, at the same time,

of the most subtle refinement. On the ground floor, which is fully

lighted by the five windows with bold imposts giving upon the

Cours-la-Reine, the large exhibition hall is most artistically treated.

Engaged pillars divide the wall space into a series of panels, and

continue, so to speak, above the bronze capitals composed of pine

branches and cones, up to the ceiling, from which they again spring

out in ribs to meet the pillars which separate the windows. The
walls are draped with a serge fabric quite pronounced in tone and

perfectly plain, while a frieze composed of pine branches completes

the decoration. At the left of

the entrance door a wooden stair-

case ascends to a small reception

room raised a half-story above

the exhibition hall, after the

manner of a miniature loggia,

from which the visitor may ob-

tain a fine idea of the hall be-

neath. Here again, in the capi-

tals, in the pillars of the railing,

the pine furnishes the ornamen-
tal motif. The detail from the

pillar, reproduced in one of our

illustrations, shows the very or-

iginal manner in which M. La-

lique has treated this unit of

decoration.

Four electric chandeliers, in

bronze and molten glass, formed
of serpents and chameleons, and
suspended from the ceiling by
heavy chains of wrought iron,Staircase: Exhibition Hall
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are the means provided for the artificial lighting of the hall.

Such is in outline the latest and most important work of M. Lalique,

which unites architecture and decorative art. In many parts, it

reveals the refined and sometimes singular taste of the creator of so

many exquisite jewels, of so many marvelous pieces of craftsman-

ship in the precious metals, and the love of the artist for sump-
tuousness and costly materials. Thus, the door of wrought iron

and molten glass, which he has placed between himself and the

outer world, clearly denotes his strongest characteristics. M. La-

lique is an austere hermit, who lives, without, it is true, despising

life, in a kind of laborious dream. The solidity and, at the same
time, the fragility of the barrier which he has decorated, as if

symbolically, with a procession of nude youths emphatic in gesture,

and apparently seeking to force entrance into his sanctuary of in-

spiration and labor, will appear to all imaginative persons to be

deeply expressive of the idea of the artist, as it is gathered from his

work and from intercourse with him. In this residence, built, no

doubt, according to an ideal long cherished by him, he has chosen to

live very near the earth and very near the sky: through the great

bays of the exhibition hall contiguous to his workshops, he can study

the ordinary realities of existence; while, leaning from the balconies

of the high dormer-windows which light his private apartments,

he can intoxicate himself with the blue sky, and see reflected, at

evening, in the glistening waters of the Seine, the clouds in their

slow passage.

However this artistic effort of M. Lalique may be judged, it will

remain characteristic of his thought and genius. It will testify

also to a progressive tendency upon his part toward rational simpli-

fication and logical construction. Ten, or even five years ago, M.
Lalique would have built all otherwise; he would have constructed

a fantastic palace peopled with disturbing forms and striking poly-

chromy. Those who know his ardent love of nature, the rare

qualities of his imagination, the infinite variety, the pliancy of his

talent, those who have admired him without being blind to his

faults, feel true satisfaction in seeing him modify and develop in

the direction which we have indicated. The art of decoration is

7
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the one which demands the greatest tact and, consequently, the

deepest knowledge of balance and logic. The mediaevalists and
the Japanese are the most original, perfect and exquisite decorative

artists only because they possess, in the highest degree, these essen-

tial qualities. Therefore, their works contain lessons of supreme
beauty. And it is through the study of these incomparable masters

that all contemporary decorators of merit have trained themselves,

have acquired knowledge of their own powers, and have developed
their personality.

The architectural effort of M. Lalique gives rise to the reflections

which we have noted: a common-place and conventional work
would certainly not have called them into being.

A MAN IS CLOTHED IN THE GARMENTS
HE WEARS AND THE HOUSE HE LIVES
IN, FOR A HOUSE IS BUT HIS GREAT
OUTER GARMENT. AND THE MAKING
OF CLOTHES AND THE BUILDING OF
HOUSES ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT
OF ALL HANDICRAFTS

ARTHUR JEROME EDDY
DELIGHT THE SOUL OF ART

IF YOU GET SIMPLE BEAUTY AND NAUGHT ELSE
YOU GET ABOUT THE BEST THING GOD INVENTS

ROBERT BROWNING
FRA LIPPO LIPPI
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The Grounds of an English Villager's

Cottage ARTHUR A. SHURTLEFF

IF
a man be poor but thrifty, and if he live so far from manu-

factories and lines of commerce that he must depend upon his

own efforts and those of his near neighbors to build and fur-

nish his house, to make his farming tools, to cultivate his land,

and to help in church building, he will become a craftsman

as naturally as wre of the cities become clerks. Such a craftsman,

using materials offered by his countryside and inspired by no other

precedents than those which have proved practical within his own
horizon, and have therefore become traditional among his friends,

is likely to become an artist in the sense that his work is almost

sure to receive great praise. Most of the praiseworthy character-

istics which may be discovered in such a man's work generally

depend upon their allegiance to that fundamental quality of fitness

which we so quickly forget or neglect in our work immediately we
assume the role of creators. A man, who for his comfort's sake

and the happiness of his home, is led to pursue fitness with serious

attention, is little liable to suffer with us in this regard. Any
object, be it a house or a candlestick, which is adapted in size,

strength, material, form, finish, and cost to its uses, is assured a

large part of the eye's favor. If to these qualities be added a

personal factor, expressing in terms of subdued ornament or sym-

bolism the individual fancy or imagination of the workman, the

eye is still more inclined to dwell upon such an object with satis-

faction. It is a happy circumstance that in most countries of the

world a craftsman of the type which we have described is rarely so

hurried or uninterested as to consider his work properly finished

until it bears ornamentation of some kind to seal its organic fitness

with evidence of personal regard. We who are less happily bound

by necessity, are too liable to conceive and elaborate ornament and

afterward to satisfy the practical requirements of the implement

or object in a half-hearted and imperfect manner.

In many countries of Europewhere machine manufactures and trade

facilities are comparatively undeveloped, one may find communi-

ties of craftsmen which have earned merited fame for their handi-

9
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Grounds of an English Villager's Cottage

work and which owe this success to comparative poverty and their

dependence upon resources and traditions confined to the districts

in which they live. To an American who believes that success and

advancement depend upon a lively trade intercourse between com-
munities, and who has lived under conditions which approximate

such a state, the appearance of many of the Old-World towns which
have not suffered oppression or embraced degradation and the

characteristics of their inhabitants are a revelation. He sees fields,

houses, furniture, clothes, faces and manners which are so beautiful

and captivating as to make him feel a new regard for the human
family. He may not, upon the whole, retract his belief in the

desirability of machine manufactures, and trade, but he will be led

inevitably to reconstruct his notions of what ultimate ends his own
efforts and his times should try to achieve.

Happily we need seek a foreign shore no more distant, and one no

farther removed from us by race and language than England, to

find communities of this character. That our own country pos-

sesses many such communities is well known to those who have

sought them beyond the beaten paths of the tourist, but a keen

appreciation of what we should worship and cherish in our own
land is often awakened and stimulated on seeing its counterpart

upon foreign soil. In England one finds villages by hundreds

which are much older than the earliest settlements of our country,

and which alone on account of their associations with the coloniza-

tion of the New World should be of great interest to us. While
the advancement which they have enjoyed during the last three

hundred years has been very different in outward appearance from

our own, the interest of their inhabitants in the successes of life and

their participation in the privileges of the new centuries, are, in

many respects, as great or greater than ours.

Of the many shires of England there are few which have main-

tained so much of the charm of the past while pursuing the oppor-

tunities of the present, as Derbyshire. In this region, upon the

banks of the Wye and near the famous baronial estate of Haddon
Hall, long since deserted, lies the meagre network of streets com-

prising the village of Little Rowsley, which we may take as an
ii
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example of the kind of community we have been considering.

The country about Rowsley remains in many ways unchanged

in appearance from its aspect a hundred or more years ago, and its

inhabitants are perhaps as much concerned to-day with the ancient

occupations of the farmer, stock-raiser, joiner, smith, and mill-

wright as they were in the period of the early Georges. Rowsley

village, with its stores, inn, and water-mill, comprises about half a

hundred houses, while dotted along the white roads and green

hedgerows defining the blossoming fields upon its outskirts are

as many more dwellings, barns, and thatched stacks. All the

buildings and bridges of the village and the near countryside are

made of stone which is quarried near at hand. Hardly a dooryard

is to be found which is not walled with material of the same kind

carefully laid in cement and capped with rounded copings. The
roofs of almost all the houses are of heavy slate shingles so

weighty as actually to bend the heavy oak rafters upon which

they rest. The window sashes are often of iron having turn-bolts

and glazed in lead frames. Thorough construction, lasting

material, and careful workmanship characterize all the houses, and

yet the income of the average villager is a very small pittance.

Within the houses one finds floors clean to a fault, white curtains,

bright cupboards, glittering copper, tin, and pewter, fancifully

carved chests, chairs, and canopied beds. Reigning over such

households are well-spoken housewives, ruddy-cheeked and mat-

ronly, bent on housekeeping as a delight to themselves, to their

sturdy children, and to the lords and masters of the little domains

of which they are queens. Rooms there are few, but orderliness

makes such use of shelves and corners that very elaborate establish-

ments can be maintained at small cost and with comparatively little

labor. Strong bodies, bright faces, and pleasant voices are evi-

dence that such humble living satisfies. Although the circum-

stances of the villagers are much alike and their occupations sim-

ilar, the houses vary widely in plan, though not in material. Al-

most without exception, the grounds about the houses are turned to

account as vegetable gardens, pasturage spaces, or flower gardens.

Land is so costly and its possible economic returns are so great, that

12
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every foot is utilized for the good of the household. The need of

such economy tends to reduce the size of buildings and the width,

and extent of paths, and lends an interest and virility to the places,

making them contrast favorably with the grounds about the average

American artisan's house, which are too often decorated in a man-

ner either inexplicable, or neglected altogether.

Among the cottage places in Rowsley is one which may be

called typical of the village and the near countryside, and which

on account of its compactness and the practical return which it

brings its owner, not to mention its attractive appearance, may be

of sufficient interest to merit description. The accompanying plan,

together with a series of photographs made last autumn, will show

how compactly, and with what ingenuity this place is arranged, and

will perhaps indicate to a degree its remarkable charm. That it is

home-made and that its design is an outcome of the adaptation of

the ground surfaces to practical uses sufficiently modified to give

visual pleasure to the owner, is evident. Better motives of design

could not have been applied. This small estate lies upon a gentle

hill slope a few hundred feet north of the village just beyond

the church. It is surrounded by orchards and fields belong-

ing to more fortunate neighbors. The house is placed fairly

against the north side of the lot to expose its long front to the sun

and to shadow the remainder of the property as little as possible.

The adjoining shed and tool-room are also disposed against the

boundary for the same reason. The entire group of buildings

occupies the rear portion of the lot in order to enjoy a degree of

privacy from the street—a characteristic placing of most English

village dwellings, but one which we find difficult to appreciate at

home, so anxious are we to see the street, and to be seen in turn from

it. For economy's sake, the footpath occupies a space immediately

in contact with the hedge-fence bordering the southerly side of the

lot, where on account of shade, the ground could not be made to

yield if devoted to planting. The path junctions are made right-

angular in alignment in order to leave the cultivable area in a

convenient outline for ploughing and other gardening operations.

To prevent the higher growing vegetables from shadowing the
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lower growing kinds, they are arranged in north and south rows, as

seen in one of the photographs showing a prominent line of bean

poles. These poles and their drapery are moreover intended to

afford a degree of seclusion for the house from the street. The

plan makes evident the disposition of the other vegetable beds about

the place. It also indicates the presence of an arbor at the western

end of the house, where shade may be enjoyed out of doors without

too great a waste of space. Flowers arranged in rows, together

with neatly clipped hedges, border the vegetable beds near the

footpaths, and in consequence of their presence the visitor feels

that the aesthetic delights of the garden have not been forgotten.

Upon the walls of the house are trained roses, plums, and peaches,

while immediately about the base of the walls are grown a great

variety of small flowers, thriving in slight shade. It should not

be supposed that the flag stone walk shown in the photograph

has been hollowed alone by the wear of feet, since it has

been concaved quite as much by the vigorous sand and soap scrub-

bings which it undergoes every few days, as it has by the shoes of

the household. The stones leading to the tool-yard follow a diag-

onal course to allow greater room in the woodyard where fire-wood

is sawn and split, and where washing is sometimes carried on in

tubs of a fine day. Clotheslines are arranged on poles south of this

yard in such a manner that they can be reached from the footways

without endangering the garden. The hen-yard and ashes bin are

placed at the northern end of the lot where they are conveniently at

hand from the kitchen door and farthest removed from the heart of

the grounds. The absence of fruit trees is to be explained by the

small size of the lot and the need of open sunlight. The owner has

afforded two trees, however, near the westerly boundary, although

their eccentric position indicates that they were chance sown. A
small patch of currant bushes and a mint bed find a place near the

arbor.

Only the hands of naive craftsmen educated in the school of

necessity and thrift could build and furnish a house like this one

and encompass it with such an entablature. Self-consciousness and

affectation did not hamper them because they knew only one way to
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build, could secure only one familiar group of building materials,

and had only one standard of workmanship. But even with such

a fair beginning the design would have failed had the household

not been of the same fibre. Only a household made wise and con-

stant in the same school could secure such hands to build for it, and

could take untiring childlike delight in such happy surroundings.

The best of human self-reliance and constancy were needed to in-

spire the craftsman to such effort and to be the making of the home.

OH, TO BE IN ENGLAND
NOW THAT APRIL'S THERE,
AND WHOEVER WAKES IN ENGLAND
SEES, SOME MORNING, UNAWARE,
THAT THE LOWEST BOUGHS AND THE BRUSH-WOOD SHEAF
ROUND THE ELM-TREE BOLE ARE IN TINY LEAF,

WHILE THE CHAFFINCH SINGS ON THE ORCHARD BOUGH
IN ENGLAND—NOW!

ROBERT BROWNING
HOME-THOUGHTS FROM ABROAD
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i

THE art of gardening has been practiced by both ancient

and modern peoples in different ways. Except for some

notices in the Bible, and a few other sources, very little

is known about the gardens of the progenitors of modern

civilization. The Greeks, and more especially the Ro-

mans, seemed to practice gardening for more than agricultural

purposes.

The very wealthy of these, who occupied villas in the fashionable

country-seats about them, used their garden practically for the same

purpose and in the same way as did the wealthy during the Renas-

cence. In fact, the Italian gardens in their incipient stages, were

modeled after those ruined country places on the outskirts of Rome

and elsewhere in Italy, that came to be observed by the early land-

scape architects.

During the Dark and the Middle Ages, the garden naturally as-

sumed an agricultural aspect. The large landed estates belonging

to the barons, either ecclesiastical or temporal, with a great number

of retainers to take care of, demanded such a use of the land, for

this would produce the most revenue. Besides, a part of the land

was apportioned off for the use of serfs, and since these, the only

agricultural servants at the disposal of the lord, were generally

poor, they had very little time and means to develop artistic gar-

dening. The barons' pleasure grounds, in time of peace, were

immense uncultivated forests used for hunting.

In times unquiet and inartistic, little can be expected from a craft

requiring so much good taste. Artistic gardening is essentially an

art of luxury and peace, and is to be looked for in time of stability

and culture. This came to view in the early part of the thirteenth

century, when the dawn of the Renascence brought about the as-

sertion of the individual, not only in public affairs, but in the arts

and sciences as well.

Italy was the first country to escape from the Middle Ages, because

the Italians always looked with pride and a feeling of kinship at

classical institutions. While most of Europe was still laboring

under Mediaevalism, the Italians were busying themselves with
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problems of political government, and, in a short while, small re-

publics were making their influence felt upon one another, and

upon the outside world. These small states, by the very nature

of their constitution, developed powerful families who had much
wealth at their disposal. Later, these families became the pro-

tectors of the intellectual life and gradually harmonized their do-

mestic surroundings with the cultured atmosphere which they had

created. The meeting places, for the scholars, were soon their

patrons' houses, which in warm climates meant the garden, as well

as the house itself. The architectonic ruins of ancient Rome were

sought after and gave the tone and character to the decoration of

the houses and gardens. It was, therefore, not strange that the Ital-

ian garden should be extremely formal. Trees, shrubs, flowers and

water were formalized and set off by architecture and sculpture.

This was the practice of the Greeks and the Romans.

The Italian villa is usually placed on a sloping terrace, surrounded

by a wall, and the garden becomes an extension of the house, into

the open air. A formal terraced treatment is not necessarily al-

ways adhered to, for sometimes, as in the Villa Albani, at Rome, the

ground is nearly level. But the characteristic garden is built on a

terrace with a villa at its head, overlooking the entire estate. Ter-

races lend themselves to good architectural treatment by means of

ramps, surmounted by balustrades, with niches and grottos under-

neath.

The trees are treated both formally and naturally, the formal ones

being usually placed within the garden, and the tall, naturally

shaped ones outside of the enclosing wall, so as to give a pictur-

esque effect, because of the light and shade cast upon the walls, dur-

ing the different hours of the day. Furthermore, this gives indefi-

niteness to what is outside, obscuring the view of uncultivated land,

or of undesirable parts of the city in the distance. The effect of

nature beautified remains, consequently, undisturbed. The formal

trees, that is, trees planted in rows and clipped with great regu-

larity, are employed to make alleys and shaded walks and to pre-

vent the entire garden from being seen all at once. The flower

beds are usually arranged in simple geometric patterns and are sur-
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rounded by narrow walks, bordered by formally-treated hedges.

They are carefully selected, so that the beds continually change in

hue and blossom, and are placed around a fountain, more or less

elaborately treated. The flower garden is commonly placed on

one of the lower terraces at the termination of an unobstructed cas-

cade, the water of which flows down either over rocks, or from one

carved basin into another. These devices put a little water to

much service. (Fig. I.) The cascades give a fine vista and are

bounded on either side by formal trees or walls. They are usually

placed on the long axis of the grounds and form the central feature

of the whole composition. The entrance from the villa into the

garden is generally through an open-air loggia, treated with col-

umns and decorative paintings. The walks from it are interspersed

with marble statuary, either antique or copies, which through age,

and because of the dampness about them, have become beautifully

toned and colored. They contrast charmingly with the green trees.

Marble seats, small drinking fountains, vases on pedestals, etc.,

give additional interest and comfort to these creations. The path

is usually ended with either a group of statuary, a large fountain,

or a grotto.

The exquisite proportion of some of the architectural and sculp-

tural details, the beauty and refinement of the ornament placed

upon them, often show great knowledge and a correct understand-

ing of the relation of things. Even though some of the villas, as

the Medici and Borghese at Rome, are fantastic in design, they

lend themselves admirably to their surroundings and would seem

out of place anywhere else. The small "temples" that sometimes

are placed upon the banks of the lakes (Fig. II) enhance the beauty

of the garden surrounding them. Not only is the question of vista

in the garden itself one of importance, but the site of the neighbor-

ing country is also given due consideration. Trees are clipped of

certain branches, so that from a particular point, the beautiful pan-

orama of the city may be taken in. The walls surrounding the

gardens are interrupted here and there by highly architectural and

artistic gates. They open upon broad pathways, leading in a cir-

cuitous way to some interesting feature of the garden. The whole
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atmosphere of the Italian villa and the garden inseparable from

it is one of secluded, almost languid quiet and beauty, well adapted

to the hot climate and significant of a highly sensitive tempera-

ment.

English gardens, while originally taken from the Italian, in their

final form bear but a faint resemblance to their models. The
peculiarities of the Anglo-Saxons are well exhibited in their gar-

dens, which combine art and practical usefulness. Every English

estate contains its vegetable garden connected with the kitchen, and

the larger gardens also have their orchards and pastures. This

emphasizes the domestic element.

The type (Fig. Ill) is well defined and usually consists of a large

house in the midst of the garden, the whole oftentimes being placed

on a gently sloping hill. In this respect England has advantages

over many countries, because the sites are so well adapted for vistas

and terraces and have, in a way, clearly stamped the arrangement of

the whole. The garden is surrounded either by a low wall or more

generally, by a formal copse or hedge. A principal gateway leads

to the main, broad road. This gateway is usually a part of a lodge,

in which the overseer of the garden lives. From it the drive-

way winds about, flanked on either side by trees and brushes,

or by open lawns, which give a vista into the surrounding country.

The path leads to the main entrance of the house, and the formal

garden is placed on its principal side or front. This is terraced,

as in Italy, but the terrace is not so broad, nor so high or secluded,

for the whole garden may sometime be seen from the house, and in

this way shows an essential difference, when compared with the

Italian treatment. In front of the house is a long, finely kept lawn,

sometimes called the bowling green. (Fig. IV.) This is bordered

by low clipped hedges, next to which is a gravel path, that is bound-

ed by a terrace railing. A short flight of steps leads down to the

next level, which may be the flower garden. This garden contains

flowers, arranged in geometric designs, bordered by rows of plants,

set closely together, which differ from each other in the color of

leaves or flowers, and thus the beds have the appearance of a finely

bordered carpet. Through these run narrow, winding paths to
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the centre, where either a statue or a fountain is usually placed.

The surrounding path is bordered on the outer side by the railing

of a still lower terrace, and at the foot of a highly decorated stair-

case may be found the Dutch garden. (Figs. V and VI.) For
this Holland importation, the English showed great fondness, and

few of their gardens lack it. It consists of trees, generally yews,

cut into curious solid shapes, either geometric or naturalistic, re-

sembling mounds, vases, flowers and animals. These give the gar-

den an odd appearance, and, were it not for their color, trees could

hardly be recognized. Hedges of box or yew, three or four feet

high, and sometimes arched over, are also used. They run straight

or zigzag, and sometimes are made to form alcoves, planted with

flowers.

Behind the house, usually a short distance from it, and secluded

among trees and bushes, are to be found the stable and barn.

These have a hidden path, by means of which they communicate
with the kitchen, and somewhere in this vicinity, usually on the

south side, is placed the kitchen garden. Art exhibits itself here,

for care is taken in planting, and even geometric designs are

introduced in the different patches of the ground. In back of the

house is often found a well-developed orchard, which gives it a

picturesque background, and screens from view the country be-

hind. At the side of the orchard is placed the pasture, easily

reached by a path from the barn.

English gardens are famous for the way in which the practical and
beautiful are combined. The system is much to be commended,
and has been emulated by the Americans in their large country

seats. What remains to be said about them is with regard to the

treatment of the architecture which forms so essential a factor in

the composition. The lodge, the house, the barn and the stable,

are all harmoniously treated in the style which was prevalent at the

time of their erection. To make the association more complete,

clinging vines, generally of ivy, cover the walls and give the house

the green color characteristic of its surroundings.

The gardens of France, also modelled upon those of Italy, differ

from the ones already described. The best gardens were laid
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out for the king, but occasionally those of private persons closely

resemble these. Louis XII. and Francis I. were the patrons

of Italian culture in France, after their expeditions into

Italy. They brought back with them, not only the manners of the

Italians, but also the best artists that they could obtain. The great-

est French landscape architect lived during the reign of Louis

XIV. His work at Versailles, St. Cloud, the Tuileries and the

Louvre, and also at Chantilly, give the characteristic types of

French gardening. This was Le Notre, born in 1613. He per-

fected what his predecessors had commenced, thereby showing his

great constructive genius. The essential features of a French gar-

den, are first, an immense tract of land, sometimes several miles

square, making of it, rather a large private park, than a garden.

The ground is rarely terraced, the effect of the garden depending

more on level, picturesque stretches, than upon slopes. Paths are

long and broad, interrupted occasionally by large fountains, con-

taining fantastic bronze or marble groups. They are flanked by

formal arbors, under which seats are placed, and often, statuary, as

well. The water ways are pools instead of cascades, with geomet-

rical flower beds along the sides. The French showed great incli-

nation for these, and often carried them to fantastic extremes.

Much water is used and many parks as well as palace grounds con-

tain lakes which afford opportunities for landscape effect. Small

buildings usually skirt these lakes. A broad terrace is built in

front of the principal building, with a small flight of steps extend-

ing across the entire width, leading to the principal paths. These

branch out into the different parts of the park, several of them

meeting at points of interest. Large plazas and squares are also fea-

tures and contrast with the wooded portions. The promenades are

sometimes bordered by hedges or expensive foreign trees in boxes,

carefully clipped and spaced at regular intervals. The cultivated

park is an open garden with trees spaced wide apart, and the ground

is planted with well-mowed grass; a good place in which outings

might have been held. The question of vista is treated differently

from the Italian manner. The promenades usually lead to the

wings of a building, so that the architectural mass has space enough
21
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to be well set off. This may be seen in a walk in the Tuileries,

where the wings of the building face the long promenade, and the

full beauty of the sky line, as well as the general appearance of the

buildings, may be obtained. With but a few exceptions, French

gardens may be considered as the forerunners of modern public

parks.

Summarizing what has been said about the gardens in the coun-

tries described, it may be stated that those of Italy are famous for

their picturesqueness and seclusion, those of England for their

domesticity and usefulness, and those of France for their extent and

monumental character.

It is unnecessary to talk of oriental or other gardens, because of

their comparative unimportance in this connection, and because of

the lack of space. It may, however, be said that eclecticism is

displayed in America in the selection of styles, and that no truly

American gardens have as yet been developed. English models
take precedence, followed by Italian, while the French are rarely

employed, except in large public parks.

II

A feature in public gardening that has aroused the eastern section

of this country is well worth attention, because it may be regarded

as the beginning of a new era in the use of water, trees and flowers.

In large cities, not many years ago, it was sufficient to have one well

built park for the inhabitants. Houses were not crowded, and
besides, each generally had a little flower garden of its own. Streets

were bordered with shade trees, and fresh vegetation purified the

atmosphere. But this, in many cities, has given way to closely

built houses, densely populated, with very few open green spaces.

As cities gradually extend farther into their suburbs, this becomes
alarming, because these places, consequently, become destitute

of vegetation. Furthermore, a large park, while a great advan-

tage, is not easily accessible to everybody living in a city covering

much territory. The natural result is that a number of small parks

are advantageously distributed over the city and then connected by
a series of broad, grass-planted boulevards, well-shaded by trees.
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This has been carried out, more or less, in most of the large cities

and is not an improvement over older, European customs.

Not many years ago, a Bostonian applied himself to the problems
of increased population in that city, and saw that something must
be done quickly to prevent the beautiful scenery, about Boston,

from being destroyed by commercial enterprise. This was Charles

Eliot, landscape architect, who died in 1897, at the height of a call-

ing that up to his time was, in this country, only of secondary im-

portance. He conceived of the scheme of obtaining the waterways
within a certain radius of Boston, and with a park commission,

appointed by the legislature, purchased so much of the ground on
either bank of the rivers, as to make the water practically useless for

commercial purposes. He also connected in his scheme the differ-

ent parks already established, by boulevards. Finally, he obtained

the large picturesque tract of land, known as the "Blue Hills," for

the maintenance of a public park. In wooded places, where too

thick a growth prevented a vista to a point of interest, some trees

were removed and others clipped of interfering branches, so that

the interesting view might be unobstructed. The Charles river

ran through an already highly developed section of the city, and it

was difficult to buy more than a strip on either side of the river.

Closely built houses come very near to the border of the land pur-

chased, but it is broad enough to make a fine boulevard, on either

side. This is now known as the "Charles Embankment," and re-

sembles the "Thames Embankment" in London.

Another movement was to purchase all the available historic spots

for the city and to maintain them in as nearly their original condi-

tion as possible. In this way, the city of Boston has been surround-

ed and cut up by a net-work of green spots that will enable the

population to spread out over a great area and still to enjoy the

beautiful green of untrammelled nature. All the places purchased

were improved and beautified, and much time and care was spent

in cultivating the growth of pines, elms, oaks and birches, that are

so common in the New England States.

In other cities this same endeavor has taken different forms; the

conditions, for instance, in New York, being different from those
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in Boston. In places where land cannot be readily purchased,

schemes must be developed that will make the most of the oppor-

tunity offered. New York city has approached the problem of

public gardens heroically, and from time to time, besides the Cen-

tral, Prospect and Bronx Parks, modeled after the gardens of

France, small breathing spaces have been laid out in the over-

populated neighborhoods. But so much more than public parks

is needed for the development of people that schemes have occa-

sionally been formulated for economically combining the park with

other public necessities. Until very recently, only Zoological Gar-

dens were placed in the parks, and these have been followed by a

Botanical Garden. Recently, playgrounds and recreation parks

have been laid out, but only to a limited extent. The time has,

however, come when public buildings, such as school houses, for

instance, should be placed in gardens, and thereby have their use-

fulness increased. It may be boldly conjectured that the character

of modern landscape gardening will be epitomized in the move-
ment for the construction of public gardens, containing public in-

stitutions for the mass of the people.

As a summation of the present demand for the increase of public

institutions in parks, the following outline is presented. It is a

public institute park, designed for the eastern section of New York
city. It aims at the cultivation of a high standard of citizenship,

through the establishment of a place, belonging to the citizens,

devoted to the development of the higher side of life.

The park in which such buildings are to be placed must represent

the spirit of American democracy. It must be open to everybody

and contain such equipments as will, with economy, meet the needs

of the greatest number. These needs may be summarized under
three headings: moral, intellectual and physical, and any scheme
that boasts of completeness must amply provide for the develop-

ment of these.

The park is placed at the water front and contains buildings used

for social purposes, intellectual pursuits and physical development.

These buildings may be grouped together at the head or entrance

of the park. Next to these may come a large open-air stadium
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with seats and trees to set it off. In the Renascence this was very

well shown in the Boboli Gardens, where just this thing takes place,

although the stadium was used quite differently. Then may come
a large open-air playground, skirted by paths and trees, so that

parents, or nurses, may be comfortably seated while watching their

charges at play. At certain points, portions of the grounds may
be set aside for a well-planted park, containing fountains, pergolas,

statuary and the like, all of which, as has already been seen, are

the delights of an artistic garden.

Centrally placed, preferably near the water-front, should be a

large, open-air amphitheatre with a rostrum and music stand.

This would meet a need of the present time, providing an artistic

gathering place for free speech, and for the cultivation of aesthetic

emotions. To these, at the water front, may be connected a large

recreation pier, like those recently built by different cities. The
park might be built in a space 500 feet by 1,000, and could natur-

ally be beautified or spoiled, according to the taste and judgment
of the designer. It would contain all the elements of a good park

with regard to comfort, vista, beauty of surrounding, all of a high

standard of execution, and contain, besides, a feature that is essen-

tially modern, namely: the democratic expression of utility and

beauty. It would be like the gardens of the Renascence, so far as

its artistic effect is concerned, but differ from them in being a

public institution, used for the good of the greatest number. As
time goes on, the demand for culture increases simultaneously with

the demand for economic freedom. These are the two great move-
ments of the present day. The freedom of the intellectual and

moral nature of man is just as important as the movement for

economic emancipation, and both must go hand in hand, leading

to a higher and better life.
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A VERITABLE wonder was thought to have been wrought

f^L when, sometime in the first half of the eighteenth cent-

f "m ury, Kent, the Englishman, discovered beauties in na-

j£ j^ ture outside the walled garden with its rectilinear, grav-

elled roads and trimmed hedges. Presently there was

inaugurated a sort of crusade which in comparatively short time

swept away countless old nooks, lustrous, shady and fragrant with

rose and tulip, linden and boxwood. It was as if the meadows had

become liquid and flooded the adjoining gardens, submerging all

dainty flowers, every dignified shrub, stopping short only at the

very entrance door of the mansion itself.

Where a brief while ago ladies decked out in silk and lace could

walk with no fear of soiling as much as their white shoes, dusty

grass and damp moss now made anything but a hunter's outfit in-

congruous. The marble basins, where fountains had splashed and

hummed and chattered, were relegated to the lumber room—for

had anybody ever seen real water, in nature's own bosom, disport

itself in marble, carved marble at that? The trellis work was

chopped down from under the climbing vines, which henceforth

had to cling for support to such trees as might happen within their

reach, or else trail along the ground, as is, and ought to be, the wont

of all decent, uneducated vines. For the comfortable, straight

paths curvilinear walks were substituted, as whimsically crooked

as the footsteps of a reeling drunkard—for is not nature always un-

comfortable and devoid of self-restraint? Flowers were all but

banished, while trees were lavishly displayed, sometimes in robust

luxuriance, sometimes decaying, or even dead beyond all possibility

of resurrection—for does not nature exhibit many such corpses?

This new fashion was called "the natural style of landscape gar-

dening"—a name suggestive of its origin: "landscape painting."

The avowed object of Kent and his immediate followers was to

attain in nature kindred effects to those produced on canvas by such

painters as Poussin, Claude Lorrain, Gainsborough, Correggio and

Salvatore Rosa. Landscape scenery has a varying character: it

may be "grand, picturesque, romantic, beautiful, or rural." The
romantic scenery calls for rocks, the interesting terror of which
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may be heightened by the introduction of a ruined stone bridge.

A medieval castle is the proper structure for this kind of landscape,

while "beautiful" scenery should be ornamented with an Italian

edifice—etc., etc.

It will be seen that, at the outset, Kent's school demanded harmony

between architecture and landscape. This is an important point

of which later exponents of the "natural" theory lost sight. Or

perhaps one had better say: they tried to solve the problem in a

manner which ultimately proved fatal to the very ideals which the

school professed as its own.

After all, the vast majority of houses with grounds adjoining are

neither romantic castles for robber knights, nor pastoral shanties

for shepherds, but everyday dwellings inhabited by average indi-

viduals. The architecture of such houses is apt to be of a kind

with which no landscape of strongly marked characteristics would

harmonize, if, indeed, such landscapes were found with anything

like frequency in those suburban regions with which gardeners,

most days, have to deal. It was probably some such consideration

which, perhaps more or less unconsciously, gradually led to the

adaptation of a set of good-in-any case rules which one soon found

applied everywhere with scarcely any modification. We are all

familiar with the rules; we have seen them put into practice in all

American and English suburbs:

The grounds near the house, as well as those farther away, are sub-

jected to the same treatment. All undergrowth is dug up, all rocks

carted off. The entire surface is plowed and raked into uniform

smoothness and sown with lawn seed. The boundaries are marked

with shrubs and trees, while the centre of the lawn glows with

gaudy colored plants and flowers. Where extraordinary efforts

have been made, some tree with pretty blossoms will allow the eye

a welcome rest, but the one predominant note is and remains lawn,

lawn, lawn.

This is called the "natural style of gardening." It would seem,

then, that, on some unknown occasion, the champions of this style

had received a revelation to the effect that lawn—lawn flat and

smooth as a billiard cloth—constituted the crowning glory of
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Mother Nature, who, after achieving it, settled down in Buddha-

like quietude, gazing raptly upon her own work, and demanding

that everybody else henceforth do likewise. And so it came to pass

that at the bid of the apostles of nature emancipated, that same

nature was forced into a green straight jacket—smothered under a

lid of greensward.

One need only take a stroll along one of our fashionable suburban

roads to be convinced that the boasted freedom of the "natural"

landscape arrangement has degenerated into a monotony as persist-

ent as that of the 17th century French gardens, but lacking wholly

the well-bred repose and exclusiveness of those delightful haunts.

Of late the recognition of this truth has been gaining ground, slow-

ly, to be sure, but incessantly. Unpleasant altercations between

the advocates of the two schools of gardening have not been want-

ing; as usual on kindred occasions, fat words have been noisily

bandied about, with little or no understanding of their real signifi-

cation. It should soon be possible, however, to reach a point

where one might examine with justice and equanimity the claims

of the two warring factions.

Why should these two schools ever have been allowed to clash?

Each has its realm upon which the other need never encroach. An
attempt to reproduce in a narrowly limited garden the beauties

characteristic of a large area is manifestly absurd. There the

charms of carefully planned design and color scheme are the only

ones obtainable, and they ought to be deemed sufficient, great and

abiding as they are. The naturally beautiful landscape, which

scorns design and grading, must always be one of large dimensions.

Hence it is in spacious parks that the "natural" school finds its

proper field, so much the more that here no one house or structure

demands consideration at the hands of the gardener.

Even in such parks the indispensable condition for the successful

application of the natural style is the presence of an appropriate

natural basis. The practice of turning nature into Claudes or

Ruysdaels has long ago been discarded as absurd; at the present

hour the school professes to study one piece of nature in order to

reproduce it elsewhere. But no intelligent gardener would ever
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think of reproducing the beauties of mountain scenery in meadow
land, or the charms of a Dutch landscape among the Alps. The

main features of some ideal landscape type must be present, or, at

the very least, suggested, if this particular type is to be bodied

forth by the naturalist artist. The task before him will chiefly

consist in working out the potential beauties which for the moment

are more or less obscured by accidental externalities. In other

words, he may, and should, add or substitute such elements of

picturesqueness as would naturally have existed, under ideal cir-

cumstances. Throughout his possibilities are limited by the mate-

rial in hand.

Certain striking traits of a natural landscape, such as massive rocks,

cannot be reproduced artificially without floundering into the low-

est depths of the ridiculous. But ponds and streams may be en-

larged and set more attractively by judicioius planting in their

vicinity. It will indeed soon be found that almost the sole decisive

improvement which a gardener has in his power to make in a land-

scape consists in planting.

There, indeed, lie untold possibilities for the gardener's art, most

of which have all too long been neglected. To be sure, most gar-

deners know that trees and shrubs should not be planted in contin-

uous, straight lines, but in groups with curving boundaries, and

that a lot of one kind of plants, if grouped together, produce a

better effect than a heterogeneous conglomeration. The impor-

tance of shade trees is also, as a rule, duly considered. But as yet

only a minority of parks here in America betray any extensive study

of the numerous color effects which may be produced in all but

uninterrupted succession from February until late in the fall. The

New York Central Park, for instance, bears witness to careful

contemplation of the forms of trees, but far too little of their colors.

It is not within the scope of the present article to furnish anything

like a complete guide for the selection of trees and shrubs, such as

may be found in the excellent works by Samuel Parsons, Sedding,

and others, but a few hints may here be inserted. One of the very

earliest harbingers of spring is the yellow jasmine which blooms in

February. It is hardy and bears transplanting well. Some spe-
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cies of Rhododendron also display their dark, red flowers at this

early date. The scarlet maple will parade its bejewelled branches

a trifle later, and then come, budding and blooming close enough

to each other to form one continuous chain of highly decorative

trees and shrubs: the birches with their smooth, silky sheen; the

larches in their softly green modesty; some Japanese importations,

such as Cydonica Japonica (a quince) with pink and white blos-

soms; the American Azalea mollis; the always graceful lilacs and

syringas; the glorious torchlight procession of the blooming horse

chestnut in May; and the solid pomp of the reddish purple Nor-

wegian maple in June.

June is also the season for the Japanese snowball, the climbing

hydrangea and wistaria, and all the other climbing vines which go

to make up the particular splendor of this month.

Of the trees which, while always decorative, grow more so as sum-

mer declines and fall comes into its own, the Kentucky coffee tree

deserves particular mention; its peculiar trunk and branches, its

light, feathery foliage, never fail to attract and delight the eye. It

is, however, the maples that should always form the staple trees of

those planted especially for fall effects. The Norwegian maples

are a perpetual delight, but of them all the red maple bursts forth

in the richest hues in its many and surprising changes. Why is it

so rarely used on our lawns? It grows more slowly than the sugar

maples, but is sure in the long run to repay amply the time and

trouble expended on its culture.

Some of the oaks are scarcely less gorgeous than the maples—the

Turkey oak, for instance, and the pyramidal oaks; dazzling tints

are also displayed by some of our American oaks.

A tree which in this country is but little used, while in Europe it is

as frequent as it is beloved, is the rapidly growing linden. A large,

cupola shaped linden, towering in the center of a lawn, is a sight

at once majestic and graceful. During the time of its bloom it

perfumes the surrounding air with a fragrance than which there is

none sweeter, while hundreds of bees, attracted by its blossoms,

make an organ-like music. Then, again, the linden lends itself

better than most other trees to the purposes of what the French call
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an alike—a road hedged in by two parallel rows of trees. The tall,

erect trunks rise like cathedral pillars; the finely curving branches

meet away up in the air, screening the walk with a green vault

which the sunbeams gild, but rarely penetrate.

It might here be objected that such an allee would be a legitimate

feature of a formal garden, but that just here and now we were

speaking of a park laid out in the natural style. Now it is very

true that downright mingling of the two styles produces irritating

results, but I am inclined to believe that to large city parks some

features of a formal character may advantageously be added, for

the purpose of setting apart and emphasizing such sections as, for

obvious reasons, must ever bear a strong imprint of intention and

deliberation. Riding and driving paths can in no possible way be

made to look "natural" in the technical sense of the word. A mall

such as we see in New York Central Park is another such feature;

here parallel rows of lindens would be as appropriate as orna-

mental. It should not be overlooked that even in those parks where

the natural style inevitably commends itself, it will be found impos-

sible all the time to remain "natural" in the sense that no palpably

artificial features whatsoever be added. Even in our most preten-

tiously "natural" parks, roads and paths have been made—made by

the labor of engineers and workmen, not allowed to make them-

selves under the soles of pedestrians, the hoofs of horses, and the

wheels of carriages. It is, then, beforehand given that while a

virgin forest style may indeed be the ideal, it is one forever un-

attainable.

Why not, then, proceed one or two steps farther, and admit that

such parts of a park as cannot help rubbing shoulders with civiliza-

tion—its edges, for instances, or the sections close to the entrances

—

may fittingly be treated in a style suggestive of the transition from

town to country? Why is a dressed lawn natural, but a trimmed

linden, or several of them in a row, unnatural?

This question of transition is, indeed, one of paramount importance.

The civilized atmosphere of the house in the midst of a garden

—

or a park—that of a city pressing close upon all sides of a park,

should not be cut short abruptly, but allowed gradually to lose itself
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in, and unite with, the ever-increasing freshness and ruggedness of

nature. In some of the American country places which such mas-

ters of their craft as Samuel Parsons, jr., have had in hand, this

principle has been respected, but, alas! these form still but a small

minority.

Just at present, when our multi-millionaires are building up huge

country estates, a vast field is opening up before the American land-

scape gardener. He will, of course, primarily have to consider

the conditions of his own country, but it will but benefit him to

accept hints from abroad, where here and there landscape garden-

ing has been attempted on a scale rarely approached in the United

States.

I have in mind one such undertaking, in that little kingdom, Den-

mark, which of late now and then has surprised far greater coun-

tries by its achievements in art—pottery, for instance, and jewelry.

The specimen of landscape gardening, to which I have reference

is of far earlier date, begun—if I mistake not—over forty years

ago, and not finished until some twenty years later.

In the northern part of the large island Sjaelland, about twenty

miles from Copenhagen, lies the castle Fredericksburg. Built in the

first half of the seventeenth century, in Dutch Renascence style, of

red brick and gray sandstone, it soon gained universal recognition as

the most meritorious structure of its kind in Northern Europe. It

had, as all castles in those days, a garden with straight, gravelled

walks, boxwood hedges, trimmed lindens and gorgeous flowerbeds,

and doubtless for a couple of centuries was considered incapable of

improvement. In 1859 it was destroyed by fire, and was rebuilt

only by popular subscription. The king possessing no funds with

which to restore the interior, Fredericksburg remained for some

years an empty shell. Then a rich brewer, Mr. Jacobsen, donated

a large sum toward the furnishing and decorating of the castle, on

condition that it be used as a National Historical Museum—a sort

of Danish Versailles. It was then that it dawned upon the good

people in the little town which clusters round the castle, that it

would be to their advantage to make this stately pile the centre and

cynosure, not only of the town, but of the whole landscape—thus
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carrying to its finish a scheme long ago conceived by the late King

of Denmark, Frederick VII, and his landscape gardener, M.
Rothe. It is, indeed, to the latter that the lion's share of the honor

belongs for having solved so ably the problems here involved. It

goes without saying that the landscape with its gentle slopes and

many trees, but no hills of any considerable rise, met the artist half-

way, but his light touch, his tender regard for nature's own forms,

must forever remain a matter of admiration.

The main approaches to the city are by a railroad line and a high-

way, which run into, and through it, somewhat in the manner of a

Greek cross. It has now been so arranged that from whichever

side one comes towards the town, the gilded spires of the castle

greet one, stretching above the tree tops, peeping through openings

in the thicket, or mirrored in the placid sheets of the little ponds

and lakes which dot the landscape. Then, as one comes nearer by

rail, and finally alights at the station, the castle looms in all its quiet

majesty, a giant at rest in a camp of pygmies.

But it is when reaching the city by the highway that the art of M.
Rothe and his assistants is fully appreciated. A couple of miles

from the town is the huge Grib forest, the largest in the country.

Straight roads are run through it in all directions—in one place

eight of them meet, forming a star—but otherwise it is allowed to

retain an uncivilized luxuriance and uncouthness. Nearer the city

other woods begin, running along on both sides of the road. These

are considerably thinned out, and, while still in nowise gardens,

have a park-like appearance with their neatly raked paths and

numerous wooden benches. One of them, on the left side of the

highway, adjoins the royal garden proper, separated from it only

by a fence with an always open gate. The royal garden—which

now belongs to the public—is built on sloping ground, laid out in

terraces, the last of which is on a level with the road separating it

from the lake in whose midst Fredericksburg is built on a small

island. The style of the garden is, as already said, in the main

seventeenth century severely, but modified by skilfully added na-

tional features, such as firs and pines, grouped in lawn, hedged in

with boxwood. On one of the upper terraces, a circular pond is
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surrounded by a road shaded by two rows of lindens. The design

is everywhere simple, the color scheme striking without any visible

striving after effect. Unforgetable is, for instance, the sight of

blooming fruit trees—apples and cherries—on a fresh, bright lawn,

set in a flame of severe, blackish green boxwood. The flower beds

contain dahlias, hollyhocks, roses and tulips—not many species, but

profusely and intelligently distributed. From this side, even more
than from the railroad, the castle is revealed by degrees, in a teas-

ing curiosity-whetting manner. I regret my inability to add at

least one more to the accompanying illustrations which might ren-

der one of the first peeps at Fredericksburg, vouchsafed the stroller

through the royal garden. Some faint idea of how the matter is

managed may, however, be had from the two illustrations.

To the best of my knowledge, nowhere else in the world have ar-

chitecture, formal gardening and landscape been adjusted and

blended into one so perfect, so rich and so alluring harmony.

CERTAIN OF US HUDDLE INTO CITIES TO
SHUT OUT THE SIGHT OF WOODS AND
HILLS SAYING: "A GOD IS THERE." ETER-
NITY IS SYMBOLIZED YONDER. LET US
GET TOGETHER AND DEAL WITH OUR
OWN AFFAIRS OF WHICH GODS AND
ETERNITY ARE NOT YET APART.

CHARLES N. SKINNER
NATURE IN A CITY YARD
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ERNEST CROSBY

SHAKESPEARE was of us," cries Browning in his "Lost

Leader," while lamenting the defection of Wordsworth

from the ranks of progress and liberalism,
—"Milton

was for us, Burns, Shelley were with us,—they watch

from their graves!" There can indeed be no question

of the fidelity to democracy of Milton, the republican pamphleteer,

nor of Burns, the proud ploughman, who proclaimed the fact that

"a man's a man for a' that," nor of Shelley, the awakened aristocrat,

who sang to such as Burns

"Men of England, wherefore plough

For the lords who lay ye low?"

But Shakespeare?—Shakespeare?—where is there a line in Shake-

speare to entitle him to a place in this brotherhood? Is there any-

thing in his plays that is in the least inconsistent with all that is re-

actionary?

A glance at Shakespeare's lists of dramatis personae is sufficient to

show that he was unable to conceive of any situation rising to the

dignity of tragedy in other than royal and ducal circles. It may

be said in explanation of this partiality for high rank that he was

only following the custom of the dramatists of his time, but this is

a poor plea for a man of great genius, whose business it is precisely

to lead and not to follow. Nor is the explanation altogether accu-

rate. In his play, the "Pinner of Wakefield," first printed in 1599,

Robert Greene makes a hero, and a very stalwart one, of a mere

pound-keeper, who proudly refuses knighthood at the hands of the

king. There were other and earlier plays in vogue in Shake-

speare's day treating of the triumphs of men of the people, one for

instance which commemorated the rise of Sir Thomas Gresham,

the merchant's son, and another, entitled "The History of Richard

Whittington, of his Low Birth, his Great Fortune;" but he care-

fully avoided such material in seeking plots for his dramas. Cardi-

nal Wolsey, the butcher's son, is indeed the hero of "Henry VIII.,"

but his humble origin is only mentioned incidentally as something

to be ashamed of. What greater opportunity for idealizing the

common people ever presented itself to a dramatist than to Shake-
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speare, when he undertook to draw the character of Joan of Arc
in the Second Part of "Henry VI.?" He knew how to create noble

women,—that is one of his special glories,—but he not only refuses

to see anything noble in the peasant girl who led France to victory,

but he deliberately insults her memory with the coarsest and most

cruel calumnies. Surely the lapse of more than a century and a

half might have enabled a man of honor, if not of genius, to do

justice to an enemy of the weaker sex, and if Joan had been a mem-
ber of the French royal family we may be sure that she would have

received better treatment.

The question of the aristocratic tendency of the drama was an ac-

tive one in Shakespeare's time. There was a good deal of demo-
cratic feeling in the burghers of London-town, and they resented

the courtly prejudices of their playwrights and their habit of hold-

ing up plain citizens to ridicule upon the stage, whenever they

deigned to present them at all. The Prologue in Beaumont and

Fletcher's "Knight of the Burning Pestle," gives sufficient evidence

of this. The authors adopted the device of having a Citizen leap

upon the stage and interrupt the Speaker of the Prologue by
shouting

"Hold your peace, goodman boy!"

Speaker of Prologue: "What do you mean, sir?"

Citizen: "That you have no good meaning; this seven year there hath been plays

at this house. I have observed it, you have still girds at citizens."

The Citizen goes on to inform the Speaker of the Prologue that he

is a grocer, and to demand that he "present something notably in

honour of the commons of the city." For a hero he will have "a

grocer and he shall do admirable things." But this proved to be

a joke over too serious a matter, for at the first representation of the

play in 161 1, it was cried down by the citizens and apprentices, who
did not appreciate its satire upon them, and it was not revived for

many years thereafter. It will not answer, therefore, to say that

the idea of celebrating the middle and lower classes never occurred

to Shakespeare, for it was a subject of discussion among his con-

temporaries.
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It is hardly possible to construct a play with no characters but

monarchs and their suites, and at the same time preserve the veri-

similitudes of life. Shakespeare was obliged to make some use of

servants, citizens and popuace. How has he portrayed them? In

one play alone has he given up the whole stage to them, and it is

said that the "Merry Wives of Windsor" was only written at the

request of Queen Elizabeth, who wished to see Sir John Falstaff

in love. It is from beginning to end one prolonged "gird at citi-

zens," and we can hardly wonder that they felt a grievance against

the dramatic profession. In the other plays of Shakespeare, the

humbler classes appear for the main part only occasionally and

incidentally. His opinion of them is indicated more or less pic-

turesquely by the names which he selects for them. There are, for

example, Bottom, the weaver, Flute, the bellows-maker, Snout and

Sly, tinkers, Quince, the carpenter, Snug, the joiner, Starveling,

the tailor, Smooth, the silkman, Shallow and Silence, country jus-

tices, Elbow and Hull, constables, Dogberry and Verges, Fang
and Snare, sheriff's officers, Mouldy, Shadow, Wart, and Bull-calf,

recruits, Feebee, at once a recruit and a woman's tailor, Pilch and

Patch-Breech, fishermen (though these last two appellations may
be mere nicknames), Potpan, Peter Thump, Simple, Gobbo, and

Susan Grindstone, servants, Speed, "a clownish servant," Slender,

Pistol, Nym, Sneak, Doll Tear-sheet, Jane Smile, Costard, Oat-

cake, Seacoal, and various anonymous "Clowns" and "Fools."

Shakespeare rarely gives names of this character to any but the

lowly in life, although perhaps we should cite as exceptions Sir

Toby Belch and Sir Andrew Ague-Cheek in Twelfth Night, the

vicar, Sir Oliver Mar-Text, in "As You Like It," Moth, the page,

in "Love's Labour Lost," and Froth, "a foolish gentleman," in

"Measure for Measure," but none of these personages quite de-

serves to rank as an aristocrat. Such a system of nomenclature as

we have exposed is enough of itself to fasten the stigma of absurdity

upon the characters subjected to it, and their occupations. Most

of the trades are held up for ridicule in "Midsummer Night's

Dream," Holofernes, the schoolmaster, is made ridiculous in

"Love's Labour Lost," and we are told of the middle-class Nym,
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Pistol and Bardolph, that "three such antics do not amount to a

man." (Henry V., Act 3, Sc. 2.) But it is not necessary to re-

hearse the various familiar scenes in which these fantastically-

named individuals raise a laugh at their own expense.

The language employed by nobility and royalty in addressing those

of inferior station in Shakespeare's plays may be taken perhaps

rather as an indication of the manners of the times than as an ex-

pression of his own feeling, but even so it must have been a little

galling to the poorer of his auditors. "Whoreson dog," "whore-

son peasant," "slave," "you cur," "rogue," "rascal," "dunghill,"

"crack-hemp," and "notorious villain,"—these are a few of the

epithets with which the plays abound. The Duke of York accosts

Thomas Horner, an armorer, as "base dunghill villain and mechan-
ical" (Henry VI., Part 2, Act 2, Sc. 3). Gloster speaks of the

warders of the Tower as "dunghill grooms" (lb., Part 1, Act 1,

Sc. 3), and Hamlet of the grave-digger as an "ass" and "rude

knave." Valentine tells his servant, Speed, that he is born to be

hanged (Two Gentlemen of Verona, Act 1, Sc. 1), and Gonzalo
pays a like compliment to the boatswain who is doing his best to

save the ship in the "Tempest" (Act 1, Sc. 1). This boatswain is

not sufficiently impressed by the grandeur of his noble cargo, and
for his pains is called a "brawling, blasphemous, uncharitable

dog," a "cur," a "whoreson, insolent noise-maker," and a "wide-

chapped rascal." Richard III.'s Queen says to a gardener, who
is guilty of nothing but giving a true report of her lord's deposition

and who shows himself a kind-hearted fellow, "Thou little better

thing than earth," "thou wretch!" Henry VIII. talks of a "lousy

footboy," and the Duke of Suffolk, when he is about to be killed by

his pirate captor at Dover, calls him "obscure and lowly swain,"

"jaded groom," and "base slave," dubs his crew "paltry, servile,

abject drudges," and declares that his own head would
"sooner dance upon bloody pole

Than stand uncovered to a vulgar groom."

(Henry VI., Part 2, Act 4, Sc. 1.)

Petruchio "wrings Grumio by the ear," and Katherine beats the

same unlucky servant. His master indulges in such terms as "fool-
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ish knave," "peasant swain," and "whoreson malthorse drudge," in

addressing him, cries out to his servants, "off with my boots, you
rogues, you villains!" and strikes them. He pays his compliments
to a tailor in the following lines:

"O monstrous arrogance! Thou liest, thou thread, thou thimble,

Thou yard, three-quarters, half-yard, quarter, nail,

Thou flea, thou nit, thou winter cricket thou;

Braved in my own house by a skein of thread!

Away thou rag, thou quantity, thou remnant!"

(Taming of the Shrew, Act 4, Sc. 3.)

Joan of Arc speaks of her "contemptible estate," as a shepherd's

daughter and afterwards, denying her father, calls him "Decrepit

miser! base, ignoble wretch!" (Henry VI., Part 1, Act 1, Sc. 2,

and Act 5, Sc. 4.) It is hard to believe that Shakespeare would
have so frequently allowed his characters to express their contempt

for members of the lower orders of society if he had not had some
sympathy with their opinions.

Shakespeare usually employs the common people whom he brings

upon the stage merely to raise a laugh (as for instance the flea-

bitten carriers in the inn-yard at Rochester, in Henry IV., Part 1,

Act 2, Sc. 1), but occasionally they are scamps as well as fools.

They amuse us when they become hopelessly entangled in their

sentences (vide Romeo and Juliet, Act 1, Sc. 2), or when Juliet's

nurse blunderingly makes her think that Romeo is slain instead of

Tybalt, but when this same lady after taking Romeo's money es-

pouses the cause of the County Paris,—or when on the eve of Agin-

court we are introduced to a group of cowardly English soldiers,

—

or when Coriolanus points out the poltroonery of the Roman troops

and says that all would have been lost "but for our gentlemen," we
must feel detestation for them. Juliet's nurse is not the only dis-

loyal servant. Shylock's servant, Launcelot Gobbo, helps Jessica

to deceive her father, and Margaret, the Lady Hero's gentle-

woman, brings about the disgrace of her mistress by fraud. Olivia's

waiting-woman in Twelfth Night is honest enough, but she is none

too modest in her language, but in this respect Dame Quickly in

Henry IV. can easily rival her. Peter Thump, when forced to a
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judicial combat with his master, displays his cowardice, although

in the end he is successful (Henry VI., Part 2, Act 2, Sc. 3), and

"Stephano, a drunken butler," adorns the stage in the "Tempest."

We cannot blame Shakespeare for making use of cut-throats and
villains in developing his plots, but we might have been spared the

jokes which the jailors of Posthumus perpetrate when they come to

lead him to the scaffold and the ludicrous English of the Clown
who supplies Cleopatra with an asp. The apothecary who is in

such wretched plight that he sells poison to Romeo in spite of a

Draconian law, gives us another unflattering picture of a trades-

man, and when Falstaff declares, "I would I were a weaver; I

could sing psalms or anything," we have a premature reflection

on the Puritan, middle-class conscience and religion. In "As You
Like It," Shakespeare came near drawing a pastoral sketch of shep-

herds and shepherdesses on conventional lines. If he failed

to do so, it was as much from lack of respect for the keeping of

sheep as for the unrealities of pastoral poetry. Rosalind does not

scruple to call the fair Phebe "foul," and as for her hands, she says,

"I saw her hand; she has a leathern hand,

A freestone coloured hand ; I verily did think

That her old gloves were on, but 'twas her hands;

She has a housewife's hand."

No one with a high respect for housewifery could have written that

line. When in the same play Jaques sees the pair of rural lovers,

Touchstone and Audrey, approaching, he cries, "There is, sure,

another flood toward, and these couples are coming to the ark!

Here come a pair of very strange beasts which in all tongues are

called Fools." (Act 5, Sc. 4.) The clown, Touchstone, speaks of

kissing the cow's dugs which his former sweetheart had milked,

and then marries Audrey in a tempest of buffoonery. Howbeit,
Touchstone remains one of the few rustic characters of Shake-

speare who win our affections, and at the same time he is witty

enough to deserve the title which Jaques bestows upon him of a

"rare fellow."

Occasionally Shakespeare makes fun of persons who are somewhat
above the lower classes in rank. I have mentioned those on whom
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he bestows comical names. He indulges in humor also at the ex-

pense of the two Scottish captains, Jamy and Macmorris, and the

honest Welsh captain Fluellen (Henry V., Act 3, Sc. 2 et passim),

and shall we forget the inimitable Falstaff? But while making

every allowance for these diversions into somewhat nobler quar-

ters (the former of which are explained by national prejudices),

do they form serious exceptions to the rule, and can Falstaff be

taken, for instance, as a representative of the real aristocracy? As

Queen and courtiers watched his antics on the stage, we may be

sure that it never entered their heads that the "girds" were directed

at them or their kind.

The appearance on Shakespeare's stage of a man of humble birth

who is virtuous without being ridiculous is so rare an event that it

is worth while to enumerate the instances. Now and then a serv-

ant or other obscure character is made use of as a mere lay figure

of which nothing good or evil can be predicated, but usually they

are made more or less absurd. Only at long intervals do we see

persons of this class at once serious and upright. As might have

been expected it is more often the servant than any other member
of the lower classes to whom Shakespeare attributes good qualities,

for the servant is a sort of attachment to the gentleman and shines

with the reflection of his virtues. The noblest quality which Shake-

peare can conceive of in a servant is loyalty, and in Richard II.

(Act 5, Sc. 3) he gives us a good example in the character of a

groom who remains faithful to the king even when the latter is cast

into prison. In Cymbeline we are treated to loyalty ad nauseam.

The king orders Pisanio, a trusty servant, to be tortured without

cause, and his reply is,

"Sir, my life is yours.

I humbly set it at your will." (Act. 4, Sc. 3.)

In King Lear a good servant protests against the cruelty of Regan

and Cornwall towards Gloster and is killed for his courage. "Give

me my sword," cries Regan. "A peasant stand up thus!" (Act 3,

Sc. 7.) And other servants also show sympathy for the unfortunate

earl. We all remember the Fool who, almost alone, was true to
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Lear, but then of course he was a fool. In Timon of Athens we

have an unusual array of good servants, but it is doubtful if Shake-

speare wrote the play and these characters make his authorship

more doubtful. Flaminius, Timon's servant, rejects a bribe with

scorn. (Act 3, Sc. 1.) Another of his servants expresses his con-

tempt for his master's false friends (Act 3, Sc. 3) and when Timon

finally loses his fortune and his friends forsake him, his servants

stand by him. "Yet do our hearts wear Timon's livery." (Act 4,

Sc. 2.) Adam, the good old servant in As You Like It, who fol-

lows his young master Orlando into exile, is, like Lear's fool, a

noteworthy example of the loyal servitor.

"Master, go on, and I will follow thee

To the last gasp with truth and loyalty." (Act 2, Sc. 3)

But Shakespeare takes care to point out that such fidelity in serv-

ants is most uncommon and a relic of the good old times.

"O good old man, how well in thee appears

The constant service of the antique world,

When service sweat for duty, nor for meed!

Thou art not for the fashion of these times,

When none will sweat but for promotion."

Outside the ranks of domestic servants we find a few cases of hon-

orable poverty in Shakespeare. In the play just quoted Corin,

the old shepherd, says:

"Sir, I am a true labourer ; I earn that I eat, get that I wear ; owe no man hate,

envy no man's happiness ;
glad of other men's good, content with my harm ; and the

greatest of my pride is to see my ewes graze and my lambs suck,"

(As You Like It, Act 3, Sc. 2)

in short an ideal proletarian from the point of view of the aristo-

crat.

The Winter's Tale can boast of another good shepherd (Act 3,

Sc. 3) , but he savours a little of burlesque. "Macbeth" has several

humble worthies. There is a good old man in the second act

(Sc. 2) and a good messenger in the fourth. (Sc. 2.) King Dun-

can praises highly the sergeant who brings the news of Macbeth's

victory and uses language to him such as Shakespeare's yeomen are

not accustomed to hear. (Act 1, Sc. 2.) And in Antony and Cleo-
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patra we make the acquaintance of several exemplary common
soldiers. Shakespeare puts flattering words into the mouth of

Henry V. when he addresses the troops before Agincourt:

"For he to-day that sheds his blood with me

Shall be my brother ; be he ne'er so vile

This day shall gentle his condition." (Act 4, Sc. 4.)

And at Harfleur he is even more complaisant:

"And you, good yeomen,

Whose limbs were made in England, shew us here

The metal of your pasture; let us swear

That you are worth your breeding ; which I doubt not,

For there is none of you so mean and base

That hath not noble lustre in your eyes." (Act 3, Sc. 1.)

The rank and file always fare well before a battle.

"O, it's 'Tommy this,' and 'Tommy that,' an' 'Tommy, go away;'

But it's 'Thank you, Mr. Atkins,' when the band begins to play."

I should like to add some instances from Shakespeare's works of

serious and estimable behaviour on the part of individuals repre-

senting the lower classes, or of considerate treatment of them on the

part of their "betters," but I have been unable to find any, and the

meagre list must end here.

But to return to Tommy Atkins. He is no longer Mr. Atkins after

the battle. Montjoy, the French herald, comes to the English king

under a flag of truce and asks that they be permitted to bury their

dead and

"Sort our nobles from our common men ;

For many of our princes (woe the while!)

i Lie drowned and soaked in mercenary blood ;

So do our vulgar drench their peasant limbs

In blood of princes." (Henry VM Act 4, Sc. 7.)

With equal courtesy Richard III. on Bosworth field speaks of his

opponents to the gentlemen around him:

"Remember what you are to cope withal ;

—

A sort of vagabonds, rascals and runaways

A scum of Bretagne and base lackey peasants." (Act 5, Sc. 3.)
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But Shakespeare does not limit such epithets to armies. Having,

as we have seen, a poor opinion of the lower classes taken man by

man, he thinks if anything still worse of them taken en masse, and

at his hands a crowd of plain working-men fares worst of all.

"Hempen home-spuns," Puck calls them, and again

"A crew of patches, rude mechanicals,

That work for bread upon Athenian stalls."

Bottom, their leader, is according to Oberon a "hateful fool," and

according to Puck, the "shallowest thick-skin of that barren sort."

(Midsummer Night's Dream, Act 3, Scs. 1 and 2, Act 4, Sc. 1.)

Bottom's advice to his players contains a small galaxy of compli-

ments :

"In any case let Thisby have clean linen, and let not him that plays the lion pare his

nails, for they shall hang out for the lion's claws. And, most dear actors, eat no

onion or garlic, for we are to utter sweet breath, and I do not doubt to hear them

say, it is a sweet comedy." (lb. Act 4, Sc. 2.)

The matter of the breath of the poor weighs upon Shakespeare and

his characters. Cleopatra shudders at the thought that

"mechanic slaves,

With greasy aprons, rules and hammers, shall

Uplift us to the view; in their thick breaths

Rank of gross diet, shall we be enclouded,

And forced to drink their vapour."

(Antony and Cleopatra, Act 5, Sc. 2.)

Coriolanus has his sense of smell especially developed. He talks

of the "stinking breaths" of the people (Act 2, Sc. 1), and in an-

other place, says:

"You common cry of curs, whose breath I hate

As reek of rotten fens, whose love I prize

As the dead carcasses of unburied men

That do corrupt the air, I banish you,"

Continued in The Craftsman for May
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My Last Memory of Tolstoi
ALEXANDRIA NICCHIA

OUNT TOLSTOI, madam, is out cutting hay."

Those outwardly respectful words were eloquent of

nameless things to me, as the deep-shouldered maid-
servant stood in the doorway of the man who is great to

all the world but his own kin, and allowed a slow smile

of remembrance to break over her heavy Slav face.

I had just driven the fifteen long and rugged versts from Tula to

Yasnaya Polyana. For all that distance I had been tossed about in

a harrowingly antiquated telyaga, under the sweltering open sun

of a Russian summer, to the nerve-racking accompaniment of my
iswotschik's endless profanity.

The Countess herself and six of the children, the servant added,
were bathing down at the River. I knew enough of that half-'

pagan household to deem it wiser to seek out the Count amid his

hay-cocks, than the Countess amid her nymphs.
So, with the deep-shouldered servant-maid swinging stolidly on
before me, I gathered up my dusty skirts—that Russian dust, how
deep it can lie!—and strode across the open fields, swimming in

their mid-day heat.

Count Tolstoi's estate is of rolling land, in places, and at last before

me, on the crest of a long slope of rising ground, I could see the

little group of laborers where the master was mowing among his

men—where the hand that penned "War and Peace" was hacking
determinedly at a few kopeks worth of hay-crop. Moujiks and
master seemed to stand out before me there, almost Titanic, in the

pulsating mid-day heat, silhouetted against the pale blue sky-line.

Even at a distance I saw and recognized the scholarly sloping

shoulder, the great bent frame that seemed to have shriveled so in

the last five years, the time-furrowed and thought-lined face which
no peasant's costume could disguise. And as I looked at him, swing-

ing that ponderous, primitive, incongruous scythe, outlined against

the hot turquoise sky, stubborn even in his defeat, determined even

in what all his life had sealed as a mockery, a passing sense of the

Great Man's inward isolation, of his loneliness of soul, of a spir-

itual despair which he had not always hidden, swept over me.
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Just why it did, I scarcely know; but that moment it came to me;
and from that moment it has remained with me.

Although we had met before, more than once, the Count did not

know me as I came up and stood before him. He straightened his

bent back, but not without difficulty, I remember, and mopped his

dripping face with his huge platok. As he did so, I caught a pass-

ing odor of violets; and then I remembered his old-time child-like

love of perfumery.

He leaned on his heavy scythe, his breath still coming in gasps, and

looked at me from under his shaggy brows, out of those small, close-

set, penetrating, almost wolfish grey eyes. I was about to recall

my name to him, embarrassed for the moment, and to explain my
mission, when the petulantly wrinkled brow of a sudden relaxed.

He caught up my hand, with what I have every reason to believe

was genuine pleasure, dropping his scythe, and leaving it there for-

gotten, for the men to carry back when, half an hour later, we took

our way to the house.

That, my last day at Yasnaya Polyana, was a happy one for me. A
merry one I had scarcely expected it to be. Just why this was so

I vaguely realized that night as we sat at dinner. Only that after-

noon the Countess—I could exhaust my vocabulary in praising that

sternly noble, simple, far-seeing, solicitous wife and mother and

woman!—had confessed to me, with no taint of bitterness, that with

her own hand she had written and re-written for her husband the

manuscript of "War and Peace" twenty-one times. And she the

mother of sixteen children, the manageress of an estate, the secre-

tary of a novelist, the patient wife of an impatient genius! But

as I was about to write, young people are young people the world

over. And six out of the Count's nine children, who were then at

home, made the company, during that meal, merry enough at times.

But the shadow of a life's melancholy, the gloom of a nation's re-

nunciated sorrows, still seemed to dwell in that big, bald, crudely

furnished dining-room, dominated by the grim presence of the

master himself. It is true he talked a great deal that night; I even

remember that he sent me down to the kitchen to have the sugar-

bowl refilled. I sat at his side, where the ever-watchful Countess
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has the habit of placing the honored visitor, and I also ate meat,

though I saw that my host was eating what I strongly suspect was

cabbage soup, afterwards heaping his plate with his inevitable

buckwheat mush. And as he devoured that penitential dish he

volleyed keen question after question at me, listening intently, his

pale grey eyes always alert while doing so, his massive head bowed

in what might seem to the unknowing an attiude of abject humil-

ity. This appearance of humbleness, indeed, I had noticed more

than once that day, as I watched him sit with his lap-board on his

knees, looming ponderously over a pair of badly-made soles for a

pair of badly made boots,—and I knew even then that it was all

a quiet but none the less passionate oblation to those gods whom
he held highest and best. Yet at most times it is his impatient

strength, his rugged virility, that impresses one.

It was toward the end of that memorable dinner—memorable it

shall at least stand to me—before the younger children had been

sent to bed and we older people had clustered about the samovar

of the Countess, that a burst of half-suppressed laughter broke out

from the little ones farthest away from the Count and myself. The

Count talked on, preoccupied and unheeding, until a stern word

or two from his wife to the children caught his attention. Then

he asked, almost querulously, I thought, what it all was.

The Countess gently protested that it was nothing, and was for

talking of other things, until a youthful voice piped up (I am
translating quite freely) : "No, no! We must tell papa!"

Again the Countess interposed, but it was ineffectual.

"Oh, mama," (it was really \ht"maman" of the French) "oh,

mama, we must!" And then, amid some protest, the laughing girl

went on:

"It's what Count K told us yesterday, papa, about you. He
said that 'our Little Father' (Tzar Alexander the Third) had said

to Pobedenostzer (Procurator of the Holy Synod) that it's no use

bothering about you. He said that you couldn't help being just

you, wherever you were, and that you wanted to be a moujik just

because you happened to be born a Count! But if you'd been born

a moujik, he said, you'd have wanted a heap worse to be a Count!"
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The pale grey eyes looked in studious silence at the loquacious girl.

They looked at her, I believe, for several moments. I could see

the toil-hardened hand drum impatiently on the rough table. Then
the great leonine man seemed to shrink back into himself, and once

more I had a passing and painful sense of one lonely dreamer's

isolation of spirit, of the eternal aloofness which cut him off from

that more intimate world which, indeed, should have been so much
to him. It was only for a moment, but the memory of it will stay

with me for all time.

SERVICE INVOLVES SACRIFICE, AND, THERE-
FORE, IF PEOPLE REALLY WISH TO IMPROVE
THE POSITION OF THEIR BROTHER MEN,
AND NOT MERELY THEIR OWN, THEY MUST
BE READY NOT ONLY TO ALTER THE WAY
OF LIFE TO WHICH THEY ARE ACCUSTOMED,
BUT THEY MUST BE READY FOR AN IN-

TENSE STRUGGLE AGAINST THEMSELVES
AND THEIR FAMILIES.

LEO TOLSTOI

THE SLAVERY OF OUR TIMES
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'William Morris : A Recent Study by

Elizabeth Luther Cary irene sargent

THE life and work of William Morris seem not to lose

interest for the reading and artistic public. Any word

concerning him, any fragment of design from his hand

are seized and discussed over the seas, in France, or in

America, with perhaps even greater eagerness than in

his native England. The latest study upon him in his triple aspect

of poet, craftsman and socialist is, without doubt, the one of all

thus far published which will remain the best adapted and the most

pleasing to the large majority of his admirers: to those who are not

specialists in the arts or the theories to which he gave his many-

sided, active and impetuous life. The student pure and simple

will prefer the critical estimate of "William Morris, his Art, his

Writings and his Public Life," by Aymer Vallance; the lover of

accurate biographical detail will delve in the volumes of Mr.

Mackail, which are compiled with the minuteness of a mediaeval

chronicle. But the one seeking a just idea of the man rapidly

conveyed, because conceived with sympathy and enthusiasm, will

choose the most recent of the three studies: the one finished last

autumn by Elizabeth Luther Cary, whose previous writings upon

Tennyson, Browning and the Rossettis, had given her position and

authority. To this woman the mediaeval quality, which is more

easily recognized than described, appeals with peculiar force; as

may be learned from her slight but penetrating criticism of "Every-

man:" the fifteenth century morality play which has, this year,

brought back to our stage with vital power the spirit of the Pre-

Reformation age. Therefore, this new study of William Morris

has about it nothing of task or toil. It is filled with a sympathy

and an enthusiasm which are rarely found in writing outside of

personal letters. And since enthusiasm is contagious, it passes

from the writer to the reader, who gains a clearer, more concrete

idea of the man and artist treated, than from the more laboriously

compiled and necessary works which preceded it. But it must not

be understood that the new study is a eulogy rather than a just

*G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. 300 pages, 6J4x9}4, full cloth. Price, $3.50 net.
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criticism. It is a frank, unbiased statement of facts, fitted to an

appreciation of the surroundings in which these facts were accom-

plished. The title-page, indeed, bears a quotation from Canto One

of Dante's Inferno, which apostrophizes Morris with the well-

known "O degli altri poeti onore e lume" (O, of other poets thou

honor and light!) . But the manner in which the allusion is made

and the title given is justified in the first paragraph of the study.

One there finds an estimate of Morris sufficiently strong and precise

to create a fair idea of the man and his work in the mind of one who

should take up the book ignorant of the very name of its subject and

who should lay it down again, having but turned the page. This

passage will be especially appreciated by the always-increasing

number of those who are interested in the history of the Pre-Raph-

aelite movement. It reads: "There is, perhaps, no single work

by William Morris that stands out as a masterpiece in evidence of

his individual genius. He was not impelled to give peculiar ex-

pression to his own personality. His writing was seldom emotion-

ally autobiographic as Rossetti's always was; his painting and de-

signing were not the expression of a personal mood, as was the case

with Burne-Jones. But no one of his special time and group gave

himself more fully or more freely for others. No one contributed

more generously tc the public pleasure and enlightenment. No
one tried with more persistent effort, first to create and then to

satisfy a taste for the possible best in the lives and homes of the

people. He worked toward this end in so many directions that a

lesser energy than his must have been dissipated and a weaker pur-

pose rendered impotent. His tremendous vitality saved him from

the most humiliating of failures: the failure to make good extrava-

gant promise. He never lost sight of the result in the endeavor,

and his discontent with existing mediocrity was neither formless

nor empty. It was the motive power of all his labor; he was

always trying to make everything 'something different from what

it was,' and this instinct was, alike for strength and weakness, says

his chief biographer, 'of the very essence of his nature.' To tell

the story of his life is to write down the record of dreams made real,

of theories brought swiftly to the test of experiment, of the spirit of
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the distant past reincarnated in the present. But, as with most

natures of similar mould, the man was greater than any part of

his work, and even greater than the sum of it all. He remains one

of the not-to-be-forgotten figures of the nineteenth century, so

interesting was he, so impressive, so simple-hearted, so nearly ade-

quate to the great tasks he set himself, so well beloved by his com-
panions, so useful, despite his blunders, to society at large."

As the narrative of the life of Morris proceeds, facts are used as can

be done only by a well-trained mind; giving the reader a definite,

accurate result, such as is obtained from a mathematical process.

This quality alone would remove the study from the great mass of

biographical writing which, as a rule, is a crude, undigested mass

of facts, discouraging to the general reader, and valueless except to

the seeker after specific points. For example, the writer sees in

the early letters of Morris a proof that in him the boy was father

to the man; that every turn in his career was due to the strong,

persistent influence over him of the tastes and occupations of his

boyhood. Viewed in this way, the various activities of the poet,

craftsman and socialist no longer appear separate and dissociated,

but arrange themselves into component parts of a simple purpose

and a fixed ideal. Again to quote the words of the study: "With
most men, who are on the whole true to the analogy of the cham-
bered nautilus and cast off the outworn shell of their successive

phases of individuality as the seasons roll, the effect of early en-

vironment and tendency may easily be exaggerated, but Morris

grew in the fashion of his beloved oaks, keeping the rings by which
his advance in experience was marked; at the end, all were visible.

His education began and continued largely outside the domain of

books and away from masters. His wanderings in the depths of

the quaint and beautiful forest, his intimate acquaintance with the

nature of Gothic architecture, his familiarity with Scott, his prompt

adoption of Ruskin: all these formed the foundation on which he

was to build his own theory of life, and all were his before he went

up to Oxford." The facts furnished by the biographer are once

more used to advantage in describing Morris's attitude toward his

life-work. The writer of the study observes that Mr. Mackail
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notes with surprise the preference for Kingsley over Newman
among the Anglo-Catholic group of students, of which Morris and

Burne-Jones were fervent members. But for her the reason is

plain, because to Newman religion as a mere sentiment was "a

dream and a mockery," while for the youths who turned aside from

Holy Orders to become artists and poets, "all life was a sentiment."

This revulsion of feeling, this change of purpose, in the case of

Morris is thus explained: "It was much more in accordance with

his ideal of a vocation, a ministry to man, that he should contribute

to the daily material comfort and pleasure of the world, that he

should make places good for the body to live in and fair for the eye

to rest upon, and, therefore, soothing to the soul, than that he should

construct abstract spiritual mansions of which he could at best form

but a vague conception. It was, then, with a certain sense of dedi-

cation, an exchange of method without a change of spirit, that he

gave up the thought of Holy Orders, and turned to the thought of

furthering the good of mankind by working toward the beauty and

order of the visible world."

In commenting upon Morris's choice of architecture as a profes-

sion, the writer of the study does not, like the biographer, content

herself with a plain statement of facts. To show a rational decision

and a purpose unbroken to the end of a long, eventful career, she

quotes the words of the man himself, when he expressed his views

upon the relations of architecture to the lesser arts. She proves

that as a decorator of houses Morris began rightly in acquainting

himself with a knowledge of the construction which must exist

before any ornament may be applied. And here, indeed, the

homely words of the Englishman stand out from the printed page

like the figure of a bluff old Saxon warrior must have appeared

among his Norman opponents. There is something primitive and

elemental in these words of Morris that recalls the forest, the swing

of the woodman's axe and a liberty from convention unknown to

the Latin races. It is good to hear his simple, strong, for the most

part, monosyllabic words when he says : "If we did not know how
to dye or to weave, if we had neither gold nor silver, nor silk, and

no pigments to paint with but half a dozen ochres and umbers, we
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might yet frame a worthy art that would lead to everything, if we

had but timber, stone and lime, and a few cutting tools to make

these common things not only shelter us from wind and weather,

but also express the thoughts and aspirations that stir in us. Arch-

itecture would lead us to all the arts, as it did with the earlier men

;

but if we despise it and take no note of how we are housed, the other

arts will have a hard time of it indeed."

In alluding to Morris's description of Amiens Cathedral, which

holds so high a place among the criticisms of the great edifice, the

writer notes the master's singular ability to convey the significant

quality of what he admires: since from mere verbal repetition he

gives, in one passage, the effect of massive modeling and the sense

of weight, in another the effect of repose and sweetness, and in a

third, with far more subtle power, the effect of color.

The writer of the study is, perhaps, at her best, when she discusses

the poetry of Morris, between whom and Browning she offers a

comparison : saying justly that the latter poet's effort was always to

render an idea which was perfectly clear in his own mind; that his

volubility, obscurity and roughness frequently arose from his eager-

ness to express his idea in a variety of ways; but that all his stutter-

ings and broken sentences failed to disguise the fact that an intel-

lectual conception underlay the turbulent method, giving substance

and life to the poem, however much it might lack grace and form;

on the other hand, that with Morris the intellectual conception was

as weak as with Browning it was strong, and apparently existed

chiefly to give an excuse for the pictures which follow one another

in rapid succession through every poem, short or long, dramatic or

lyric, of both his youth and maturity. The strictures refer, of

course, principally to the first manner of Morris when he strove

"to copy Gabriel as much as possible," and they least of all touch the

"Life and Death of Jason" which the critic characterizes as "sim-

ple, certain, sweet," and pre-destined to popularity. Later, her

justice and scholarship are shown in her collation of important

opinions regarding the Morris translations of Virgil and Homer,

which certain noted men of letters have unsparingly ridiculed for

their clumsiness and affectations.
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The chapter in the new study treating the history of the firm of

Morris and Company is of course drawn from the writings of

Mackail and Aymer Vallance, and suffers the disadvantage of

being secondary work. But even here sympathy with the subject

and critical acumen have produced passages which deserve to be

widely known and to be taken to the heart. Among such passages

the strongest describes Morris, who "conforming to the truest of

principles, raised his work by getting under it. Nothing was too

laborious or too lowly for him. Pride of position was unknown to

him in any sense that would prevent him from indulging in manual

labor. His real pride lay in making something which he consid-

ered beautiful take the place of something ugly in the world. If

it were a fabric to be made lovely with long disused or unfamiliar

dyes, his hands were in the vat. If tapestry were to be woven, he

was at the loom by dawn. In his workman's blouse, steeped in

indigo, and with his hair outstanding wildly, he was in the habit of

presenting himself cheerfully at the houses of his friends, relying

on his native dignity to save appearances, but entirely happy in his

role of workman, though frankly desirous that the business should

prosper. 'I have not time on my hands,' he said, 'to be ruined and

get really poor.'
"

The criticism regarding the disadvantage of secondary work may
be extended to the chapter upon the socialism of Morris, but as the

topic is, in some sense, a gloomy one,—since Morris consumed in

the great cause a large amount of time and of unproductive thought

—the information once gained, concerning the socialistic writings,

speeches and efforts of the whole-souled philanthropist and patriot

remains too vivid in the mind of a reader to need renewal or addi-

tion.

Among the later chapters of the study one is prominent for its

practical quality, giving a clear, concise idea of the establishment,

work and standing of the Kelmscott Press, with explanations of

technicalities fitted to the popular misunderstanding. Were it to

be printed alone, it might serve as a welcome manual for incipient

bibliophiles who could gain much from its simple, direct teaching.

Interesting facts gained from the book-market here find a legiti-

mate place and are stated in passages such as the following:
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"Whether the Kelmscott books will increase or decrease in money
value, as time goes on, is a question that stirs interest in book-buying

circles. They have already had their rise and ebb to a certain

extent, and the prices brought by the copies owned by Mr. Ellis

at the sale of his library, after his death, indicate that a steady level

of interest has been reached among collectors, for the time being at

least; only five of the copies printed on paper exceeding prices

previously paid for them. The presentation copy on vellum of the

great Chaucer brought five hundred and ten pounds, certainly a

remarkable sum for a modern book, under any conditions, and

nearly a hundred pounds more than the highest price which Mor-
ris himself, up to the summer of 1894, nad ever P a^ even for a

fourteenth-century book. The paper copy of the Chaucer sold at

one hundred and twelve pounds, and a paper copy in ordinary

binding sold in America in 1902 for $650, while a paper copy in

the special pigskin binding brought $950 the same year. The issue

price for the four hundred and twenty-five paper copies was twenty

pounds apiece, and for the eight copies on vellum offered for sale

out of the thirteen printed, a hundred and twenty guineas apiece."

And thus it would be possible to quote ad infinitum from this ad-

mirable study of "William Morris, poet, craftsman and socialist,

with profit to each class of the admirers of the great Englishman;

who was plainly, as the study portrays him, one of the great figures

of the nineteenth century; whose accomplishments, great as they

were, stand secondary to the influence toward beauty which he

exerted in all the lesser arts of life," and which is still more power-

ful to-day than it was during his actual existence.
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An Interior e. g. w. dietrich

THE February issue of The Craftsman contained an eleva-

tion and plan of a suburban house designed by Mr. E. G.

W. Dietrich, and illustrating an article by the same

architect entitled: "The Cottage Quality." The issue

for that month was largely devoted to descriptions and

illustrations of country houses, and space was insufficient for the

matter offered. This fact occasioned the regrettable omission of

Mr. Dietrich's interior, which is now given in compliance with

requests received from numerous sections of the country.

The interior here shown will bear the test of good architecture and

of sound decoration. The constructive features are plainly visible

without being obtrusive. There is no applied ornament; every-

thing intended for the pleasure of the eye being an integral part of

the structure: such as the spacing of roof-timbers, the adjustment

of the arched openings of the stairways, the splay of the casements,

the glazing of the windows and doors.

By the employment of such legitimate means of producing the

beautiful, the necessity for portable works of art becomes reduced

to the minimum, with the resulting gain of free space, which in

itself is an ally of the decorator.

The practice of the principles involved in this design will produce

sanitary, habitable, and delightful interiors in which it will become

a pleasure to work out the problems of daily existence. Such were

the surroundings advocated by William Morris when he wrote the

sentence: "Have nothing in your houses which you do not know

to be useful, or believe to be ornamentable:" a text from which he

preached throughout his active life his eloquent sermons upon the

beauty born of simplicity.

The movement begun four decades since, has advanced far beyond

the conception of its projectors. To-day, Morris is honored for

his impulses, rather than for his accomplishments. But the spirit

which animated the group, being transferred to America, is creat-

ing a building art which shall satisfy the needs, physical and aes-

thetic, of the people, and shall eventually substitute the luxury of

taste for the luxury of costliness.
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Critical Correspondence

THE receipt of much correspondence similar to the subjoined letter has decided

the Editors of The Craftsman to print, as occasion may demand, criticisms

upon questions which may be summed up in the happy expression of William

Morris: "Hopes and Fears for Art."

All friends of The Craftsman are invited to participate in these discussions. Their

communications will be carefully considered, and when of sufficient interest, they

will be published in this department.

The Beacon sfi eld
Brookline, Boston, Mass.

To the Editor of "The Craftsman/'

Syracuse, N. Y.

Dear Sir:

During the last two or three years, I

have had the privilege of seeing some-

thing of the "Art Nouveau," also, of the

Austrian Secession movement and of the

modern Dutch, German, Norwegian,

and English art work, the furniture,

fabrics, jewelry, etc., of Messrs. Liberty

& Co., London, and of others; (nearly

all as yet tainted to some extent with

"mannerism" rather than pure spontan-

eity, perhaps). I am glad to see that

the movement has taken such hold here;

but, since my arrival, a few months ago,

I cannot help noticing with some sur-

prise the elephantine proportions, exag-

gerated crudity and rectangularity, the

ponderous and frigid austerity, the al-

most aggressive plainness, not to say

ugliness, in fact, of some of the arti-

craftural furniture of which I have seen

pictures, so different from the lightness

and grace one always associates with

American productions.

Granted that simplicity is a condition of

mind, rather than any specific outward

manifestation, true simplicity cannot be

necessarily divorced from grace and
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beauty of form, such as one finds in the

old Elizabethan and Jacobean periods,

and later in the classic and beautiful

forms of Sheraton, Chippendale and

Adams, compared with which the square

ponderosity of some of the designs I

speak of suggest that a railroad-wreck-

equipment, a crane, would be needed

for the spring cleaning of a house fur-

nished in that style; unless perchance it

might prove easier to move the house

than the furniture. These signs of the

times cannot imply a reversion to log

houses, saw-horse furniture, and home-

spun.

I speak with much diffidence, not being

an artist (and only so much of a crafts-

man as is required in a locomotive build-

ing establishment, where neither art nor

grace cut much figure), but it seems to

me that an otherwise admirable move-

ment may run some risk of being mis-

understood and perhaps burlesqued

through being confounded with a wholly

unnecessary severity or sheer ugliness:

a consummation, I think, devoutly to be

deplored. "A thing of beauty is a joy

forever," and we need all the joy there

is. Yours sincerely,

I. G. RAINSBOTTOM.
March 10, 1903.
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THE CRAFTSMAN
Syracuse, N. Y.

Editorial Rooms

Mr. I. G. Rainsbottom, The Beaconsfield,

Boston, Mass.

My Dear Sir:

I am indebted to you for your thought-

ful letter, as one of the many expres-

sions of interest which encourage me in

the work which I have chosen. I shall

value your opinions as coming from one

fitted above the ordinary man to judge

the value of modern tendencies in the

decorative arts and handicrafts.

Your strictures have in them an element

of truth. But in justification of what

you characterize as the "aggressively

plain, elephantine style" there is, also,

much to be said. All revolutions, polit-

ical, social and aesthetic, are violent.

Reformatory measures to be lasting,

must be strong, even extreme.

In reverting to the primitive ideas of

articles of household furniture we find

simple and even crude lines. These, in

accordance with sound, artistic princi-

ples, we have preserved ; since in archi-

tecture—the first of the building arts

—

the constructive features must be plainly

visible and declare the purpose and use

of the work. Furthermore, ornament

must not be applied. It must result

from such modifications of the structural

features as do not impair their validity.

Applied ornament is a parasite and never

fails to absorb the strength of the organ-

ism upon which it feeds; as is witnessed

by the history of the Decorated Gothic

in both France and England, which suc-

cumbed beneath the luxuriance of flor-

iated design.

It is true that our severe and simple style

now errs upon the side of crudeness.

But it suggests vital force and progress.

It is yet in its formative period, and, in

time, its asperities will be softened.

Still, all modifications should proceed

slowly and a middle course is always the

safest.

Thanking you again for your letter, and

assuring you of my willingness to con-

tinue our friendly argument, I am,

Very sincerely yours,

GUSTAV STICKLEY.
March 12, 1903.

Art Notes

THE opening of the 18th Annual

Exhibition of the Architectural

League, held at the Fine Arts

Building on February 14th, presents no

particularly striking features. There is

the same kind of thing we are accus-

tomed to see, only this year it is not so

good of its kind.

The work which is being done in archi-

tecture and decoration all about us is not

represented here as it should be. This

is due partly to the difficulty an architect

or designer finds in getting his designs

from the firm he has drawn them for.

It is much to be deplored both for the

craftsman and the student and lover of

the allied arts.

There is much that is interesting, how-
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ever, in spite of this deficiency, for, for

the first time, one of the municipal de-

partments considers its work of sufficient

value to exhibit it to the public.

Among the works of most interest and

merit, we may mention first the great

plaster model by Lorado Taft: "The

Solitude of the Soul," a group of four

figures around the base of a pedestal

done with great expression and poetry.

The charcoal studies of Edwin Blash-

field, done for the decoration of a music

room, are superb in drawing and the

dancing figures have delightful rhythmic

swing; photographs are shown by Mr.

Blashfield also of his decorations for the

Courthouse in Baltimore, Maryland.

A group of decorations which should

attract the craftsman are three "Alle-

gories of Industry"—No. I, "Dusk,"

No. 2, "Earth yields her Treasures"

(the mines), No. 3, "Pittsburgh," all

cleverly done; the modern industrial

motive being used in a very decorative

way. The one of Pittsburgh is too

awful in its theme, but we suppose

necessary as typical of labor; the great

half nude bodies of the workers in metal

are too superb to be wasted in this never

elevating labor.

A "First Sketch" for Otis: State House,

Boston, by Robert Reid, is fascinating in

its treatment of light and shade, and the

judges in their white wigs and red robes,

lighted from a point below them some-

where, makes flickering and sometimes

weird shadows.

A strong costume study by Taber Sears:

"Boy with Falcon," is worthy of special
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notice, and, in the same room, are shown

ceiling decorations by William Mackay,

and drawings in color by Sidney K.

Hartmann, very French in treatment.

In the central gallery are several plaster

and wax models, one of especial interest,

"Orpheus," by Isadore Konti, and two

other well-balanced, well-modeled fig-

ures by A. Ciani, and a magnificent head

of a buffalo by A. P. Proctor.

In one of the other rooms are shown

other pieces of sculpture and some gar-

den pots of interesting design by Miss

Lucie Perkins.

A new name in this exhibition is that of

Miss Josephine Pitkin, who shows ex-

tremely clever and well thought out

drawings in flat tones, of animals and

birds, her pelicans being most expressive-

ly treated and her studies of white cock-

atoos most characteristic and very deco-

rative. There are, as usual, a great

number of indifferent book covers, and

book plates, a few pieces of wood carv-

ing, and one room entirely devoted to

tooled leather, brass candelabra, and an

exhibit of the Rookwood Potteries, in-

cluding two mantels of faience, and two

beautiful panels, one of fish and one, a

flight of wild geese.

The designs for gardens shown by C. O.

Leavitt, Jr., are charming, recalling old

Italian gardens; other designs for gar-

dens are shown, also ; many of them very

interesting. Especial interest circles

about the collection of drawings by

George B. Post, drawing and color ex-

cellent: a fact rather unusual in an arch-

itect's work. The same may be said
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about the "Main entrance to Fine Arts

Building, for the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition," drawn by Cass Gilbert.

The plans of the New York Fine Arts

Federation are made public, and the

Federation expects to have a large build-

ing in the center of the city to provide a

social centre for local patrons of the arts.

A sum has been offered to start the en-

terprise, by one of its wealthy citizens,

whose name is, for the present, withheld.

The city is expected to give the site and

it is hoped that New York will not fall

behind her sister cities of Europe in

public-spirited support of such a measure.

The new gallery is not to be for perma-

nent exhibition, as the Metropolitan is,

but rather a place to exhibit contempo-

rary work, sculpture, painting, mural

decorations, stained glass, and products

of the allied arts, and to be a common

centre for those interested in the fine

arts.

There have been, during the past two

weeks, three important collections of

Chinese and Japanese carvings, embroid-

eries and tapestries sold at auction. Such

a chance is not often given to see so

much of the really fine old art of Japan.

It has been of extreme interest to all

lovers of the art of these two wonderful

peoples to note the similarity and dis-

similarity of these two.

The Japanese, in the year 540 A. D.,

we may say, had no art. Therefore,

when the religion of Buddha brought

into their temples the Chinese art in

full, it took a good many years for the

Japanese to acquire a distinct art of

their own. This they have done with

more or less improvement on the Chi-

nese art, but in these exhibitions of early

temple hangings, robes, and carvings, we

find very little variation from the Chi-

nese. What we call Japanese art has

been shown in a collection of Japanese

prints at Taft and Belknap's.

At Doubleday & Page's show-rooms, on

Fifth avenue, are some original illustra-

tions by Orson Lowell, done with much

delicacy, and at the Fifth Avenue book

shop are drawings by Louis Rhead, il-

lustrating Tennyson's "Idylls of the

King," Bunyan's "Mr. Badman," and

Daniel Defoe's "Robinson Crusoe;" they

are all done in imitation of the seven-

teenth century wood cuts and are not

much of an improvement.

Some of the water colors Mr. Rhead

shows prove him to be a beautiful col-

orist. Louise C. Chard.

Arrangements are now completed for

the Arts and Crafts Exhibition to

open in The Craftsman Building, Syra-

cuse, on the evening of Monday,

March 23. The large and fine struc-

ture in which are situated the offices of

the Magazine, has been carefully deco-

rated for the occasion. The United

Crafts Hall, situated upon the ground

floor and with a seating capacity of sev-

eral hundred, will be the place of the

evening entertainments, of which several

are announced. The Hall, since its

opening on December 1st, last, with a lec-

ture in French, by M. Germain Martin,

conferencier of the Alliance Franqaise,
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has rapidly grown in local favor, by rea-

son of its adaptability and its picturesque-

ness. Its effect is roomy and inviting:

an effect in part due to a grave harmony

of color and to the low ceiling which

apparently increases the area. The ceil-

ing shows open timbers and is supported

by squared pillars of fine-fibred brown

oak in natural finish. These pillars are

clasped at three-fourths their height by

wrought iron bands from which spring

brackets carrying electric lanterns. At

one end of the hall rises a low stage,

elevated two steps above the floor, and

again, at the back of the stage, appears

a tall chimney-piece with a deeply-over-

hanging hood. On either side is a win-

dow glazed with small diamond-shaped

panes, the central one of which bears

the device of the United Crafts: a join-

er's compass accompanied by the legend

in Dutch, A Is ik kan (If I can). The

windows are provided with cushioned

seats and the stage is further furnished

with movable settles, tables bearing

lamps in Grueby faience, and a fine

grand piano. The side walls of the

auditorium are wainscoted in wood fin-

ished like the pillars, and are hung

with burlaps of a soft, deep green, which

forms an admirable background for

sketches and photographs, large col-

lections of which are lent for long

periods to the United Crafts by the Scrib-

ner and Century Companies. The wall

opposite the stage is pierced by a series

of windows, also with cushioned seats,

and the floor-space is occupied, not

crowded, by the simple, hospitable settles
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and chairs made in the workshops of the

organization.

The first function of the Exhibition to

occur in the Hall will be the formal

opening and private view, when short

addresses will be made upon the Arts

and Crafts Movement, its history and

its significance to the people of our coun-

try as a means of dignifying their homes

and of adding pleasure and beauty to

their lives.

On the following evening (Tuesday,

March 24), a second occasion of interest

will be the meeting of the Fortnightly

Club of Syracuse, a literary and social

body, whose members will be entertained

by Mr. Gustav Stickley, the founder

and director of the United Crafts. For

this occasion a short but very choice mu-

sical programme has been provided, to

be given by several promising students

of the College of Fine Arts, Syracuse

University, and an address will be given

by Miss Irene Sargent. At the conclu-

sion of the programme, the guests will

visit the various departments of the ex-

hibition, which occupy large suites of

rooms upon three floors of the building.

It is expected that other and more in-

formal entertainments will be offered

during the fortnight of the exhibition,

and to further the profit and pleasure

of these several authoritative speakers,

• teachers and craftsmen have kindly of-

fered their cooperation. Among such

are Mr. Henry Turner Bailey, director

of industrial art in the public schools of

Massachusetts, and Mr. Theodore Han-

ford Pond of the Mechanics' Institute,

Rochester, New York.



Book Reviews

Much enthusiasm, both local and dis-

tant, has been created by the coming

Arts and Crafts Exhibition, and much

good to the community as well as to the

country at large must result from the

long and generous work of the project-

ors of the scheme. A revival of art, the

handicrafts and the finer industries fol-

lows an important exhibition as surely

as harvest follows seed-time This fact

being recognized in its relations to the

economic interests of our people, ought

not sectional enterprises to multiply and

extend the benefits of invention, skill of

hand, and beauty, beyond our great cen-

ters of population and culture?

Book Reviews

IT
were carrying coals to Newcastle

to say that on opening "The Mean-
ing of Pictures/' by John C. Van

Dyke, one feels the power of a master

critic and of a fine stylist. And yet the

truth must be repeated, for the sensation

is so rapid and forceful. The work done

by this writer is distinguished by an in-

dependence which shows the self-made

critic, rather than one who is the product

of schools, one who has been taught to

admire and to despise by time-honored

rules. Every page of Mr. Van Dyke's

studies upon art is stamped with the

fearlessness of statement which is ac-

quired by accurate knowledge. He uses

no conventional expression, he flaunts no

trickery of phrase by which to hide pov-

erty of ideas, after the manner of so

many of his confreres, European as well

as American. In reading his criticisms

one feels the offering of something worth

the writing and worthy to be treasured

in the memory. There can be no doubt

of his ability or his honesty. And this

confidence is almost sufficient in itself to

ensure complete acceptance of his opin-

ions, in these days when every false pro-

phet is raising his banner in the cause of

so-called art and striving to call about

him adherents and combatants. Indeed,

one stricture only can be made against

Mr. Van Dyke, and that is the rigid

system to which he fits his facts. He
resembles in this quality the eminent

Frenchman Taine, who was the victim

of his own logic. Of him it is said that

before actually writing his studies upon

art and history, he not only planned each

division and chapter, but that he fitted to

its place every paragraph, just as a math-

ematician marks each step in his process

or theorem. The same strictness of

method is apparent, and, on rare occa-

sions, aggressive in Mr. Van Dyke's

studies: causing the reader unwillingly

to recall in the presence of so much that

is admirable, the old fable of Procrustes,

who fitted his guests to his bed by lop-

ping off or stretching their limbs, accord-

ing as these were too long or too short.

But to criticise work of this quality is to

appear ill-natured. It is best to praise

and to enjoy without restriction.

Throughout the book, "The Meaning of

Pictures," occur passages quite as inter-
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esting for their suggestiveness as for their shadow or silhouette," see similarly to

direct statements. Of such the follow- the great Italian draughtsmen of the

ing offers an example: "Perhaps Ingres's Renascence and their disciple Ingres, who
rigid outline contains less truth—less im- drew their figures with rigid outline as

portant truths than Monet's color patch. they saw them against the brilliant sky

Why? Because the figure in full light of Italy; never modeling the faces of

really has no rim about it. It looks more their subjects in planes like the Dutch

like a patch of color relieved against painters; never spotting their canvases

other colors. The rim or outline is with the color patch in the way so dear

childish, primitive, and originally came, to the French impressionists,

not from a direct study of the model, Throughout the length of the book, only

but from studying the model's shadow one slight and probably wholly uninten-

or silhouette. People of childish intel- tional injustice is apparent. But as this

ligence, like the Egyptian fellaheen, for involves the memory of the Swiss-Italian

instance, understand it very readily, be- Morelli, to whom scientific art criticism

cause of its simplicity and its arbitrary owes so large a debt, it may be well to

utterance; but the more complex sign indicate it.

that deals with sunshine rather than Mr. Van Dyke says: "If you are ac-

with the flattened shadow contains the quainted with pictures, you can enter a

greater truth." gallery in which you have never been be-

The suggestion here made is touched fore, and, standing in the middle of the

upon several times during the course of room, you can pick out at a distance the

the passage. Monet's "color patch" is Corots, the Diazes, the Monets, the Mil-

a manner of "seeing" peculiar to the in- lets, the Delacroixs—yes, the Rubenses,

dividual living in a delicately tinted, and the Van Dycks, the Holbeins, and the

more or less clouded atmosphere, like Titians . . . You are very likely to be

that of northern France and the Low right in your ascriptions. Why? Be-

Countries. The manner of "seeing" is cause you know the artistic individuali-

dependent upon climatic conditions. The ties of each one of these painters. . . .

inhabitant of a region in which the at- And this quite aside from any Morellian

mosphere is suffused with light, sees ob- theory of tools or methods, or models.

jects projected upon the luminous back- Does the work reflect the spirit of

ground with a loss of local color. For Raphael? Is the impress of his individ-

this reason, Nature, in tropical countries, uality to be felt in the canvas? If it is

gives to the birds, insects and flowers genuine, yes, if by a follower, no. The
more intense hues than in the temperate sugary little 'Reading Magdalene' in the

zones, so that they may still be "patches Dresden Gallery, so long attributed to

of color." And the fellaheen, noted by Correggio, gives not the slightest hint of

Mr. Van Dyke as "studying the model's that great painter's individuality; the
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alleged portrait of Raphael by himself in

the Louvre shows all the blundering

stupidity of Bacchiacca."

Alas for the individuality of the artists

of the two well-known pictures to which

allusion is made by Mr. Van Dyke! It

lay hidden, in both cases, until Morelli

with his "theory of tools, methods, or

models," himself proved that the "sug-

ary little penitent" was a Flemish copy

of the Italian master, and that an infe-

rior hand had limned the face long sup-

posed to be that of "the divine painter."

In certain phases of criticism, Mr. Van

Dyck exercises his functions in the

broadest and soundest way. This is

especially true when he writes of the

Barbizon school, and of Millet in par-

ticular, whom he characterizes as a

painter and a peasant, rather than as an

agitator and a discontent, as sometimes

latterly he is made to appear. It is but

just to say that the hour of pleasure af-

forded by "The Meaning of Pictures"

culminates in the moment devoted to the

page descriptive of laboring types:

"These gleaners in the fields as they

bend forward to gather the stray stalks,

how fine they are in their great simple

outlines, how substantial in body, how

excellent in motion! And see how they

harmonize with the coloring of the stub-

ble and fit into their atmospheric place,

so that they are of a piece with the fore-

ground, background, and sky—cemented,

blended into one, by the warm haze of a

July afternoon! Is then this flat space

of stubble under the burning summer

sun, this bare, treeless field 'La belle

France,' which every Frenchman and

many a foreigner raves about? Yes;

only doubly intensified. This is the sub-

stance and the solidity of France—the

yielding, arable soil that makes the

wealth of France. And this sower mov-

ing silently in the shadow of the hill,

moving with such rhythmic motion,

tired and worn, yet swinging and sow-

ing—the sun gone down and twilight

upon him, yet still without a murmur,

without a falter, swinging and sowing

the grain—is this the brave Frenchman

whose kith and kin fought at Waterloo?

Yes; only doubly intensified. He is the

brawn and muscle of France—the origi-

nal producer, the planter and the sus-

tainer of the race. And the land he has

broken and made so productive, the soil

that he sprang from and is so intimately

associated with, has it not a character of

landscape peculiarly its own and again

pictorially beautifully." [Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons, New York. 5*4x7% inches.

161 pages. 31 illustrations. $1.25 net.

"Swords and Ploughshares/' by Er-

nest Crosby. This book, as its publish-

ers announce, is "a collection of poems

and word pictures by the leading disciple

of Tolstoi in America." Therefore, it

could not be expected to breathe the

peaceful, pastoral spirit of either the He-

brew prophecy or the Latin idyl from

which the rhetorical figure connoted in

its title is derived. Mr. Crosby's thought,

as here expressed, is revolutionary, de-

pressing, and at times grewsome. In

his dismal view of civilization he is a
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twentieth century Rousseau. In expres-

sion he recalls Walt Whitman, although

he is neither copyist nor imitator. A
trenchant sarcasm runs through the di-

vision of the book named "The Military

Creed," appearing most plainly in "Cuba

Libre," which although sometimes verg-

ing upon doggerel, is still a powerful bit

of writing. But "The Anglo-American

Alliance," "Rapid Transit," and other

pieces which might be mentioned, pro-

voke the reader to exclaim: "O, what a

noble mind is here o'erthrown!" "The

Collection" is so realistic and full of

horror that it parallels the most awful

of Verestchagin's pictures; while "The

Machines" is a companion study to

Zola's "Germinal." But Mr. Crosby has

a kinder, nobler mood when he turns

"Godward" and Natureward. Then, a

touch of Robert Browning appears in

his thought; he studies types of "Grand

Old Men," he talks to the oak and the

ox,' and utters such hopeful, inspiring

words as these: "Dear Nature, I have

well observed your friendliness to the

stranger, and, knowing you as I do, how

can I fear the voyage which you will call

upon me to make into the great Un-

known?" [Funk & Wagnalls Co., New
York. 51/2x8 inches. 128 pages. $1.

"Twentieth Century Cover De-

signs" is the first book to treat of

American book covers and special bind-

ings in an exhaustive and comprehensive

manner. It is divided into two sections:

the first containing a series of essays by

successful designers and binders; the
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second, composed of fac-similes of book

and brochure covers, many of which are

reproduced in color. The essays are of

practical value to craftsmen in any way

connected with the making of books, and

should create a widely spread interest.

The subjects treated are: "The use of

colors on covers;" "The cover in adver-

tising;" "Book covers and cover design-

ing;" "Pyrography as a fine art;" "Con-

cerning cover papers;" "The cover

page;" "Book-lovers' bindings;" "The

art of cover designing;" and "Viennese

inlaying." Among these short treatises

three deserve special mention. The first

of these is upon "The use of color on

covers," by Frederick Sheldon, who ad-

vises the artist-printer "to spend much

time with nature; thus learning how to

blend colors and to contrast tones."

The second, written under the title of

"Book-lovers bindings," by J. Samuel

Hodge, is an epitome of history, clearly

and briefly stated, ending with this ap-

preciation of a great craftsman: "It

would seem invidious to draw compari-

sons between the binders of the present

day, but there is one above all who, by

his own work, has aroused such a spirit

of emulation, and brought about such a

revolution in decorative design, that we

may be forgiven in anticipating history

to give deserved praise to Cobden-San-

derson. To him may be ascribed the

renewed interest now felt among wo-

men, a few of whom are doing work

that reflects great credit upon them-

selves." Mr. Hodge, while acknowledg-

ing the beauty and durability of the old
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continental bindings, inclines to the belief

that, to-day, his craft is in its golden

age : a belief which must be shared by all

those who visit historic collections of

books with the view of comparing them

with modern productions of their kind.

A scientific interest centers in the paper

by George French upon "The art of

cover designing," which should be ob-

tained and studied by those whose occu-

pations ally them to the subject here

treated. The paper is at once thought-

ful and practical, presenting, at the same

time, high artistic ideals and the means

of financial success. It is among the

best things of a book which will certain-

ly do much for the promotion of an art-

craft now in most active revival.

[Briggs Brothers, Plymouth, Mass.

Uncut edges. Profusely illustrated.

19x12 inches. Price $5.00.

"Americans in Process" is a collec-

tion of vitally interesting studies upon

economic and sociological questions.

These studies deal according to scientific

methods and accurate knowledge with

the life of the poorer quarters of Bos-

ton. The aims of the various students

and philanthropists who have devoted

themselves to these long and fatiguing

researches are thus set forth in the pre-

face to the book, which is not the first

of its series:

"The purpose of this volume, as of its

predecessor ("The City Wilderness") is

to contribute toward building up a con-

temporary conception of the city, as the

groundwork of a type of municipal and

social improvement which shall be accu-

rate in its adaptation to detailed facts,

and statesmanlike in its grasp of large

forces and total situations. It seems to

the writers that such a conception may

best be gained by the analysis of affairs

in one after another of the congested

districts of the city, presenting those dis-

tricts in their measure of separateness

and individuality as against the remain-

der of the city, while showing, not in the

language of exhortation, but in terms of

ascertained reality, the complex connec-

tions which bring those districts and the

other sections of the city into a living

ensemble."

It would seem that these few words sum

up all that is best in the ancient, mediae-

val and modern conception of the city.

The passage is worthy of Frederic Har-

rison, whose historical studies in the field

of social and civic organzation have cre-

ated interest and produced good results

wherever the English language is spoken.

The preface does not promise more than

the body of the book fulfils. The stud-

ies, although each one is filled with local

allusions not to be understood save by

those having an intimate sectional

knowledge of Boston, have, all of them,

a popular interest which is greater in

those named: "The Invading Host,"

"Traffic in Citizensip," "Two Ancient

Faiths," "The Child of the Stranger,"

and "Assimilation: A Two-Edged

Sword."

The first of the chapters noted : "The

Invading Host," deals with the Irish,

Jews and Italians, who have established
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colonies in the North and West Ends of

the city: showing the effect upon these

districts of their successive invasions and

giving details of their moral, intellectual

and financial condition ; accounting also

for their assimilation with the native ele-

ment, or for their isolation from it.

This essay is accompanied by an ingen-

ious colored map, illustrating the pre-

dominant race factors in the districts

discussed.

Perhaps the most valuable section of the

book is the chapter upon "Traffic in Cit-

izenship," which is at once scholarly and

simple. It is a grim commentary upon

our electoral system.

"Two Ancient Faiths" and "The Child

of the Stranger," are, in parts, pictur-

esque and pathetic enough to be extracts

from Heine and Zangvvill.

"Assimilation: a Two-edged Sword" by

the editor of the book, who is also the

writer of "Traffic in Citizenship," is a

study which should command the atten-

tion of every thoughtful inhabitant of an

American city; since racial problems

throughout our country are practically

the same. In treating of the foreign

population of Boston, Mr. Woods says:

"The waste of ability and genius is com-

ing to be recognized as a dangerous form

of public profligacy. The productive

capacity of a nation or a city is the fund-

amental source of its wealth."

"In England and France it is now pub-

licly recognized as essential to the gen-

eral advancement in wealth and welfare

that the education of specially capable

boys and girls should not be hindered by
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such an adventitious circumstance as the

poverty or ignorance of the parents."

To read this essay is to be enlightened

and convinced. Would it not be a wise

and practical investment of public funds

to promote, under such scientific direct-

orship as that of Mr. Woods and his

associates, the education and moraliza-

tion of our foreign element to the end

that the government founded by our

fathers may be lasting, sound and benefi-

cent? [Houghton, Mifflin & Company.

5
1Ax7 1/2 inches. $1.50 net. 383 pages.

Reserved for Criticism:

The Citizen in his Relation to the Indus-

trial Situation. Bishop Potter. [Charles

Scribner's Sons.

The Leaven in a Great City. Lilian

W. Betts. [Dodd, Mead & Co.

Nature Study and Life. Clifton F.

Hodge. [Ginn & Co., Boston.

Mutual Aid a Factor of Revolution.

Prince Pierre Kropotkin. [McClure,

Phillips & Co.

Book Plates of To-day. Wilbur Macey

Stone. [Tonnele & Co.

Birth of Berea College. John A. R.

Rogers. [Henry T. Coates & Co.

The Gentle Art of Making Happy. G.

H. Morrison. [Fleming H. Revell Co.

Delight the Soul of Art. Arthur Je-

rome Eddy. [J. B. Lippincott Co.

The Star Dreamer. F. & E. Castle.

[F. A. Stokes Co.
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A Recent Arts and Crafts Exhibition
IRENE SARGENT

THE recent Arts and Crafts Exhibition held under the

auspices of the United Crafts, in the Craftsman Building,

Syracuse, N. Y., proved itself a marked artistic success.

It was the first enterprise of its kind to be carried into

effect in inland New York. It was an adequate repre-

sentation of the actual state of American handicraft. It has excited

sufficient interest and comment to make the organization which

conceived and executed it a center for furthering and fostering the

decorative and industrial arts.

The recent exhibition possessed one great advantage over many
of its predecessors in this country, in that it was well displayed as

to space, background and lighting, both natural and artificial. It

was located in an imposing building, and occupied a large portion

of three extensive stories. The fact of its proper housing made it

most attractive, as considered in itself, and, also, as a social meeting

place. It brought together in repeated reunions the best represent-

atives of local culture. It commanded respectful attention from

the seaboard cities, and drew many professional visitors from dis-

tant universities, and from noted studios and workshops. It will

be remembered as an occasion of great pleasure and profit, and

locally will go far toward establishing a standard of value by which

to judge of the objects of use and adornment which necessarily com-

pose the environment of the average daily life.

The exhibits were classified and catalogued according to the

system usually employed in similar exhibitions. They included

examples of metal and leather work; cabinet making; ceramics;

textiles extending to basketry; stained glass and cartoons for the

same; bookbinding; book covers and book plates; designs for let-

ters and lettering; printing; jewelry.
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The exhibitors of these articles were, in the majority of cases,

men and women of national reputation, and, in a few instances,

craftsmen who, in their special and chosen work, have become the

teachers of Europe. All were represented, as far as circumstances

permitted, by their best and latest productions: the exhibition thus

acquiring a value containing no outworn or uncertain factors.

The projectors of the scheme labored with enthusiasm from

the inception of their plan in December, 1902, until the moment

when they expressed themselves in the foreword of their catalogue

in the following terms

:

"The Arts and Crafts Exhibition opening under the auspices

of the United Crafts is an effort to further the interests, artistic,

economic and social, of the section in which it is held. The excel-

lent results obtained by similar means in certain of the Eastern and

Western States suggested to the projectors of the present Exhibition

the rich possibilities of profit and pleasure which might accrue to

our community through the assemblage of things wrought by the

human hand as expressive of modern ideals of form, color and

style. They have therefore sought to illustrate the new movement

in the lesser arts ; to show the progress which has been made, within

a short period, toward that most desirable union in one person of

the artist and the workman: a result reached in the Middle Ages

(when art and work were forms of religion) , then lost for centuries,

and now, apparently, soon to be re-established.

"In each of the various classes of exhibits, it is encouraging to

note the skill and the talent displayed by American workmen : fac-

ulties which, until recently, were believed to be the prerogatives of

foreign craftsmen, who had in their favor tradition, heredity and

environment. But a careful visit to the galleries of this Arts and

Crafts Exhibition will prove to the observer that the American is

possessed of a color-sense rivaling that of the French and the Japa-

nese; a respect for form that rejects the fantastic; an originality

and adaptability that are peculiar to him alone among modern

workers.

"The principles of the new art that is developing among us will

be recognized as prophetic of a long and vigorous existence. They
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are, briefly stated : the prominence of the structural idea, by which

means an object frankly states the purpose for which it is intended,

in the same way that a building, architecturally good, reveals in its

fagade the plan of its interior. The second characteristic of this

new art is scarcely less important than the first, although it pro-

ceeds from it. It is the absence of applied ornament, of all deco-

ration that disguises or impairs the constructive features. The

third is the strict fitting of all work to the medium in which it is

executed; the development of all possibilities of color, texture and

substance; the choice being dependent upon the beauty, without

regard to the intrinsic value of the material employed.

"Objects approximate to this standard have been admitted to

the Exhibition; the classes of objects having been selected and ap-

proved according to the law set by that prototype of craftsmen,

William Morris, who counseled wisely:

" 'Have nothing in your houses which you do not know to be

useful, or believe to be beautiful.'

"The impulse thus began toward the luxury of taste as distin-

guished from the luxury of costliness, will doubtless advance be-

yond our conceptions of to-day, creating sound economic and social

conditions, leaving in its wake loveliness and pleasure, and glorify-

ing by its name —'THE HANDICRAFT MOVEMENT,'—the

power of the most delicate, obedient and effective instrument ever

created."

The opening of the Exhibition occurred on Monday evening,

March 23, and was an occasion of great pleasure to those who were

privileged to enjoy it. These were the thirty patronesses, chosen

as representative of the culture of Syracuse; the jurors, the com-

mittee of arrangements, and the heads of departments from the

work-shops of the United Crafts. In all, a company of two hun-

dred persons assembled in the Craftsman Hall and were informally

addressed upon subjects appropriate to the time.

The first speaker was Miss Irene Sargent of The Craftsman,

acting as representative of Mr. Stickley, the founder and director of

the United Crafts, who, through indisposition, was prevented from

making his intended address.
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Miss Sargent took as her subject what she termed the exposition

idea; tracing its development from the first World's Fair held in

London at the middle of the nineteenth century. The motto chosen

for the official seal of that great enterprise was, the speaker said, a

most significant one. It was drawn from the first chapter of the

Metamorphoses of Ovid, at the point when the Latin author de-

scribes the formation of the world from chaos and the establishment

of order through the divine operation of the creative spirit. It

reads in English translation: "He has bound together in harmo-

nious peace things separated by distance." The effect of this first

great representative assemblage of the material production of the

industrial nations was to spur into activity the less advanced and the

less gifted peoples. It taught both manufacturers and merchants

the value of association and cooperation. It showed them that to

be isolated was to be poor and degenerate. In emulation of France,

the remainder of central Europe, the English, the Scandinavians

and the Americans applied themselves to the development of beauty

in the decorative and industrial arts and the finer manufactures.

Economy and delicacy of process, subtlety of color, grace of form

were lessons which profited those who studied the French superior-

ity and success. Thus aided in experiment and enterprise, each of

the less advanced nations was made freer to develop its own peculiar

genius. The "exposition idea" was specially propagated in Amer-

ica by the World's Fair held in New York, closely following upon

its London predecessor. And throughout the second half of the

nineteenth century, the industrial nations were brought into close

rivalry, were kept in constant activity of preparation by the fre-

quently recurring expositions, the greater number of which were

the work of the French Government. In the United States, distinct

movements may be traced to the great fairs of Philadelphia and

Chicago. The Centennial of 1876 gave to thousands among the less

cultured middle classes of our country their first ideas of the para-

mount part which must be played by beauty in every well-ordered

and harmonious life, irrespective of wealth and social position. It

afforded to the untraveled manufacturer and artisan glimpses of

the possibilities which lay before them. And if a period of ugli-
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ness ensued, in all that pertains to the fine and the lesser arts, it was

but transitional, like that awkward, unlovely, but happily short,

period of life bridging together childhood and developed youth,

which the English name hobbledehoy. The effect of the Colum-

bian Fair was more rapidly felt, because the people were better

prepared to receive and to manifest it. The work necessitated by

this enterprise gave such impetus to mural painting as to carry our

native artists to the place which they now occupy at the side of the

great French decorators. The Pan-American followed in the first

year of the new century, showing the great possibilities of electricity

as an illuminant, and leaving in the minds of all who visited it

memories of color-effects which seemed as if due to a super-excited

imagination, and which had previously never shone upon sea or

land.

But with the opening of the new century, the exposition idea

passed into a new phase. The French, after a half-century of

almost constant experience, favor the abandonment of world's fairs.

Since the realization of the first great scheme of this nature, human

life has been revolutionized. The telegraph, the telephone, rapid

transit by land and by sea have annihilated space. There is prac-

tically no more isolation, continental, national, or sectional. There

remains but to establish and to assure cooperation. And this,

it would seem, can best be accomplished by two means, distinct from

and yet supplementing each other. There must be sectional exhib-

itions of all that is best in decorative and industrial art, without dis-

tinction of place of production, whether domestic or foreign. These

must be of frequent occurrence, in order that the good tendencies in

production may be fostered, and the evil be as quickly suppressed.

In view of the handicrafts movement, now so strong and so widely

diffused, these sectional exhibitions will encourage individual

workers to constant activity of design and production, just as the

world's fairs formerly excited to the closest competition the most

successful manufacturers and artists. By such means excellence of

work will be assured, comparison facilitated, and standards estab-

lished.

But even were these most desirable results assured, one all-
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essential factor of permanent success and good would still be lack-

ing. In the world of the new century, there is no room for selfish-

ness. It is a relic of barbarism. It is the worst of policies. It

saps the vitality of the individual, the organization, or the people

who harbor it. Therefore, cooperation and association must be

widely established among craftsmen. And they, having experi-

enced to the full that high pleasure of which they are now enjoying

but a foretaste: namely, that of conceiving as well as executing the

object—must be made willing to share that pleasure in wide com-

panionship. Else, the "exposition idea" which, for a half-century,

has promised and produced so much good, will fail of perfect frui-

tion, will degenerate and die, leaving no successors to develop its

unfinished work. Cooperation must be assured by founding in

centers of population—the smaller and more remote, as well as the

larger and more accessible—groups of craftsmen, formed into cor-

porate bodies, with constitutions and by-laws, something after the

manner of the mediaeval gilds, yet without renewing the oppressive

features of those old organizations, which were, in some sense, the

prototypes of the modern trusts. Furthermore, the cooperation

must not be limited : it must be broad in spirit and in extent. It must

not be confined to the workers of a single craft in a single town who
have no outside affiliations. In order to accomplish the full meas-

ure of good for the craftsmen themselves, for the community in

which they live, and for the economic and financial conditions of

the country at large, they must be joined in a national federation,

the principal advantage of which would be the securing of a nation-

al standard of work. By such standard carefully and intelligently

fitted to each separate craft, all craft-work should be judged, and, if

found worthy, should be stamped with the seal or device of the

national federation. The excellence reached in work, the integ-

rity exemplified, the consequent good accomplished for the world

by a somewhat similar system may be realized by reference made to

the history of the Florentine and of the Flemish gilds. A single

instance suffices to convince. It may be said that, in the fourteenth

century, the Florentine gild of Calimala, or cloth-dressers, acted as

the jury of a world-federation of craftsmen and was the supreme
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commercial power of Europe. Woolen fabrics then made in great

quantities in the wool-growing Low Countries, were sent to Flor-

ence to be dyed with colors known alone to the craftsmen of that

city, and to be dressed with processes equally the possession of the

same workers. Having been dyed and dressed, these stuffs were

sent to all the European markets stamped with the mark of the Cal-

imala Gild. This mark was highly prized as a proof of good

quality, as showing that the exact length of the pieces had been

verified in Florence, and as a guarantee against any falsification of

material. It is, therefore, plain why the Calimala craftsmen had

trading relations with all Europe, and interests extending to every

place where civilization and luxury were known. Their industrial

and commercial honesty served as an example and spur to the other

civic gilds, or "arts," as they were termed ; it raised their small city

republic to an importance which had to be recognized and reck-

oned with in every European complication ; it gave the florin the

same monetary importance that is possessed by the pound sterling in

the modern world of finance; it caused the development, through-

out its own and other craft and trade organizations, of that sagacity

and acumen which trained a race of diplomats, so that Florentine

ambassadors and envoys were employed by all sovereigns to a de-

gree and with a success to which one of the mediaeval popes bore

witness, when he remarked : "I see that the Florentines are the fifth

wheel of creation."

Times change and with them conditions and people. But

truths remain steadfast. The present age is crying out for honesty

in material production, not only because of the importance of hon-

esty to the prosperity of the nation and the community, but, also,

because of its higher significance and symbolism; because of its

reflex action upon the lives of those who practice and foster it. The
precise part played by the Florentine cloth-dressers' gild in the

politics, the finance and the ethics of the mediaeval world can not be

adjusted to modern needs. But a similar enthusiasm for good

workmanship can be created in our broad country of which the

diverse physical features and the differing population demand an

almost infinite variety of material production. Good workman-
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ship in reflex action means good citizenship, and good citizenship

entails all that is necessary and desirable for land and people. In-

dependent handicraft gilds, societies, and workshops devoted to

some special pursuit, or to the making of special objects, not only

exist, but thrive in almost every large town of the Union. Their

existence and success furnish a working basis for the development

of a plan which is too great in possibilities to be included in a single

glance. At present, these enterprises are nourished by fresh en-

thusiasm and by the joy which springs from the exercise of the

creative faculty untrammeled and daring. But these conditions,

quite resembling the inspirational moods of an individual, can not

be permanent. What is true of the individual is true, in the main,

of a certain number of individuals. These gilds and workshops,

remaining separate one from the other, will be subject to periods of

reaction and unproductiveness. But if, realizing that independ-

ence is compatible with cooperation, and that isolation is but anoth-

er name for sterility, they join themselves in federation, they will,

at the same time, take the initial step in establishing an ideal repub-

lic of art and labor.

In this way, the exposition idea can attain a development suited

to the present needs. It grew from centralization. It is now in

the localized stage. It must pass into that of federation. The

essentials to be assured are thus: cooperation and a fixed standard

of work; the latter to be attained through the former, and the stand-

ard to be expressed in a seal or device stamped upon every approved

object of handicraft which shall be produced by a member of the

federation.

The means are few and simple. They lie within the reach of

the friends of the handicraft movement. The times are ripe for

action, and what better memorial of the present exhibition can be

instituted than the formation of a local gild of craftsmen? To the

accomplishment of this sectional project, to the furtherance of the

larger scheme, the founder and director of the United Crafts will

lend himselfwithhis usual zeal and with his characteristic modesty;

acting in the spirit of the motto which he has chosen for himself,

and which was previouslyborne by two ardent craftsmen : "If I can."
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With the above quoted paragraph Miss Sargent concluded her

remarks, presenting Mr. Henry Turner Bailey, director of indus-

trial art in the public schools of Massachusetts: a commonwealth

which, she observed, was a pioneer in education, a strong factor in

the preservation of the Constitution, and which has again become a

pioneer,—this time in the cause of civic and social reform.

To reproduce the address of Mr. Bailey, which was one of

great merit and charm, would be quite impossible; since the mean-

ing of this true artist appealed equally to the eye and to the ear, and

was, moreover, supplemented by that convincing quality,—all too

rare upon the lecture stage,—which quickly establishes sympathetic

and friendly relations between speaker and audience. Enthusiasm

tempered by judgment, a sense of proportion gained through long

experience as a teacher, together with a finish, a bravura of treat-

ment, at once refined and popular, and which is rarely attained

except by Frenchmen,—are also marked qualities of Mr. Bailey

considered as a speaker.

In beginning, he briefly reviewed the development in our

country of those arts which are the most closely connected with

popular life : domestic architecture and its subsidiaries, with special

reference to the use of form and color, as exercised in the making of

objects intended for daily service. Alluding to the rapid growth

of the nation, to the great issues and the many interests which have

successively claimed its almost undivided attention within the short

period of its existence, to its lack of the leisure which is necessary

for culture, Mr. Bailey characterized, by a telling sentence or

word, the art-expression of each generation of Americans down to

the present day. He was especially happy in his use of a homely

simile, when referring to the years immediately following the Phil-

adelphia Centennial. Up to that point of time, he said, America

had been like a boy careless of his appearance and carriage. But

as the day comes when the boy seeks a mirror, smooths his hair and

arranges his neck-tie, so the period of self-consciousness arrived for

American art, when the great exhibition showed the greater ad-

vancement, the relative perfection of the European nations. There-

after, throughout the United States, a strenuous effort was made
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toward decoration. A period of ugliness ensued. Architecture

was false and trivial. Ornament, applied without reason, was ob-

trusive and glaring. The old and good was set aside. The new
and good could not be reached without vigorous thought and labor,

similar to the training which, in other countries, had produced

artists of high merit. Yet this period with its product of ugliness

was necessary. The people "found themselves," and recognizing

that beauty in some form is necessary to all sorts and conditions of

men, they set out to possess it. To-day, even, many of their efforts

are misapplied, but the direction is set toward civic improvement

and toward the attainment of better types of domestic architecture

and of household art.

In his plea for civic improvement, Mr. Bailey was especially

strong and happy, since the subject is one which he has studied

deeply and in which he has enjoyed peculiar advantages. Together

with other artists and educators, he was, some time since, a guest of a

Belgian governmental society of which the object is to preserve,

beautify and sanify the old cities of Flanders. Park systems, town

halls, public fountains and railway stations, streets and water ways

were there the objects of his study, and thence he derived most val-

uable ideas, which, joined with his personal experience, have made
his opinions of acknowledged value. His instruction upon these

points he conveyed to his hearers by means of drawings upon a

blackboard, illustrating the good and the bad by contrasted pic-

tures. His forceful and facile wit may, perhaps, be indicated by

a single quotation, as for instance, when he remarked gravely that

we have no fountains in America: "only statues that leak." His

strictures against poor domestic architecture were made under

cover of the same playful mood, with the added force of a carica-

ture drawing, but they were instantly accepted by the audience as

just and weighty criticisms. At this point he drew in outline with

a few rapid, decisive strokes a pretentious house bristling with

towers, gables, balconies and other forms of excrescence. Mean-
while, he constantly commented upon his drawing, as a musician

plays a running accompaniment to a theme. The Byzantine dome,

the Romanesque arch, the French tower and porte-cochere, were
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each, he explained, a copy of "something which the wealthy owner

of the house had seen somewhere." He then located the house in

an indefinite New England village, which he had visited in his

capacity as an officer of public instruction. Still rapidly speaking,

he drew above and in an oblique position from the ugly modern

dwelling, an old farm house, roomy and rambling, with attached

woodshed: in a word, of the old familiar type dear to many of us

as the home of our forefathers. Next, he recited a dialogue in

action, retaining for himself one part, and impersonating in the

other an average resident of the village which supposedly contained

the two houses. The resident begged to show him an estate of

which the villagers were justly proud, and accordingly led him to

the pretentious house of mixed styles, before which he gave the

items of its extravagant cost, with the detail and accuracy of an

account-book. Having stated his facts, the villager appeared to

seek an expression of approval from his companion, whom he re-

garded as both a sympathetic soul and an authority constituted by

the State. The approval was not wanting, but it was bestowed

upon the old farmhouse with its homely woodshed. All this with-

out the knowledge of the villager, who continued to believe his own

admiration well placed; since a prompt and favorable reply fol-

lowed his every question. The amusing deceit was accomplished by

a rapid cross-play of words and glances, Mr. Bailey alternately

taking his own part and that of the villager: fixing his eyes upon

the farm house while making his answers, and upon the towers and

turrets while asking the questions.

This method of instruction, as conducted by the speaker, al-

though exceedingly entertaining, was far from trivial. And his

anecdote, exquisite in its way as a fable of LaFontaine, contained an

amount of common sense equal to that found in the delightful old

French writer. And further, there was a flavor of New England

through it all, which recalled Ben Franklin and his "Poor Rich-

ard's Almanac."

From his gay and brilliant mood, Mr. Bailey passed to a graver

treatment of his theme : making a strong plea for the simple, struc-

tural style in domestic architecture and furnishings, and for har-
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mony and quiet in the color-schemes of the dwelling. He recalled

the memory—painful to all artists—of the period when gilt glit-

tered in great masses in the American middle-class home and great

roses bloomed in paper and textiles upon wall-hangings and carpets.

He insisted that the surroundings of the family should be as a back-

ground, from which should be rigidly excluded all obtrusive ob-

jects and elements.

For the climaxof hisaddressthe speaker gave a definition of the

work of art adapted from Hegel; judging by the principles of this

definition objects of household service and ornament which he drew

before his audience. He urged that every material object should

be the adequate embodiment of the idea which causes its creation;

that it should be perfectly adapted to its use, and that, having ful-

filled these two requirements, it please the eye, and thus, through

the avenue of sensuous pleasure, add to the interest and harmony

of life. For this definition Mr. Bailey seemed indebted to a passage

of the German philosopher which is too fine and exquisite to let

pass without direct quotation. It reads:

"The Idea as the beautiful in Art is at once the Idea when

especially determined as in its essence individual reality, and also

an individual shape of reality essentially destined to embody and

reveal the Idea. This amounts to enunciating the requirement

that the Idea and its plastic mould, as concrete reality, are to be

made completely adequate to one another."

This thought simplified by its passage across clear New Eng-

land intelligence, became the standard of judgment throughout the

Arts and Crafts Exhibition, and was expressed constantly in differ-

ing individual ways by visitors passing in review the display of

handicraft: the definition of the true work of art seeming to im-

press itself even more deeply upon the minds of all who heard it.

The exhibition, as a whole, as has before been stated, was a

successful attempt to show the actual condition of American handi-

craft: the point already reached by the movement which is to in-

fuse a new beauty into the average American home, and the pleas-

ure of thoughtful, inspiring labor into those communities, whether

thickly populated, or rural and remote, which suffer from tend-
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encies toward the sordid life. Properly to illustrate an exhibition

of such nature is to classify and to choose with great care and dis-

crimination; and the objects to be illustrated having been chosen,

to allow the craftsmen who created them to tell the story of their

own accomplishments, which they can do with a frankness and

fervor impossible to one who has not directed step by step the mak-

ing of the object, as the parent directs the development of a child.

This is the plan which has been adopted by Mr. Stickley, the pro-

jector of the recent exhibition: in accordance with which certain

exhibitors will, in the near future, offer in The Craftsman illustra-

tions of their work, accompanied by a brief history of their labors

and success.

In the present issue of the Magazine, only a general review of

the Exhibition can be given, with passing reference to certain im-

portant features. One of such features which called forth the most

spontaneous admiration was the dining room furnished and ar-

ranged by the United Crafts. Upon entering it, a New York deco-

rator remarked that it constituted in itself an education in all that

pertains to form, color and refinement of decoration and detail.

The textiles used: that is the rugs and wall-coverings, were in

that deep, dull green which Nature loves and which offers an un-

assertive background, refreshing, familiar and suggestive. The

furniture was in fumed oak of the rich, deep-toned brown seen in

the "weathered wood" of old musical instruments, in Dutch and

Flemish carvings and in Rembrandt's pictures. The pieces were

a sideboard, a linen chest, screens, a table and chairs; all fine rep-

resentatives of the simple, structural style of the Stickley designs.

The sideboard especially attracted the attention of visitors, and was

judged to be one of the best pieces as yet built in the workshops of

the United Crafts. It was long and low; massive, and yet refined

in line; decorated only with wrought-iron fittings consisting of

strap hinges and drawer-pulls. The linen-chest matched it, in

wood and metal-work, resembling it also in constructive treatment.

The screens and chairs were covered with rich brown leather, beau-

tiful in tone and texture, and catching all accidents of light and

shade until it formed a picture in itself. The table was laid so as
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to leave the wood of the top largely exposed: tisch-laufe, or long

pieces of yellow-toned linen in canvas-weave, hemstitched, and

embroidered at the ends, running lengthwise and across the table;

each cross-piece containing two covers set opposite each other, and

the wood left bare marking the space between every two guests

upon the same side. The china, from the Maison Bing, Paris, and

partly in Colonna designs, was of a delicate creamy paste, with

slight tracings in green. There were electric candelabra in a sil-

very metal, and a large, low pot of yellow tulips was placed mid-

way upon the table, with masses of the same flowers upon the sills

of a succession of windows occupying an entire side of the long

room.

Other cabinet-work from the Stickley shops shared the praise

of visitors equally with the furnishings of the dining-room, and a

number of pieces from abroad received much favorable comment.

One of these, a cabinet, shown in our illustrations, is a good exam-

ple of the "Henry Style" of London. It is built of fumed oak,

rather light in color, with brass fittings, and is ornamented with

floral designs in bright-colored wood inlay; also with leaded glass

inserts.

Distinctive metal-work, unfamiliar to the visitor of previous

arts and crafts exhibitions in America, was found in sconces, lan-

terns and accessories for the fireplace, from the Art Fittings Com-

pany of Birmingham, England, and in electric lamps and candel-

abra from the Maison Bing, Paris. Small pieces, typical of the

handicraft movement, were seen in the electric sconce ornamented

with abalone pearl, the work of the broker-craftsman, Mr. B. B.

Thresher of Dayton, Ohio, and in the candle sconce of Mr. Will-

iam Cockrane of the same town. The latter piece was a harmoni-

ous combination of metal and wood wrought into a flower-design:

the wood being white walnut, treated with green pigment, and the

metal having a surface finish resembling old bronze corroded by

inhumation, to which is given the name of vert antique.

In the precious metals, there were fine and costly specimens of

workmanship, intended for personal adornment, which later, in

The Craftsman, will form the subject of illustrated articles. In
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table utensils, the work of the Boston Handicraft Shop was much
admired for its uniformly good models and its reproductions of

unmistakable heirlooms. One such was a porringer about which

legends of the Puritans might be woven, and another, a punch-ladle,

copied by a Finnish workman, Mr. K. F. Leinonen, from the origi-

nal which he brought from his mother country. The latter piece

appears in our illustration joined with a salad spoon and fork of

pleasing forms, in hammered silver with green enamel, designed

and made by Misses Carson and Barnum of Cleveland, Ohio. But

desirable as are the results of this department of handicraft, the

work when seen in progress and the workers are equally interesting.

In the Boston shop, especially, the tools are as unusual as the kind

of labor: the hammers for beating the metal being made of buffalo

horns, and the anvils having an authentic age of two centuries; the

employment of these primitive appliances proving no affectation

on the part of the craftsmen, since the modern instruments fail to

produce the desired effects.

This lack of affectation prevailing in all classes of exhibits was

a characteristic to be noted with pleasure and hopefulness. It went

far toward proving the spontaneity of the handicraft movement to

all who came to the Exhibition fearing to find in the lesser arts a

return to old methods and designs altogether parallel to the assumed

ingenuous qualities of modern Pre-Raphaelitism in the fine arts.

For a fortnight The Craftsman building glowed with subtle, en-

chanting color, and abounded in objects of good and beautiful de-

sign. The enterprise was accepted by the community as an educa-

tional effort, like the public showing of a collection of pictures, or

a musical festival. It should be held in memory as the work of a

man who labors unceasingly in the cause of good art and of honest

labor.
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THE charming "Craftsman House," shown in the accom-

panying illustrations, was planned in cooperation by

Messrs. E. G. W. Dietrich and Gustav Stickley. It is

adapted to any suburban or rural locality, in the Eastern,

Middle, or Western States, and, by reason of its pictur-

esque quality and exterior color-scheme, it would be peculiarly

effective near bodies of water.

The exterior is constructed mainly of field stones, built into the

walls as they are found loose in the country, and picked from the

stone-fences of the vicinity. The surfaces of the stones are left

untouched by hammer or other tool: all weather-stains and moss

accretions being carefully preserved. Thus the building material,

so inexpensive and so easily obtainable, becomes a strong decorative

factor: the accidents of color and tone produced by the touch of

Nature affording to the eye an exquisite sense of harmony resultant

from the union of grays and greens accented with notes of black.

The stones are laid up in cement; the joints being well "raked out"

and darkened with slate, so as to give the utmost depth. The gables

are covered with hand-split cypress shingles, twenty-four inches

long, and three-fourth inch butts; laid ten and one-half inches to

the weather and stained silver gray; while the shingles on the roof

are stained olive green: thus accenting by their deeper color the

contour of the house, and projecting it in strong relief against the

sky. The exterior wood trimmings, the window-frames and sashes

are painted light gray, so that their outlines, well-defined and clear,

may emerge from the darker masses. The one bright and culmi-

nating note of color is added by the red chimney-tops: a feature

which is effectively used in England, particularly in the suburbs

of London on the Surrey side of the Thames, where the view, other-

wise so monotonous, is gladdened at all seasons by the ruddy tiles,

and in summer by the combination of their warm, rich tones with

yellow masses of sunflowers.

In the case of "The Craftsman House," the expectations awak-

ened by the exterior are not afterward disappointed. The interior

apportionment of space, the lighting, and all other provisions for

beauty, comfort and sanitation are intelligently made.
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"The Craftsman House"

The ground floor, exclusive of the covered porches at front and

rear, is divided into library, hall, dining-room, kitchen and ser-

vants' dining-room, with ample closet and pantry space. The
library, dining-room, lower and upper halls are trimmed in chest-

nut: a wood here chosen by reason of its beautiful texture and the

fine color which can be obtained from it by treatment with ammo-
nia and the application of a lacquer: the latter agent enhancing

rather than disguising the texture- and color-qualities of the wood
and giving it a perfect finish without the use of varnish. The floors

of the rooms mentioned above are chestnut boards of uneven widths,

treated with the same processes as the woodwork, and waxed. In

the kitchen, servants' dining-room and appurtenances, the chestnut

trimmings are replaced by Carolina pine stained in green.

The side walls and ceilings of the first floors have a white sand

finish, left under the float down to a line running about the rooms

even with the tops of the doors; the remainder of the walls being

covered with a hempen textile, greenish in color and of a peculiar

weave which gives a variegated effect to the dyed fabric: certain of

the threads approaching yellow, and certain others showing a de-

cided green. The rugs are preferably chosen from the Donegal

products, in greens, olives and yellows: their soft, deep, velvety

tones making with the wall-hangings an admirable base and back-

ground upon which to build up an harmonious color-scheme. At
the windows, green shades should be used in connection with cur-

tains of a linen fabric, uneven in texture, unbleached, and of the

yellowish tone known in France as beige, and much sought after

by the more refined modern decorators. The curtains are hung in

the simplest way, and are finished with broad hemstitching.

The fireplaces stand out boldly from this natural background

of green. They are built in brick of that sturdy red hue called the

"Harvard," which suggests to the lover of that famous seat of learn-

ing the splendid color of the time-honored halls as seen against the

June verdure of the "Yard." The bricks used in these fireplaces

are selected from those which have lain nearest the fire in the kilns,

and are set in black mortar with "raked out" joints. The fireplace

in the dining-room is preceded by a broad hearthstone, raised three
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inches above the chestnut floor, and which may be either the natural

substance or a composition stone. The hearth of the hall is of the

same brick as the corresponding fireplace; while that of the library

is laid in "Welsh Quarries." The hoods of the fireplaces are

of copper, while the andirons, firesets, and other accessories are of

wrought-iron, finished armor-bright. The electric-light fittings

should harmonize with the general scheme of the woodwork and

furnishings. They should be, preferably, in hammered copper,

with wrought-iron trimmings, and have straw-colored glass globes.

The furniture is in brown fumed oak: the larger pieces in the

rooms, such as bookcases and settles being stationary. In the library

a few willow chairs, stained a spring-like green, are introduced in

order to lighten the otherwise too heavy and sombre effect of line

and color. Throughout this suite of rooms, the window seats and

large cushions are covered with the green hempen cloth before

described, but occasionally, high notes of color are sounded in

pillows of brilliant orange, yellow and green designs.

The second floor of the house has woodwork of ivory white,

with doors, floors and furniture of soft maple stained gray-green

and lacquered: the last process giving a smooth satiny effect very

agreeable to the eye. The base boards are nine inches wide at the

least, with a four-inch maple strip stained green, which is coved at

the bottom, in order to protect the base board. The top casings of

the doors and windows are carried around the room; the ceilings

are coved, and plain white plaster is carried down to the casing

strip. Below this point, the walls may be tinted, or they may be

hung with a plain material, such as Japanese grass cloth.

The color effects of these rooms should vary according to loca-

tion, exposure, and the tastes of the occupants. Yet they should con-

form to a general scheme of which each separate room should be an

integral part. Green in varying tones may be suggested for the light-

er and warmer rooms
;
yellow and straw-color for those of northerly

situation. The general color scheme is materially aided by the use

of Grueby tiles in the fireplaces and hearths, and by curtains of raw

silk falling straight, and having a valance at the top of the window
to assure a mass of the color chosen. These curtains just clear the
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"The Craftsman House" : Bedroom

sills, and are furnished with wide hems. All metal-work in the

bedrooms is done in unfinished hammered brass: from the hoods of

the fireplaces (if any such are used) to the grate-curbs, firesets,

locks, drawer-pulls and hinges. This is also true of the electric

lighting apparatus, which should consist of sconce sidelights, or

table lamps, which have plug connections in the baseboard, or the

floor.

These combinations of woods, metals and textiles, suggested

for "The Craftsman House," if accurately followed, will produce

an interior, whose charm, although, at first, apparent and even

striking, will increase as changing seasons and varying days reveal

accidents of light and shade, of color and tone. "The Craftsman

House" will prove itself a true home to the lover of art who shall

avail himself of its offered beauty.

EDITOR'S Note: To all subscribers of The Craftsman any

processes or details incident to the building, finishing, or decoration

of "The Craftsman House" will be willingly given, through the

correspondence department of the Magazine, or more directly by

private letter.
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N that delightful book, "Bookplates of

To-day," recently issued by Tonelle

& Company, Mr. W. G. Bowdoin, an

authority on this subject, says in his

account of the well known book-

plate designer of North Dakota, Mr. Will-

iam Edgar Fisher: "Most of our leading designers have hitherto

been grouped in the eastern section of our country, or at least not

much farther west than Chicago. Some few designs, it is true,

have been produced in California, but for the most part the book-

plates of note have been marked with an east-

ern geographical origin."

It is always, of course, a matter of more
or less suprise, to the resident of the At-

lantic seaboard that any good thing, espe-

ciallv of an artistic nature, should come out

of what is vaguely termed "the West," and

this also seems to be the state of mind with

reference to bookplates. It is no doubt true

that the most notable designers have hitherto

been the product of an eastern environment,

but that geographical considerations count

for little is exemplified in the work of Mr. Fisher himself, which

has not been excelled in this country for charm, originality and the

manifestation of the proper function of the bookplate. However,

this is not a controversial dissertation upon the subject, but some

account of the results of an endeavor to make a

collection of bookplates in one's own State designed

by persons native thereto or resident therein. It

has been a strenuous search with some rather re-

markable and amusing disclosures. Naturally, one

would turn to the alleged "literary" people, to the

numerous novelists and abounding poets, but, sur-

prising as it may seem, very few of them have

bookplates and some have even declared, with the

most delightful candor, that they are in densest
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ignorance as to the nature of them. Then,

there are others who are very great and

magnificent personages and must be ap-

proached with many profound salaams.

"Please, sir, have you a bookplate? En-

closed find a two-cent stamp," you timidly

murmur. The Successful Novelist, with

his ear to the wall, listening to the rumble

of the presses throwing off the millionth

edition of his last inanity, haughtily tosses

your request aside. "A thin device for my
noble autograph," he says, with ineffable

disdain. However this may be, it is a fact, more or less interesting,

that very few of those most flagrantly "in the

public eye," in this State, are the possessors of

bookplates; Mr. James Whitcomb Riley being

one with an avowed indifference to a special

indication of the ownership of his books.

Mr. Edward Eggleston, however, is an

exception, as he owns a characteristic plate,

reproduced here, the figure being Fra Angel-

ico's "Reading Monk" and the words from

Chaucer, the motto, also, having been carved on

the frame of Mr. Eggleston's library door.

Among those whom one would expect to find in

the possession of a cherished bookplate, General

Lew Wallace does not conspicuously figure, and

this seems the more surprising as General Wal-
lace, it is understood, is of the most pronounced

bookish tastes aside from his authorship; his pic-

ture taken in the midst of his books in his spe-

cially constructed library, being familiar to the

public.

It has been so far impossible to discover who
was the earliest bookplate designer in Indiana,

butitis thought that this honor may be accredited
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to Mr. Bruce Rogers,who
has acquired reputation

as a designer of book-

plates and of other nota-

ble work with Hough-
ton, Mifflin & Co. Al-

though a native of this

State, he is now a resident

of Boston; his work in

bookplate designs being

represented in this collec-

tion by the plate of Dr.

Richard B. Wetherill, of La Fayette, which

was also engraved under Mr. Rogers's direction. There are, it has

developed in collecting, a number of clever designers living in the

State, and perhaps Miss Margaret Steele, daughter of Mr. T. C.

Steele, the well known landscapist and portrait painter, leads in

the number and variety of designs, several of which are reproduced

here. Miss Steele has been a pupil of her distinguished father and

of her brother, Mr. Brandt Steele, a clever and brilliant young artist.

She shows a pronounced talent for distinct decorative effects;

decorative design in black and white always having had a fascina-

tion for her, and the designing of bookplates naturally follow-

ing. Her first plate was designed for Mrs. Bowles, the wife of

Mr. J. M. Bowles, who at one time conducted, first in Indian-

polis,and then in Boston,

one of the most beauti-

art magazines everful

published in America,

"Modern Art." In ad-

dition to the dominant

decorative note, Miss

Steele's designs display,

in some instances, a cer-

tain elusive fancy and a

piquant charm not often
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found in work of this kind. The plate of

Mr. Noble W. Krieder, a lyre with a

border of vines and bunches of grapes, is

particularly appropriate for a young mu-

sician, while those of Edna McGillard

Christian and Charles White Merrill are

purely symbolic and heraldic. Asidefrom

other considerations, the plate of Charlton

Andrews possesses a personal interest for

those who know him ; he having lived sev-

eral years in Paris, where he became

known as a writer of verse of a high order

of poetic charm, and where his recent

novel, "A Parfit Gentil Knight," had its

beginnings. Mr. Test Dalton, a relative of General Wallace, whose

bookplate by Miss Steele is shown here, has also made an essay into

the field of the historical novel. The plate of the Indianapolis

Sketch Club is at once conventionally decorative and chaste in

effect, and is one of the most successful of Miss Steele's designs.

Mrs. Brandt Steele, until recently Miss Helen McKay, has

made some exceedingly attractive plates:

among them one for her mother, Mrs.

Horace McKay, the motif for which is

the night-blooming cereus; while the

piquant little plate designed for her hus-

band is characteristic, as Mr. Steele has

accomplished some remarkable achieve-

ments in pottery. The third plate re-

produced here, that of Miss Anna E.

Fraser, was made for the latter when a

student at Smith. Mrs. Steele has made

other charming and effective plates

which are not distinguished so much for

their decorative quality, as for the ex-

pression of a distinct individuality.

Some of the best work in bookplate
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designs produced in this State has been done

by Miss Anna Hasselman, of Indianapolis,

whose plates are largely pictorial in char-

acter. The one made for Mt. Vernon Sem-
inary, Mrs. Somer's school at Washington,

is especially notable from the inclusion in

a small design of several different motifs;

the interior shown being a corner of the

music room of that institution, with the

alumnae pin and motto in the opposite cor-

ner of the plate, while the conventionalized

daisy, which forms a part of the border, is

the school flower. The bookplate of Mr.
Henry Scot Fraser, designed by Miss Has-

selman, is a most enticing one, showing the interior of Mr. Fraser's

study, with his writing table and other appurtenances; while the

plate of Sarah Gilbert Millard includes the genuine portrait of a

dog and is not that of an imaginary animal. Miss Hasselman has

designed a number of other plates of a more or less pictorial char-

acter, in all of which the well balanced

composition and the presence of an indi-

vidual sentiment are marked.

Miss Grace and Miss May Green-

leaf are young art students living in In-

dianapolis, who have designed several

charming plates; the one reproduced

here being that of Mr. Harry I. Miller,

of St. Louis, of the Vandalia railroad;

and Carl Bernhardt, a clever lad of

Richmond, has made several original

plates, one of which shown here, that of

the Rev. J. E. Cathel, a well known resi-

dent in Des Moines, Iowa, being special-

ly unique. He has also designed an in-

teresting plate for the library of Mr.
William D. Foulke, known to the public
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as a writer and member of the civil service com-

mission. Mr. Raymond White, of Richmond,

has also designed several clever plates, two of

which, one being that of the writer, are repro-

duced here, the other, that of Mr. Herbert C.

Emery, of Boston, being heraldic in character;

the two or three other plates made by him, how-

ever, being characteristic of the individuality of

the owners. He has engraved one or two of

his designs on wood. Mr. William M. Voris, of Franklin, who
published for a time a clever little magazine, "The Westminster

Chap-Book," has also designed and cut on

wood a lew plates of simple motive.

Among the plates in this collection

from well known Indiana people, that of

Mr. William M. Elliott, of Logansport,

is interesting from the fact that it was
designed by Elbert Hubbard. Mr. El-

liott is a clever young writer of verse,

some humorous verses written by him and

illustrated by Oliver Herford having been

published in a recent "Century." Con-
siderable interest attaches to the plate of

Miss Besse Coffroth, of La Fayette, which was designed in London
and printed on genuine Kelmscott paper, which she was fortu-

nate enough to obtain. The plate of Mr.
John B. Peddle, of Rose Polytechnic

Institute, Terre Haute, reproduced here, is

interesting from the play on his family name
made by the old peddler who is approaching

a hill at sunset.

The plate of Mr. George Cottman,
shown here, was designed by Mr. William
Forsyth, one of the "Indiana Group" of

painters, and one of the most highly regarded

and best known landscapists in the West.
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a writer of charm, an

authority on certain

phases of the early life

of this Commonwealth,
an ardent lover of

nature, and a famous

pedestrian, the latter

quality being the motif

of his bookplate. An-
other writer of reputation, whose arti-

cles are familiar to newspaper and

magazine writers, and whose plate is included in this collec-

tion, is Mrs. Emma Carlton, of New Albany, in the south of the

Mr. Cottman is himself [f^f^?^^
\ EX LIBRIS

\ BESSE
I COFFROTH

!

State. Mrs. Carlton's

"Ike Morgan" of

wood cut of her fath-

where her parent also

ing library. The lard

bottle and the lady in

plate was made by

Chicago, from an old

er's bookstore in 1846,

conducted a circulat-

oil lamp, the old ink

the poke bonnet and

mantilla, are all reminiscent of that far away time, and the motto,

"Fair and Wholesome Pasturage," from Lamb's "Old Hertford-

shire,"was suggested by early perusal of Lamb's

essay given her by her father to read. Mrs. Carl-

ton is an enthusiastic collector of various objects

.sru^re rtS£», of art, and, among
other things, of old bot-

tles, her fascinating ar-

ticle "At the Sign of

the Carboy," in a num-
ber of the "Century"

within the past year

or two, having inspired

more than one person

with a desire to make
such a collection. The E> L' RR ' s
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State Library of Indiana uses the state seal as a bookplate, and the

writer has in her collection some fascinating old plates which were

found in books in the Workmen's Institute Public Library, at New
Harmony: that famous old town in South Western Indiana, the

scene of the social experiments of Robert Dale Owen ; the library

having been founded in 1828 by William McClure. In the Public

Library at Richmond, one of the oldest and largest libraries in the

State, are to be found a number of interesting old plates, some of

English design and others owned by colonial booklovers. Alto-

gether, a search of this kind can be recommended to the collector

as a most interesting way to form a collection.

CONCERNING CLASSICAL KNOWLEDGE
I DO NOT THINK THAT I AM SAYING TOO
MUCH WHEN I ASSERT THAT HE WHO HAS
NOT KNOWN THE WORKS OF THE AN-

CIENTS HAS LIVED WITHOUT KNOWING
WHAT BEAUTY IS.

HEGEL
MISCELLANIES
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Fireplace and Mantel

Bromsgrove Guild, Worcestershire, England



The Bromsgrove Guild of Applied Arts

THE CRAFTSMAN is so fortunate as to present this

month to its readers a number of illustrations of the high-

ly interesting work in various media of the Bromsgrove

(Worcestershire, England,) Guild of Applied Art, to-

gether with a short exposition of the aims of this body of

workmen, written by its secretary, Mr. Walter Gilbert, himself a

master-craftsman in metals.

This article will afford the reader an adequate idea of the

constitution and the conduct of the Guild, which has workshops

and studios in many of the cities and towns of England : notably at

Rugby (printing), at Birmingham (furniture, stained glass, mo-

saic, wood-engraving, decorative cartoons, jewelry and embroider-

ies), and at Bromsgrove (metal and plaster).

Mr. Gilbert writes of former disadvantages suffered by the

Arts and Crafts and of the hopes now rising before these industries

and occupations, with keen appreciation and in the following terms

:

"During the last century, most of the arts and crafts related to

building (with the exception of academic painting and sculpture),

were ill-considered and slighted, while design was regarded as a

matter of general appearance: little attention being given to the

nature of the medium in which the design was executed. Decora-

tion, such as was produced, came from the artist-designer, who
worked chiefly on paper, and possessed little more than a superficial

knowledge of materials and of processes. Thus, the decoration

then employed resulted from the more or less unsympathetic at-

tempt of a workman to put into visible form the conception of a

thinker unfamiliar with the nature, possibilities and limitations of

material, and of the technical processes involved in production.

"The blending of the maker with the thinker means the aboli-

tion of much of the dreary labor and routine of the workman. But

to accomplish this desirable purpose with any degree of fulness,

men of education and refinement must enter the ranks of workmen.

It will then, and then only, be possible to infuse into the arts of

material production something of the life and spirit which charac-

terize the best work of the past.

"In the progress of the Arts and Crafts Movement a symptom
IOI
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of danger revealed itself in an effrontery of material forms devoid

of spirit, which has produced that mass of material vulgarity known
as L'Art Nouveau: perhaps the most distressing and repellent ex-

pression of the borrowed originality infecting modern taste. To
combat this evil, to substitute activity for the stagnation of commer-

cialism, a body of artists and architects (for the most part late

students of the Birmingham Municipal Art School) have assumed

the title of the Bromsgrove Guild of Applied Arts.

"The Guild is centered at Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, an old

coaching town, the half-way halt between Birmingham and Wor-
cester, and lying in the heart of the Shakspere country, which is

now easily accessible from all parts of England.

"The members of the Guild are individuals who have advanced

beyond the limits of 'professionalism,' that they might adopt the

more prolific method of thinking and working in their respective

media. These men and women, while they stand pledged to coop-

eration and mutual support, have individual studios or workshops

altogether independent. Each department is financed and con-

trolled separately by the guildsmen of the same department, who
train their apprentices : choosing and employing only those who are

capable of developing the main idea of the master craftsman. The
Bromsgrove Guild is practically the outcome of the Arts and Crafts

Movement begun in England by Morris and his associates in 1887,

with the purpose of imparting to and developing from each mate-

rial or medium such form and quality as lie within the limits of the

material; without imitation of the forms and the technique peculiar

to substances of other nature : as is commonly the case in these times

of the 'one-man-designs' which emanate from the ateliers and

offices of 'a learned profession.'

"It is with the purpose of supplementing and supporting arch-

itecture that these guildsmen (each of them a trained or experi-

enced architect or artist) have taken up separate and diverse crafts

:

each individual developing the possibilities of his own particular

medium through the use of the experiences of past ages combined
with the advantages of modern inventions and appliances.

"It is in this sense and not in the spirit of L'Art Nouveau that
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the members of the Bromsgrove Guild, encouraged by the greater

part of the leading architects of the United Kingdom, are earnestly

and successfully attempting to give appropriate decorative form

and quality, combined with utility, to objects designed for service

or for ornament in buildings ecclesiastical, secular and domestic.

"The members of the Guild include craftsmen in metals, forged

or cast, figure-work, etc. ; stucco-duro, plaster in situ or cast; paint-

ed and leaded glass; glass-mosaic for external or internal decora-

tion (Westminster Abbey); wood and stone carving; furniture;

embroideries for hangings and decoration; wood-engraving; jew-

elry and enamels; and other of the lesser, kindred arts."

The work of the Guild is especially interesting. It is done as

far as is possible after the methods of the older craftsmen: design

and adaptability being the first considerations, and surface finish of

secondary importance. Thus, the hammer marks of the workman
are not regarded as objectionable, since they tell the story of effort

and so give interest to the finished piece. At the same time, they

are not unduly emphasized and carried to the point of affectation,

as is found to be the case in some examples of modern handicraft.

Prominent among the objects in metal work produced by the

Guild are fine, distinctive fittings for the fireplace: such as copper

hoods and panels, fire-dogs and shovels, coal vases and fenders.

The most important pieces among such fittings—the hoods and the

grates—are, in all cases, designed with strict obedience to the two

essentials of the modern fireplace: generous heat-production, and

successful smoke-prevention. But close insistence upon these requi-

sites in no way mars the beauty of the pieces so carefully and artist-

ically planned ; suggestions having been drawn from all that is good

in similar work of the past: the sources of inspiration being the

andirons of the Middle Ages, the dog-grates of Elizabethan and

Jacobean times, the hob-grates of the reign of Queen Anne and of

the early Georgian period.

Fittings for electric lighting, also, have been developed from a

state of bald ugliness into objects of real beauty; this result having

been obtained by rejecting all forms used in the gas-system of light-

ing, by boldly exposing the electric wires to view, instead of con-
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cealing them with clumsy tubes, and by working their graceful lines

into an integral part of the design.

A revival of an important decorative agent has been under-

taken by the Guild in the use of plaster, often modeled in relief.

This medium, used extensively during the Renascence, was popu-

larized, at that period, by the discovery of the Golden House of

Nero, on the Esquiline Hill, Rome, which contained examples of

exquisitely modeled decoration. This art was carried to England,

at the middle of the sixteenth century, where native craftsmen

quickly developed a national treatment, charming and character-

istic. They substituted for the grand style suitable to the Italian

palace, a domestic style fitted to the English home: covering a flat

ceiling in a room of moderate height with plaster decoration in a

method which has never been adopted in any other country. The
art, as practised by the Bromsgrove Guild, results from a patient

study of old work. It is devoid of all modern subterfuges and con-

sists of quiet, simple modeling without the sharp curves, under-

cuttings, or sparkle of effect which might be the natural and desir-

able qualities of another substance. It abounds, on the contrary,

in gentle curvature and in the subtle charm of a soft material.

Furthermore, in large and continuous spaces, the modeling is en-

riched by the use of color and metals : a method of decoration espe-

cially adapted to buildings in cold, northern latitudes and product-

ive of effects which are attainable by no other means.

Another valuable decorative agent revived or rather devel-

oped by the Guild, according to original methods, is wood inlay or

marquetry, employed in the adornment of furniture, in friezes, and

in over-mantels. The new method is literally a mosaic of differ-

ently colored woods, carefully chosen, used in their natural colors,

outlined in black, and, in some instances, enriched with ivory or

mother o' pearl. Examples of the old work which served as a

basis for the new art, are found in early Italian churches, notably

in Santa Maria Maggiore at Rome. And from such examples

may be argued the originality and distinctiveness of the new treat-

ment and process.

In the department of embroidery the Bromsgrove Guild has
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produced several notable works. Among such is a series of panels

designed for the decoration of a dining room. The ground of the

panels is in light chocolate color, with the design worked out in

green serge applique for foliage, and in light linen for the figures

and buildings; while the outlines and certain details are done in

embroidery. By this means, which is a combination of two meth-

ods : applique and the more elaborate needlework, excellent results

are obtained without great effort, and it becomes possible to under-

take extensive schemes of decoration at a very moderate cost.

Another most active section of the Guild is that of jewelry, or

rather the goldsmith's craft, as distinguished from the work of the

mere framer of precious stones, chosen largely for their commer-

cial value. The recent reform in this art has led to its rapid eleva-

tion, until at least one goldsmith, M. Rene Lalique, is honored in

his own country as the equal of any contemporary painter or sculp-

tor of his nation, while the world at large recognizes him as the

artistic brother and perhaps the superior of Benvenuto Cellini him-

self. The change and advance in taste now felt throughout Europe

and America, are producing a demand for beauty of form and de-

sign, rather than for intrinsic value. The pearl, the opal, the moon-

stone, the aqua-marine, with other gems and stones prized for the

play of color which they afford, are the ones most favored by the

new order of goldsmiths, who do not repeat a favorite design until

its freshness is lost, but who render individual and unique every

piece which passes through their hands. The jewelry of the

Bromsgrove Guild is produced by two artist-craftsmen who are

husband and wife, and whose work is highly commended by the

noted critic, Aymer Vallance.

The revival of another craft, rich in dignity and value, is fur-

thered by the Guild in the practice of wood-engraving: not as a

means of simple reproduction, in which function it has been out-

rivaled by the process-block, but purely for artistic satisfaction and

purposes, and by a return to the chaste, simple style of Holbein,

Bewick and other early engravers. The mechanical reproduction

of a drawing may be made at a lower cost than if the same drawing

were engraved on either metal or wood, but a trained eye demands
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the quality and refinement of line which the human hand alone can

give. The wood-cuts executed by the Guild are, in every case,

designed and executed by the same artist-craftsman ; thereby gain-

ing an individuality and distinction far above the ordinary photo-

graphic reproduction; the designs being made with the object of

utilizing to the utmost the rich, blank line, which no other printing

medium can give.

The craft nearest allied to wood-engraving—that of printing,

—is also furthered by the Guild in the spirit of the early masters,

with the object of combating the evils incident to an age of rapid

production and of consequent cheapness. Through a happy com-

bination of the modern processes with the artistic feeling of the old

Venetians and Germans, the Guild is able to attain the most desir-

able results, which are not prohibitive in price and are adapted to

either literary or commercial uses.

Thus furthering by a system, which is at once cooperative and

individualistic, a variety of allied crafts, the Bromsgrove Guild has,

without doubt, before it a long, useful, and inspiring career. Its

actual attainments were summed up in a collection of objects of art

and craftsmanship sent to the Paris Exposition of 1900, where they

received the most favorable comment from the best French critics.

Metal work from the same exhibit was sold to the Director of the

National Art Museum of Vienna; while the London Daily News

of December 19, 1900, made the following statement:

"With the exception of the room in the Royal British Pavilion

at Paris, furnished by the Bromsgrove craftsmen, little that showed

foreigners what our more adventurous spirits are attempting, was

to be seen." The sentence appeared in an article under the cap-

tion: "The Arts and Crafts—How does England Stand," and it

witnesses the high consideration which the Bromsgrove Guild mer-

ited abroad, and which it enjoys in the home country.
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Shakespeare's Working Classes
CONCLUSION

ERNEST CR0SBY

and he goes on to taunt them with cowardice. (Act 3, Sc. 3.)

They are the "mutable, rank-scented many." (Act 3, Sc. 1.) His

friend Menenius is equally complimentary to his fellow citizens.

"You are they," says he,

"That make the air unwholesome when you cast

Your stinking, greasy caps, in hooting at

Coriolanus' exile." (Act 4, Sc. 7.)

And he laughs at the "apron-men" of Cominius and their "breath

of garlic-eaters." (Act 4, Sc. 7.) When Coriolanus is asked to

address the people, he replies by saying, "Bid them wash their faces,

and keep their teeth clean." (Act 2, Sc. 3.) According to Shakes-

peare, the Roman populace had made no advance in cleanliness in

the centuries between Coriolanus and Caesar. Casca gives a vivid

picture of the offer of the crown to Julius and his rejection of it.

"And still as he refused it the rabblement shouted, and clapped

their chapped hands, and threw up their sweaty night-caps, and

uttered such a deal of stinking breath, because Caesar refused the

crown, that it had almost choked Caesar, for he swooned and fell

down at it. And for mine own part, I durst not laugh, for fear of

opening my lips and receiving the bad air." And he calls them the

"tag-rag people." (Julius Caesar, Act 1, Sc. 2.) The play of

Coriolanus is a mine of insults to the people and it becomes tire-

some to quote them. The hero calls them the "beast with many

heads" (Act 4, Sc. 3), and again he says to the crowd:

"What's the matter, you dissentious rogues,

That rubbing the poor itch of your opinion

Make yourselves scabs?

First Citizen. We have ever your good word.

Coriolanus. He that will give good words to ye will flatter

Beneath abhorring. What would you have, you curs,

That like not peace nor war? The one affrights you,

The other makes you proud. He that trusts to you,

Where he would find you lions, finds you hares

;

Where foxes, geese; you are no surer, no,

Than is the coal of fire upon the ice,

Or hailstone in the sun. Your virtue is
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To make him worthy whose offence subdues him,

And curse that justice did it. Who deserves greatness

Deserves your hate ; and your affections are

A sick man's appetite, who desires most that

Which would increase his evil. He that depends

Upon your favours, swims with fins of lead,

And hews down oaks with rushes. Hang ye! Trust ye?

With every minute you do change a mind,

And call him noble that was now your hate,

Him vile that was your garland." (Act i, Sc. i.)

His mother, Volumnia, is of like mind. She calls the people "our

general louts." (Act 3, Sc. 2.) She says to Junius Brutus, the

Tribune of the people,

" 'Twas you incensed the rabble,

Cats, that can judge as fitly of his worth,

As I can of those mysteries which Heaven

Will not leave Earth to know." (Act 4, Sc. 2.)

In the same play Cominius talks of the "dull tribunes," and "fusty

plebeians" (Act 1, Sc. 9) . Menenius calls them "beastly plebeians"

(Act 2, Sc. 1), refers to their "multiplying spawn" (Act 2, Sc. 2),

and says to the crowd:

"Rome and her rats are at the point of battle." (Act I, Sc. 2.)

The dramatist makes the mob cringe before Coriolanus. When
he appears, the stage directions show that the "citizens steal away."

(Act 1, Sc. 1.)

As the Roman crowd of the time of Coriolanus is fickle, so is that

of Caesar's. Brutus and Antony sway them for and against his

assassins with ease:

"First Citizen. This Caesar was a tyrant.

Second Citizen. Nay, that's certain.

We are blessed that Rome is rid of him. . . .

First Citizen. (After hearing a description of the murder.) O piteous spectacle!

2 Cit. O noble Caesar!

3 Cit. O woeful day!

4 Cit. O traitors, villains!
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i Cit. O most bloody sight

!

2 Cit. We will be revenged; revenge! about—seek—burn, fire—kill—slay—let

not a traitor live!" (Act 3, Sc. 2.)

The Tribune Marullus reproaches them with having forgotten

Pompey and calls them

"You blocks, you stones, you worse than senseless things."

He persuades them not to favor Caesar and when they leave him he

asks his fellow tribune, Flavius,

"See, whe'r their basest metal be not moved?" (Act I, Sc. 1.)

Flavius also treats them with scant courtesy:

"Hence, home, you idle creatures, get you home.

Is this a holiday? What! you know not,

Being mechanical, you ought not walk

Upon a labouring day without the sign

Of your profession?" (lb.)

The populace of England is as changeable as that of Rome, if

Shakespeare is to be believed. The Archbishop of York, who had

espoused the cause of Richard II. against Henry IV. thus solilo-

quizes:

"The commonwealth is sick of their own choice;

Their over-greedy love hath surfeited

;

An habitation giddy and unsure

Hath he that buildeth on the vulgar heart.

O, thou fond many! With what loud applause

Didst thou beat Heaven with blessing Bolingbroke,

Before he was what thou would'st have him be!

And being now trimmed in thine own desires,

Thou, beastly feeder, art so full of him,

That thou provokest thyself to cast him up.

So, so, thou common dog, didst thou disgorge

Thy glutton bosom of the royal Richard,

And now thou wouldst eat thy dead vomit up,

And howlst to find it." (Henry IV., Part 2, Act 1, Sc. 3.)

Gloster in Henry VI. (Part 2, Act 2, Sc. 4) notes the fickleness of

the masses. He says, addressing his absent wife:
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"Sweet Nell, ill can thy noble mind abrook

The abject people, gazing on thy face

With envious looks, laughing at thy shame,

That erst did follow thy proud chariot wheels

When thou didst ride in triumph through the streets."

When she arrives upon the scene in disgrace, she says to him

:

"Look how they gaze;

See how the giddy multitude do point

And nod their heads and throw their eyes on thee.

Ah, Gloster, hide thee from their hateful looks."

And she calls the crowd a "rabble" (lb.), a term also used in Ham-

let (Act 4, Sc. 5). Again in Part III. of Henry VI., Clifford,

dying on the battle-field while fighting for King Henry, cries:

"The common people swarm like summer flies,

And whither fly the gnats but to the sun ?

And who shines now but Henry's eremies?" (Act 2, Sc. 6.)

And Henry himself, conversing with the keepers who have impris-

oned him in the name of Edward IV., says

:

"Ah, simple men! you know not what you swear.

Look, as I blow this feather from my face,

And as the air blows it to me again,

Obeying with my wind when I do blow,

And yielding to another when it blows,

Commanded always by the greater gust,

Such is the lightness of you common men." (lb. Act 3, Sc. I.)

Suffolk in the First Part of the same trilogy (Act 5, Sc. 5) talks of

"worthless peasants," meaning perhaps "property-less peasants,"

and when Salisbury comes to present the demands of the people,

he calls him
"the Lord Ambassador

Sent from a sort of tinkers to the king." (Part 2, Act 3, Sc. 2.)

and says:
" 'Tis like the Commons, rude unpolished hinds,

Could send such message to their sovereign."

Cardinal Beaufort mentions the "uncivil kernes of Ireland" (lb.,
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Part 2, Act 3, Sc. i), and in the same play the crowd makes itself

ridiculous by shouting, "A miracle," when the fraudulent beggar

Simpcox, who had pretended to be lame and blind, jumps over a

stool to escape a whipping (Act 2, Sc. 1). Queen Margaret re-

ceives petitioners with the words, "Away, base cullions" (lb., Act

1, Sc. 3), and among other flattering remarks applied here and

there to the lower classes we may cite the epithets, "ye rascals, ye

rude slaves," addressed to a crowd by a porter in Henry VIII., and

that of "lazy knaves" given by the Lord Chamberlain to the porters

for having let in a "trim rabble" (Act 5, Sc. 3) . Hubert in King

John presents us with an unvarnished picture of the common peo-

ple receiving the news of Prince Arthur's death

:

"I saw a smith stand with his hammer, thus,

The whilst his iron did on his anvil cool,

With open mouth swallowing a tailor's news;

Who, with his shears and measure in his hand,

Standing on slippers (which his nimble haste

Had falsely thrust upon contrary feet),

Told of a many thousand warlike French

That were embattailed and rank'd in Kent.

Another lean, unwashed artificer,

Cuts off his tale, and talks of Arthur's death." (Act 4, Sc. 2.)

Macbeth, while sounding the murderers whom he intends to em-

ploy, and who say to him, "We are men, my liege," answers

:

"Ay, in the catalogue ye go for men,

As hounds and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels, curs,

Shoughs, water-rugs, and demi-wolves, are cleped

All by the name of dogs." (Act 3, Sc. 1.)

As Coriolanus is held up to our view as a pattern of noble bearing

towards the people, so Richard II. condemns the courteous behav-

iour of the future Henry IV. on his way into banishment. He says

:

"Ourselves, and Bushy, Bagot here and Green

Observed his courtship to the common people;

How he did seem to dive into their hearts

With humble and familiar courtesy

;

What reverence he did throw away on slaves;
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Wooing poor craftsmen with the craft of smiles

And patient overbearing of his fortune,

As't were to banish their affects with him.

Off goes his bonnet to an oyster-wench;

A brace of draymen bid God speed him well

And had the tribute of his supple knee,

With 'Thanks, my countrymen, my loving friends.'

'

(Richard II., Act i, Sc. 4.)

The King of France in "All's Well That Ends Well," commends

to Bertram the example of his late father in his relations with his

inferiors:

"Who were below him

He used as creatures of another place,

And bowed his eminent top to their low ranks,

Making them proud of his humility

In their poor praise he humbled. Such a man

Might be a copy to these younger times." (Act 1, Sc. 2.)

Shakespeare had no fondness for these "younger times," with their

increasing suggestion of democracy. Despising the masses, he had

no sympathy with the idea of improving their condition or increas-

ing their power. He saw the signs of the times with foreboding,

as did his hero, Hamlet:

"By the Lord, Horatio, these three years I have taken note of it;

the age has grown so picked, that the toe of the peasant comes so

near the heel of the courtier, he galls his kibe." There can easily

be too much liberty, according to Shakespeare,—"too much liberty,

my Lucio, liberty"— (Measure for Measure, Act 1, Sc. 3), but the

idea of too much authority is foreign to him. Claudio, himself

under arrest, sings its praises:

"Thus can the demi-god, Authority,

Make us pay down for our offence by weight,

—

The words of Heaven;—on whom it will, it will;

On whom it will not, so; yet still 'tis just." (lb.)

Ulysses in Troilus and Cressida (Act 1, Sc. 3), delivers a long

panegyric upon authority, rank and degree which may be taken as

Shakespeare's confession of faith:
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"Degree being vizarded,

Th' unworthiest shews as fairly in the mask.

The heavens themselves, the planets, and this centre,

Observe degree, priority and place,

Insisture, course, proportion, season, form,

Office and custom, in all line of order

;

And therefore is the glorious planet, Sol

In noble eminence enthroned and sphered

Amidst the other; whose med'cinable eye

Corrects the ill aspects of planets evil,

And posts, like the commandment of a king,

Sans check, to good and bad. But when the planets,

In evil mixture, to disorder wander,

What plagues and what portents! what mutiny!

What raging of the sea, shaking of the earth,

Commotion of the winds, frights, changes, horrors,

Divert and crack, rend and deracinate

The unity and married calm of states

Quite from their fixture! O, when degree is shaked,

Which is the ladder of all high designs,

The enterprise is sick. How could communities,

Degrees in schools, and brotherhoods in cities,

Peaceful commerce from dividable shores,

The primogenity and due of birth,

Prerogative of age, crowns, scepters, laurels,

But by degree stand in authentic place?

Take but degree away, untune the string,

And hark, what discord follows! each thing meets

In mere oppugnancy; the bounded waters

Should lift their bosoms higher than the shores,

And make a sop of all this solid globe

;

Strength should be lord of imbecility,

And the rude son should strike his father dead

;

Force should be right; or, rather, right and wrong,

(Between whose endless jar justice resides)

Should lose their names, and so should justice too.

Then everything includes itself in power,

Power into will, will into appetite;

And appetite, a universal wolf,
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So doubly seconded with will and power,

Must make perforce an universal prey,

And last eat up himself. Great Agamemnon,

This chaos, when degree is suffocate,

Follows the choking;

And this neglection of degree it is,

That by a pace goes backward, in a purpose

It hath to climb. The General's disdained

By him one step below; he by the next;

That next by him beneath ; so every step,

Exampled by the first pace that is sick

Of his superior, grows to an envious fever

Of pale and bloodless emulation;

And 'tis this fever that keeps Troy on foot,

Not her own sinews. To end a tale of length,

Troy in our weakness stands, not in her strength."

There is no hint in this eloquent apostrophe of the difficulty of

determining among men who shall be the sun and who the satellite,

nor of the fact that the actual arrangements, in Shakespeare's time

at any rate, depended altogether upon that very force which Ulysses

deprecates. In another scene in the same play the wily Ithacan

again gives way to his passion for authority and eulogizes somewhat

extravagantly the paternal, prying, omnipresent state:

"The providence that's in a watchful state

Knows almost every grain of Plutus' gold,

Finds bottom in th' incomprehensive deeps,

Keeps place with thought, and almost, like the gods,

Does thoughts unveil in their dumb cradles.

There is a mystery (with which relation

Durst never meddle) in the soul of state,

Which hath an operation more divine

Than breath or pen can give expressure to." (Acts 3, Sc. 3)

The state to which Ulysses refers is of course a monarchial state,

and the idea of democracy is abhorrent to Shakespeare. Corio-

lanus expresses his opinion of it when he says to the people:

"What's the matter,

That in these several places of the city
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You cry against the noble Senate, who,

Under the gods, keep you in awe, which else

Would feed on one another?" (Acts 2, Sc. i)

The people should have no voice in the government.

"This double worship,

—

Where one part does disdain with cause, the other

Insult without all reason; where gentry, title, wisdom,

Cannot conclude, but by the yea and no

Of general ignorance,—it must omit

Real necessities, and give way the while

To unstable slightness. Purpose so barred, it follows,

Nothing is done to purpose; therefore, beseech you,

You that will be less fearful than discreet,

That love the fundamental part of state

More than you doubt the change on't, that prefer

A noble life before a long, and wish

To jump a body with a dangerous physic

That's sure of death without it, at once pluck out

The multitudinous tongue; let them not lick

The sweet which is their poison." (lb. Act 3, Sc. 1)

It is the nobility who should rule.

"It is a purposed thing and grows by plot

To curb the will of the nobility;

Suffer 't and live with such as cannot rule,

Nor ever will be ruled." (lb.)

Junius Brutus tries in vain to argue with him, but Coriolanus has

no patience with him, a "triton of the minnows," and the very fact

that there should be tribunes appointed for the people disgusts him.

"Five tribunes to defend their vulgar wisdoms,

Of their own choice; one's Junius Brutus,

Sicinius Velutus, and I know not— 'Sdeath!

The rabble should have first unroofed the city,

Ere so prevailed with me; it will in time

Win upon power, and throw forth greater themes

For insurrection's arguing." (Act 1, Sc. 1)

And again
"The common file, a plague!—Tribunes for them!" (Act 1, Sc. 6)
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Shakespeare took his material for the drama of Coriolanus from
Plutarch's Lives, and it is significant that he selected from that list

of worthies the most conspicuous adversary of the commonalty that

Rome produced. He presents him to us as a hero, and so far as he

can, enlists our sympathy for him from beginning to end. When
Menenius says of him:

"His nature is too noble for the world." (Act 3, Sc. 1)

he is evidently but registering the verdict of the author. Plutarch's

treatment of Coriolanus is far different. He exhibits his fine qual-

ities, but he does not hesitate to speak of his "imperious temper and
that savage manner which was too haughty for a republic." "In-

deed," he adds, "there is no other advantage to be had from a liberal

education equal to that of polishing and softening our nature by
reason and discipline." He also tells us that Coriolanus indulged

his "irascible passions on a supposition that they have something

great and exalted in them," and that he wanted "a due mixture of

gravity and mildness, which are the chief political virtues and the

fruits of reason and education." "He never dreamed that such

obstinacy is rather the effect of the weakness and effeminacy of a

distempered mind, which breaks out in violent passions like so

many tumors." Nor apparently did Shakespeare ever dream of it

either, although he had Plutarch's sage observations before him.

It is a pity that the great dramatist did not select from Plutarch's

works some hero who took the side of the people, some Agis or

Cleomenes, or better yet, one of the Gracchi. What a tragedy he

might have based on the life of Tiberius, the friend of the people

and the martyr in their cause! But the spirit which guided Schil-

ler in the choice of William Tell for a hero was a stranger to

Shakespeare's heart and its promptings would have met with no

response there.

Even more striking is the treatment which the author of Coriolanus

metes out to English history. All but two of his English historical

dramas are devoted to the War of the Roses and the incidental

struggle over the French crown. The motive of this prolonged

strife,—so attractive to Shakespeare,—had much the same dignity
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which distinguishes the family intrigues of the Sublime Porte, and

Shakespeare presents the history of his country as a mere pageant

of warring royalties and their trains. When the people are per-

mitted to appear, as they do in Cade's rebellion, to which Shake-

speare has assigned the character of the rising under Wat Tyler,

they are made the subject of burlesque. Two of the popular party

speak as follows:

"John Holland. Well, I say, it was never merry world in England

since gentlemen came up.

George Bevis. O miserable age! Virtue is not regarded in handi-

craftsmen.

John. The nobility think scorn to go in leather aprons."

When Jack Cade, alias Wat Tyler, comes on the scene, he shows

himself to be a braggart and a fool. He says

:

"Be brave then for your captain is brave and vows reformation. There

shall be in England seven half-penny loaves sold for a penny; the

three-hooped pot shall have ten hoops, and I will make it a felony to

drink small beer. All the realm shall be in common, and in Cheap-

side shall my palfrey go to grass. And when I am king, as king I

will be

—

All. God save your Majesty!

Cade. I thank you, good people,—there shall be no money ; all shall

eat and drink on my score and I will apparel them all in one livery,

that they may agree like brothers and worship me their lord."

(Henry VI., Part 2, Act 4, Sc. 2.)

The crowd wishes to kill the clerk of Chatham because he can read,

write and cast accounts. (Cade. "O monstrous!") Sir Humph-
rey Stafford calls them

"Rebellious hinds, the filth and scum of Kent,

Marked for the gallows." (lb.)

Clifford succeeds without much difficulty in turning the enmity of

the mob against France, and Cade ejaculates disconsolately, "Was

ever a feather so lightly blown to and fro as this multitude?" (lb.,

Act 4, Sc. 8.) In the stage directions of this scene, Shakespeare

shows his own opinion of the mob by writing, "Enter Cade and his

rabblement." One looks in vain here as in the Roman plays for a
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suggestion that poor people sometimes suffer wrongfully from hun-

ger and want, that they occasionally have just grievances, and that

their efforts to present them, so far from being ludicrous, are the

most serious parts of history, beside which the struttings of kings

and courtiers sink into insignificance.

One of the popular songs in Tyler's rebellion was the familiar

couplet:
"When Adam delved and Eve span,

Who was then the gentleman?"

Shakespeare refers to it in Hamlet, where the grave-diggers speak

as follows:

"First Clown. Come, my spade. There is no ancient gentlemen

but gardeners, ditchers and grave-makers; they hold up Adam's pro-

fession.

Second Clown. Was he a gentleman?

First Clown. He was the first that ever bore arms.

Second Clown. Why, he had none.

First Clown. What, art a heathen? How dost thou understand

the Scripture? The Scripture says, Adam digged; could he dig

without arms?" (Act 5, Sc. I.)

That Shakespeare's caricature of Tyler's rebellion is a fair indica-

tion of his view of all popular risings appears from the remarks

addressed by Westmoreland to the Archbishop of York in the

Second Part of Henry IV. (Act 4, Sc. 1 ) . Says he

:

"If that rebellion

Came like itself, in base and abject routs,

Led on by bloody youth, guarded with rags,

And countenanced by boys and beggary;

I say if dammed commotion so appeared,

In his true, native and most proper shape,

You, Reverend Father, and these noble lords

Had not been here to dress the ugly form

Of base and bloody insurrection

With your fair honours."

The first and last of Shakespeare's English historical plays, King

John and Henry VIII., lie beyond the limits of the civil wars, and
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each of them treats of a period momentous in the annals of English

liberty, a fact which Shakespeare absolutely ignores. John as king

had two great misfortunes,—he suffered disgrace at the hands of

his barons and of the pope. The first event, the wringing of Magna
Charta from the king, Shakespeare passes over. A sense of nation-

al pride might have excused the omission of the latter humiliation,

but no, it was a triumph of authority, and as such Shakespeare must

record it for the edification of his hearers, and consequently we have

the king presented on the stage as meekly receiving the crown from

the papel legate. (Act 5, Sc. 1.) England was freed from the

Roman yoke in the reign of Henry VIII. and in the drama of that

name Shakespeare might have balanced the indignity forced upon

King John, but now he is silent. Nothing must be said against

authority, even against that of the pope, and the play culminates in

the pomp and parade of the christening of the infant Elizabeth!

Such is Shakespeare's conception of history! Who could guess

from reading these English historical plays that throughout the

period which they cover English freedom was growing, that justice

and the rights of man were asserting themselves, while despotism

was gradually curbed and limited? This is the one great glory of

English history, exhibiting itself at Runnymede, reflected in Wyclif

and John Ball and Wat Tyler, and shining dimly in the birth of a

national church under the eighth Henry. As Shakespeare wrote

it was preparing for a new and conspicuous outburst. When he

died Oliver Cromwell was already seventeen years of age and John
Hampden twenty-two. The spirit of Hampden was pre-eminently

the English spirit,—the spirit which has given distinction to the

Anglo-Saxon race,—and he and Shakespeare were contemporaries,

and yet of this spirit not a vestige is to be found in the English his-

torical plays and no opportunities lost to obliterate or distort its

manifestations. Only in Brutus and his fellow-conspirators—of

all Shakespearean characters—do we find the least consideration

for liberty, and even then he makes the common, and perhaps in his

time the unavoidable, mistake of overlooking the genuinely demo-
cratic leanings of Julius Caesar and the anti-popular character of

the successful plot against him.
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It has in all ages been a pastime of noble minds to try to depict a

perfect state of society. Forty years before Shakespeare's birth,

Sir Thomas More published his Utopia to the world. Bacon in-

tended to do the same thing in the New Atlantis, but never com-
pleted the work, while Sir Philip Sidney gives us his dream in his

Arcadia. Montaigne makes a similar essay, and we quote from

Florio's translation, published in 1603, the following passage

(Montaigne's Essays, Book I, Chapter 30) :

"It is a nation, would I answer Plato, that hath no kind of traffic,

no knowledge of letters, no intelligence of numbers, no name of

magistrate nor of political superiority; no use of service, of riches,

or of poverty; no contracts, no succession, no dividences; no occu-

pation, but idle; no respect of kindred, but common; no apparel,

but natural; no manuring of lands; no use of wine, corn or metal.

The very words that import lying, falsehood, treason, dissimula-

tion, covetousness, envy, detraction and pardon were never heard

amongst them."

We may readily infer that Shakespeare found little to sympathize

with in this somewhat extravagant outline of a happy nation, but

he goes out of his way to travesty it. In the Tempest he makes
Gonzalo, the noblest character in the play, hold the following lan-

guage to the inevitable king (Shakespeare cannot imagine even a

desert island without a king!) :

"Had I plantation of this isle, my lord,

I' th' commonwealth I would by contraries

Execute all things; for no kind of traffic

Would I admit ; no name of magistrate

;

Letters should not be known ; riches, poverty,

And use of service, none; contract, succession,

Bourn, bound of land, tilth, vineyard, none;

No use of metal, corn or wine or oil;

No occupation; all men idle,—all,

And women too, but innocent and pure

;

No sovereignty,

Sebastian. Yet he would be king on't.

Antonio. The latter end of his commonwealth forgets the beginning.

Gonzalo. All things in common. Nature should produce
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Without sweat or endeavour ; treason, felony,

Sword, pike, knife, gun, or need of any engine,

Would I not have; but Nature should bring forth

Of its own kind, all foison, all abundance,

To feed my innocent people.

Seb. No marrying 'mong his subjects?

Ant. None, man ; all idle, whores and knaves.

Gon. I would with such perfection govern, sir,

To 'xcel the golden age.

Seb. 'Save his Majesty!

Ant. Long live Gonzalo!

Gon. And do you mark me, sir?

King. Pr'ythee, no more ; thou dost talk nothing to me.

Gon. I do well believe your Highness; and did it to minister occa-

sion to these gentlemen, who are of such sensible and nimble lungs,

that they always use to laugh at nothing.

Ant. 'Twas you we laughed at.

Gon. Who in this kind of merry fooling, am nothing to you ; so you

may continue and laugh at nothing still." (Tempest, Act 2, Sc. I.)

That all things are not for the best in the best of all possible worlds

would seem to result from the wise remarks made by the fishermen

who enliven the scene in "Pericles, Prince of Tyre." They com-

pare landlords to whales who swallow up everything and suggest

that the land be purged of "these drones that rob the bee of her

honey," and Pericles, so far from being shocked at such revolution-

ary and vulgar sentiments, is impressed by their weight and speaks

kindly of the humble philosophers, who in their turn are hospitable

to the ship-wrecked prince,—all of which unshakespearean matter

adds doubt to the authenticity of this drama. (Act 2, Sc. 1.)

However keen the insight of Shakespeare may have been into the

hearts of his high-born characters, he had no conception of the unity

of the human race. For him the prince and the peasant were not

of the same blood.
"For princes are

A model, which heaven makes like to itself."

says King Simonides in Pericles, and here at least we seem to see

the hand of Shakespeare (Act 2, Sc. 2). The two princes, Guid-
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erius and Arviragus, brought up secretly in a cave, show their royal

origin (Cymbeline, Act 3, Sc. 3), and the servants who see

Coriolanus in disguise are struck by his noble figure. (Corio-

lanus, Act 4, Sc. 5). Bastards are villains as a matter of course,

witness Edmund in Lear and John in Much Ado About Nothing,

and no degree of contempt is too high for a

"hedge-born swain

That doth presume to boast of gentle blood."

(Henry VI., Part I, Act 4, Sc. 1.)

Courage is only to be expected in the noble-born. The Duke of

York says

:

"Let pale-faced fear keep with the mean-born man,

And find no harbour in a royal heart."

(Henry VI., Part 2, Act 3, Sc. I.)

In so far as the lower classes had any relation to the upper classes,

it was one, thought Shakespeare, of dependence and obligation. It

was not the tiller of the soil who fed the lord of the manor, but

rather the lord who supported the peasant. Does not the king have

to lie awake and take thought for his subjects? Thus Henry V.

complains that he cannot sleep

"so soundly as the wretched slave,

Who with a body filled and vacant mind,

Gets him to rest, crammed with distressful bread,

Never sees horrid night, the child of Hell,

But like a lackey, from the rise to set,

Sweats in the eye of Phoebus, and all night

Sleeps in Elysium. . . .

The slave, a member of the country's peace,

Enjoys it, but in gross brain little wots

What watch the king keeps to maintain the peace,

Whose hours the peasant best advantages." (Henry V., Act 4, Sc. I.)

And these lines occur at the end of a passage in which the king

laments the "ceremony" that oppresses him and confesses that but

for it he would be "but a man." He makes this admission, how-

ever, in a moment of danger and depression. Henry IV. also in-

vokes sleep (Part 2, Act 2, Sc. 1) :
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"O, thou dull god ! why liest thou with the vile

In loathesome beds?"

But plain people have to watch at times and the French sentinel

finds occasion to speak in the same strain:

"Thus are poor servitors

(When others sleep upon their quiet beds)

Constrained to watch in darkness, rain and cold."

(Henry VI., Part i, Act 2, Sc. 1.)

Henry VI. is also attracted by the peasant's lot.

"O God, methinks it were a happy life,

To be no better than a homely swain. . .

The shepherd's homely curds,

His cold thin drink out of his leather bottle,

His wonted sleep under a fresh tree's shade,

All which secure and sweetly he enjoys,

As far beyond a prince's delicates."

(Henry VI., Part 3, Act 2, Sc. 5.)

All of which is natural enough but savours of cant in the mouths

of men who fought long and hard to maintain themselves upon

their thrones.

We have already shown by references to the contemporary drama

that the plea of custom is not sufficient to explain Shakespeare's

attitude to the lower classes, but if we widen our survey to the entire

field of English letters in his day, we shall see that he was running

counter to all the best traditions of our literature. From the time

of Piers Ploughman down the peasant had stood high with the great

writers of poetry and prose alike. Chaucer's famous circle of

story-tellers at the Tabard Inn in Southwark was eminently demo-

cratic. With the knight and the friar were gathered together

"An haberdasher and a carpenter,

A webbe, a deyer and tapiser,"

and the tales of the cook and the miller take rank with those of the

squire and lawyer. The English Bible, too, was in Shakespeare's

hands and he must have been familiar with shepherd kings and

fishermen-apostles. In the very year in which Hamlet first ap-

peared, a work was published in Spain which was at once translated
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into English, a work as well known to-day as Shakespeare's own
writings. If the peasantry was anywhere to be neglected and de-

spised, where should it be rather than in proud, aristocratic Spain,

and yet, to place beside Shakespeare's Bottoms and Sly's, Cervantes

has given us the admirable Sancho Panza, and has spread his loving

humour in equal measure over servant and master. Are we to be-

lieve that the yeomen of England, who beat back the Armada, were

inferior to the Spanish peasantry whom they overcame, or is it not

rather true that the Spanish author had a deeper insight into his

country's heart than was allotted to the English dramatist? Cer-

vantes, the soldier and adventurer, rose above the prejudices of his

class, while Shakespeare never lifted his eyes beyond the narrow

horizon of the Court to which he catered. It was love that opened

Cervantes's eye, and it is in all-embracing love that Shakespeare

was deficient. As far as the common people were concerned he

never held the mirror up to nature.

But the book of all others which might have suggested to Shake-

speare that there was more in the claims of the lower classes than

was dreamt of in his philosophy was More's Utopia, which in its

English form was already a classic. More, the richest and most

powerful man in England after the king, not only believed in the

working man but knew that he suffered from unjust social condi-

tions. He could never have represented the down-trodden follow-

ers of Cade-Tyler nor the hungry mob in Coriolanus with the utter

lack of sympathy which Shakespeare manifests. "What justice is

there in this," asks the great Lord Chancellor, whose character

stood the test of death,
—"What justice is there in this, that a noble-

man, a goldsmith, a banker, or any other man, that either does noth-

ing at all, or at best is employed in things that are of no use to the

public, should live in great luxury and splendour upon what is so

ill acquired; and a mean man, a carter, a smith, a ploughman, that

works harder even than the beasts themselves, and is employed on

labours so necessary that no commonwealth could hold out a year

without them, can only earn so poor a livelihood, and must lead so

miserable a life, that the condition of the beasts is much better than

theirs?"
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How different from this is Shakespeare's conception of the place of

the working-man in society! After a full and candid survey of his

plays, Bottom, the weaver with the ass's head, remains his type of

the artisan and the "mutable, rank-scented many," his type of the

masses. Is it unfair to take the misshapen "servant-monster" Cali-

ban as his last word on the subject?

"Prospero. We'll visit Caliban, my slave, who never

Yields us kind answer.

Miranda. 'Tis a villain, sir,

I do not love to look on.

Prospero. But as 't is,

We cannot miss him ! he does make our fire,

Fetch in our wood and serve in offices

That profit us." (Tempest, Act i, Sc. 2.)

To which I would fain reply in the words of Edward Carpenter:

"Who art thou, ....
Why thy faint sneer for him who wins thee bread

And him who clothes thee, and for him who toils

Daylong and nightlong dark in the earth for thee?"
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William Morris as I Remember Him
ARTHUR STRINGER

MANY men have written more abstrusely than I shall

here attempt to write of William Morris's art. Many
students have probed deeper into his principles of so-

cialism than I should here care to probe. Many critics

have looked more closely into his poetry than I on this

occasion intend to look. If, however, I might accomplish one triv-

ial end I should be more than satisfied. And that end would be to

give you a hint of William Morris, the Man.
It was Merck who said of Goethe that what he lived was more

beautiful than what he wrote. I have always felt, in much the

same way, that it is only as the living, composite, sometimes incon-

gruous enough, Man, that William Morris stands pre-eminent, tri-

umphant. As a political economist his dearest dreams were tinged

with that uncompromising ideality in which he himself, toward

the end, sadly discovered the elusive rose-tints of utopianism. In

his poetry, with all its vivid coloring, there are to be found grave

defects ; in it we look in vain for either the charm of Rossetti or the

music of Swinburne. As an artist, pure and simple, he was not

without his superiors.

Yet before William Morris, the Man, we stand overawed. We
look back over his life bewildered, astounded into silence at the

vastness of his accomplishment, perplexed at the diversity of his

interests, amazed at the sheer vital force and unflagging energy of

the man. To those who knew him more intimately it was this tire-

less and buoyant activity which saved him to the last. He was re-

calcitrant only from the knees down. Revolter though he was, he

never forgot that this world was the workshop of God. Where
Ruskin himself—intoxicated now and then, perhaps, by his own
dizzy eloquence—eventually fell into the pitfall of empty petu-

lance, Morris saved himself by being always more than a mere
whiner. His revolt was dignified by struggle; the darkest hour

of his pessimism was ennobled by heroic effort toward better things.

And he was the Thompson as well as the Edison, the Erasmus as

well as the Luther. It is a far cry from the Morris Commonwealth
down to the Morris Chair. But each was a flower on his tree of
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vigorous life. The one, earth's children caught at readily enough

;

the other grew too high for nineteenth century hands.

Of Morris's early life I know little,—little, at least, beyond

what may be gathered from hearsay and books. And books, at best,

are half-hearted and halting interpreters. The great craftsman

was already an old man when I first met him. It was, strangely

enough, in Oxford, that beautiful, dreamy, grey city on the Isis, the

city for which he had once stood ready to do so much, yet which

still pored tranquilly and unperturbed over its Menander, when, in

the summer of 1896, the last remains of its great son were carried

through the grey-walled town, toward, perhaps, a more fitting rest-

ing place.

It is hard to say just what, in turn, Morris's own feelings for

Oxford were. It must be acknowledged, at any rate, that they were

curiously mixed. The earlier spell had long since fallen away.

He felt that any old debt of gratitude was well wiped out by that

winter day at Holywell, in 1885, when the undergraduates of his

alma mater derisively pelted him with eggs and old vegetables,

transforming an orderly meeting into open riot. It was a year

later that Cambridge curled a contemptuous lip over his ideas.

And I must here turn aside to add that this always seemed to me
the most pitiable period in this great man's existence. I mean, of

course, that period in the later eighties when so much of his good

life was given up to inglorious scufflings with the London police,

to the jostle and jeers of a huge city's uncomprehending rabble, and,

what was worse, to the fawning adulation of a herd of parasitical

hypocrites who utterly failed him in the hour of need. It is all

morethan pitiable, not so much because of its mere predestined futil-

ity and impotence, but more because of its ultimate effect on Morris

himself. It left him to die a bitter and disheartened man; though

the world, indeed, saw little of that bitterness. But throughout the

more intimate tones of his verse the cry escapes him, again and

again. He was but "the idle singer of an empty day." Enlight-

ened as to the ugliness and sordidness of his own age, he was forced

to harp forever backward to an Age of Gold, or forward to an Age

of Dream. I have seen him, after one of his evangelizing visits to the
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East End of London, crushed in spirit and fatigued in body, silently

but poignantly hopeless of that newer life for which he was willing

to stake so much. It was sadly unpromising material he had to deal

with, and knowing that particular type of stolid British workman

whom he was struggling to awaken from disheartening apathy, I

more than once asked him if, after all, it would not have been better

had he undertaken this thing in America, the land of new ideas and

new ideals. But to this he always shook his head ; I knew that he

was still English to the back-bone. Yet to-day I am often tempted

to speculate, perhaps idly enough, on just how much William Mor-

ris might have accomplished had the hand of destiny flung him

upon the New World, instead of the Old.

I have spoken at some length of Morris's pessimism, but this,

it must be remembered, was a thing which he did not wear on his

sleeve. It was a development which did not properly belong to

the man at all. Even in his last illness, he looked up one day and

said: "If this means months of idleness and then the End, I don't

like it at all, for life has been a very jolly time to me!" I can re-

member, too, one bright morning on the High, in Oxford, as he

walked with his short, quick, stocky steps out across Magdalen

Bridge, and let his eyes wander musingly along the waters of the

Cherwell. He suddenly drew in a great breath of air, scented with

the smell of flowers from the Botanical Gardens, and gasped out:

"My eyes, how good it all is!" These are the identical words, I

have been told, that Morris uttered when he beheld the first page

of his Kelmscott "Chaucer," the book which we all know well

enough brought him down to his grave. "My eyes, how good it

is!" At Kelmscott Manor, too, he seemed always to drink in the

sheer joy of life, where, and especially in his later years, he loved to

linger late in the mellow English autumn, and toward which he

always hastened early in the Spring. It stands typical of the man,

that curious old country house, with its low, many-gabled, mull-

ion-windowed, rubble-stone walls, surrounded by well-kept Eng-

lish gardens, and yew hedges and hawthorn and wild rose, and

beautiful elms,—elms the like of which you would scarcely find

elsewhere in England,—and odorous clover-meadows and fragrant
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hay-fields sloping dreamily down to the valley of the little Thames,

where the master of the house himself so loved to steal away now

and then and give a whole half day up to fishing and strolling along

that bird-haunted stream. For with all his dreams of socialism,

there was a touch of the aristocrat about William Morris, to the

end. Cambridge, twelve years before his death, had taunted him

with the charge that he made books and tapestry for only the

wealthy and well-to-do. It was charged that his things were costly,

and far beyond the reach of the poor, about whom he prated so

much. Yet it was his awakening to the fact that the poor had

neither the taste nor the opportunity to grasp at the beauties of life,

as expressed in art, that first swept him from his rock of passive

aristocracy into the turbid waters of socialism as he defined it.

Culture, wealth, and friendship of such spirits as Rossetti, Burne-

Jones, and Madox Brown, a youth that had been steeped in the grey

loveliness of Oxford, a home that was all beauty and peacefulness,

unlimited opportunities for immuring himself within his own Pal-

ace of Art,—all these were not enough to anchor him to a life of

mere art and aristocratic indifference. "Oxford," he once said to

me, "taught me the need of beauty; Stepney taught me the need of

humanity." After the time-softened towers and walls on the Isis,

it was small wonder that he railed against "the brick boxes with

slate lids," as he used contemptuously to dub the suburban villa

architecture of London, and later of Oxford itself. Indeed, from

the first he had fretted and fumed over what he called Oxford's

architectural errors. The re-roofing, with green Westmoreland

slates, of Exeter College Chapel was a subject which angered him

almost unreasonably. He was equally exercised over the restora-

tion of the Tower of St. Mary's; in fact, in the summer of 1893, old

man that he was, he clambered up the tall tower for a personal

inspection, and for many weeks fought with Mr. Jackson, the gifted

enough restorer, about the displacing of the old statuary. He ar-

gued vehemently that the tottering and time-eaten old figures ought

not to be done away with; let them be braced and supported and

patched up, but above all things keep them where they were first

placed. "Put an iron cage around them, if you have to," he cried,
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"only keep them there!" In more tangible ways, however, he had
already done his share for Oxford, if not altogether personally and
directly, at least through the firm of "Morris and Company." One
has only to study those beautiful windows in Christ Church Col-

lege, or "The Star of Bethlehem" arras, still so badly stretched in

Exeter College Chapel, to realize his services for his old university,

whose walls he loved much better than all her books.

There is, too, one significant little fact I should like to point

out in passing. It was the Oxford f ritillary, that little, checkered,

purplish flower commonly called the snake's-head, which blooms so

beautifully along the Isis, about Iffley, in the late spring, which
gave to William Morris one of his favorite flower designs. The
slender spike of the Oxford wild-tulip, which you will to-day find

flowering about the meadows of the Cherwell, furnished him with

an equally happy design. It was these simple flowers that he knew
and loved best. Remembering this tendency of his for simple

things, it has always puzzled me to understand why he should plead

so passionately for the Gothic in architecture, and so pin his hope to

"the distorted saint and lobacco-pipe column" style of building, as

Germany's greatest man termed it, when he stood before the Tem-
ple of Neptune at Paestum.

Although it has been said, and generally understood, that

social problems did not perplex Morris until the latter part of his

life, from his earliest day I believe him to have been a revolutionist

at heart. We have that half-humorous and half-pathetic story of

his monkish fasting and self-flogging at Exeter; even that was a

revolt against youthful ease. He once expressed the wish that he

might have been like Bernard Palissy, the Huguenot potter, burn-

ing his last chair in attic poverty. Perhaps, though, it was better

he should show the world that the well-fed lion does not always lose

its ferocity. He was an anarchist, if you will, but an anarchist

only in the Kingdom of Ugliness. The great constructive hope of

his life was to make the workman an artist; if, in the end, his family

came into the fortune he left, it was only because those workmen
whom he had called into his factory, under the new order of things

which he hoped to establish, miserably and selfishly imposed on his
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optimism, instead of joyfully and gratefully accepting his relief.

"Art," he once said, "is utility touched with aspiration." Art is

nourished, not by theory, he held, but by life; it should stand as an

expression of life's joy in labor. For this reason he despised all

dilettanteism and idly toying with things artistic. Oriental art was

sheer jugglery to him, for he believed that "feeling is the soul of

architecture," in small things and in large things alike. He freely

enough confessed that he was careless to all metaphysics, and indif-

ferent to all religion. He bent his knee to only Beauty and Free-

dom. Before pedants and those opposed to his views he often

lapsed into a sort of gloomy and silent petulance. Through an

hour's argument, outwardly destructive to all that he held most

dear, he could sit obstinately, irascibly wordless. His practical,

workman-like spirit was intolerant to the uttermost of mere empty

theorizings. When he was moved to speak—and there were times

when he could talk by the hour together—he spoke in short, crisp,

Anglo-Saxon words, not easily and fluently, but hesitatingly, hack-

ing and pounding at his sturdy, oak-like, inflexible English sen-

tences. It was the seeming weight of personality behind the words

that invariably saved him as a public speaker, though on the whole

I believe that his brusque, fiery, intolerant harangues in vivid yet

broken flights of homely Anglican idiom did not succeed in win-

ning over his audience (and especially when they chanced to be an

East End audience) as well as he and his sympathizers often might

have wished,

As for the appearance of the man, the rugged shell which

housed the great soul, Watt's portrait will, I think, always stand the

best. There was something leonine about the massive, rounded

head, with its earnest, audacious, stubborn eyes, and its wealth of

up-thrust, iron-grey hair. The full beard was of the same iron-

grey tinge. His body was strongly-knit and heavy in line and

movement (all but those wonderful, alert, restless hands!), and the

length of the body itself was perhaps accentuated by the unusually

short legs, which gave to his stride its nervous, quick motion under

excitement, when he invariably fell to pacing the floor. At all

times he affected a shirt of the plainest blue flannel, dressing unde-
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viatingly in a stout, loosely-made suit of black-blue cloth, with an

often rusty enough blue cloak, and a black, soft-rimmed wide-

awake. He lived simply, always traveling third class, walking

often where others would ride, enjoying to the last his pipe, his

fishing-rod, his pictures and old manuscripts, his quiet home on the

Thames, and, above all, his yearly task of trimming the yew-tree

dragon, just under the tapestry-room, in the gardens of Kelmscott

Manor.

THE NECESSITY FOR USING OUR EYES, IF WE
ARE TO BE ARTISTS, HAVING BEEN ADMITTED,
THE QUESTION COMES: HOW ARE WE TO GET
PEOPLE TO USE THEIR EYES, ALWAYS KEEPING
IN MIND THE FACT THAT FOR SOME TIME
AFTER THEY HAVE BEGUN TO DO SO THEY
WILL BE A TORMENT TO THEMSELVES AND
THEIR NEIGHBORS, AS I AM.

WILLIAM MORRIS

ARCHITECTURE AND HISTORY
AND WESTMINSTER ABBEY
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HAT is named "in-

trinsic value" by a

rapidly passingschool

of economists, is not

the measure of ser-

vice, or of beauty. That which is

of common use has first proven it-

self of universal demand and im-

portance. In the material world,

this is true of two articles of con-

sumption without which human life

could scarcely exist: bread to eat,

and iron with which to cultivate the

earth, to facilitate trade, and to pro-

tect from attack. Iron has been

called the culture-gauge of the

world, and the title is just and fit-

ting. It has been utilized for five

thousand years. It has risen in im-

portance in proportion to the pro-

gress of civilization : at first, slowly;

then, with ever-increasing rapidity;

so that the product of the present

century is far in excess of the pro-

duct of all preceding time. And as

iron, in itself the basest of metals, is

truly a gauge of human culture, so

it no less offers a strong parallel to

the human being. In its natural

state, it is not found pure and per-

fect. Power is needed to remove

it from its primitive and natural

associates. Above all, work enno-

bles it.

Apart from its great importance

as a civilizing medium, its uses
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are manifold. Its value in the industrial

arts can scarcely be over-estimated. It is

most useful, and it becomes beautiful, be-

cause it lends itself so easily to modeling.

And again, it is easily modeled because of its

power to retain heat. In color and texture

it is better fitted than copper as a metal

with which to complete or to ornament ob-

jects intended for ordinary and daily ser-

vice. Its very unobtrusiveness is a strong

quality. Its brightness and glow do not

advance to challenge the vision. If it were

permitted to lend the attributes of the phe-

nomena of sound to those of sight, iron

might be said to be silent, and copper to be

clamorous.

These artistic qualities of iron, no less

than its resistance and toughness, make it

adapted to complete the functions of the door, when wrought into

hinges, handles, latches, pulls and knockers. Accordingly, some

recent successful Craftsman models of such articles are here pre-

sented, accompanied by working drawings, and by a simple state-

ment of the separate steps followed

by the workman who made them.

He first drew on paper a work-

ing detail of the object,—a hinge,

for example,—and afterward

traced his pattern with chalk upon

a piece of sheet iron; so that, in

working, the hot iron might be laid

over the pattern without danger of

destroying it. He then selected

iron of proper thickness and forged

it: heating, bending and hammer- A KNOCKELR.

ing the metal until it roughly corresponded in size and shape to the

working drawing. He then carried the piece to the fitter's bench,
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where he bored holes for screws in the hinge, which had, as we have

seen, already taken shape. Next, he carefully examined each part

* It '— *r-l%-+

a ccdr hinge:

and matched it to the same detail of the working drawing; after

which he fitted the separate parts together.

He had now fashioned the hinge. It remained for him to

finish it. Beginning this new process, he first heated the metal
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3^. *.\ piece, in order to make it obedient

to his purpose. Then he smeared
the iron with beeswax and burned
it over a smoky fire, which is a

requisite to the success of the fin-

ish. As he followed this step of

the work at his forge, he might
have been compared with a cook
toasting: since, carrying his metal

upon a long holder, he carefully

exposed every spot of the surface

^

to the fire, much as if the iron

had been bread.

The wax having been sufri- ^
ciently burned into the metal,

the workman cooled his piece

and then scoured it with
emery-cloth; his artistic sense

advising him when he had
reached the proper point of

brightness. Next, he cleaned

the iron with benzine, by
which agent he removed from
its surface any soiling sub-

stance which might have been
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left upon it by the hand. Finally, he provided his finished piece

against rust by rubbing it thoroughly with beeswax and turpentine.

Having thus completed the last of his simple processes, he

looked upon his work and saw that it was good. He had joined in

himself the artist and the worker, thus forming the perfect crafts-

man: that is, as the Germanic meaning of the word implies: the

man possessed of power. What he had wrought with his hands

was not the imperfectly realized conception of another's mind. It

was the adequate embodiment of his own idea.
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THE argument which, in the last issue of The Craftsman, opened the depart-

ment of critical correspondence, is continued this month, by the same earnest

yet friendly opponents. And in order that the discussion may be fruitful in

ideas and results, it is desired by the Editors that still other interested persons add

their thoughts to those which already have been advanced. The same department

of the Magazine is also open to all who shall express their views briefly, clearly and

with moderation upon any subject involving considerations of art allied to labor.

The Beaconsfield
Brookline, Boston, Mass.

To Gustav Stickley, Esq.,

The United Crafts, Syracuse, N. Y.

My Dear Sir:

I had your letter of the twelfth of

March in due time, but have not replied

before for several reasons : one being that

I am not at all sure that I am competent

to take up your challenge "to continue

our friendly argument," and another is

that there is so much about the Arts and

Crafts movement both here, in England

and elsewhere, that one can accept and

ought to be grateful for, in its striving

for, and I believe, promise of, a better

condition of things both artistically and

in other ways, if honestly and intelli-

gently striven for, that one does not, at

any rate, / do not, feel much like mere

criticism of it, until I have done some-

thing more affirmative and constructive

than criticism usually stands for.

I think it was an illustration of a bil-

liard table, with six enormous, square,

uncompromising balks of timber for legs,

and which looked almost equal to sup-

porting the weight of an iron-clad, that

first made me feel bound to cry out

out against it; reminding me, as it did,

of the story of the Irishman's wall,

which he built five feet wide and three
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feet high, so that if it ever did fall over,

it would be higher than when it fell

!

Doubtless there is something in what

you say (looking to the past at all

events) about the violence of revolutions,

and about applied ornament, merely as

such, being parasitic, though I do not

myself admit the intrinsic necessity, nor

even the desirability of violence in revolu-

tions properly conducted; nor can one

deny the grace and beauty of the vine, to

cite only a single instance, parasite as it

undoubtedly is.

If utility is urged, I say utility for

what? mere physical utility is well

enough as far as it goes, but what about

the soul's necessities? Are they not to

be ministered to as well, and can they be

by sheer severity? It seems to me that

there can be no divorce between Truth

and Beauty. In its natural growth a

tree is not only perfectly fitted for its

work, but it is gracefully and perfectly

proportioned, and, therefore, beautiful

at the same time. The clouds, too, are

perfectly practical water-carriers and

sun-shades, pre-eminently utilitarian,

and yet as pre-eminently beautiful, while

at the same time suggesting nothing so

little as any idea of permanence or re-
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pose, except that highest form of repose,

action : and the same may be said of the

sea.

Frankness and sincerity of construc-

tion do not seem to me necessarily to

imply boldness or unrelieved severity,

and, to revert to the Billiard table again,

it isn't even true in a sense, because any

one of those legs quartered, would sup-

port a table like that perfectly. In any

case "two blacks don't make a white,"

and one extreme is as bad and as untrue

as another. Also, simplicity and frank-

ness of construction are all right as long

as they do not descend to absolutely

primitive barbarity and crudity. Rus-

kin says somewhere: "The architect is

not bound to exhibit construction," and

Edward Lacy Garbett, who thus quotes

him, continue?: "Still less can he be

bound to exhibit the whole of it; to do

what nature has never done. He may

conceal as much as he likes, but may not

disguise any. None need appear, but

that which does appear must be true."

But I ought to apologize for writing

at such length. You see, with the

inevitable frailty and inconsistency of

human nature, I am a standing example

against my own criticism of extremes:

either I can't write at all, or I let my
subject run away with me. At any

rate, I can wish your venture every suc-

cess, and do. As long as it follows the

principles of the Ten Commandments
and the Sermon on the Mount, in its

objects, methods and developments, it

will succeed; and if not, I expect you

yourself would not want it to succeed.

It seems an amazing thing, after all it

has experienced, in the thousands of

years of known history, both before the

Christian Era and in the nineteen hun-

dred years since, that humanity has

tried and continues to try every con-

ceivable way "how not to do it", as re-

gards eve:/ issue it has confronted,

though less so in America, I believe,

than anywhere since the world began.

Awaiting with interest your reply, I

am,

Yours sincerely,

I. G. RAINSBOTTOM.
April 3, 1903.

the craftsman building
Syracuse, New York

Editorial Rooms

To I. G. Rainsbottom, Esq . , The BEACONS-

FIELD, BrOOKLINE, BOSTON, MASS.

My Dear Sir:

Your letter of April three assured me
of your continued interest in our argu-

ment, which might be termed : "Simplic-

ity versus Decoration." I am glad to

feel to the degree that I do your sincerity

and earnestness in the points which you

so ably maintain.

Your description of the heavy billiard

table is nothing short of amusing, and

reminds me somehow—I think in its sug-

gestion of weight and support—of

Caesar's timber bridge over the Rhine,

which every schoolboy crosses on his

pony.

But to be serious! Perhaps the table

was not altogether wrong in construc-

tion. Were it only for the satisfaction

of the eye, there must be balance in

masses, and the heavy, horizontal bed of
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the table should be matched with ver-

tical supports in answer to the demands

made by the eye ; so that confidence may

be felt in the strength and firm, perfect

level of the field on which the balls play.

And this is no light consideration, when

we remember how great a part is played

by faith, and how easily dngerous ver-

tigo may be induced by imagination, if it

be allowed free rein in high, although

wholly safe places. Indeed, it may be

asserted that if the eye is satisfied, the

mind is convinced.

I pass to your second stricture: your

refusal to admit the necessity, or even

the desirability of revolutions. You

have, of course, entire right to your per-

sonal, peaceful attitude of mind. But

men in general must reckon with hu-

manity and history—not against them.

Practice runs counter to theory. Re-

forms, worthy of the name, have not as

yet been accomplished without violence

of some kind being offered to the oppos-

ing element, w hether this element be

life, property, or sentiment. And such

is the nature—let us not say the per-

versity—of mankind, that it demands and

delights in pronounced, abrupt changes,

just as the purely physical organs—the

eye, the ear, occasionally relish sharp and

sudden discords.

In the same paragraph you note my
word upon parasitic growths, and reply

that "no one can deny the grace and

beauty of the vine, parasite though it

be." Now, there are vines and vines.

There is the vine that adorns, like the

one "married to the elm" in the verse of

Horace, and whose modern descendants

garland the poplars of the Lombard

plain. There is also the vine that in-

sidiously saps and mines ; that causes the

slow decay of the structure which it

mantles. In one case, there are giving

and taking: the gift of support entailing

the return gift of beauty; if you will,

construction and ornament. In the other

case, there is an active agent of evil,

whose nature is disguised beneath an ex-

ceedingly fair exterior.

Your quotation from Ruskin with its

extension by Edwin Lacy Garbitt is ex-

cellent and well used. I think it might

be strengthened by a reference to Gothic,

as contrasted with Roman and Roman-

esque architecture. A well planned and

organized Gothic structure, if I mistake

not, requires but ten per cent, of its area

for the necessary supporting elements;

whereas, St. Paul's cathedral of London

occupies seventeen per cent of its space

with the same elements of support. Fi-

nally, I must repeat my statement made

in my first letter that the simple, struc-

tural style of the new art movement is

in its first stage ; that evolution will de-

velop in it qualities at once strong and

fine that are as yet unsuspected.

Again hoping that our argument may

be continued, I am,

Very sincerely yours,

GUSTAV STICKLEY.

April 18, 1903.
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THE Society of American Paint-

ers opened its twenty-fifth exhi-

bition on Friday the twenty-

seventh of March.

This exhibition, which is looked for-

ward to all the year as being the best

New York affords, does not this year

fulfil our expectations, and certainly is

not all that the public has every reason

to expect from an organization which

stands for what this one does. The

best men are represented, but either the

public are demanding more, or the paint-

ers are giving less thought, putting less

of themselves into their work. They

are not "mixing their paints with

brains."

We note very little progress, for in-

stance, in such men as Kenyon Cox, Car-

roll Beckwith, Douglas Volk, and others

who are among the founders of the so-

ciety—and whose aims and reasons for

leaving the Academy were made so very

public twenty-five years ago.

The quarrelsome disposition of some

of the members has deprived the public

of seeing the Whistlers, which were ex-

hibited in Philadelphia, and reviewed in

these columns last month. But the por-

trait of William M. Chase by John S.

Sargent is here and hung to much better

advantage than in former exhibitions.

This has been spoken of so exhaustively

in a former notice that no mention now

is necessary.

The next portrait of worth is that of

a young woman in black, by Robert

Henri. A most distinguished piece of

work it is, too,—though we quarrel with

the artist, who, after placing the hands

so conspicuously, has not given more

thought to the painting of them. In the

whole exhibition there is not a hand done

with enough thought. Do not our

painters feel that there is as much por-

traiture in the hands as in the face

—

surely as much character!

On either side of this charming por-

trait, several small pictures intervening,

are two marines of great beauty. One
by Charles Woodbury; the other, the

better of the two, by Louis F. Hurd, a

painter we have noticed before, but

whose best work has not been shown.

The one now exhibited is vigorous in

treatment and of glorious color.

The place of honor is given to Abbot

Thayer, who has painted this picture as

a tribute to Robert Louis Stevenson.

The figure of an angel is represented

as seated on the rock which marks the

grave, on the mountain-top in Samoa,

and while Mr. Thayer has, with his

favorite model, given the face a sad,

yearning expression, he has not given it

the glorious exaltation which should be

there.

The picture as a whole is very beau-

tiful and the draperies contain all the

beauty of execution we usually expect

from this gifted painter. This picture

is surrounded with interesting land-

scapes; those on either side, one by Ben

Foster and one by Leonard Ochtman,

especially good.

On the same wall is a portrait by

Douglas Volk, which has been awarded

the Carnegie Prize. This is a beautiful
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portrait of a boy full of life and we like

it, even if we do not altogether agree

with Mr. Volk in his handling and use

of the medium employed.

Near this and placed in far too im-

portant a place, are two very crude spec-

imens of the work of Will Low.

Turning back again, we come to a

portrait by Kenyon Cox—"Portrait of

P. H. P.",—full of masterly work, but

poor color and incongruous indeed, with

its red face against a piece of old tap-

estry.

Next this is a very cleverly painted

portrait by Seargent Kendall, "The

Green Gnome" : a child in a green frock,

her attention held by the mother read-

ing. We forgive the very bad drawing

of the hands for the clever brush work

and expression. A curious landscape

with an extraordinary sky of spots of

red, by William Coffin, hangs near this,

and just beyond the Sargent portrait of

Chase hangs a most beautiful bit of

woods in moonlight, by Emil Carlsen,

who has the real feeling of the woods

at night.

A portrait of Mrs. Gilbert Colgate,

by Paul Moschcowitz, comes next in

importance, and next it an interesting

picture by John W. Alexander, called

"A Flower," well staged and full of dra-

matic force.

Louise Cox exhibits a portrait,

"Olive," which has received the Julia

Shaw memorial prize.

Near this and in the centre of the

wall space is the best landscape in the

exhibition, "The Dawn," awarded the

Webb Prize. It is full of poetry and

tenderness, painted in a manner which

equals Corot and supplies the gladness

of color which Corot refused. The fig-

ures are used beautifully, those seated

in the shade of the trees by the edge of

the stream, as well as those walking

arm in arm, on the edge of the hill,

where the sun strikes, and the solitary

one in the open field. In such a land-

scape we feel sure the people of the De-

cameron walked and read.

Bruce Crane sends a big canvas with

all the charm of his former work: the

last snow of winter melting on the

brown hillsides.

F. Luis Mora has a study of light and

shade with carefully considered study of

the different characters in it.

The feeling after leaving the hall and

on recovering from the fatigue which a

collection of pictures studied a long time

brings, is that this is an exhibition we

would not have missed of course, but

should have been glad to have less of it,

and glad to spend all the time on a few

really good pictures.

The Arts and Crafts Society on 23 rd

street has just closed what was a very

interesting exhibition of its own work

and that of outside contributors.

Some very interesting book bindings

by Miss Preston of the Guild of Arts

and Crafts, as well as some of Cobden-

Sanderson's, were shown, and a good

many baskets by the Misses Francis.

Especially did we notice a set of but-

tons, using the iridescent colors of the

peacock feather, blending blues and
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greens delightfully, and a belt buckle in

silver, with design of dull blue, and one

in copper borrowing the design of the

Greek fret, while a little bowl of copper

has enamel in a spotted design over its

surface.

Very beautiful indeed were some of

the rugs shown, done by members of the

Guild of Arts and Crafts. These are of

the cotton cord before it has been twisted

Book Reviews

MUTUAL AID, a Factor in

Evolution'"' is the reprint of

a series of studies by Prince

Pierre Kropotkin, which were originally

published in the "Nineteenth Century,"

between 1892-96. These studies, as

their brilliant and learned author writes

in his preface, were the result of seven

years' close and constant work. It

would, therefore, be presumptuous to at-

tempt to review them within the narrow

limits of a book notice. They deserve,

nay, demand a prolonged and thorough

consideration, joined to a special prepa-

ration made by the reviewer in familiar-

izing himself with the arguments of the

scientists and sociologists whom Prince

Kropotkin opposes or supports. It is

much more fitting to gain readers for

this important work, so strong in civiliz-

ing and socializing influence, by rapidly

outlining its plan and by acknowledging

the kindly spirit which gave it birth.

The whole is an effort to lessen the im-

portance of that natural law of which

the workings are seen in the struggle of

tightly ; the colors blue and a grey white,

and in others, blue and green; the de-

sign being very involved. This is the

work of Miss Hicks, who, to be sure of

the effect, does all her dyeing as well.

Rugs were exhibited also by Mrs. G.

S. Ruggles of Windsor, Connecticut,

and Miss Deedy of New York; also

some of the Ashville, Tennessee, worm

hangings.

Louise C. Chard.

every animal against its congenors and

of every man against all other men for

the means of existence. Over against

this hard provision of nature and more

than outweighing it, Prince Kropotkin

sees another force which operates in the

same benefices : way' among both animals

and men, and this force he terms the

law of mutual aid.

The Russian author does not attribute

the discovery of this beneficent law to

himself. He states that his ideas are

but a development of those of Darwin

formulated in the "Descent of Man."

He finds also in Goethe a recognition of

the lower forms of the mutual aid

factor: relating a story of the poet's in-

terest in two wren-fledglings which were

received into a nest of robins and fed

by adults of the latter species; quoting

also the poet's remark: "If it be true

that this feeding of a stranger goes

through all Nature as something having

the character of a general law,—then

many an enigma would be solved.'

The law of mutual aid Prince Kro-
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potlcin defines as a feeling infinitely

wider than love or personal sympathy.

It is based upon an instinct which has

been slowly developed among animals

and men in the course of a very long evo-

lution, and which has taught animals

and men alike the force they can borrow

from the practice of mutual aid—the

joys they can find in companionship.

From such a point of view, M. Kro-

potkin combats those scientists who, like

Herbert Spencer, maintain that, among

primitive men, the war of each against

all was the law and the necessity of life.

In refutation of this statement our

writer adduces the number and the im-

portance of mutual aid institutions

which were developed by the creative

genius of the savage and semi-savage

masses; which were so strong in the

mediaeval city-republics; and whose uni-

versality and influence upon modern civ-

ilization have not yet been duly recog-

nized or appreciated.

The Mutual Aid instinct, according

to the Kropotkin argument, long de-

ferred in rudimentary society the estab-

lishment of the separate family. It is

strong in the primitive conception of

justice and it is the animating spirit of

common law.

This strongly preservative force has

developed by a slow evolutionary proc-

ess. It has been divided into stages or

phases by the revolt of an opposite and

destructive tendency based upon the law

of Mutual Struggle. The author ex-

plains that when the Mutual Aid insti-

tutions—the tribe, the village commun-

ity, the gilds, the mediaeval city—began

to lose their original character, began to

be invaded by parasitic growths, and

thus to bar and to prevent progress, the

revolt of individuals against these insti-

tutions took always two contrary as-

pects. A part of those who revolted,

strove to purify the old institutions, or

to devise a higher form of government

based upon the same persistent Mutual

Aid principles. But, at the same time,

another class of rebels sought to abolish

the protective institutions of mutual sup-

port with no other intention than to in-

crease their own wealth and power.

This tripartite struggle between the

two classes of rebels and the supporters

of old institutions, constitutes the drama

of history, which, although a tragedy in

the eyes of Prince Kropotkin, is never

discouraging or debasing. Society will

not succeed in the principle of "every

one for himself and the State for all."

The Mutual Aid factor exists and per-

sists. It may be denied, ignored or

mocked, but it works constantly and

silently, guiding the race with a pillar of

fire or of cloud, according to the de-

mands of the hour.

Prince Kropotkin's present work is

truly a monument of thought and labor.

It shows above all that first character-

istic of the Russian mind: the power to

assimilate the raw material of knowl-

edge and to stamp facts with the mark

of individual understanding. The book

is solidly constructed, recalling a giant

fabric of stone, like a cathedral, whose

parts are interdependent, and which is
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built for all time. The chapters are

presented to the reader like the divisions

of a great ground plan. The germ of

the work, like that of Darwin's "Origin

of Species," was developed by travel, by

observations among forms of animal life.

So, the record of facts begins with those

relative to the migrations of birds, their

breeding associations and their autumn

societies; continuing with the discussion

of the village-community, of city-char-

ters, trade and craft gilds; ending with

a recognition of the principle of Mutual

Aid which prompts "strikes" and which

exists in slum-life.

Apart from the first chapters which

are of absorbing interest to lovers of

Nature and for those who regard "the

worm and the clod" as the brothers of

man, the most important part of the

book is that which minutely examines

the mediaeval city. This for a double

reason. Both because of the prevailing

arts and crafts movement, and because

of certain features of the gilds which

mark these associations as the parents of

the modern trusts. Valuable also are

the appendices dealing with a wide

range of scientific and economic phe-

nomena in which the principle of Mu-
tual Aid can be proven to exist like a

subtle chemical agent. In this portion

of the work are found notes upon the

swarming of butterflies, the polity of

ants, the origin of the human family,

the preventives of over-multiplication,

and the means to avoid competition. At

the end of the book, the reader is neither

overwhelmed by theories, nor weaned

by dry facts. The work is not exclu-

sively addressed or adapted to the

learned. It is written for the thought-

ful and the earnest, and all such, what-

ever their nation or wherever their

home, now turn with respectful attention

toward that little flower-surrounded

"Villa Viola" in a southern suburb of

London, from which issues writing as

sincere, and as scientific as any produced

at the present time. [McClure, Phil-

lips & Company: New York. 328

pages. Uncut edges. S^xS 1
/^ inches.

"Delight, the Soul of Art/' is a

book of five lectures by Arthur Jerome

Eddy, which takes its name from the

initial study. The lectures are consecu-

tive in thought and, after the first one

already noted, deal with: "Delight in

the Thought" (of which there are two) ;

"Delight in the Symbol"; "Delight in

Labor." The English of the book is

pure, and the construction of that kind

which is too rapidly becoming rare. It

does not obtrusively seek "the word that

paints" ; nor does it abound in foreign

turns of speech that would have grieved

our grandfathers, who were taught in

the old-time one-course colleges, and

nourished upon the classic masters in

prose and verse of our great mother-

tongue.

The book indeed savors of a genera-

tion or two back. It recalls the cul-

tured lecture-course, and the time when

the eloquence of Phillips, Sumner, Curtis

and their less gifted associates sounded

from the rostrum.

Apart from the fine English and the
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refining tendency of the lectures, their

value is not of the first order. Consid-

ered as criticism they fall short of being

the best attainment, and for readers of

Symonds and the newer scientific writers

upon the fine arts and literature, they are

somewhat wanting in basis and sub-

stance. But they contain observations

upon conduct, thought, books, pictures,

men and life which are attractive and

suggestive; which call up in the mind

of the reader things and trains of ideas

which can not be otherwise than edu-

cative. Certain of these observations,

however, deal with points which have

been hotly discussed with uncertain

issue; such as the spiritual quality in

Millet's "Angelus" and the rank of the

French painter of peasants, if he be com-

pared with a brilliant materialist like

Rubens. The utility of such arguments

is questionable. They can not convince

the well-grounded student, since each

such has his own point of view from

which he cannot be moved. They mis-

lead the rapidly increasing number of

those who know the names and recog-

nize the composition- scheme of the great

canvases of the world, without possess-

ing power of judgment, either natural or

acquired. Such arguments would ap-

pear to prompt prejudice and to bar

progress.

Another comment, made upon Turner

and dangerous for the beginner in criti-

cism, is found in the following passage,

which is Hugo-like in expression :
" 'The

Death of Nelson' is a vision, the 'Fight-

ing Temeraire' is a dream, the 'Burning

Slave Ship' a nightmare, but in their

way they fill us with awe."

Certainly a rapid enumeration capable

of giving great personal enjoyment to

one who is able through memory and

thought to make it! But yet an utter-

ance ill-fitted to aid forming that intelli-

gent public in default of which art can

not exist.

On the contrary, high praise must be

given to an equally short note appearing

on the page opposite to the comment

upon Turner. It is an appreciation of

Browning, Tennyson and Swinburne,

contained in three lines which would

prove a material aid to a college fresh-

man in passing his "English exam," and

which is yet precise and adequate enough

to satisfy the life-long student of the

Victorian poets.

But by far the most valuable portion

of the book is the final lecture upon

"Delight in Labor." This contains elab-

orate definitions of both labor and art

and is an argument to prove that these

two powerful factors of life can not be

separated without incurring the greatest

danger to the world. Mr. Eddy contends

that art and labor were synonymous

in the early ages, and that the separation

of the two was slowly brought about

by the abstraction of pleasure from

work. He says: "The element of pain

asserts itself as the element of joy dis-

appears. Labor may be likened to a

room which may be filled with either

light or darkness. As the light, which

is a joy, appears, the darkness, which is

pain, disappears; and, as the light goes
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out, the shadows deepen until the effect

is dreary and painful. It so happens

that in nearly every occupation in the

civilized world, the light has well-nigh

faded from the room, until men have

come to accept labor as painful, and as

a curse from which there is no escape."

And again he writes: "Art is labor

under conditions of delight—delight in

the thought and delight in the symbol,

delight in the design and delight in the

manner and mode of execution." Truly

a definition encouraging and inspiring,

since it shows that a real bond unites the

humble worker with the genius, and the

barbarian lovingly fashioning his basket

or his battle-ax, with the creator of the

grandest monument. [J. B. Lippincott

Company: Philadelphia and London.

287 pages. Uncut edges. 5x714 inches.

$1.50 net.

A beautiful and timely book has re-

cently been published by Tonnele and

Company of New York, under the title

of "Book Plates of To-day/' edited

by Wilbur Macy Stone. It consists of a

number of papers upon the artistic treat-

ment of book-plates ; upon American de-

signers of these interesting examples of

a minor art; also, upon the various

types of artists who have successfully

produced them. It is profusely illus-

trated ; containing reproductions of en-

tire collections, and, at the end, giving a

check-list of the work of twenty-three

book-plate designers of prominence. It

is a book for the amateur, since a person

of good taste and of ordinary manual

skill may gather there, from both text

and pictures, a working knowledge suffi-

cient to keep him from grave errors of

design and execution.

On the first page of the book occurs

the statement that American book-

plates of note are largely the work of

eastern designers: to which the com-

ment might be added that this fact

proves no lack of artistic ability on the

part of the western men and women.

It is to be explained upon the basis of

supply and demand. The East pos-

sesses by far the larger libraries, public,

semi-public and private. It is the larger

share-holder in hereditary culture. It

simply demands book-plates for its books.

In the chapter by Temple Scott, upon

"The Artistic Book Plate," the reader

finds much to enjoy from the contact of

a scholarly mind and a fervent lover of

books. But here and there the work is

marred by the use—all too frequent at

the present time—of extravagant words

;

as, for example, when pleading for a

simple, direct embodiment of the art-

idea in the book-plate, the author says:

"the simpler and more direct it is, the

more it will appear ; and the more beau-

tiful it is, the more will it soften the

kleptomaniacal tendencies of the ghoul-

ish book-hunter." In criticism one may

ask why our Saxon word thievish should

not be substituted here for the heavy

Greek derivative kleptomaniacal, which,

with its antepenultimate accent, gives a

needless pedantry to the sentence; just

as the word ghoulish strikes a false note

in taste.
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The last essay of the book: "The

Architect as a Book-Plate Designer,"

contains the not uninteresting sugges-

tion that Michelangelo was by nature

a book-plate artist, and that, had the need

of his times required, he could have sup-

plied the Medici library with designs

from his notes; using "very little of

either suppression or expansion."

Altogether the little book is fascinat-

ing and refined, like the subject of which

it treats, and it is well worth an hour's

study. [Tonnele & Company: New
York. Illustrated. 7

1A*91A inches.

$I.OO.

"The Leaven of a Great City/'

by Lillian W. Betts, is a series of essays

upon the condition of the poor in New
York. It is not scientific and statistical,

like the volumes published by the settle-

ment workers in Boston, under the title

of "The City Wilderness" and "Amer-

icans in Process." It is not an appeal

for municipal organization in the same

sense as the more learned works quoted.

But it has a well-defined place in the

literature of its class. It will attract,

interest and benefit readers who could

not struggle with the questions of as-

similation and citizenship involved in the

Boston essays. Information and instruc-

tion are contained in large measure in

the writing of Miss Betts, but they have

not been tabulated according to the sys-

tem of some eminent sociologist, and they

have no flavor of the college thesis.

The subjects treated are embodied in

separate chapters independent in them-

selves, and yet bound together by a com-

munity of thought and purpose. The

book is so interesting and of such nature

that it might usefully replace the novel

upon the living-room table, to be read at

spare moments ; since it is an advantage,

necessity and duty for all the more fa-

vored to learn "how the other half live."

Whether one follows the sequence of

the essays, or yet chooses paragraphs at

random through the book, the result is

satisfying and good. By the latter

method one chances upon suggestive bits

of wisdom like the following, which ap-

pears under the caption, "The Develop-

ment of Social Centers:": "The man

who is a machine set in the place where

he bears his relation to the whole by an

authority which he dares not question,

loses all opportunity to comprehend his

relation to that whole. He is interested

in immediate results as related to himself

only. This is the relation which the

mass of tenement-house workers and

voters bear to life." [Dodd, Mead &
Company: New York. Illustrated. 315

pages. 5x71/2 inches. $1.50 net.

EXTRACTS FROM THE TITLE-PAGES
OF SOME CURRENT PERIODICALS

Literary Digest:

Symposia on the following: Financial Jour-

nals on the Merger Decision; Mr. Cleveland

and the "White Man's Burden;" Sargent and

The Old Masters; Books That Influence

Childhood.

Architecture:

"Authority in the Profession," C. M. Mor-

ris; "Method in Architecture," John R. Wood.
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Potters and Their Products irene sargent

CLOSELY following upon the art of tilling the soil, the

arts of the spinner, the weaver and the potter arose for

the convenience and the embellishment of human life.

The last named function fell especially to the potter, by
reason of the substances in which he wrought and the

uses to which his finished creations were put His products, at

once satisfying primary needs and ministering to the aesthetic sense

(which is developed early in the course of civilization), have con-

tinued to be essential and interesting to all races and all conditions

of men. The art must necessarily advance with the life which it

serves, and it is safe to predict that it will hereafter pass into phases

of which, at present, we have no conception. Although the union

of use and beauty in fictile objects attained, among the ancient

Greeks, the greatest perfection that it has yet known, this union,

dissolved for ages, seems now on the point of being renewed in a

modern sense. In the simple life of the most symmetrically devel-

oped people known to history, vases served one of the most extensive

material uses of daily life. Not only were they vessels for serving

food and preserving foodstuffs, like their modern descendants, our

own jars, pots and dishes: they were, beside, all that our tables,

desks, chests of drawers, trunks, wardrobes and presses represent

in our complex life. On occasion, indeed, they were large and

substantial enough to house the homeless ; as we know from the case

of Diogenes, the Athenian, whose "tub" was a great earthen vessel,

properly represented, no doubt, by the French painter-archeolo-

gist, Gerome, when he pictured the visit of Alexander the Great

to the philosopher. The size of the vessel there shown excites

doubt in the mind of the spectator unacquainted with the history

of ceramics. But one interested in this branch of the useful arts,

proceeds to imagine the "tub" as having been a vessel designed for
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some mercantile purpose; as having been stopped in its career of

usefulness by breakage, as the great shard wanting in its side wit-

nesses; and as carried outside the walls, in accordance with the

strict Athenian laws that nothing should pollute or litter the city.

The lover of the potter's art delights to be brought into contact

with the remains of classic antiquity. He wishes earnestly that

the great amphorae might again be brought into service, if for no

other reason than to please the eye with their beautiful, graceful

forms. But an aesthetic revolution, a destructive Reign of Terror,

in all that concerns household and farm utensils, would be neces-

sary to reinstate a rule of simplicity comparable to that which pre-

vailed among the rich landed proprietors of Greece and Italy,

when they preserved their corn, wine and oil in earthen jars; the

vessels being perfectly adapted to their use and, at the same time,

modeled upon the most graceful and subtile curves known to math-

ematics: the slender, pointed termination serving to bury the jar

in the sand of the cellar, so that the foodstuff contained in the vessel

might be kept pure, and the two handles from which these vessels

derive their name (amphi, both, and pherein, to bear) filling the

double office of use and beauty. Such specimens we have seen

preserved from the excavations of the house of the Roman empress

Livia, on the Palatine Hill, Rome, or in situ, in the so-called vine-

vaults of Diomed, at Pompeii; we have them also no less perfectly

preserved in the verses of Horace, and we can only wish that it

were possible to find vessels as inexpensive, as adaptable, as beauti-

ful as these, doing service, among our rural people. The conditions

of climate which determine production, and our modern modes

of life do not permit us to adopt the antique and exotic shapes,

however exquisite they may be, but these "museum objects" can

teach us the valuable principles so well understood by the Greeks

and by the modern Japanese as well: that we should possess few

objects intended for pure ornament, but that our things of daily use

should be educative and artistic.

To accomplish by exertion that which has been effected with-

out effort by natural endowment is difficult, if not impossible. But

it would now seem that, in the decorative and the lesser arts, the

Americans are advancing rapidly to join the beautiful with the
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useful. And in no division of the many-branched subject is the

tendency so evident and so praiseworthy as in the art of the potter.

The use in many instances of the material nearest at hand ; the re-

gard for intrinsic value pure and simple absorbed in the desire to

create something of higher merit; the conversion of the ugly into

the beautiful by the power of care and thought: all these elements

of success have, in this art, as practised in our country, wrought

their usual results: which have been as usual, slowly attained, but

which are well worth all the anxiety, labor, resources and devotion

they have cost.

Difficulties successfully surmounted are soon forgotten, yet

for the encouragement of struggling craftsmen in other branches of

experiment, it is not time wasted to indicate a few of the more

serious obstacles which confronted the earlier American potters

and delayed the development of their art until recent years. The
first was a commercial obstacle. For, until 1861, the low import

duty prevented the native potter from competing with the foreign

producer, even in simple, domestic wares. But once the incentive

given by a protective tariff of forty per cent, the development of

the industry proceeded with wonderful rapidity, as we may find

by reviewing the gratifying results of the last four decades.

The second obstacle lying in the path of the earlier American

potter and one not yet wholly removed, was the disregard of the

public for native work: a prejudice so deep and extended as to

cause the most sincere American producers to disguise their wares

under foreign names and marks. But this precaution is a necessity

of the past; the excellence of American work is recognized, per-

haps, even envied abroad, and the visitor to the choicest, most exclu-

sive shops of London and Paris observes with pleasure that the

chief ceramic productions of the United States are shown side by

side with the old and world-famous wares of England and the

continent. And not only should this result be pleasing to every

patriotic American; for the means which led to the result, are

equally to the credit of those who employed them. Our native

pioneer potters had neither royal protection nor wealthy and noble

patrons to foster their talents and work. The Government under

which they labored lent them no material or artistic support. Thus,
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forced to take themselves the initiative, having formed a national

association in 1875, they proceeded to found schools at various

points of the country (Philadelphia; Trenton, New Jersey; and

Cincinnati, Ohio) for the instruction of those workers in potteries

who might display talents for modeling or for decorating.

In the case of the measure just described, history never fails to

repeat itself. School studios, since the times of the masters of the

Middle Ages and the Renascence, have been the most powerful

factor in developing art, and to cite an instance no more remote

than that of England in the nineteenth century, it was technical

schools that caused, within a single decade, the rise of British

ceramics to a point sufficiently high to warrant the sending of a

commission from France charged with investigating the causes of

such rapid development. The establishment of similar studio-schools

at Limoges, France, fifty years since, laid the foundation of the

Haviland fortune, and, better still, wrought much for the advance-

ment of the potter's art. The association and collaboration of

American potters supplied the place of government support, and,

to-day, the future promises as great rewards of success and reputa-

tion to them as to the great private enterprises of England, or to the

potteries controlled by the most powerful governments of the Con-

tinent.

Beside, to further the progress of the ceramic art among us,

we have all natural aids and resources. We possess not only our

recently developed skill and our growing artistic sense. We have

also a great variety of clays, an abundance of fuel, together with

cheap and rapid means of transportation. In considering our

mineral riches which are adapted to ceramic uses, a recent investi-

gator has made the following interesting statements: "In nearly

every section of the United States, materials are now known to

exist in great quantities, only awaiting development and improve-

ment. Fine deposits of kaolin are found in Delaware, South Car-

olina, Pennsylvania, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Connecticut and

New York. New Jersey is rich in ball and fine clays. Feldspar

and quartz, or silica, abound. Our mines and deposits are simply

inexhaustible, surpassing any found in Europe, and, in a few years,

with better facilities for preparing the materials, the cost of the
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same will be greatly reduced. For these discoveries of valuable

deposits we are indebted to the state geologists who, within a com-
paratively short period, have brought to light these facts concerning

potters' clays."

Owing to this acknowledgment of the resources at their com-
mand, our native potters are rapidly extending the uses of their

productions; to the end that their art may utilize and be found

equal to the means so generously provided by Nature. They are

also skilfully adapting this wealth of material to the production of

all varieties and distinctions of ceramics known to the craftsmen of

the Old World.
Such varieties and distinctions are found stated with more or

less precision in every manual relating to the fictile art. But yet,

as the greater number of individuals are "eye-minded," and as fine

points of difference are liable to escape all save the experienced, a

few words regarding the principal classes of ceramics will not be

here amiss. These classes, strictly limited, and represented by the

specimens most generally produced and seen in America, may be

defined under the heads: Stoneware; Terra Cotta; Faience;

Porcelain.

The first-named composition, Stoneware, is formed from clay

and sand, and glazed, not by dipping or painting, but simply by

throwing salt into the kiln when the ware is nearly fired: a simple

process which perfectly vitrifies the surface. The ware is strong,

impervious to the action of acids, and therefore peculiarly adapted

to use in household utensils, chemical and sanitary apparatus. Its

possibilities of beauty, too, are large: these arising from the colors

of the clay employed, which are a rich Rembrandt brown, cream-

white and gray approaching a slate tone. In the European model

we find the gres de Flandres: that is, the gray variety, fashioned into

the favorite "Graybeard," or "Bellarmine" "steins" or tankards,

decorated with sculpturesque and detailed designs. On the con-

trary, in the most artistic specimens of the same ware made in

America—barring those which are purely imitative of the German
or Flemish originals—the historical decoration is abandoned in

favor of floral patterns applied in cobalt blue; as is instanced in the

admirable "Frackelton blue and gray," which can not be too highly
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praised as a use of the simplest materials and processes to the attain-

ment of a most artistic result.

The ceramic products included in the second division, Terra

Cotta, are, for the most part, in America, devoted to architectural

purposes. Such specimens are made largely from vitreous clays,

and appear in red, cream and pure white,—in the latter the least

often; as, in this case, the requisite degree of hardness is attained

with difficulty. The qualities possessed by this variety of Terra-

Cotta are such as fit it for exposure. It is non-absorbent. It re-

sists fire and corrosion to a great degree, and for the architect it is a

medium easily treated, in either mass or detail.

The first Terra-Cotta Works in this country were, presum-

ably, those established by Abraham Hews, at Weston, Mass., pre-

viously to 1765, and which, a century later, were removed to North
Cambridge, in the same State, where they are still conducted by a

direct descendant of the founder. This pottery made itself famous
for its reproductions of antique vases and its fine models of foun-

tains and other garden ornaments; while more recently established

works, at other Eastern points, in the Middle States, the West, and
even the South, devote themselves to the production of subjects in

relief, designed for either exterior or interior decoration. Terra-

Cotta, the most durable of all building materials, has been struct-

urally used since remote times in continental Europe. It was thus

treated with special success in Italy, during the Renascence, and it

was introduced thence into England, as early as the fifteenth cent-

ury; there attaining a peculiarly attractive and distinctive style.

Upon the occasion of its first use in America, at the middle of the

nineteenth century, it was ill-received by architects as a body; but

it has advanced in public favor, until it is now seen in pediments

and panels, friezes and figures, playing a role at once structural

and decorative, and it is recognized as an important, rich, and
pliable medium of artistic expression. Assuredly in this branch,

as in several other classes of ceramics, we have just cause for pride

in our native potters, who have adapted old ideas to new conditions

with a brilliancy all their own.

We have now reached the third of the four classes of ceramics

to be defined, and the one which includes the greatest number of
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American wares. This class is known under the generic name of

faience, a term somewhat loosely and inaccurately applied. When
we hear it, we recall the old Italian town, Faenza, whose potters

were renowned toward the end of the fifteenth century: they pro-

ducing a ware coated with a stanniferous (tin) glaze, and which

was copied extensively, in all that relates to material and process,

by the Frenchmen who produced the Rouen ware so eagerly sought

by collectors, and the Henri Deux Faience, whose rarity and beauty

are too costly to be found outside of national museums. But as the

word faience is now used, it is, like charity, a cloak for a multitude

of sins, and under its name are perpetrated many crimes in ceram-

ics. It is discussed by Webster, with that lack of scholarship so

often chacteristic of his definitions, as: "a collective name for all

the various kinds of glazed earthenware and porcelain." To mod-
ify this statement, it must be remembered that faience is pottery,

and not porcelain : the distinction between the two divisions being

that the former is opaque, and the latter translucent. Further, the

term, as accepted in America, receives sufficient explanation in the

book upon "Pottery and Porcelain of the United States," by Dr.

Edwin Atlee Baker, who defines it as the name applied to our

native products of underglaze pottery, notably the Rookwood and

the Chelsea (Massachusetts) wares.

Our fourth division of ceramics is less difficult to establish

than the preceding one, and yet, it contains its own contradictions.

The three essential qualities of Porcelain are hardness, whiteness

and translucency: hardness being understood in the potter's sense:

that is, a strong power of resistance to fire; whiteness and trans-

lucency being accepted in relative degree, as, in some examples,

the translucency is very slight, while in the same or other cases, the

paste may approach a creamy tint. A more subtile difficulty of

classification occurs in the sub-division of porcelain into two varie-

ties, according to certain qualities of substance. Regarding this

distinction, M. Louis Solon, once of the Sevres, and afterward of

the Minton, England, Works, has thus authoritatively expressed

himself:

"Porcelain is the generic term employed to designate all kinds

of pottery to which an incipient vitrification has been imparted by
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firing. This translucent pottery may be broadly divided into two

classes: i. Hard Paste, containing only natural elements in the

composition of the body and the glaze. This is the hard porcelain

of China and Japan, and that of Europe made upon the same prin-

ciples. 2. Soft Paste, where the body is an artificial combination

of various materials, agglomerated by the action of fire, in which
the compound called a frit (sand and alkali) has been used as a

substitute for natural rock. The glaze with which this is covered

is a glassy mixture. To this class belong the early Italian and

French porcelains (Sevres before the middle of the eighteenth

century), and the larger part of English china." Extending this

definition, Professor Charles F. Binns, in his "Story of the Potter,"

thus comments: "The constituents of hard porcelain are china-

stone and china-clay; the former being a soft granite known to

mineralogists as pegmatite. The glaze consists largely of pegma-
tite mixed with a small quantity of alkali, usually obtained from
the ashes of some plant. Soft porcelain is altogether different.

In this, the frit (which has been subjected to heat sufficient to cause

its two elements to unite) is crushed and mingled with certain other

substances, including a little clay to give some slight plasticity, and

when the required articles are made, they are subjected to a degree

of heat that causes a certain amount of fusion. In this case, the

glaze is, for the most part, composed of red lead, sand and clay. It

will thus be seen that the Soft Paste is only a clever substitute, or

makeshift. But in the absence of the true constituents the potters

made the best of a bad situation, and so well did they succeed that

the soft porcelain exceeds the hard in beauty."

With the above-quoted comments the description of the wares

most commonly made and seen in the United States may end, and

we may now advance to the consideration of certain specific pro-

ducts which, after a short experimental period, have made a num-
ber of our ceramists prominent among the workers of the world,

and, which, in a few instances, now claim the first place among the

modern articles of their kind.

A typical example of these points occurs in the case of the Low
Tiles, produced by the noted pottery, at Chelsea, Massachusetts, of

which the history is interesting and significant from several points
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of view. It is the story of a brilliant success based upon the severe

struggle of one man against the wealth, experience and solid repu-

tation of many powerful opponents.

The enterprise dates from less than a quarter of a century, and
began in 1879, when Mr. John G. Low turned his attention to ex-

perimental pottery, after having studied in Paris as a painter under
both Couture and Troyon. Thus to the art-craft in which he was
destined to attain such happy results, he brought a technical knowl-
edge of drawing, modeling and, above all, of color: the basis of his

success, as we may now see by reference to the characteristics of

his beautiful products. At the outset, he lacked the practical use

of his medium, and this he was forced to acquire slowly, painfully,

and with great pecuniary loss. The problem which he set himself

was how to produce in America, at a moderate cost, tiles similar to

those of English make, which were the result of tedious and expen-

sive processes, but which yet controlled the markets of the world.

He first applied himself to methods of bas-relief decoration, in

which lay the greatest difficulty of the entire scheme. He was
confident that if he could master this first process, success lay before

him in large measure. At his press, therefore, he worked early

and late, for a period of nearly two years, repeating the experiences

of the potter Palissy in all save the bitter poverty of the staunch

Huguenot. Mr. Low's struggle was indeed that of "the survival

of the fittest," and to it he sacrificed all the modern resources of his

craft. His continued experiments with clays, glazes, fires, fuels

and kilns seemed a study in the mathematical laws of permutations

and combinations, with the desired result dependent upon an infin-

itesimal quantity. The story of the struggle—especially of that

part which relates to the press—was dramatically told by the artist,

Mr. F. D. Millet, in the Century Magazine for 1882, when the

events were yet fresh and the triumph was new.

The relief tile as definitively produced at the Low Pottery and,

indeed, as it is made at all other tile works in America, follows a

method for making buttons which was patented in England some
sixty years since. This, known as the "dust" process, consists in

slightly moistening the dry, powdered clay and subjecting it to

great pressure in dies containing the designs to be impressed upon
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the tiles, which are afterward glazed or enameled. These relief

tiles, when perfected, became the best-known product of the Pot-

tery,' but the experiments incident to them caused the invention by

Mr.' Low of a process which he styled "the natural." It suddenly

occurred to him—as he relates through his sympathetic biographer,

Mr. Millet, that it might be possible to stamp any form whatever

upon the face of a tile, just as the name of the maker is stamped

upon the back. Acting upon this thought, he seized a mullein leaf

near at hand, and, after pressing it into a newly made tile, removed

it to form a matrix. This concave mould he lined with tissue

paper, over which he piled a mass of prepared clay or "dust," and

having exerted a strong pressure upon the whole, he formed thus a

double tile, which, upon the removal of the thin paper, separated

into two parts: the one bearing the impression of the leaf in rilievo,

the other in intaglio.

Thus occupied with processes which, suggested by some rapid

thought, were perfected by infinite care and pains, Mr. Low was

surprised in the midst of his labors by the prize which he won over

twelve strong competitors at an exhibition held at Crewe, the cen-

ter of the tile-producing region of England. This event, it is said,

has never been equaled in the history of ceramics, for it gave imme-

diate reputation as a potter to one who, three years previously, had

known nothing of the art-craft in which he had so rapidly risen to

distinction, at the expense of the most experienced, laborious and

intelligent toilers in clay. Upon this subject our consul at Liver-

pool addressed to the Government at Washington a note in which

he declared that "Mr. Low, an absolutely unknown American,

had bearded the British Lion in his den and carried away his

laurels."

Closely following upon this reward came extensive home pat-

ronage, and the Low tiles came to be accepted by the public as

worthy substitutes for those of the Minton and other famous Eng-

lish works. At the end of three years, the struggle which we have

outlined was finished, a reputation was made for an experimentalist

at once patient and bold, a new American industry had been devel-

oped, which was to offer an incentive and example, and thus effect-

ively to aid the economic interests of our country.
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Acting with true New England foresight and prudence, Mr.

Low did not pursue his artistic schemes to the detriment of his

business interests. Together with exquisite, sculpturesque tiles

destined for purely decorative purposes, his pottery undertook the

construction of soda-fountains, the decoration of cast-iron stoves,

with panels and tiling, the wainscoting of bath-room walls, and

other similar commissions. By this means fortune was made to

follow reputation, and the artistic phase of the enterprise was as-

sured development and permanence.

Among the early successes of the Low Tile Company was a

panel or large tile, in low relief decoration, outlined with the pro-

file of an old, bearded man, drawn in flowing lines. The surface

of the pottery was undulating, and the picture appeared to float

upon it, like a shadow upon a wave. The color too was significant

:

the vitreous glaze being of greenish hue, like water struck by a

strong ray of sunlight. The whole : outline, color and surface, had a

tremulous character perfectly in keeping with the subject, and the

title-legend, "When Age Steals On," faintly stamped in relief be-

neath the head, seemed about to disappear, so that the eye sought it

again and again to make sure of its presence. This subject was

long a favorite with the fickle public, and it passed into many
museums as a fine, unusual specimen of American ceramic art.

A decade later were produced the three panels shown in our

illustrations, and which were exhibited at the Columbian Fair.

They are named "Air," "Water" and "Thirst," and are remark-

able for their beauty of treatment: being reminiscent of the best art

of the Renascence, and yet sufficiently modern to be without affec-

tation. Each of the three subjects has its individual charm. In

the "Air" panel, the wind-cherubs suggest a wide range of old mas-

ters, with, perhaps, Rubens predominant. They recall, too, the

pictorial compasses seen in the pavements of Italian churches, like

the one in the Piazza of St. Peter's at Rome, where chubby genii

are pictured, blowing upon conches to various subdivisions of the

four quarters of the heavens.

More pleasing still is the "Water" Panel, with its group of

children and dolphins: the waves serving as a transparent drapery

to one of the babies, and the fish gathered into a school, such as we
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may have seen playing about our steamer during our last Atlantic

voyage.

The "Thirst" Panel abandons the light, graceful treatment of

the two preceding subjects, which have something of the old Greek

delicacy, to assume the dignity of the best Italian art. The archi-

tectural effect, the great concourse of people, the figure-drawing,

the old men's faces are Venetian, the story is told with Giottesque

facility, detail and variety, and, better than all, there is an earnest,

strenuous quality which is the sign manual of the highest Ameri-

can art.

It must be with a feeling of pride and joy that we study pro-

ductions such as these, which have behind them a story of severe

struggle and endeavor—like that of the plant-germ which, pre-

served through the unpropitious season, feels the first impulse of

spring, and rests no more until it has reached its full development.

Education in Clay charles f. vinns

UNTIL a very few years ago two doors and two only were

open to the aspiring clay-worker. He must either

enter a factory and take his place at the work-bench, or

he must plunge into an individual enterprise and grope

his way to knowledge. The former course usually re-

sulted in a degree of mechanical skill, limited to one style of pro-

duction andbacked by no theoretical knowledge; the latter involved

long and tedious experimentation and almost certain discourage-

ment. At the present moment another course is possible. There

are schools of clay-working open, and within their walls both the

narrow specialism and the uncertain groping may be avoided.

The movement in education was for centuries confined to the

humanities. Schools and colleges existed only for the study of

literature, mathematics and pure science, while schools of art were

concerned with painting and sculpture. Handicraft and design

were divorced, technical instruction was unknown.

From this unsatisfactory state of things the world has been

gradually awakening. One apostle after another has preached
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the doctrine of handicraft. The apprentice system, killed by
machine production, has its lineal successors in guilds and insti-

tutes, while schools for the study of applied science and industrial

art have been founded in every land.

The most recent field to be invaded by the educational spirit is

that of clay. Long neglected, or handed over to the empiric and
the hack decorator, pottery has begun to claim its rightful place
among the arts, and an advance is noticeable all along the line.

Certain important reasons present themselves why the realm of

ceramics should be dealt with as demanding serious study and spe-

cial knowledge. From a technical view point the ceramic indus-

tries cover about one-third of the range of manufacturing chemis-
try, dividing it with metallurgy and general chemistry. In this

classification the term ceramics is made to cover all the manufac-
turing operations which concern themselves with combinations
produced by fire, pottery, glass and cement. The problems in

each case, if not exactly similar, are distinctly analogous.

Again, the clay resources of the country are unlimited, and
the timber supply is growing small. The utilization of clay for

building purposes is becoming more and more important. In the

third place the problems presented by pottery are special and in-

tricate. Even the burning of a simple piece of clay involves chem-
ical reactions of a complicated nature, and as these operations are

usually conducted upon a large scale, the money risk is very high.

For these reasons, then, an education in ceramics is desirable.

From the standpoint of craftsmanship such an education is

even more important. The art of producing beautiful pottery is

so closely interwoven with the laws of chemical combination that

no one can hope to be a successful clay-worker who has no knowl-
edge of scientific procedure.

Several schools of clay-working have recently been estab-

lished in the United States, but in only one of these, the New York
State School at Alfred, has special attention been given to the de-

velopment of artistic pottery.

In the spring of 1900 the State Legislature enacted that there

should be a school of clay-working and ceramics at Alfred in Alle-

gany county, and appropriated a sum of money for the carrying out
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of the work. Alfred University, an old established college, was

given charge of the scheme, and a piece of ground adjoining the

campus was selected as the site of the school.

The building designed as the home of the school was built of

red brick with gray stone facings, and was roofed with brown tile.

Both brick and tile are local products made from a fine shale which
is found in abundance close by.

Alfred is supplied with natural gas, and the power was de-

signed accordingly. The machinery was adapted for the produc-

tion of any class of clay ware and kilns were built in which any

desired temperature could be reached.

A threefold purpose was set before the school by the manage-

ment.

i. To serve as an experiment station and assist in developing

the resources of the State in clays and shales.

2. To stimulate the production of fine pottery and porcelain.

3. To educate students in every branch of clay-working.

The first object is distinctly utilitarian. The purpose of the

owner of a claybed is, mainly, to turn the largest possible amount
of his material into money. The last named object is utilitarian in

part, for skilled men are needed in every branch of factory work,

and they must therefore be instructed in factory methods. The
second object is utilitarian only in a subsidiary way. Money mak-
ing can never be the prime purpose in producing fine wares. The
craftsman must live, but his craft is the first thing.

The school offers several courses. A full course of four years

in technology. A course of two years in practical clay-working

and a course of two years in applied art. The last named will be

the most interesting to the readers of The Craftsman, and, there-

fore, the major part of this account will be concerned with it.

The school was opened in the spring of 1901, and a number of

students set themselves with enthusiasm to the work at hand. It

was necessary that some idea of form should be presented to them;

many had scarcely seen a piece of decorative pottery, and certainly

had no conception of making any such thing. A number of forms

in plaster were therefore prepared and molds made. This had a

double purpose. Molding, however objectionable artistically, is
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a fact and must be recognized, and, by means of molding, primary
students could learn to manipulate clay and study applied design

before they had acquired the ability to create. This method of

procedure had the effect of enlarging the horizon of the students

and setting before them the possibilities of their chosen art.

Every student in art was set to study elementary and applied

design with such simple drawing exercises as seemed necessary in

each case. A course in simple chemistry was also deemed advis-

able, for intelligent design depends largely upon a knowledge of

the materials used. Then it was felt to be possible that some stu-

dent might be placed in a position where there would be no chemist

to whom to turn for colors and glazes, so that for one to be able to

make one's own combinations was a distinct point of advantage.

Building upon this foundation of pure science and art, the

Director and his assistants have been able to develop a strong feel-

ing for the good and true, both technically and artistically.

After some preliminary work in the composition of bodies and
glazes, certain mixes were decided upon. In order to simplify the

means it was determined that one temperature of firing should be

used in the decorative pottery. Both body and glaze were fitted

to this and the results were immediate. One and the same burning
would give forth pieces in both first and second stage and the in-

terest grew rapidly. The darker glazes not being found in har-

mony with a white clay, the body was stained brown, with distinct

advantage.

When some knowledge of composition of materials, form and
design had been acquired, creative work was begun. Every means
was allowed. Some preferred to wrestle with the willful wheel,

some sought the simpler and less exciting path of building. Some
devoted themselves to tile, designing broad silhouette ornamenta-
tion and inlaying clays of different colors; some sought to control

the effects of fire upon flowing glaze.

The interests of pottery are so absorbing and the work so varied

that it is always difficult to confine the operations of workers with-

in the lines of educational procedure. It is probably this trouble

which has led to the extreme specialization of the factory, and in

studio work the solution is found in the craftsman doing that for
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which he is inspired at the moment. In a school, however, there

is a serious responsibility resting upon the faculty. A student is

there to learn and his time is very limited. He must not be allowed

to fly off at a tangent when a new idea is presented, nor must he be

kept so long at one operation as to grow cramped in hand or brain.

A study, while it is in hand, must be faithfully pursued with the

special purpose of practice and information, and a sufficient num-
ber of subjects should be considered to afford a comprehensive view
of the art.

The work of teaching at Alfred is largely individual. Regu-
lar classes are held in which the principles of calculation and com-
position are set forth. Lectures are given upon the methods em-
ployed in the production of every class of wares from common
brick to porcelain, and these are succeeded by lectures upon the

history of the ceramic art as practiced all over the world.

It must be recognized by every thoughtful person that the

work of the past is highly suggestive and inspirational. Many
features of clay-working have fallen into neglect, because they did

not meet the demands of the modern market. They are capable,

however, of being developed by skilled workers, and a number of

them will yet be resuscitated.

As an illustration of this, attention may be called to the revival

of Delft blue, which took place about six years ago. The demand
which then arose overflowed the legitimate lines of pottery and
extended to stationery and even enameled wood. This error was,

no doubt, due to the fact that to the manufacturer all blues were
alike. The real Delft blue owes its peculiar and delightful tone

to a combination with the tin glaze, a combination resulting from
the blue being laid upon the unburned glaze while dust-dry. This
method is far too costly, however, for the twentieth century potter,

and blue can be painted on almost any glaze; give it the name
"Delft" and it will sell.

Education will change all this. The student who has attended

lectures on history will know how Delft ware was made, and will

understand the necessary conditions. He will, moreover, appre-

ciate the subtle delicacy of tone which makes the Delft blue so

restful and will grudge no pains to produce a like result.
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Although at present there is no important ceramic museum
at Alfred, the private collection of the Director is at the disposal of

the students, and in the University Museum there are numerous
examples of historic American pottery. A distinctive collection

of the pottery of the world is contemplated at the State School, and
the idea will be carried out as soon as the necessary funds are avail-

ble. In the meantime the students are encouraged to study some
special field of ceramic industry. An example of ancient work
being selected, the attempt is made to duplicate this in body, glaze

and color. There is no intention of copying, but the work is un-

dertaken for its educational value. As an illustration here it may
safely be said that the work of the late Theodore Deck of Paris and
Sevres would never have been undertaken had the ancient Persian

faience had no existence.

The New York State School is equipped with a well organ-

ized department of art, under the charge of Miss Adelaide M.
Blanchard of Boston. By means of this department it is possible

to receive students who know nothing of art and to teach them to

produce creditable pottery. This does not mean that there is any

division between art and technical knowledge, but that the princi-

ples of draughtsmanship and design are used as the necessary

foundation for the craft. The separation into departments is mere-

ly a question of manipulation and convenience. The technical

laboratory, where clays and glazes are weighed up, mixed and

ground, must be planned differently from the modeling room,

though the same student may prepare his clay in the one depart-

ment and use it in the other.

The purpose for which a clay is to be used governs its compo-
sition. A modeling clay may be as plastic as wax. It need not be

dried and is not intended for burning. A pottery clay, while not

devoid of plasticity, must be open enough to dry without twisting

and will therefore burn without cracking. All these points are

duly demonstrated to the students, who are thus led to intelligent

work.

It is a revelation to the novice that his clay in burning will act

in accordance with his treatment of it. At the drawing of the kiln,

many a woe-begone face is seen over warped and fire-cracked
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pieces. Experience is a hard teacher and no amount of instruction,

however careful, will entirely obviate the necessity for breaking

out one's own path. Clay is very docile, but there are times when,

being tortured beyond endurance, it turns upon its tormentor. A
vase may be built up, apparently in a perfect manner, the surface

may be finished with the most dexterous skill, but if, though hidden

by decoration, there lurk structural errors, the fire will reveal

them.

The decoration of the clay forms a feature of work at Alfred.

The primitive methods of incising, embossing and inlaying are

followed, simple work leading up to more intricate. In the two

first named processes little technical knowledge is necessary except

to see that the clay is just as dry as it should be and no drier, but the

third, that of inlaying, is somewhat complicated. The execution

is not difficult. Clay is dug out in a pattern and clay of another

color is pressed in. It sounds quite easy! But will the clay stay

in when it is pressed? Usually it will not, for there are no two

clays with precisely the same shrinkage, and, moreover, the same

shrinkage in drying is not, necessarily, the same shrinkage in burn-

ing. A clay may be adjusted to dry perfectly with its companion

clay and in the fire they may part company. For such work as

this the students are not given ready-prepared clays. They are

told upon what lines to proceed and set to work to make their own

trials. The Director's office is a busy scene after a firing. A
number of students, each with an armful of experiments, are wait-

ing to discuss results. One by one they are taken in hand. Note

books are produced, the mixtures examined and compared with

the results and advice is given for the next step. The examina-

tion of trials is an important matter and often takes a considerable

amount of time. The microscope is frequently brought into

requisition, and specimen pieces of foreign wares are used for

comparison. Thus each student is encouraged on lines of original

research, sometimes elementary, but always tending to knowledge.

The beauties of glaze have received close attention at Alfred.

The tender texture of the dull-surface glazes called "matt" has

been brought to great perfection. It is not enough, in the opinion

of the Director, to simply deaden the gloss. The sand blast will
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do that, but there must be developed a special quality sometimes
called "silky," sometimes "kid glove," but which may more aptly

be compared to the texture of an egg shell—patricularly to the

shell of a duck egg. This is caused by a special chemical condi-

tion in the glaze, and students being started on the right lines, are

encouraged to work for it.

A quite recent development is the production of a crystalline

glaze. This has been tried to some extent in Europe, but is new
in this country. Special chemical combinations underlie all such

effects, and a full understanding of these is necessary, as well as a

grasp of the physical conditions with which they are associated.

In the delicate adjustment of glaze to body mixture, and both

to the proper heat, much patient work has to be done. The results

so far have been most encouraging, and a deep impression is certain

to be made upon the clay work of the country.

The kilns at Alfred are burned with gas. Firing by coal as

an educational exercise is also provided for, so that every condition

of practice may be met. The kilns are of the open type, and seg-

gers are used to contain the ware. These are made at the school.

In fact, everything that can be made of clay is produced rather

than bought, the consequence being both a saving in expense and a

practical exercise.

For the most part the students place and fire their own kilns.

Lady students cannot very well do this, but there is always help to

be had when needed.

Drawing the kiln is a notable time. A subdued excitement is

in the air. Those who have pieces being fired are early at the

kiln-house, as the assistants, protected by leather mittens, take

down the fire bricks which close the mouth of the oven. Heat is

no obstacle now. Nobody would think of waiting until the kiln

were cold or even cool. The doors of the house are shut to pre-

vent sudden draft, and segger after segger is removed and set down
for inspection. Only those who have experienced it can under-

stand the thrill of delight as some fine piece is brought forth. The
work of one's hands and brain is seen, strong and imperishable.

The humble clay has been transformed by fire and stands forth, a

complete expression of the master-mind.
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With what toil has it been prepared? Under what stress of

flame has it been perfected? It is considerations such as these that

elevate the art of the potter, primeval though it be, to the position

it holds as the first handicraft of the human race.

IF A GREAT POET LIKE WILLIAM MORRIS CAN FIND

A MORE SECURE SATISFACTION IN HIS WORKSHOP
THAN HIS LIBRARY, IF A LARGE-MINDED LAWYER
LIKE COBDEN-SANDERSON CAN FIND A FULLER
EXERCISE OF HIS FACULTIES IN BOOK-BINDING
THAN IN LAW-PRACTICE, THERE MUST BE SOME
EXCEPTIONAL RESOURCES IN WORK AS YET QUITE
UNSUSPECTED BY THE MAJORITY OF MANKIND.

OSCAR LOVELL TRIGGS
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TO the western mind, the word garden suggests beds of

geometric forms with lines of bloom or regular rows of

foliage, approached by clean cut paths. So dissimilar

in contrast are the gardens of Japan, so unostentatious

and quiet, that to appreciate their subtle charm we must
free our minds from the show and bustle of our busy life, and
counting time as of no account, try to infuse into our thought some
of the hurryless mood that dwells in these shady spots of restful-

ness.

It was late in the fourteenth century that Yoshimitsu, styled

the "Cosmo de' Medici of Japan," bringing to his capital at Kioto
all the refinements of art and literature, as they existed in China
under the Ming dynasty, laid out his palace grounds at Kin Kakuji
after the manner of the gardens at Hangchow.

It was this Nature-study required in landscape gardening,
which first caused the working out of backgrounds in Japanese art,

and gave prominence to landscape painting. Kin Kakuji, inspir-

ing nature-study, has served as the model upon which all gardens,

large and small, are built; for be it the retreat of a Daimio, acres in

extent, or the humble courtyard garden, four feet square, of a moun-
tain peasant, there is ever an attempt to reproduce, in proportionate

size, a suggested piece of landscape. Formless they seem at first

glance, but by study of the well-defined rules that govern their con-

struction, they take on new meanings, and reveal a complex irregu-

larity, governed not by chance, but by the art which conceals itself.

Even though the space be limited, there is no sameness of level:

valleys rise to hills where a little grove of pine or bamboo shelters

a shrine or image of Buddha, seated in meditation. Here, an ever-

green, shorn of its top, throws its whole vitality into a side branch
trimmed to form a crescent arbor; there, some scraggy pines, cling-

ing desperately to a rocky point, throw their branches trained in

distorted angles, over the brink of a tinkling cascade.

Invariably the pond of goldfish is the central feature about

which all else is grouped. Its irregular banks, sometimes cut after

the outlines of some favorite lake, are lined with marsh grass and
rushes, and joined here and there by rustic bridges of stone and
bamboo, to miniature islands. Irregular stones, preferably tall and
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flat, stand on end at points of vantage; on their faces, chiseled in

picturesque ideographs, some classic verse. Through this maze of

shade, flat stones, sunken a step apart, zizgag in picturesque paths.

By a shade house, thatched a foot thick with bamboo, stands a water

basin, curiously hewn from a single rock, an heirloom for centuries.

At every turn, mossed with age and covered with lichen, stand

stone lanterns; one with a pagoda shaped top, supported on a col-

umn and pedestal; another with curving legs bowed wide apart,

topped by a rounded stone, hollowed out, and covered by a broad

curving disc. On these two themes are modeled infinite varia-

tions, curiously cut in lines of grace. They ornament far more by

day than illuminate by night, for a candle behind a paper pane,

pasted over the stone openings, sheds but soft glow-worm light at

night.

For a consideration, a Japanese might part with nearly any-

thing, but seldom with his stone lanterns; given to him by the past,

he stands true to his stewardship for the future. Where it can be

afforded, bronze is used for large lanterns, as well as for other gar-

den ornaments. In Count Okuma's garden, near Tokio, two price-

less storks, life size, of bronze, marvels of moulding, stand in the

shoals of the lake, as if looking for fish. In one of Kioto's temple

gardens a finely chiseled dragon, mounted on a huge lotus, both of

bronze, spurts clear water from its mouth.

A great garden will have in it a cycle of bloom, beginning with

the early plum blossom, followed by the glory of the year, the pink

double cherry, large as our hundred leaf rose: a burst of ravishing

bloom, but not ripening to fruit. The wisteria follows, growing

to a perfection unknown elsewhere, its heads of purple fringe, three

and four feet long, hanging from a bamboo trellis over the water,

their beauty doubled by reflection. The iris succeeds this, and,

then, in mid-summer, the pond grows pink with lotus flowers.

With cooler days the leaves, strong and sappy, from long summer
rains, turn at the first touch of frost to marvels of rich color. It is

then too that the chrysanthemum is in its prime in the land of its

highest perfection.

Although this ends the carnival of bloom, Nature, studied so

closely and lovingly, holds later beauties still. The pine tree cov-
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ered with snow, to a Japanese is a bond between Autumn and
Spring, and its masses of sharply contrasted black and white are an
oft-repeated motive in decoration. One spot in the garden is set

apart as the choicest for viewing this flower, another for that.

"Moon Viewing" parties, or for those enjoying lotus or cherry
bloom, are frequent in season, and the guests, sitting in appreciative
silence, feel that they are having of their host's best.

Namikawa, Japan's greatest artist in cloisonne, has in the

heart of Kioto, a garden, small, but of rare beauty, famed especially

for its fish. But name goldfish to a Japanese and he shows you a

variation of fantasies; from the wee ones that children carry home
in small globes for festivals, to the huge, gold-sided carp. There
are gold-fish slashed with silver and dotted with black; "tele-

scopes" whose eyes, many sizes too large, protrude like great but-

tons before them; fat ones, as broad as long, whose wobbling move-
ments seem a parody on swimming; bright gold ones, with red

glaring hoods like a turkey's comb; fan tails, so divided and sub-

divided and spread abroad, that the body part seems insignificant

beside it. Namikawa's hand clapping is the signal for all his finny

gourmands to swim to his lakeside balcony to be gorged with bis-

cuit. Food and honors, however, are here shared by a flock of

Mandarin ducks, small and brilliantly iridescent. The master
says that his garden and his pets furnish the forms and color

schemes for his master-pieces in cloisonne, whose wonders of cop-

per wire and enamels are the despair of imitators.

Perhaps no one garden has all these characteristics, but each
has some attractive features grouped about its central lakelet.

What the large one is the small one hints at, and this scale of little-

ness is carried to such puzzling exactness, that one is baffled by it

and feels that it is normal, and one's self too large.

By pruning the roots and confining them, the tree is kept to

any size. Pine, oak, cherry, maple,—moss grown, gnarled veter-

ans of the same forest—they stand twelve to thirty inches high, al-

though fifty to two hundred years old. The tree's size settled, lilli-

putian hills, islands, houses and bridges, group themselves natur-

ally about. Whatever the space, and many gardens are but two or

three feet square, there is never a bed, as we call it, of anything, but
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ever a suggested whole of some larger part of Nature, restful in

its completeness.

To us of the western world do they not point a truth? Tread

the streets of Tokio, enter the crowded houses and see the tiny court-

yard gardens behind them! We might call them "back yards,"

and make them more hopeless with ash-barrels and tin cans. To
the Japanese his close-cut landscape suggests all the broader stretch

outside the town, or the picturesque scene of some bright holiday.

Will not some of our small spots, neglected, because so small, re-

spond kindly even to our cruder handling?

THERE ARE TWO BOOKS, FROM WHICH I

COLLECT MY DIVINITY; BESIDE THAT
WRITTEN ONE OF GOD, ANOTHER OF HIS

SERVANT NATURE, THAT UNIVERSAL AND
PUBLICK MANUSCRIPT, THAT LIES EXPANS'D
UNTO THE EYES OF ALL: THOSE THAT NEVER
SAW HIM IN THE ONE, HAVE DISCOVERED HIM
IN THE OTHER.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE
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Decorative Lighting C. SJNDFORD FREEMAN

S it can be taken as an axiom that of

all illuminants electricity affords

the greatest scope for decorative

treatment, the following observa-

tions are made with a view of meet-

ing a difficulty constantly presenting itself to

those who are adopting the Electric Light:

namely, how to arrange the lamps so as to

produce the most artistic effect.

The exposure to the naked eye of the con-

centrated light from an Electric Lamp pro-

duces, by the involuntary contraction of the

pupil, a sensation of pain which renders read-

ing difficult, and which, by continuance, is

liable to result in serious damage to the sight.

In order to obtain a soft and comfortable

effect, the rays from an incandescent lamp
must be projected on to a large area, such as

the ceiling or walls of a room, which act as a

reflector and diffuse the light in such a way
that the pupil may expand and reading may
be done with ease.

To achieve this object two methods are

possible: either that of concealing the lamps
behind a cornice, or shelf, above the picture

rail, and thereby illuminating the ceiling; or that of employing wall

sconces with silk shades that screen merely the front of the lamp;
the back being left open, so that the white lining of the screen may
reflect the light on to the walls; by this means, the maximum num-
ber of rays from the lamp are utilized, whereas, if the light be

entirely surrounded by a shade, a considerable portion is absorbed

in the silk. This treatment materially reduces the cost of supply,

as it has been found by experiment that an eight candle-power

lamp, partially shaded, produces the same amount of effective

light as a sixteen candle-power lamp entirely shaded, and at half

the cost of consumption.

These general principles of lighting being established, the
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question of the ornamental fittings required for the various rooms

must now be considered.

In most notable town and country houses the fittings have been

included in the architect's designs, and therefore being quite in

character with the decorative style of the rooms, the most satisfac-

tory course is to adapt them to the modern illuminant. But in

doing this, there must be no deviation from the original intention

of the artist, as regards the contour of the fittings. Nothing looks

more meaningless than a fine old chandelier fitted by an electrician

with electric lamps set actually in the sockets, with no attempt to

maintain the idea of a candle, except in a guttering state, burned

down into the bottom of the candlestick. Fittings designed for

candles must have that intention maintained, and this can be ac-

complished in a way that baffles the detection of the electric light.

In a dining room, the table being the feature, it is necessary to

employ a method of lighting which

combines efficiency with softness of

tone, and, at the same time, assists the

artistic arrangement of the table.

Most hostesses rely upon candles to

obtain this result, and, certainly, there

is no light more becoming and more
adaptable to decorative treatment than

the old-fashioned wax candles. But

is it not possible, in the twentieth cent-

ury to retain the charm, without the

many disadvantages of the old system?

Many experiments in this direction

have been made, in recent years, but

the method which has met with gen-

eral approval is that of adapting one's

own candlesticks by concealing the

electric wires and attaching them
without injury to the table or cloth. The mechanism is quite sim-

ple and includes an arrangement by which the wires can be easily

detached, when the candlesticks require cleaning.

Various methods of lighting from the ceiling have been tried,
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but with only partial success. In the case of a shaded pendant, in

order to distribute the light over the entire table, it is necessary to

employ a large, cumbersome fitting, hung
low down over the table, so as to conceal

the electric lamps; such a light, how-
ever, has frequently to be increased by
candlesticks, at a dinner party, so that the

ends of the table may be efficiently light-

ed. When artificial light is not required,

the effect in a room of such a pendant is

decidedly objectionable, and has a tend-

ency to dwarf its height.

Further, any attempt to light a din-

ing table by lamps fixed close to the ceil-

ing, must be dismissed as impossible;

since the shadows thrown are most unbe-

coming, and the charm of a light concen-

trated on the table is lost.

In addition to the candlesticks, it is

advisable to have a few subdued lights

around the room, on a sideboard, or carv-

ing table, so that these may be turned on when the guests enter; but

great care must be taken not to detract from the central light.

The lighting of a drawing room must be more generally dis-

tributed, and in complete contrast to the dining room. Where no

particular style of decoration is to be studied, the fittings should

be of light and elegant design, so that the electric lamps may be

concealed behind silk screens of a soft tone (cream or pale pink

preferred), in order to harmonize with the delicate surroundings.

Wall brackets or candle sconces will be found most appropriate,

and there are many good models from which a selection can be

made. Several portable reading lamps are generally required,

and these should have tilting shades, that the light may be screened

from the eyes ; one or two floor standards, judiciously placed, will,

if fitted with large open shades, give a very charming effect and

form a substitute for the sconces when less light is required.

If the drawing room be decorated in French style, the sconces
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must be of characteristic period supporting imitation candles. It

may be remarked here that modernized French designs arranged

to hold an electric lamp pointing downwards, should be carefully

avoided, as the candle form of light is an integral part of designs in

the French style. Consistency in matters of this kind is essential

to good taste.

In bed-rooms, the question of decorative effect is not to be

considered; utility being of first importance. The solution of the

problem of dressing ta

by fixing on either side

able arm, with a means

the lamp, so that the li

any direction required

ed. It is preferable to

The subject of fittin

with the many recent

guilds of handicraft to

signs which can be util

poses. In modern cou

tecture and decoration

on classic lines, there

adopted, opportunity

a free treatment of de

is not restricted to the

gas. But, unfortunate

metal fittings, in their

ble lighting is obtained

of the mirror an adjust-

of raising or lowering

ght may be thrown in

and all glare be avoid-

a top light.

gs brings us into touch

attempts on the part of

produce "original" de-

ized for lighting pur-

ntry houses, the archi-

of which are not based

is, if electric light be

for the introduction of

sign, the form of which

requirements of oil and

ly, many designers of

endeavor to avoid the

early Victorian monstrosities, lose all sense of beauty, and produce

distorted forms which are foisted on the indiscriminating public,

under the term "quaint."

Designs of lighting-fittings should be the embodiment of

beauty of outline and simplicity of detail, rather than the exhibition

of the individuality of an eccentric designer. It is gratifying to

observe the efforts which are being made to supersede the gaudy

and massive machine-made productions of the wholesale factories

by designs, which, in their execution, bear the hammer marks of

the craftsman. But there is a tendency to go to the extreme in this

direction by accentuating craftsmanship at the expense of the de-
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signer, which extreme is often the production of a mind seemingly

straining after individuality, without due regard to proportion and

to beauty of form.

The charm of hand-beaten work cannot atone for its eccen-

tricity, and it is to be hoped that designers and craftsmen will ex-

pend their energy in producing what will appeal to people of good
taste, and, thereby, find a permanent place among the beautiful

accessories of our country houses.

IT MAY BE PROVED, WITH MUCH CERTAINTY
THAT GOD INTENDS NO MAN TO LIVE IN THIS
WORLD WITHOUT WORKING; BUT IT SEEMS
NO LESS EVIDENT THAT HE INTENDS EVERY
MAN TO BE HAPPY IN HIS WORK. IT WAS
WRITTEN: "IN THE SWEAT OF THY BROW,"
BUT IT WAS NEVER WRITTEN: "IN THE
BREAKING OF THY HEART."

JOHN RUSKIN
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Jewelry and Enamels henry w.belknap

IN
designs for jewels there has been, for many years, an appar-

ent monotony of conception and a following of beaten paths,

which have produced an almost complete lack of artistic feel-

ing; while mere concrete value, by the use of stones of perfect

form or color from the lapidary's point of view, has seemed

to be the end chiefly sought.

To Rene Lalique, perhaps the greatest goldsmith the world

has ever known, and to his followers, we are indebted for a school

of workers, who, while often willing to use a gem of the finest qual-

ity, commercially speaking, if, by so doing, the design they have

conceived can be better carried out, are yet willing to employ an ir-

regular or off-color stone, not even necessarily a precious one, if

only it lend itself to the attainment of an artistic result.

Probably in no other use has the so-called Art Nouveau lent

itself with happier effect than to this branch of work.

In the jewels of Lalique one notes a most complete mastery of

technique, and a daring in the conception of his designs, which is

little short of marvellous. But there is, withal, a tendency to real-

ism in his treatment, which, however cunningly it may be em-

ployed, seems to lack the dignity a more conventional and reserved

style would attain.

In this country, we have, at present, a considerable number of

individual craftsmen at work upon jewels, and the smaller articles

in metal which seem to be fittingly included in a review of this sub-

ject.

One of the pioneers was Colonna, who for some years has been

busily designing in Paris, at the Maison Bing, and who has

produced many charming pieces; but it is more particularly with

those actually working here, and executing their designs with their

own hands that we are now concerned.

Illustrations are given of a number of examples of the work
of Brainerd B. Thresher of Dayton, Ohio. Mr. Thresher has had
opportunities which do not come to many craftsmen, in the way of

travel in Japan, Europe, and other countries. He has profited

greatly by this and by the fact that he has been impelled to work
out his ideas by mere love of the craft, and not with thought of

remuneration.
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In the spoon illustrated, his fancy has been taken by the motive

of a tree, much conventionalized, within whose roots are entangled

several little boulders of red opal-matrix.

The tree motive is again apparent in the silver clock, and here

the fruit is cunningly suggested by the use of baroque pearls. These
pearls, of which Mr. Thresher makes much use, are often those

taken from the waters of the Miami River, which flows through

Dayton.

The brooches and pendants shown, while evidently all the

work of the same hand, reveal, in each case, a feeling for the form
of the stone selected, in the lines of the mounting, which really

seems to hold the stone, and not to be merely an ornament applied

without regard to the practical purpose which it is meant to serve.

One of the most active in the interests of the gild of craft work-

ers at Deerfield, Mass., Mrs. M. Y. Wynne, stands high in the

ranks of our artist jewelers, and it is with regret that we find it im-

possible to illustrate some of her charming creations.

Mrs. F. H. Koehler of Chicago, is another most successful

craftswoman in the way of jewels, but, as inthe case of Mrs. Wynne,
we are unable to obtain photographs of her work.

It is by the use of some of the stones of small intrinsic value,

but fine color, that many beautiful effects are obtained, and these

especially lend themselves to rather archaic and rude settings sug-

gestive often of Indian or other barbaric workers. Note the very

charming belt slide by Miss Mary Peckham, which is of dull silver

chased delicately, though freely, and set with pebbles of Thomp-
sonite, or fossil coral, in shades of pink and dull green; the slide

of silver with Labradorite, always an interesting stone from its

subtile play of color beneath the sober gray surface.

Enamel offers an almost limitless field to the artist, and like-

wise presents difficulties in execution warranted to test the enthusi-

asm and patience of the most eager.

Mr. Louis C. Tiffany has, for some years, been carrying on

elaborate experiments in enamels and pastes applied, for the most

part, to lamp bodies, small boxes, vases and the like. He has pro-

duced an astonishing range of color, surface and gradations of

transparency and translucency, from the absolutely clear to the
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completely opaque, and by applying his compositions to surfaces

of repousse copper, has attained most interesting results.

Quite different in effect is the same material, when handled

by Miss Elizabeth Copeland of Bedford, Mass., whose box is here

illustrated. The enamel, which is transparent, is chiefly blue and
green in color, and is applied in a conventional design, over re-

pousse silver; a brilliancy and a luminous effect resulting, which
are comparable only to the qualities of transparent stones.

Miss Copeland's work shows great vigor and simplicity of

treatment and a style quite her own.

The difficulties of enamel work are such as to deter many from
attempting it, but the field of the jeweler's craft is open to almost

any one who possesses a knowledge of design and some handiness

with simple tools. The work requires but small space for the shop,

and should commend itself to the craftsman, as one of the more
practical of the lesser arts.

O'^^'^fc^'i-

SMALL AND PURE AS A PEARL ....
FRAIL BUT A WORK DIVINE,
MADE SO FAIRILY WELL
WITH DELICATE SPIRE AND WHORL ....
A MIRACLE OF DESIGN.

ALFRED TENNYSON
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Enamel on Repousse Copper
By Louis C. Tiffany



Craftsmanship versus Intrinsic Value
F. WALTER LAWRENCE

THE display of my work, in the Arts and Crafts Exhibi-
tions recently held in Syracuse and Rochester, N. Y.,

may be divided under these heads: Baroque Pearls,

Gold Modeling, Phoenician Glass Jewelry, Silverware
and Objects for the cabinet; although in all the articles

exhibited the metal work was a distinct feature.

Within the past few years, the value of regular pearls has in-

creased so rapidly as to place them beyond the reach of the great

majority. Therefore, to satisfy the demand of those who could not

afford to purchase the regular gems, the dealers have procured
from the fisheries malformed, or irregular specimens, or, as the

French call them, baroque pearls. So the adoption of the baroque
pearl has been the result of a peculiar condition of trade. It is a

substitute, and, as a substitute, is used as the regular pearl in usual

forms of jewelry. This seems to me to be all wrong and unfair to the

baroque pearl, wThich, because of its possibilities of form and color,

has an artistic value far beyond the regular gem. For this reason

it should be considered as "the pearl without price," and valued
for this priceless reason. The baroque pearl should never be used

in conjunction with the regular or perfectly formed pearl, or regu-

lar forms of precious or semi-precious stones, unless because of its

form and color, it be an integral part of the design.

In the olden days, when the goldsmith was not simply a mer-
chant, he used the baroque pearl, not because it cost less, but be-

cause it meant more in the pieces which he wrought. In the Griine

Gewolbe of the Royal Palace, Dresden, there are wonderful exam-
ples of the use of the baroque pearl, in which the suggestive form
created the design, or the tinting completed a color scheme.

In the Mermaid Ring exhibited, the baroque pearl suggested

the design. The thought of the sea is carried out in the mounting
by the swimming mermaid and by the dolphin supporting the

pearl. In the Swan Brooch, the bodies of the swans are pearls,

just as they were found; the design being carried out by modeling
in green gold the heads, necks and wings; the whole being accentu-

ated by the enameling of the background representing water, and
the framing with pond-lilies and grasses.
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In the Collier, the infinite variety of shades of the baroque

pearls chords with the old rose finish of the gold scroll work, and
the whole effect is brightened by very small brilliants and olivines.

The baroque pearl Pendant, in the Butterfly Design, is used to

complement the tints in the opal matrix wings.

The Kiss Ring and the Three Graces Brooch are exceptional

specimens of the goldsmith's art. The former is an adaptation

from a picture, "The Kiss," which had a conspicuous place in the

Paris Salon. The figures in these pieces are first modeled in wax,

and then cast by a secret process, after which they are chased to a

delicate finish. The detail is so carefully wrought that, with a

powerful magnifying glass, every feature is seen to be perfectly

reproduced.

In the application of Cyprian or Phoenician glass fragments

to modern forms of jewelry, silverware and objects for the cabinet,

I was impressed, after thorough experiment, with three peculiar

advantages: first, its practicability; second, its attractiveness and
beauty; third, its evident uniqueness.

These fragments of glass are parts of bowls, vases, tear-bottles

and cups, found in tombs, in the ancient city of Jerusalem, and

brought to this country by Ayeez Kayat, probably the greatest au-

thority on ancient glass in the world, certainly, in this country.

The ancient glass was originally clear, and either white, pink,

green, violet, amber or blue. The beautiful iridescence which
makes it so attractive, is due to the decomposition and disintegra-

tion of the glass, caused by the gases generated in the tombs from
which the glass is exhumed.

The disintegration of the surface of the glass produces not only

beautiful coloring, but frequently suggestions, which become,
through a thoughtful framing, positive and distinct pictures. Fear-

ing the possible accidents incident to goods in transit, I did not send

to the Exhibitions all the pieces of glass which possessed pictur-

esque characteristics; but particularly those which, because of their

settings, were least liable to breakage.

The accompanying illustration of the Desert represents the

most remarkable piece of the collection. This kind of glass is

known to collectors as the Ruby, the rarest of all ancient glass.
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This particular fragment is slightly concave. It was probably

part of a bowl.

In the decomposition of the surface of this specimen, the dis-

integration has caused a brilliant, glowing light in the right hand
corner of the glass, when it is held directly in line of vision. But
if one turns the glass at angles, this light travels across the dome of

the glass and disappears in the left hand lower corner. In a re-

verse position, the coloring is entirely changed, and the surface is

suffused by a silvery light. With these suggestive features, it did

not require much ingenuity to discover that, by a proper mounting,

this fragment could be transformed into a real, almost living, pic-

ture of the sunrise and sunset, and even of the moonlight night on

the Desert.

There are several other pieces in the collection which permit-

ted relatively the same treatment; forming Nile scenes, jungles,

etc. But the only specimens in the Syracuse and Rochester Exhi-

bitions possessing significance apart from beauty, were the Egyp-
tian Head ring, the Egyptian Head buckle, the Cleopatra scarf

pin, the Sphinx brooch and the Egyptian boat. In these frag-

ments, because of their peculiar conformation and colors, I found

the motifs for the compositions; but, in the other articles, the frag-

ments are simply incidental to the design. However, in every

instance, the composition is cohesive; the mounting being absolute-

ly Egyptian, and in the silver pieces, the designs are taken directly

from illustrations of objects excavated in the very places where the

glass was found.

In effect, the glass suggests the transparent enamel that has

been employed by Lalique and other famous jewelers, during the

past few years; but the glitter of its shimmering, changeable colors

makes it far more beautiful than enamel, and admits of results

impossible through the use of other material. And, apart from all

that is superficial, it is an impressive thought that, because of the

glass, each bit of jewelry, or silverware, or bronze exhibited, had

absolutely required from three to four thousand years for its full

completion, and that it is beyond the realm of speculation ever to

find its exact counterpart.

In this age, when we are striving for individual expressions of
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craftsmanship, an object which has intrinsic significance and beauty

of form, and which precludes duplication, is sure to meet an appre-

ciative reception, whatever its material composition. It is very

encouraging to me to have had my antique glass jewelry, silver-

ware, and bronze so kindly received at Syracuse and Rochester. I

am persuaded that the influence of the Arts and Crafts movement in

America is dissipating that old discouraging criticism of the lay-

man : "It does not look its price," and that it is educating the pub-

lic beyond the dollar mark.

THE EYE SURPASSES NATURE, INAS-

MUCH AS THE WORKS OF NATURE ARE
FINITE, WHILE THE THINGS WHICH
CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE HANDI-
WORK, AT THE COMMAND OF THE EYE,

ARE INFINITE.
LEONARDO DA VINCI
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French Art for French Children
IRENE SJRGENT

FROM an excellent foreign contemporary, "Art et Decora-
tion," The Craftsman reproduces a number of designs

for nursery wall-paper: the result of a prize competition

recently held by the editors of the French magazine.
These designs are nationally characteristic of the artists

who produced them; yet, in several instances, they show the strong

influence exerted in the France of to-day by English decorative

art: especially by the composition, figure-drawing and coloring of

Walter Crane and of Kate Greenaway. But every one of these

delicate little motifs witnesses, as well, the eager interest and de-

light which adults in France, irrespective of class, take in all that

pertains to childhood. In that country, indeed, the mature and
the young are bound together by that strongest of all ties—com-
munity of interests—and this to a degree quite inexplicable to the

American upon his first visit. Simple pleasures apparently never

lose their keenness for the most world-weary strollers of the boule-

vards, with whom it is a current phrase and a not infrequent action

"to dip themselves anew at Nature's source." The foreigner can in-

terest himself profitably for hours by watching the Parisian fam-
ilies who, on pleasant summer days, resort to the public gardens,

like the Luxembourg, there to pass the greater part of the working
hours. If one follows such a group, say, from some quiet shop-

keeping street of the Latin quarter, one sees mother and children

emerge from some open court, making against "the common gray-

ness" of wall and pavement a bright picture worthy of the brush

of that favorite painter of a generation ago, Edouard Frere. Parent

and children alike are laden with wraps, food-supplies and toys;

the latter, for the most part, being miniature-boats, dolls and tin

railway-trains, in which the mother takes an equal interest with her

boys and girls, if one may judge from her bright glances and lively

comments given in that charming way which colloquial French,

among all the idioms of the world, makes possible. They take their

way, eager with anticipated pleasure, to the beautiful gardens

which were given in inalienable right by Marie de Medicis to the

Parisian people. They are judges of the loveliness of the spot and
they have in it all the pride of ownership. They differ radically
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from a group of the corresponding class in America whom one

meets, at the same season, going to

spend a holiday in the unbeautiful,

sordid, money-making grounds pro-

vided by private capital. In the

Luxembourg, or any other typical

Parisian garden, the members of our

French family have before their eyes

the beauty which educates the young

and which soothes and satisfies the

adult. Vistas, fountains, arrange-

ments of turf and flower-beds, so har-

monious as to suggest the canvas of

some master colorist reproduced on

a great scale,—all these elements

combine into a whole affording a refined, sensuous pleasure to be

compared only with that which is produced by the music of a well-

trained orchestra. Amid these surroundings, our French children

play the entire day; the mother watching that they neither endan-

ger themselves nor encroach upon the rights of others: the latter

provision being made in accordance with that praiseworthy char-

acteristic so noticeable among the French, when they congregate

in public places. And a word must be said of the supervision ex-

ercised by the French mother, as indicative of the strong bond

which exists in France between the parent and the child. This is

no union irksome to both individuals, as it often appears to be in

America. It is pleasurable, because it is cemented by a sense of

companionship. Something of the child: that is, his spontaneous

power to enjoy, to free himself from care, and to enter at will a

fairy world—something of this freshness remains in the heart of

every French adult. This quality is made apparent to the for-

eigner as he travels in railway-coaches through the country, strolls

in the streets, visits the flower markets, or, perchance, a provincial

theatre, where "Beauty and the Beast," or one of its companion

pieces, is playing. Landscape effects, animals, flowers, spectacular

scenes, all have charms which those who enjoy them so keenly

translate into glances, gestures and words natural and truthful,

—
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quite different from the forced and conventional expressions of

pleasure which the Anglo-Saxons employ. As we have said, the

children play through the long sunny day : not without the disputes,

outbursts and quick revulsions of feeling and will, that have been

the property of the Gallic nature ever since Julius Caesar's time;

but, as a whole, so that educators, mothers and children, on this

side of the Atlantic, might learn of them. That they are open to

impressions of beauty more than those of corresponding years in

all other countries save perhaps Italy, will be readily conceded.

But it is more difficult to inspire the belief that they possess certain

other qualities which go far toward the making of successful men
and women. However, one who studies them without prejudice

will soon discover that they are thrifty and non-destructive: that

they care for and respect their toys in the spirit of young capital-

ists; further, that their facility of speech, their nicety of expression,

is no mask for poverty of thought. They philosophize in their

simple way; they reason from cause to effect, and seem constantly

— if we may borrow a commercial phrase—to be "turning over"

their fund of ideas; to be using

what they have learned at school.

This is especially true of all that

relates to the history of France,

which they regard as a drama eas-

ily represented and of absorbing

interest. In the parks or squares

of our American cities, it would be
strange indeed to witness juvenile,

mimic battles of Lexington, or to

find youthful impersonators of

Washington or Lincoln. But in

France, the national heroes, Gallic,

Frankish and modern, are so vital-

ized in the minds of the children, that a Vercingetorix, a Charle-

magne or a Gambetta fights or declaims at every street-corner.

Into the very heart of the children's pleasures the French mother
enters. She is not regarded by her charges as a "kill-joy," watch-

ing and forbidding. She is held by them as a companion of ex-
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perience, skill and resource superior to their own; one devoted to

their pleasures and able to set right their wrongs, but in no wise

removed or removable from the scenes of their daily life.

This same bond between the mature and the young, resulting

largely from the mental attitude of the former class, one sees ex-

emplified in Paris in other similar and not less attractive ways.

During the pleasant season, in the gardens of the Tuileries

and the groves of the Champs Elysees, the national "Punch," known

as Guignol, daily recites his domestic woes and comes to his evil

end at the hands of the hangman. And daily large and merry

audiences of children flock to his booth at the sound of his shrill

trumpet. Neither here is the mature element wanting. There is

a sprinkling of adults who are attracted by the farce itself, and

these, for the most part, are elderly men and women, apparently

those who have few holidays and little to spend, but who, with

true French economy, are striving to make the most of their

resources. The mothers and the nurses who accompany their

charges, are attractive, as showing how strongly the dramatic senti-

ment permeates all classes of French society. This fact is espe-

cially apparent in the case of the maids, who are not listless hire-

lings, but who, being themselves interested in Punch, his wife and

baby, the dog and the deuce, make such comments upon the char-

acters and the action as are no less eagerly sought for by the foreign

listener than by the children themselves; since they are character-

ized by a sparkling, although familiar wit. Indeed, the audience

of the French Guignol quite differs from the haphazard concourse

found about the "Punch and Judy" of our American squares, or of

the London streets. In Paris the place of exhibition is carefully

chosen ; little seats like orchestra chairs are quickly put in position,

a rope is stretched about the whole, and, while the drama lasts, its

precincts are invaded by no one save the waffle-men and the made-

leine vender, whose cakes find an equal sale with the adults and

with the children.

Still another personage of importance for all sorts, conditions

and ages of the Parisians is the bird-charmer, who, elderly and

wearing a workman's blouse, is seen, throughout the year, when
the weather permits, in the gardens of the Louvre, or the Tuileries,
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calling the wild birds by name, feeding them, exercising them in

adroit little tricks, and then dispersing them by a quick signal of

his hand. This man can not but recall Saint Francis of Assisi,

who felt so keenly the bond existing between man and the peoples

of feather and fin, and who, according to the old legend, is seen

throughout Europe, pictured in missal, or on painted wall or win-

dow, as preaching to his little brothers of the air and water. By
the modern workman the legend is again verified, and as long as

there remain those of his kind (and

they are many), there will be hope
for the Latin races.

But we have wandered far

from the designs presented by the

French magazine. They are too

engaging to be neglected longer.

The first prize represented by our

illustration, number one, shows a

dance of children, in which the art

nouveau line is used with discre-

tion, forming harmonious spirals

free from confusion. The sepa-

rate strands of the spirals are man-
aged with fine effect, as may be

found upon close examination of the drawing, which shows them
at their least expansion circling, like vine-branches, the feet and

the neck of the same child; thence they pass on to form a swing

for a baby seen from the back; next they are a point of support for

the pirouettes of a miniature ballet-girl; finally they describe a

wider figure which, as it spreads, accentuates a garland-like pro-

cession of girls and boys. The coloring too is modern: recalling

Claude Monet's palette and also his use of "the spot:" whites,

blues, heliotropes and reds appearing against a background of

green turf and of rust-brown foliage.

The second prize, number two, of our illustrations, has also

fine artistic qualitites. It is, moreover, suited to the childish com-
prehension, which would certainly fail to grasp the subtlety of the

first composition. Here the baby-and-cat motif is adroitly man-
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aged : givinga rapid impression of form, and pleasing by its full and

sweeping curves. The design has, therefore, the first essential of all

good things in modern art: it represents; it does not imitate. It is

judged by the French editors as being highly original and well com-

posed. It is also recognized as subject to the criticism that it resem-

bles a design for a painted window, more than one for a wall-hang-

ing. The stricture is just, in regard to both the drawing and the dis-

position of the color, whichoccursin

masses: spots of intense blue for the

babies' gowns; pronounced green

for the background; orange for the

cats and the babies' shoes. But its

remaining qualities should, per-

haps, have given it first place. It

is piquant and,—if the word may
be allowed—witty. It provokes a

smile at first sight. The gestures

of the drinking children, the pose

of the cat equally eager for the milk,

the funny pointed collars circling

the babies' necks, and the sharp ears

of the cat have a style and accent

unexpected in so slight a composi-

tion.

The third prize design composed of a villa, fountain with

swans, trees, and a dance of children wearing wooden shoes, is one

which is well adapted to its intended use. Nor can it fail to please

the little people of the nursery to whom it will seem a flat picture

of their wooden, toy village with which they are accustomed, now

and then, to spend a happy hour. The older critic regrets that the

French designer should have somewhat repressed his French spirit

which shows, in the detail of the children's dance, in order to follow

too closely the style of Walter Crane.

A fine design receiving honorable mention, recalls also, al-

though more distantly, the school of decorative art beyond the chan-

nel. And yet it might have been composed by Bastien-Lepage for

the background of one of his figure-pieces: for example, his Jeanne
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d'Arc. The white sheep, the blooming apple-tree with its crowns
of foliage and flowers, are excellently grouped and massed, meet-

ing all the requirements of line, light and shade. But the color-

scheme, in the opinion of the French editors, shows a heavy pre-

dominance of green, which, according to the plan of Nature, was
intended by the Great Mother as an anodyne or an opiate for the

vision: from which it is easily deduced that a too great proportion

of green introduced into a picture will cause a corresponding loss

of sensuous pleasure to the spectator, especially to the child.

The competition, criticised as a whole by the French judges

failed in certain qualities which juvenile books, as well, are wont
to lack. Among the many drawings offered for examination one

defect was prominent, and that may be defined as a bold, insistent

presentation of the subject, a lack of interesting detail, a poverty

of thought and touch of which children would soon weary. From
this defect or rather this group of faults, the "toy-villa design" is

practically free: the motif being drawn on a small scale; the trees,

the flowers, the swans swimming in the basins, the little villa and
the fountain offering to the child as many themes for fairy-tales.

Thus to appeal to the developing imagination and so to afford sur-

roundings and belongings which are full of variety and charm,

should be the first endeavor of all artists who devote their time and

talents to the pleasure and the instruction of children.

THERE'S A WORLD OF CAPABILITY
FOR JOY, SPREAD ROUND ABOUT US, MEANT FOR US,

INVITING US.

ROBERT BROWNING
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THE nursery should be the training-school of children.

Not indeed a place of restraint in which hard lessons are

learned and uncongenial tasks performed. But a room

or an apartment of which the very atmosphere is charged

with the spirit of activity, of invention and of pleasure.

The nurseries of the rich too often resemble museums for juveniles,

containing assemblages of the toys and games of all nations, ill-used

libraries of picture-books, costly furniture and appointments de-

structive to the taste of the developing children of whom they form

the material surroundings.

Less aggressive in expenditure than the nurseries of the rich,

those of the middle classes are liable to be more dreary; since some-

times they serve as Snug Harbors for household belongings which

have filled long terms of brilliant and showy activity. Such scarred

and disabled veterans of service are pronounced "good enough for

the children to finish," and so the little ones are wronged by their

elders who, without intention, deprive them of an important means

of pleasure and development.

The happy effect of good form and color upon the minds and

humor of those who are daily brought into contact with them is

coming to be generally acknowledged: not alone by artists and

psychologists, but also by intelligent observers without special train-

ing. The recognition of this fact is but a revival and extension of

an old idea. Among the ancient Greeks, expectant mothers sur-

rounded themselves with beautiful objects, that the influence of

such might, through themselves, be transmitted to their children.

This sense of the fitting resulted from exquisite intuitions which we
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have now exchanged for the power of scientific analysis. To-day,
we know that certain lines, through their action upon the visual

organs, produce rest-

lessness ; that certain

colors excite, certain

others soothe and still

others depress the eye.

And these facts are but

glimpses of an occult

world of truths which
remains to be explored.

Beyond the general

truths lie others more
specific and subtile:

such as are suggested

in the spontaneous speech of persons noting their own impressions.

We hear one individual declare that, when ill, certain designs in

his rugs or wall-hangings "carried him to the point of insanity,"

while another person remarks that purple makes him sleepy. We
observe, also, that children in their play often exercise their imag-
inative little minds in attributing colors to proper names; disputing

with one another as to the relations between the two classes.

"Henry, that is a green

name!" one child as-

serts, while another

contradicts: "Oh, no! I

say it is blue." In this

play it is interesting to

observe that rose, red,

violet and yellow are

given to the names of

girls, while the boys

claim those colors

| which bear, so to speak,

an active, productive

Ppart in Nature: as for

example, brown, be-
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longing to wood; green, the universal back-ground; blue, repre-

senting the atmosphere. And so one might proceed indefinitely

with these observations, gathered somewhat at random, but all

pointing to important truths: indications which show that the

choice of the objects which form our daily surroundings should be

higher than the adoption of an historical style, or the acceptance of

the color scheme of a chance decorator. Furthermore, if such

considerations are important to those who can think, act and pro-

vide for themselves, they should receive double attention in behalf

of those for whose future happiness and ultimate character we

stand largely responsible.

The effect of refined surroundings upon children is best illus-

trated by examples of such effect chosen from among the slums of

our cities ; since we there deal with the classes whose sensibilities are

the least delicate. The Hull House legend of the Irish child who
cleansed a dingy lodging and afterward maintained it in cleanli-

ness, that it might serve as a fitting shrine for a photograph which

she had received from the Settlement, is as true in the abstract as in

the concrete. The beautiful ennobles and uplifts; it creates for

itself surroundings of purity and sweetness.
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In view of the evidences thus adduced, it is vitally necessary

that the life of our children be set in an environment carefully pre-

pared: not necessarily, or even preferably a costly one, but one rich

and enviable, because of the expenditure of judgment, discrimina-

tion and taste bestowed upon it. It is desirable, too, that the older

children be given a part in the creation of the nursery; that they be

taught early to recognize and honor what is admirable in an artistic

sense, as well as what is morally right. In childhood imagination

is strong and imitation an uncontrolled impulse. It would there-

fore be easy and advisable to instruct the men and women of to-

morrow how to superintend and, in some cases, how to execute even,

the fitting and furnishing of the apartment which serves as their

first school, more important to them than the college.

The prime essential of such an interior is simplicity, in order

that the child's sensuous impressions may be well-defined and clear:

since confusion of thought always results from confused percep-

tions. This simplicity should be pervasive, including the struct-

ural lines of the furniture, the color-scheme of the room or apart-

ment, the number and the uses of the objects admitted. Sugges-

tions for such a nursery are offered in the frontispiece of the present

issue of The Craftsman, in which a middle course between bareness

and superfluity is strictly observed: clearness of impression being

assured by the provisions enumerated in the preceding paragraph,
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and food for the imagination being offered in the pictorial repre-

sentation of familiar objects, as in the frieze, or the chimney-tiles.

The detailed illustrations are so

easily read as to explain themselves,

with the exception of a few unusual

minutiae. The small tables, benches,

seats and chairs are reduced and

modified from the large pieces of the

simple, structural Gustav Stickley

models; the ornament and lettering,

wherever occurring, being outlined

with the burnt poker, and then done

in paints; the screen has panels and

pockets made from textile fabrics,

and the attractive picture-frame is also a shelf offering hospitality

to amusing toys. The same double use is found in several other ob-

jects : such as the screen, which is at once a protection from heat or

cold, and a receptacle ; and in the table, which is intended for work,

play or reflection. It is well also to note that the little motifs of

decoration have been adapted from two master-artists dear to child-

ish hearts, Walter Crane, and the very individual Frenchman,

Boutet de Monvel. As a last word, it may be said that the fore-

going suggestions and pictures are sent out with the hope that they

may be received with a pleasure equal to that which presided at

their planning. It may be repeated that these schemes can be

easily executed under the supervision of a local joiner; the mother

and children assisting in the finer and decorative details.
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Cross-stitch Embroidery MARY IV. STRICKLAND

IT
is a matter of conjecture among craftsmen to-day as to what

has brought about the revival of the cross-stitch embroidery,

once so universally done, but which, for years, has been rele-

gated to the attics and almost forgotten. Of late, people have

awakened, either to the artistic value of their grandmothers'

samplers, or merely to an appreciation of their quaintness and

humor, and have brought them forth to decorate walls with their

soft, faded beauty. Even this was done long before any one thought,

or attempted, themselves to make use of the old stitch, a fact which
seems strange when one sees how comparatively simple this stitch

is and how very effective. Almost any one who can handle a

needle should be able to do cross-stitch, but, of course, to execute

really good things requires some artistic skill and an eye for good
color schemes.

One thing to which might be attributed much of the newly

awakened interest was an exhibition held in London, in the spring

of 1900, by the Fine Arts Society, at which were shown samplers

made during a period of two hundred and fifty years. These sam-

plers were loaned from almost all quarters of the world, and the

interest created by them was quite remarkable. Those who ar-

ranged the collection discovered that the simplers dated as far back

as 1648, and that then occurred a sudden and perplexing stop.

None can be found before that date, but they must have existed

previously, for Mr. Marcus Huish of London, who has gotten out

a very beautiful book upon the Exhibition, entitled "Samplers and

Tapestry Embroidery," says that these earliest ones "are writ all

over with the evidence that the sampler was then a fully developed

growth, and these must have been the descendants of a long line of

progenitors." We know that they existed long before the date

given, from references which can be found in writings of earlier

dates. Shakespeare and Milton both mention them, making it

evident that samples were common early in the sixteenth century.

More exhibitions, such as the one held in London, would,

without doubt, bring back the best and truest ideas in cross-stitch.

Some of our museums have splendid specimens of the different

varieties of cross-stitch, which are not generally on exhibition, but

which should be shown, as well as the old Japanese and Persian
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embroideries, as examples of the work of our own people. Ruskin
once wrote an article on the arrangement of a museum, setting

aside six rooms "for the exposition of the six queenly and muse-

taught arts: needle-work, writing, pottery, sculpture, architecture

and painting." He also specified that the room for needle-work

should contain beside rare, old works, "the counter-panes and

samplers of our lovely ancestresses."

Cross-stitch—or as it is sometimes called, canvas stitch—was
probably the earliest, and certainly the simplest stitch employed in

embroidery. Originally it was used only on a canvas cloth with

a square weave; but later, it was made possible to use any kind of

plain material, by the aid of a coarse open-work canvas which is

stiffly starched and basted over the desired material. The squares

of this serve as a guide, and when the work is finished, the threads of

it can all be pulled out. There are several kinds of canvas-stitch,

but beside the ordinary cross-stitch, which is most used, some of the

finest and most beautiful things are done in what seems a much
more difficult stitch, but which is practically the same thing. This

is done on very loosely-woven linen, and the back-ground is worked
all over with cross-stitches, which being drawn very tightly, pull

apart the threads of the linen, giving it an open-work effect. The
design is left in the plain linen. There are many beautiful speci-

mens of this kind of work to be seen in museums, some of which are

so fine that it seems as if they must have been done with a magnify-

ing glass.
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The shape of the old samplers was according to the way the

linen was woven: generally long, narrow strips, with rough, irreg-

ular selvedges, and almost never hemmed across the ends. They
were, at the very beginning, a sort of memorandum book for pat-

terns, and were worked all over with portions of designs to serve as

guides for future copying. There were no books of letters as we
have now; so that all the different styles of letters which could be

used in the marking of the household linen were worked upon the

samplers; sometimes in the form of Biblical texts, or quaint verses,

or simply the alphabet. This continued for years, until some in-

genious spirits began to decorate their samplers; first with flowers,

and later, animal forms were added. Flowers lent themselves quite

readily to the domestic artist, as they were less rigid in their out-

line than animals, and could be made into really graceful and
pretty designs. Birds and beasts, however, become necessarily

rather crude in outline when put on to canvas ; but this very crudity

only adds to the quaintness of the design and gives it a piquancy

that comes as a delightful change after ordinary embroidery. The
angular lines of antique jewelry and furniture are in course of re-

vival, and why should not embroideries follow in the same line?

But in following, it is best to copy not only the style, but when pos-

sible, the designs themselves. It would be very difficult to im-

prove upon these, and as there is an infinite variety, one can, with a

little ingenuity, arrange them in very effective patterns. There
are numberless pattern books to be had; generally, in this country,

in little old-fashioned, out-of-the-way shops. But the best books

come from Germany, and some of them can be seen in the Public

Libraries, if it is impossible to buy them. Even though cross-stitch

is not so well favored in Germany as it was, years ago, it is still

sufficiently used to warrant the occasional publishing of new books.

The chief difficulty in much of the German work is lack of

good taste in coloring: a fault which quite spoils the design. Wal-
ter Crane says: "If taste can be said to be more important in one

art than another, it is cetrainly all important in needlework. It

enters in at every stage: in planning appropriate designs, in choice

of scale, in choice of material and, above all, of color." The soft

old colors used in our grandmothers' samplers are what we ought
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to have, but it is extremely difficult to get them. William Morris

succeeded in dyeing the lovely old blues, pinks and greens, which

seem faded in the samplers, although in reality, they are not; but

it is next to impossible, in this country, to obtain any of his silks.

For cross-stitch the coarsely-woven materials are much more
effective than smooth linens, and ordinary Russia crash in the

various shades of gray, makes a fine background. The thread to

be used depends largely upon the taste of the embroiderer. Silks

can be used, but the modern mercerized cottons are found in pretty,

artistic shades, and work up beautifully; while the German tam-

bour cottons, in various shades of blue, appeal most strongly to the

lovers of old blue-and-white embroideries.

Embroidery, to-day, does not occupy the same place that it

did before the advent of machinery. Once it was the only means

of decorating cloth for clothing or decoration, and a woman's time

was of little value when household cares were few and simple. So

the days were spent almost entirely at needle-work. Now, modern
machinery weaves good fabrics with artistic designs, and, as a rule,

those lacking the time or the ability to embroider, buy machine-

work, rather than pay the price asked for hand work. A woman
should really be her own embroiderer, for it is the personality

which gives the essential importance to a sampler, or any piece of

needle-work. If that be impossible, then one should willingly pay

the price, for a really good and perfect thing: the handiwork of

some craftswoman, who for love of the beautiful, or through need,

has fashioned a piece of artistic merit.
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A Family Fireplace

A S the heart is to the human body, so is the fireplace to the

/% home. From it flows the sustaining power of family life.

/"^k In the early times of the village-community, before small

/ ik groupsof individuals had absolutely segregated into fam-

ilies,—as for example in the sheepfold of the Palatine

Hill,—one fire sufficed for the village, and over it were appointed,

as guards, the most sacred persons of the tribe: the girl children,

who watched the flame believed to have been stolen from heaven,

-2;$-*
j

while the rougher and stronger of the community pastured the

herds and flocks. Something of the old sanctity still lingers about

the hearth, and it is tacitly acknowledged even by the most careless

of those who gather around it.

This spot should be the most attractive of the home. It should

be expressive of comfort and offer the sensuous pleasure which is
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derived from the presence of good form, pleasing color and a har-

monious assemblage of materials.

The fireplace shown in our illustration is a detail of the

"Craftsman House," pictured and described in the May issue of

the Magazine. As before noted, the chimney and hearth are laid

in Harvard brick, with black mortar and wide, "raked-out" joints.

The copper curb is set over a wooden frame; it is ornamented in

31

repousse work and provided with an iron center-piece and corners,

wThich contrast well with the principal metal-work of the piece.

The andirons, here shown in working drawings, further de-

serve a word of description.

The thick portion of the piece is made from a two-inch square

bar of iron (in the rough three inches longer than when finished),

which, heated, is hammered from the ends: a process called "up-
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setting," and productive of graceful curves. Two pins fixed in the

base, render it firm and prevent it from turning. The ring, fixed

to the shaft, widens toward the bottom, and is made from a bar of

iron drawn out by forging; while the fire-rest, or back part, is

formed from pieces forged together. The head of the andiron is

:

:

no

o

made from sheet-iron, one-eighth of an inch thick: the pieces cut

out with blacksmiths' shears and filed to the exact form of the pat-

tern; they are then shaped over a block of hard wood—usually oak
which has been hollowed out—and are beaten with a round-headed
hammer. The metal is treated according to the methods described

under the title "Work Ennobles," in the May number of The
Craftsman. 203



Recent English Models for Bedroom Fur-

niture by J. S. Henry

THE accompanying illustrations present a number of

models for the furniture of a bedroom, presumably that

of a woman. As will be seen by reference to the pic-

tures, the unit of construction is the right angle, with

slight use of the acute angle and the curve,—the latter as

a decorative feature only. The wood is maple, finished in a deli-

cate silvery-toned gray: the markings peculiar to the wood being

carefully retained and accentuated. The ornament consists in a

deeply obscuredfloral motif, used as inlay and inserted at the center

of the above-mentioned circle, wherever it occurs. The inlay is of

dull brass and pewter combined with painting: a fine enameled
green line running up the vertical parts of the piece and terminat-

ing in a leaf appearing on the brass, which is itself in leaf-form:

the brass, in turn, being superposed on the pewter disk centered in

the larger circle of the wood.

The most important piece is an armoire a glace; a name which,

although foreign, is much more satisfactory than the one of ward-

robe. This preference is probably due to the reason that all trav-

elers remember with pleasure the convenient receptacles of this

kind which contribute much to the neatness and convenience of the

continental bedroom. The interior arrangement of our armoire is

shown so plainly in the illustration as to preclude further comment,
but it is not superfluous to note that the side compartments are for

the reception of long garments, and that the projecting cupboard is

a feature uniting service with decorative effect: the door being

glazed with a design in colored and leaded glass. The toilet-table

is simple, conveniently spaced, and provided with a greater num-
ber of small drawers than are usually seen in older models of this

distinctively French piece of furniture. The washstand is no less

attractive than the other pieces; its chief serviceable, cleanly and

sanitary feature being the tiled top and back, which are in highly-

glazed green faience, contrasting with the beautiful gray of the

wood, and completing the color-scheme which was begun in the

inlay.
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A Casement Window
HE frequency and

the spaciousness

of the window
are features of

the secular and

domestic architecture of all

temperate and northern cli-

mates. The man of south-

ern or tropical regions de-

mands from his walls pro-

tection against the sun. The
northerner, on the contrary,

craves the fullest measure

of light obtainable under

his often clouded skies.

The casement window,

one of the most agreeable

features of the French

house, provides light and

air in a most ingenious way
to the rooms situated about

an interior court of small

area. It is interesting to

observe from one of these

"coigns of vantage" the use

which is made of the typ-

ical window by the inhab-

itants of a Parisian dwell-

ing. The casement, when
Opened, sometimes removes,

as it were, the partition be-

tween the room in which it is cut and the outside world. For often

it occupies one entire side of the four walls. One thus sees dis-

closed to the street or the court the library of a student, the cabinet

of a surgeon, or the studio of an artist, and these little foci of

thought and work offer a strong proof of the laboriousness of the

average Parisian life. But if the casement window is thus inter-

esting to the outsider, it is absolutely necessary to the inhabitant of
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the room in which it is built. It is, as before noted, a wall remov-
able at will, which suspends or establishes instantly communication
with the world at large. It is a most effective means of aeration.

It transmits light in a large area, thus enabling the workers in the

otherwise dark and generally limited divisions of space, to carry on
their occupations with convenience and comfort.

The casement window, un-

like many foreign architec-

tural features transferred to

our new country and condi-

tions, adapts itself to its un-

wonted surroundings. It is

not an affectation. It main-

tains the old and creates new
reasons for its existence. Even
if occurring in a suburban or

country-house, it never weak-
ens its characteristics: it in-

spires in the one whom it serves cheerfulness and hope. He does

not feel confined, as when he looks from a window that is not at the

same time a door. He knows that the outside world is to be en-

joyed or avoided at his own will. He can admit floods of sunlight,

or he can bar himself against the storm.

The casement windows shown in our drawings, are taken from

"The Craftsman House," described and illustrated in the May issue

of the Magazine. They are curtained in a way peculiarly suited

to their uses. That is the material, arrangement and mechanical

fixtures of the drapery concur in preserving the original idea of

the casement.

The larger ground-floor window is draped with a hempen fab-

ric, which is slightly uneven in texture and of a weave resembling a

needlework stitch. The drapery is hung in straight folds to repeat

and accent the form of the window, as well as the prevailing lines

of the interior. It is fixed upon a metal rod, the arrangement of

which is given in a detailed drawing. As will be seen by reference

to the illustration, the rod, bent at a right angle, is first fastened by

metal bands, at some distance down the upright part of the window
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frame; its upper termination being fitted into a rubber wheel of

much greater diameter than itself. When the casement is closed

and the curtains are drawn, the wheel, resting against the wood,

holds the rod, with its weight of drapery, in place. But when it is

desired to open the window, a single movement of the hand draws

rod and curtain in retreat, parallel to the movement of the case-

ment, which opens inward.

The curtains of a second floor-window, shown in a separate

picture, are made from raw-silk, hemstitched and hung like those

of the ground floor, and further topped with a straight vallance.

The one objection to casement windows: that is their looseness,

being now removed by late inventions of well-tested and absolutely

effective weather-strips, our illustrations can not fail to find those

who will be pleased to execute them, in homes where their simplic-

ity, refinement and beauty will be a constant source of pleasure

closely connected with the great giver of warmth, light and health,

the sun.

FROM MAETERLINK'S LIFE OF THE BEE

Day after day, at the hour of sunrise, the explorers of the dawn return, and the

hive awakes to receive the good news of the earth. "The lime-trees are blossoming

to-day on the banks of the canal." "The grass by the roadside is gay with white

clover." Whereupon the bees must organize quickly and arrange to divide the

work. . . . Those who yesterday were absorbing nectar from the corollas, will

to-day repose their tongue and the glands of their sac, and gather red pollen from

the mignonette or yelloiv pollen from the tall lilies; for never shall you see a bee-

collecting or mixing pollen of a different color or species, and indeed one of the

chief preoccupations of the hive is the methodical bestoival of these pollens in the

store-rooms, in strict accordance with their origin and color.
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A Chapter from Prince Kropotkin
"MUTUAL AID IN THE MEDIEVAL CITY."

Editor's Note.—The Craftsman, in its May issue, published a somewhat ex-

tended notice of Prince Kropotkin's work: "Mutual Aid, A Factor of Evolution."

But so much of value and interest is contained in this series of essays, that one of

them is again presented in review. This is done in the belief that the research and

writing resulting from the seven years' work of a highly developed individual of,

perhaps, the most assimilative of modern peoples, deserve more than a passing con-

sideration. Rather, that they should be brought again and again to public atten-

tion; even though the series, when published in separate essays and, on occasion, in

the "Nineteenth Century," from 1890 to 1896, received wide appreciation. More

especially since the work, as then divided, could not be studied to advantage, as now

in the form which it has recently assumed.

IN
his latest and great work, "Mutual Aid : a Factor of Evolu-

tion," Prince Kropotkin devotes a chapter to the constitution

of the mediaeval city. This essay i9 of the most vital import

to craftsmen and all manual workers; since they can gain

therefrom a conception of the natural dignity of labor and of

the high honor in which it was held in the most organic state which

society has yet known. The entire book is an argument to prove

that above the Law of Mutual Struggle there exists, throughout

Nature, the Law of Mutual Aid: that is, that the social instincts

alike of men and of animals are in excess of and dominate those

destructive instincts which all living beings possess to a greater or

less degree.

The mutual aid factor in the mediaeval city, M. Kropotkin

shows to be but the impulse of insects, animals and savage men

toward self-preservation and mutual aid: the instinct having been

highly developed, specialized and moralized.

The chapter, although a middle point in an extended argu-

ment, can be isolated without losing anything of its force. Yet for

purposes of comparison and proof it is important to recognize the

spirit of sociability and solidarity among the small creatures whose

life and polity are analyzed at the beginning of the work.

Of the ant M. Kropotkin writes: "If this insect—apart from

the still higher developed termite—stands at the very top of the

whole class of insects for its intellectual capacities; if its courage

• Mutual Aid, a Factor in Evolution, by Pierre Kropotkin. McClure, Phillips & Company, New York. 528 pages. Full

cloth 5 1-2x8 1-2 inches. Price $2.50 net.
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is only equalled by that of the most courageous vertebrates; and if

its brain—to use Darwin's words—'is one of the most marvellous

atoms of matter in the world, perhaps more so than the brain of

man,' is it not due to the fact that mutual aid has entirely taken the

place of mutual struggle in the communities of ants?"

Concerning bees we find the following clearly formulated

statements:

"These small insects by working in common, multiply their

individual forces; by resorting to a temporary division of labor

combined with the capacity of each bee to perform every kind of

work when required, they attain such a degree of well-being and

safety as no isolated animal can ever expect to achieve, however

strong or well-armed it may be. In their combinations, they are

often more successful than man, when he neglects to take advan-

tage of a well-planned mutual assistance. Thus, when a new swarm
is going to leave the hive in search of a new abode, a num-
ber of bees will make a preliminary exploration of the neighbor-

hood, and if they discover a convenient dwelling-place—say, an old

basket—they will take possession of it, clean it and guard it, some-

times for a whole week, until the swarm comes to settle therein.

But how many human settlers will perish in new countries, simply

for not having understood the necessity of combining their efforts

Further, bees display none of the sanguinary pro-

clivities and love of useless fighting with which many writers so

readily endow animals. The sentries which guard the entrance to

the hive pitilessly put to death the robbing bees which attempt to

enter the hive; but those stranger bees which come to the hive by

mistake are left unmolested, especially if they come laden with

pollen, or are young individuals which can easily go astray. There

is no more warfare than is strictly required."

"The sociability of the bees is the more instructive as predatory

instincts and laziness continue to exist among them as well, and re-

appear each time that their growth is favored by some circum-

stances. It is well known that there are always a number of bees

which prefer a life of robbery to the laborious life of a worker;

and that both periods of scarcity and periods of an unusually rich

supply of food lead to an increase of the robbing class. When our
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crops are in and there remains but little to gather in our meadows
and fields, robbing has become of more frequent occurrence; while,

on the other side, about the sugar plantations of the West Indies

and the sugar refineries of Europe, robbery, laziness, and very often

drunkenness become quite usual with these insects. We thus see

that anti-social instincts continue to exist among the bees as well;

but natural selection continually must eliminate them, because, in

the long run, the practice of solidarity proves much more advanta-

geous to the species than the development of individuals endowed
with predatory inclinations. The cunningest and shrewdest are

eliminated in favor of those who understand the advantages of

sociable life and mutual support."

From insects and animals formed into mutual aid associations,

—even such as those of lions for hunting, and of birds for migra-

tion,—M. Kropotkin proceeds through the savage clan, and the

village community of the barbarians in the period immediately fol-

lowing the fall of the Roman Empire; thus reaching the highly

developed organism of the mediaeval city. He then argues that

when the last vestiges of barbarian freedom were disappearing,

when absolute monarchies and theocratic states were developing, a

strong, new element of life made itself felt in Europe. The forti-

fied village rose against the lord's castle, defied it first, attacked

it next, and finally destroyed it. The movement spread over all the

surface of Europe, calling the free cities into being, and gathering

such force that, within three or four centuries, it changed the very

face of the entire continent. Wherever men found, or expected to

find, protection behind their own walls, they instituted their "co-

jurations," their "fraternities," their "friendships," united in one

common idea, and boldly marching toward a new life of mutual

support and liberty. At this point, the Russian writer grows elo-

quent as he describes the work and influence of these strongly or-

ganic bodies of men. He writes: "They covered the country with

beautiful, sumptuous buildings, expressing the genius of free unions

of free men, unrivaled since for their beauty and significance; and

they bequeathed to the following generations all the arts, all the

industries, of which our present civilization, with all its achieve-

ments and promises for the future, is only a further development.
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And when we now look to the forces which have produced these

grand results, we find them—not in the genius of individual heroes,

not in the mighty organization of huge States, or the political capac-

ities of their rulers, but in the very same current of mutual aid and
support which we saw at work in the village community, and which
was vivified and reinforced in the Middle Ages by a new form of

unions, inspired by the very same spirit, but shaped on a new model
—the gilds."

As early as the tenth and eleventh centuries, the Law of

Mutual Aid had effected great results for civilization. The little

town of Amalfi, in the bay of Naples, worked out a system of mari-

time and commercial law which, later on, became a model for all

Europe; Ravenna elaborated its craft organization, and Milan,
Bruges and Ghent, with several cities of France, became important

centers of labor and commerce. The gilds supplied the necessary

element, which, joined to the village-community principle, was
necessary to give unity of thought and action to those growing cen-

ters of liberty and enlightenment.

The first characteristic of the mediaeval gild was the equality

of the members before the association. The brothers owned some
"chattel" (cattle, land, buildings, places of worship or "stock") in

common. Upon entrance, they agreed that no quarrel among
themselves should be brought before another court than the tribu-

nal of the brothers themselves. If a brother was involved in a

quarrel with a stranger to the gild, his companions agreed to sup-

port him for bad and for good; that is, whether he was unjustly

accused of aggression, or really was the aggressor, they were forced

to support him and to bring things to a peaceful end. They went
to court to maintain by oath the truthfulness of his statements, and
if he were found guilty, they did not let him go to full ruin and be-

come a slave through not paying the amend: they all paid it, just as

the gens did in classic antiquity. Only, when a brother had broken
faith toward his gild-brethren, or other people, he was excluded
from the brotherhood "with a Nothing's name."

In proportion as mediaeval life segregated into a great variety

of pursuits, the variety in the gilds grew in proportion. So, there

were gilds of craftsmen, merchants, priests, painters, teachers of
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primary schools and universities, gilds for performing the Passion

Play, for building a church, for developing the "mystery" (that is,

teaching the practices) of a given school of art or craft, or for a

special recreation—even gilds among beggars, executioners, and

fallen women: all organized on the same double principle of self-

jurisdiction and mutual support. "The gild," continues M. Kro-

potkin, "answered to a deeply inrooted want of human nature, and

it embodied all the attributes which the State appropriated later on

for its bureaucracy and police, and much more than that. It was
an association for mutual support in all circumstances and in all

accidents of life, 'by deed and advise.'

It was an organization for maintaining justice—with this dif-

ference from the State, that, on all these occasions, a humane, a

brotherly element was introduced, instead of the formal element

which is the essential characteristic of State interference. Even
when appearing before the gild tribunal, the gild-brother answered

before men who knew him well and had stood by him previously in

their daily work, at the common meal, in the performance of their

brotherly duties: men who were his equals and brethren indeed, not

theorists of law nor defenders of some one's else interests."

Having thus defined the constitution of the gilds, M. Kropot-

kin relates how the mediaeval city organized itself as a federation

both of these associations and of small village communities. To
picture the conditions thus established, he quotes from a mediaeval

chronicler, who, inveighing against the new spirit, wrote that: "the

Commune is an oath of mutual aid. ... A new and detestable

word! Through it the serfs are freed from all serfdom; through

it they can only be condemned to a legally determined fine for

breaches of the law; through it, they cease to be liable to payments

which the serfs always used to pay."

The charters of the mediaeval communes, M. Kropotkin re-

marks, offer the same variety as the Gothic architecture of their

cathedrals and churches: the same leading idea existing in all of

them, together with the same infinitely rich variety of detail. Of
all these charters, self-jurisdiction was the essential point and was
equivalent to self-administration. This principle was carried to

an extreme limit, decentralizing the city itself. For example, in
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Venice, each island was an independent political community. Each

of these small areas had its gilds, its own commerce in salt, its laws

and its forum, and the nomination of a doge by the city changed

nothing in the inner independence of the units. In Cologne, the

inhabitants were divided into neighbor gilds; while the story of

London, according to Mr. Green, the historian, is that "of a number

of little groups scattered here and there over the area within the

walls; each growing up with its own life and institutions, gilds,

religious houses and the like, and only slowly drawing together into

a municipal union." The mediaeval city thus appears as a double

federation: first, of all householders united into small territorial

unions—the street, the parish, the section—and of individuals unit-

ed by oath into gilds according to their professions; the former be-

ing a product of the village-community origin of the city; while

the second is a subsequent growth called to life by new conditions.

The chief aim of the mediaeval city was to guarantee liberty,

self-administration and peace; its chief foundation was labor. To
provide "the common first food and lodging of poor and rich alike"

was the principal care and effort of the governing body. The
purchase of common food supplies and other first necessaries (coal,

wood, etc.) before they had reached the market, or altogether in

especially favorable conditions from which others would be ex-

cluded, was entirely prohibited. Everything had to go to the mar-

ket and be offered there for every one's purchase, until the ringing

of the bell closed the market. Then only could the retailer buy

the remainder. Furthermore, when corn was bought by a baker at

wholesale, after the close of the market, every citizen had the right

to claim part of the corn for his own use, at wholesale price, if he

did so before the conclusion of the bargain; reciprocally, every

baker could claim the same, if the citizen purchased corn for re-

selling it. In nearly all mediaeval cities of Middle and Western

Europe, the crafts gilds used to buy, as a body, all necessary raw

produce, and to sell the produce of their work through their own

officials; while all the merchants of a given city were considered

abroad as responsible in a body for debts contracted by any one of

them: the whole city being as well responsible for the debts of each

one of its merchants.
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From this and other equally indisputable facts, M. Kropotkin

argues that the mediaeval city was not simply a political organiza-

tion for the protection of certain political liberties; that it was an

attempt at organizing, on a much grander scale than in a village-

community, a close union for mutual aid and support, for consump-

tion and production, and for social life altogether, without impos-

ing upon men the fetters of the State, but giving full liberty of ex-

pression to the creative genius of each separate group of individuals

in art, crafts, science, commerce and political organization.

The protection accorded to the market-place, which was held

sacred from the early times, gave prominence and dignity to the

trading portion of the community; and although, at the outset, every

burgher, rich or poor, could make part of the merchant gild, and

the trade itself seems to have been carried on for the entire city by

its trustees, the gild gradually became a sort of privileged body. It

jealously prevented the outsiders, who soon began to flock into the

free cities, from entering the gild, and kept the advantages result-

ing from trade for the few "families" which had been burghers at

the time of the emancipation of the city from its feudal lord. There
evidently was a danger of a merchant oligarchy being thus consti-

tuted. But already in the tenth, and still more during the next two

centuries, the chief crafts, also organized in gilds, were powerful

enough to check the oligarchic tendencies of the merchants.

The craft gild was then a common seller of its produce and a

common buyer of the raw materials, and its members were mer-

chants and manual workers at the same time. Therefore, the pre-

dominance taken by the old craft gilds, from the very beginnings of

the free city life, guaranteed to manual labor the high position

which it afterward occupied in the city. An idea of "justice" to

the community, of "right" toward both producer and consumer,

which would seem so extravagant now, penetrated production and

exchange. The tanner's, the cooper's, or the shoemaker's work was
to be "just," and "fair." Wood, leather or thread, which were

used by the artisan were to be "right;" bread was to be baked "in

justice," and so on. This language, which would seem affected

and unnatural, at the present time, was then sincere, because the

mediaeval artisan did not produce for an unknown buyer, or to
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throw his goods into an unknown market. He produced for his

gild first; for a brotherhood of men who knew one another, knew

the technics of the craft, and, in naming the price of each product,

could appreciate the skill displayed in its fabrication or the labor

bestowed upon it. Then the gild, not the separate producer, of-

fered the goods for sale in the community, and this last, in its turn,

offered to the brotherhood of allied communities those goods which

were exported, and assumed responsibility for their quality. With
such an organization, it was the ambition of each craft not to offer

goods of inferior quality; while technical defects or adulterations

became a matter concerning the whole community, because, an ordi-

nance says, "they would destroy public confidence." Production

being thus a social duty, placed under the control of the whole

amitas, manual labor could not fall into the degraded condition

which it occupies now, as long as the free city was living.

A difference between master and apprentice, or between mas-

ter and worker, existed in the mediaeval cities from their very be-

ginnings; but this, at the outset, was a mere difference of age and

skill, not of wealth and power. After a seven years' apprentice-

ship, and after having proved his knowledge and capacities by a

work of art, the apprentice became a master himself. And only

much later, in the sixteenth century, when the royal power had

destroyed the city and the craft organization, was it possible to be-

come master in virtue of simple inheritance or wealth. But this

was also the time of a general decay in mediaeval industries and art.

There was not much room for hired work in the early flourish-

ing periods of the mediaeval cities, still less for individual hire-

lings. The work of the weavers, the archers, the smiths, the bakers,

was performed for the craft and for the city; and when craftsmen

were hired in the building trades, they worked as temporary cor-

porations, whose work was paid en bloc. Work for a master began

to multiply only later on ; but even in this case, the worker was paid

better than he is now paid in England, and very much better than

he was paid upon the continent, in the first half of the nineteenth

century. In the fifteenth century, a mason, a carpenter, or a smith,

was paid at Amiens four sols a day, which corresponded to forty-

eight pounds of bread, or to the eighth part of a small ox. In Sax-
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ony, the salary of the geselle (journeyman), in the building trade,

was such that he could buy with his six days' wages three sheep and
one pair of shoes : all of which facts aid in the proof that, at no time,

has labor enjoyed such conditions of prosperity as in the Middle
Ages, when city life stood at its highest.

Then, not only many aspirations of modern radicals were real-

ized, but much of what is described as Utopian was accepted as a

matter of fact. Oftentimes, the modern reformer is derided when
he says that work must be made agreeable, but a mediaeval Ger-
man ordinance declares that "every one must be pleased with his

work, and no one shall, while doing nothing (mit nichts thun) ap-

propriate for himself what others have secured by application

and work." The laborer's "day" was most commonly eight hours

long, and the Saturday half-holiday, often considered a modern
labor conquest, was, in reality, a mediaeval institution. Labor
Congresses were also a regular feature of the Middle Ages: espe-

cially in Germany, where craftsmen of the same trade, belonging

to different communes, came together, every year, to discuss ques-

tions relative to their trade; and, in 1572, the Hanseatic towns

formally recognized the rights of the crafts to come together at

periodical congresses, and to take any resolutions (so long as they

were not contrary to the cities' rolls) relative to the quality of goods.

Thus, through the examination of countless municipal docu-

ments, merchant and trade charters, and constitutions, M. Kropot-

kin concludes that the period including the tenth to the fifteenth

century may be described as an immense attempt at securing mu-
tual aid and support on a grand scale, by means of the principles

of federation and association carried through all manifestations of

human life and to all possible degrees. This attempt, the writer

declares, was attended with success to a very great extent. It

united men formerly divided; it secured them a high degree of

freedom, and it tenfolded their forces. At a time when the causes

of discord and jealousy were so numerous, cities scattered over a

wide continent were ready to confederate for the prosecution of

common aims. They fell at last before powerful enemies. Not
having understood the mutual-aid principle widely enough, they

themselves committed fatal faults. But they did not perish through
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their own jealousies, and their errors were not a want of federation

spirit among themselves.

From this point M. Kropotkin examines the causes of the

decay of the mediaeval communes; here again making a point in

favor of the Law of Mutual Support. He points out that toward

the end of the fifteenth century, great States, reconstructed on the

Roman system, were coming into existence; that in each region

some feudal lord, more cunning, more given to hoarding than his

neighbors, succeeded in appropriating to himself richer personal

domains, more peasants on his lands, more knights in his following,

more treasures in his chest. He had chosen for his seat a group of

happily-situated villages—Paris, Madrid, or Moscow—and with

the labor of his serfs he had made of them royal fortified cities,

whereto he attracted war-companions by a free distribution of vil-

lages, and merchants by the protection he offered to trade. The
germ of a future State, which began gradually to absorb other sim-

ilar centers, was thus quickened. Lawyers, versed in the study of

Roman law, flocked into such centers; a tenacious and ambitious

race of men issued from among the burgesses, who hated equally

the arrogance of the lords and what they called the lawlessness of

the peasants. The very forms of the village-community, unknown
to their code, the very principles of federalism were repulsive to

them as "barbarian" inheritances. Caesarism, supported by the

fiction of popular consent and by the force of arms, was their ideal,

and they worked hard for those who promised to realize it.

The Christian Church, once a rebel against Roman law, and

now its ally, worked in the same direction. The peasants, whom
the cities had failed or refused to free, on seeing the burghers

powerless to put an end to the long wars between the knights

—

which wars they had so dearly to pay for—now set their hopes upon

the King, the Emperor or the Prince; and while aiding them to

crush the great feudal owners, they aided them to constitute the

centralized State. Powerful governments now appeared; and the

cities were forced to resist, not only loose federations of lords, but

strongly organized centers, which had armies of serfs at their dis-

posal.

The worst evil, M. Kropotkin says, lay in the fact that the
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growing powers found support in the divisions which had devel-

oped within the cities themselves. He criticises the fundamental
idea of the mediaeval city as too narrow and exclusive. He insists

that mutual aid and support can not be limited to a small associa-

tion ; that they must spread to the surroundings of the association,

or else the surroundings will absorb the association itself. He fur-

ther comments that the cities did not receive the peasants and ar-

tisans who gathered under the protection of their walls as so many
aids to the body politic, but, unfortunately, traced a sharp division

between the "families" of old burghers and the new comers. For
the former, all benefits from communal trade and communal lands

were reserved, and nothing was left for the latter but the right of

freely using the skill of their own hands. The city thus became
divided into "the burghers" or "the commonalty," and "the inhab-

itants." The trade, which was formerly communal, then became
the privilege of the merchant and artisan "families," and the next

step—that of becoming individual, or the privilege of oppressive

trusts—was unavoidable.

The same division took place between the city proper and the

surrounding villages. The commune, in many cases, had tried to

free the peasants, but the wars became contests for freeing the city

itself from the lords, rather than for freeing the peasants. The
lord retained his rights over the villeins, on condition that he would
molest the city no more, and would become co-burgher. But the

nobles "adopted" by the city, and residing within its walls, simply

carried on the old war within the very precincts of the city. They
disliked to submit to a tribunal of simple artisans and merchants,

and fought their old feuds in the streets. Each city had now its

Colonnas and Orsinis, its Overstolzes and Wises.

Here, making a point which he never fails to press when pos-

sible, Prince Kropotkin declares that the greatest error of most

cities was to base their wealth upon commerce and industry to the

neglect of agriculture. The estrangement of so many from the

land drew them into a policy hostile to the land, which became
more and more evident in the times of Edward the Third (1327-

1377), the French Jacqueries (1356), the Hussite wars ( 1419-

1485), and the Peasant War (1618-1648) in Germany. On the
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other hand a commercial policy involved them in distant enter-

prises. Mercenary armies began to be kept for colonial wars, and
soon for local defense, as well. Loans were contracted to such an

extent as totally to demoralize the citizens. The division into rich

and poor grew deeper, and, in the sixteenth century, in each city,

the royal authority found ready allies and support among the poor.

To these causes, M. Kropotkin adds one greater, in his estima-

tion, than all others, which led to the decay of communal institu-

tions. Such cause was the gradual modification of the ideas and
principles which created them. Self-reliance and federalism, the

sovereignty of each group, and the construction of the political

body from the simple to the composite, were the leading ideas in

the eleventh century. But the students of Roman law and the pre-

lates of the Church,—closely bound together from the time of Inno-

cent Third—succeeded in paralyzing the idea which presided at

the foundation of the cities. They taught from pulpit, bench and
chair that salvation must be sought for in a strongly centralized

State, placed under a semi-divine authority; that one man can and
must be the savior of society, and that, in the name of public salva-

tion, he can commit any violence.

In the fifteenth century, the Roman idea was victorious. When
the people revolted, it no longer had constructive ideas. No fresh

conception rose from the movement.
"And yet," the essayist writes in ending his chapter upon the

mediaeval city, "the current of mutual aid and support did not die

out in the masses. It continued to flow, even after that defeat. It

rose up again with formidable force, and kept its existence even

after the masses, having failed to realize the life which they hoped
to inaugurate under the inspiration of a reformed religion, fell

under the dominion of autocratic power. It flows still, and it seeks

its way to find out a new expression which would not be the State,

nor the mediaeval city, nor the village-community of the barbarians,

nor the savage clan, but would proceed from all of them, and yet

be superior to them in its wider and more deeply humane concep-

tions."
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HUMAN NATURE AND
the Social Order, by Charles

Horton Cooley, instructor in

Sociology at the University of Michi-

gan, is a series of studies loosely con-

nected with one another, but all discuss-

ing the interdependence of men, and the

results which develop from their mutual

companionship. The work may be de-

scribed as a note-book for students, in

which more or less detailed observa-

tions are recorded, to aid in the proof

of points which seemingly have long

interested the author.

Dr. Cooley opposes the theory that

society and the individual have separate

and conflicting interests. He insists that

neither is, in any sense, the antithesis of

the other, but that "the two have always

existed side by side as complementary

aspects of the same thing" and that "the

line of progress is from a lower to a

higher type of both, not from one to

the other." In proof of his repeated

statement that no separation exists be-

tween the individual and society the

writer cleverly adduces the case of Thor-

eau, of whom he says: "He took to the

woods and fields, not because he lacked

sociability, but because his sensibilities

were so keen that he needed to rest and

protect them by a peculiar mode of life,

and to express them by the indirect and

considerate method of literature."

The writer devotes much space to

tracing the emotions and sentiments up

to their source in the inter-relations of

men. He minutely investigates love,

ambition, the religious impulse, and con-

science. Heroism he regards as a habit,

and maintains that an individual does an

heroic deed, rather than break through

the feelings and impulses which he has

acquired by association. In this connec-

tion Dr. Cooley quotes from M. Guyau,

who, in his "Sketch of Morality," holds

that the sense of duty is, in one aspect,

a sense of power to do things, and that

this power tends in itself to create a

sense of obligation. We can, therefore,

we must. The words of the French

author, beautiful as they are, clothe a

thought as exquisite as themselves.

"Charity," he says, "is one with over-

flowing fecundity. It is like a maternity

too large to be confined within the fam-

ily. The mother's breast needs life

eager to empty it; the heart of the truly

humane creature needs to be gentle and

helpful to all." And here Dr. Cooley

paraphrases the meaning of the French

author when he says that "the young

man is full of enthusiasm; he is ready

for any sacrifice because, in point of fact,

it is necessary that he should sacrifice

something of himself to a certain extent

;

he is too full of life to live only for him-

self."

Thus, as a logical consequence, Dr.

Cooley ascribes all actions, even those of

apparent self-sacrifice to self-interest; as-

serting that "the least selfish person de-

rives more satisfaction from the con-

templation of his deed than he would

have derived from the enjoyment of the

pleasure sacrificed."

The effect of a public disgrace upon

character is well discussed and shown.
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The accused man, according to Dr.l

Cooley, tends to commit the evil things!

of which he is accused. He reasons J

"As well be hanged for a sheep as a'

lamb." He sees himself reflected in the

opinions of others. He accepts as true

the degraded self which exists in the

thoughts of others. Extending this

point of the argument, the writer shows

the value to the individual of being

brought into contact with the highest

personal ideal possible, and, therein, he

judges, lie the benefits of prayer.

Other portions of the book are equally

interesting, notably the chapter under

the caption "Leaderships or Personal

Ascendency." On the other hand, the

volume might be criticised as lacking in

strict cohesion and co-ordination, and

the chapter upon children censured as

an argument based upon too restricted

observations. [Charles Scribner's Sons,

New York. 404 pages. 5y±x& inches.

"Spirals in Nature and Art/' by

Theodore Andrea Cook, is a study of

spiral formations, based upon the manu-

scripts of Leonardo da Vinci, with spe-

cial reference to the architecture of the

open staircase of the castle of Blois,

France. This small volume is intensely

interesting, both in itself, and also as re-

peating, from an individual point of

view, observations upon the genius of

Leonardo made by other scholars widely

differing among themselves: as for ex-

ample, the English critic, John Adding-

ton Symonds, and the Russian novelist,

Dmitri Merejkowski. It was, if we

Imistake not, Symonds who first pointed

jout, with all his eloquence, learning and

discrimination, the mystery, poetry and

'science of the spiral line of Leonardo

which pervades his work as a painter;

whether appearing in the figure-draw-

ing, as in the "Madonna of the Lily,"

or in the rocks and rivers of the back-

ground, as in the "Madonna of the

Grotto." It was Symonds who first

among English critics divined the power

of Leonardo, the dreamer, the seeker,

the experimentalist : sketching with vivid

words his portrait among the four great

draughtsmen of the Italian Renascence.

Merejkowski followed and developed

the same line of thought: re-creating for

us the absorbed, distraught, sad student

of Nature and science, making him so

vital and human, that, as we read the

"Romance of Leonardo," the old master

stands among us a living, dominating

presence. And now finally comes Mr.

Cook's study of the same phase of the

great experimentalist, this time pre-

sented not solely from the artistic point

of view, not pictured dramatically, but

expressed in simple terms, and appealing

to that impulse toward science which is

so strong in every thoughtful person of

to-day.

Indeed, as the author relates, the book

was conceived in the company of biolo-

gists, whose casual remarks suggested

the argument which has been developed

with infinite patience and skill.

In beginning, Mr. Cook alludes to

Michelet's description of Leonardo, as

"the Italian brother of Faust," and notes
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at length the material facts which, ap-

prehended by him, and independently re-

discovered in subsequent times, consti-

tute to-day the greatest triumphs and

the most serviceable principles of science:

such as the theory of the eye, suggested

by Leonardo, furthered by Kepler and

completed by Helmholz; the division of

animals into vertebrates and inverte-

brates; the theory of the circulation of

the blood, and many specific facts in

geology and physics.

Mr. Cook next devotes a considerable

section of his volume to spiral forma-

tions occurring in shells ; indicating with

much emphasis the difference between

the dextral and the sinistral helix. In

this connection, he explains his meaning

by many plates showing cross-sections of

shells, with their superposed chambers,

their beautiful disposition of walls, and

their spirals rising round the little pillar

(columella), which is the axis and sup-

port of the whole. One plate, that of

the scala scalaris, is especially interest-

ing, when considered in its relations to

Mr. Cook's theory. The author first

comments upon the word scala (a lad-

der) ; indicating that the connection be-

tween shells and staircases was evidently

present in the mind of the scientist who

bestowed the name. Then, the essayist

has so arranged his illustration that it

faces the architectural work, of which,

in his opinion, it gave the structural

plan. He describes the natural forma-

tion in pleasing words which have a con-

vincing strength; saying that "in this

shell the mouth or entrance has grad-

ually grown round and round with the

growth of the inhabitant, leaving a little

colonnette behind it as it moved, until

it reached the place which is equivalent

to the door of the staircase." The struc-

ture placed in comparison with the shell,

is an open-air staircase of the old Con-

tarini Palace, at Venice, now, if we mis-

take not, occupied by working people

and not well known to travelers. So

set in parallel with the natural growth,

it indeed seems its counterpart. The

two structures correspond, detail to de-

tail; the staircase having a rising dex-

tral spiral of colonnettes far more satis-

fying to the eye than the super-imposed

open arcades of the Campanile, or Lean-

ing Tower of Pisa.

Another example of the intimate rela-

tion between a good architect's plans

and the exquisite lines of Nature, Mr.

Cook adduces in the stairway called

"L'Escalier de la Reine Berthe," at

Chartres. This he compares with an-

other shell, the Mitra papalis, in which

the ascending helix, or spiral line, is

traced upon the outside, thus corre-

sponding to the spiral which, in the ex-

terior staircase marks the separation of

the storeys; the apex of the shell giving

in miniature the irregular cone of the

roof of the building, and the darkened

door-day of the latter having its corre-

spondent in the shadowy orifice of the

shell.

Still treating of these natural produc-

tions, Mr. Cook writes much concern-

ing the logarithmic spiral, which repre-

sents for him the fundamental principle
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of beauty and development. He explains in relation to quantities of which Nature

it as the curve of growth-expansion, [$ the great exemplar. The "straight

which is determined in the germ of the lines" of the Parthenon are in reality

plants, in the first spire or volute of the subtle curves, and recent investigation

shell, and the first twist of the animal's has detected a similar delicacy of con-

horn. He here quotes Sir John Leslie, structive measurement in the great

who first defined the logarithmic spiral Gothic cathedrals. . . . The eye is even

as the mathematical figure represented more influenced by things which are

by the germ and septa of the nautilus; usually "unseen," than by things which

also, another authority who framed a are "obvious ;" and it is of the essence of

series of formulae by which to predict Beauty that her origin and cause are

the growth-expansion of a shell organ- hidden from those unworthy to appre-

ism. The spires of the shell were found date it. . . . These constructive refine-

to increase in breadth in an exact sue- ments died out, not merely because no

cessive series, each one of which was a record existed of them, but for the far

multiple, in a certain ratio of another, more vital reason that the public eye

Thus the shell must possess this form was no longer delicate enough to appre-

and could possess no other, for its spiral date them ; though, as a matter of fact,

logarithmic curve reproduced itself, they are the real cause of beauty in the

These mathematical calculations lack an finest of our old surviving buildings,

infinitesimal quantity of being precise; which owe their charm not merely to

or it were simpler to say that no two the kindly hand of time, but to the deep-

individual shells are exactly alike. This laid skill of their builders. ... In these

variation occurring in Nature, is re- days, division of labor has lowered the

peated in architecture, in which the de- capacity of the individual artisan; and

parture from strict proportions, consti- machine-made work, accustoming the

tutes the sign manual of the master, and eye to inartistic uniformity of ornamen-

produces the masterpiece; so achieving tal detail, has also destroyed its grasp

the higher beauty which is denied to of delicate structural effects. In the

mathematics. Upon the subject of these old cathedrals, the mason and architect,

deviations, and under the title: "A Van- the artist and the artisan, were one."

ished Art," Mr. Cook writes the most Farther on, describing the refinement

interesting chapter of his book. He thus of deviation occurring in the master-

comments: pieces of architecture, Mr. Cook writes:

" No one who looks with a seeing eye "The straight lines of the Parthenon

at the finest of the buildings which fagade which were intended to corre-

Leonardo da Vinci might have known, spond, deviated in the entire length as

can fail to detect an intense perception little as the fiftieth part of an inch

;

of that difference in detail and harmony .... the piers and upper walls of the
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nave of St. Mark's, Venice, lean outward

to an extent of eighteen inches from the

perpendicular, on each side. . . . The

Campanile of Pisa is the most direct and

daring avoidance of accuracy in con-

struction that can be adduced. It is

exaggerated, and therefore fails where

the more delicate effects of the Par-

thenon succeed, but its very conspic-

uous qualities give a clear example of

that intentional mystification by which

the old builders strove to get a look at

life, of that nature which never grows

by rule, of those principles of growth

which have brought the Nautilus so near

to the logarithmic spiral, without exactly

reproducing the mathematical curve.

. . . The Leaning Tower, as Goethe

suggested, may have been built to attract

the spectator's attention from the

straight shafts which marked the houses

of the nobles, and which, according to

the testimony of the period, numbered

ten thousand."

The spiral deviation, productive of

beauty and originality, Mr. Cook ob-

serves also in old streets; refusing to

believe that these were so twisted

for purposes of easy defense, or that the

houses grew up at haphazard. He traces

also in them the "logarithmic spiral," as

the principle of organic growth and life.

He extends his argument still farther;

writing that "when the divergencies in

buildings and in the laying out of streets

were almost forgotten, the principle that

underlay them survived in that more in-

timate form of architecture, which is

furniture and domestic decoration. In

the best periods of Chippendale or Hep-

plewhite, or Sheraton, each step in a

staircase is gently bowed outward, or

given a waving line; the walls of the

best rooms are given slight curves hor-

izontally as well as vertically; subtle

inequalities of feeling exist in settle,

chair and screen. But the modern "dec-

orator" seems so fond of Euclid, that

the joys of the rectangle and the paral-

lelogram have absorbed the charms of

Nature. He forgets that even so com-

mon an object as the human face has two

sides which are quite different, the one

from the other."

From this point, Mr. Cook proceeds

to prove that Leonardo lived at a time

when those artistic principles of asym-

metry were still in force; that he was

a student who observed that the

divergencies of Nature were even more

important than her reproductions; and

that he choose sometimes the great,

sometimes the small, creations of the

Great Mother, as the inspiration of his

own infinite genius.

Having dwelt long upon the left-

handed quality of Leonardo's drawings

and given illustrations of sinistral or

leiotropic shells, which correspond in

Nature to the left-handed characteris-

tic of the human being, Mr. Cook shows

upon one page the great open air stair-

case of the castle at Blois, and, facing it,

the section of a Mediterranean shell, the

Voluta vespertilio, which, he believes,

served as the model for the structure,

whose external lines correspond to the

outside of the shell, while the internal
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spiral reproduces the helix (spiral

thread, or screw) on the columilla. Fol-

lowing the parellel which he gives with

much detail, both by illustration and

convincing testimony, Mr. Cook almost

succeeds in proving by circumstantial

evidence that Leonardo was the archi-

tect of the staircase, which may justly

be ranked as one of the structural won-

ders of the world.

Altogether, the small volume, "Spirals

in Nature and Art" is a mine of wealth

in suggestiveness. It remains, at the

same time, conservative in statement, and

can no wise be classed as a vagary of

speculative thought. [E. P. Dutton &
Co., New York, 1903. Illustrated.

Pages, 190. sY^xS inches.

"More Baskets and how to Make
Them/' by Mary White. This is a

practical manual by the author of a

preceding volume, "How to Make
Baskets," which has obtained a wide

reading among those devoted to a now
popular handicraft. In her preface,

the author states a number of interesting

facts, among which may be quoted:

"Basketry has proved itself. In schools

and social settlements one notes the con-

trast between the beginner's mats and

baskets, loosely woven and crude in

form, and the graceful shapes and solid

weaving of experienced young crafts-

men. A well-made basket shows more

than dexterity and skill: it stands for

patience and application, and has the

value of all good work."

The book commends itself as an ad-

vocate of the useful, since it treats large-

ly of the production of articles of real

service, such as rush seats, raffia and

palm-leaf hats, hanging baskets for

growing plants, and other practical

household uses. It contains plain di-

rections how to prepare material, and

illustrates, by picture, technical proc-

esses, such as the management of straws,

the designing of centers, and the compo-

sition of dyes.

The chapter entitled "How to rush-

seat chairs" is, perhaps, the most valua-

ble of the book, in view of the enthu-

siasm now felt for the things of our

great-great-grandparents's times. The
processes as here given, seem to be de-

rived from those employed by the old

New England craftsmen, whose good

deeds survive them, as many of us have

had occasion to note, while summering

on some old homestead.

Very attractive also is the section

devoted to hanging baskets, which con-

tains a number of illustrations of

coverings for plant-jars and flower-

vases, to be made from knotted raffia, or

open-meshed weaves of rattan. Indeed,

no one can look at the illustrations of

these graceful forms, and imagine them

with the added color of reed or raffia,

without wishing to make, or, at least,

to possess their similars.

The book closes with a short chapter

upon dyes, materials and methods, which

although not usually employed in this

branch of textiles, yet offer excellent

possibilities of service and beauty. Alto-

gether, the little volume will go far to-
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ward proving that the uses of basketry

are as yet half unknown and undevel-

oped ; and that this handicraft might

serve among us a purpose similar to that

fulfilled by vases among the ancient

Greeks, for whom these beautiful fictile

objects represented an important part of

our modern household belongings.

[Doubleday, Page & Co., New York,

1903. Illustrated. 157 pages. S^lVz

inches.

"The Spirit of the Ghetto/' by

Hutchins Hapgood, is a member of a

large class of studies and sketches which

have been evoked by a great prototype:

Zangwill's "Children of the Ghetto,"

compared with which these after-

thoughts seem somewhat imitative and

weak. Still, Mr. Hapgood's book has

ample reason for existence. It describes

the city wilderness lying on the east side

of New York, and contains intelligent

comments upon the Yiddish drama. And
anything from Leroy-Beaulieu's "Israel

among the Nations" down to the slight-

est accurate sketch which deals with He-

brew history, life and characteristics, is

valuable as an enlightening document

upon those who are certainly the chosen

people of God. [Funk & Wagnalls:

New York and London. Illustrated.

312 pages. 5y±x7 rA inches. Price

$i-35.

"What is Art?" is the title of a

small volume of condensed thought writ-

ten by Count Tolstoi. It has been called

by a critic the most interesting work on

the Ideal in Art produced within a long

period. But this is not true, for the

reader who wishes to instruct himself,

and who would better turn to the force-

ful style and the clear classification of

Taine.

The volume deals with those arts

which the Russians best understand:

with music and with the novel which is

to them of such absorbing and vital im-

portance. It condemns Richard Wag-

ner and his admirers in the following

passage descriptive of a performance at

Bayreuth

:

"I watched the public at the repre-

sentation at which I was present. The

people who led the whole public and set

the tone for it were people who were

already hypnotized in advance, and who

submitted anew to the familiar hypnotic

influence. These people, being in an ab-

normal condition, were in perfect ec-

stasy. Beside this, all the artistic critics,

devoid of the power of being affected by

art, and therefore always especially val-

uing productions in which it is all a mat-

ter of reason, such as an opera of Wag-

ner's, also profoundly approved of a

production which gave them abundant

matter for argumentation. And after

these two sections of people went that

great city crowd, with its corrupted and

partly atrophied capacity for being af-

fected by art, and its indifference toward

it, with the rich people and Maecenases

at its head, always, like bad hounds, fol-

lowing those who express their opinions

loudest and most decidedly."

It is indeed melancholy to hear such a

judgment proceeding from such a source.
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But with age Tolstoi's powers are ebb-

ing, and his enthusiasm growing cold.

It is also just to acknowledge the great

learning shown in this volume as a cap-

ital amassed in the youth of the great

writer, and which is another proof of

the assimilative power of the Russians,

before cited in the case of Prince Kro-

potkin. [Henry Altemus: Philadel-

phia. 298 pages. 4x6 1
/4 inches.

Our exchange magazines for May

contain numerous articles of special in-

terest to readers of The Craftsman.

Prominent among these is the House

Beautiful, whose table of contents prom-

ises much and fulfils more; its articles on

"Chippendale's Chairs" and "Concern-

ing Piano-Cases" offering much valuable

information in a very agreeable form.

In the Review of Reviews there is found

a timely paper, accompanied by many

good illustrations, upon the "Louisiana

Purchase Exposition." The Reader of-

fers a portrait of Charles Wagner, the

protestant pastor of Paris, who is at pres-

ent so great a power for good in the

French capital, and whose writings are

so extensively influencing the thought of

his nation. In the Chautauquan, Mrs.

Rho Fisk Zueblin continues her serial

contributions upon the Arts and Crafts

movement; devoting her attention, this

month, to the "Education of the Pro-

ducer and the Consumer." The Photo-

Era has as its initial article, "the Fo-

rums of the Peasants," which, most read-

able in itself, is further heightened in in-

terest by the insertion of charming little

pictures. The Pilgrim, under the cap-

tion "Interior Decoration," by James

W. Pattison, offers extensive and valu-

able notes upon the New Art as under-

stood and practiced in Germany. The

Churchman, in the "Story of the Birth

of New York," shows quaint drawings

of the old city which really justify its

name of New Amsterdam. Finally, En-

terprise gives a short but instructive ac-

count of "Glass Manufacture on the Pa-

cific Coast." Other magazines of a

more eclectic character and, for the most

part, of wider circulation, present a

profusion of reading-matter suited to the

general reader. But the articles which

are here mentioned appeal to the crafts-

man or the specialist, and have, there-

fore, been chosen to the exclusion of

other fine material and well known

names of authors.

EXTRACTS FROM THE TITLE-
PAGES OF SOME CURRENT

PERIODICALS.

Kindergarten Magazine:

"Society and Its Children," William

M. Salter.

Handicraft

:

"The Museum and the School," C.

Howard Walker; "Coverlid Weaving,"

Gretchen M. Bayne.

Applied Arts Book:

"Basketry in the Public Schools,"

Lina Eppendorf; "Practical Construc-

tion in Figure Drawing," Philip Hale;

"The A. B. C. of Surface Design Re-

peats," Harold H. Brown.
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L'Art Nouveau: An Argument and Defence
Translated by Irene Sargent Br JEAN SCHOPFER

«

THERE appeared in The Craftsman for December, 1902,

an interesting article upon I'Art Nouveau, signed by
Professor A. D. F. Hamlin of Columbia University.

From the point of view of documentation: that is the

citation and comparison of authorities, the article is

remarkable, and leaves little or nothing to be added. Further-

more, every man of taste will concur in the criticisms of detail

made by Professor Hamlin. The eccentricities, the errors, the

atrocities even (for example, the Cartel Berenger) which have
sheltered themselves beneath the banner of I'Art Nouveau have
found in this writer a severe judge, who must be praised for his

decisions. !j -
'I

But it is precisely because we agree with him upon almost all

points of detail, that we note with regret the judgment which he

passes upon the movement as a whole. It would seem that the

subject which he has treated might be resumed from a different

and more extended point of view. The revival of the decorative

arts now in progress, is a thing so important in itself, that one may
return to it without fear of exhausting the material. In this so

important, so vital question of the existence of the decorative arts,

and in view of the immense riches and infinite variety which are

contained in these words, it is necessary to coordinate our ideas, to

question the past intelligently, to investigate the life and develop-

ment of the decorative arts, at the time when there was still an art

of decoration. This is the task now before me. And the historical

study of the question will lead me to conclusions diametrically op-

posed to those reached by Professor Hamlin. The preliminary

examination of the objections made by my opponent, which are

those often formulated in the criticisms upon I Art Nouveau, will

establish the premises of the debate.
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I quote: "I'Art Nouveau is chiefly a negative movement; a

movement away from a fixed point, not toward one. ... It must
acquire and represent positive principles. It must point toward a

single, recognizable goal, if it is to live."

I reply: I am ignorant of any single, recognizable goal

toward which aimed and moved the decorative styles of the past.

When the mediaeval sculptors in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries succeeded in creating an admirable decorative style, the

richest perhaps that has ever existed,—the Romanesque—I do not

believe that they set themselves these singular questions: "Whither
are we going?" "What is our aim?" Such is not the natural

course of things. These sculptors belonged to an age which had a

certain taste for ornamentation (this is a very important point),

and, further, they held direct traditions (a second and equally

important point, as we shall see when we reach our own time) . At
present, when we study the history of this style, we say: There
were then barbarous influences, the art of an iron age, and Byzan-
tine influences. Behind these, we find Oriental influences, Persian,

Assyrian, and others. Finally, there were Roman influences. But
in saying this, we are assuming the task of the erudite. The
Romanesque sculptors were ingenuous. They had no idea whence
they came, and they knew not whither they were leading art.

They would have been greatly astonished, had one asked them to

indicate the goal at which they were aiming; and astonished to a

still greater degree, if they could have been shown the Gothic dec-

oration which followed their own style.

One has not the right to command I'Art Nouveau to point

toward a single, recognizable goal. It will be the proper task of

our descendants, when a century shall have passed, to study I'Art

Nouveau historically; to analyze the different influences which
have acted upon it, and to show its accomplishments. As for our-

selves, we can not read the future.

Professor Hamlin is right when he notes the revolutionary

character of I'Art Nouveau. Nevertheless, it is evident that there

are restrictions to be made; that many artists, Mr. Ashbee in Eng-
land, M. Dampt in France,—to cite these few only—receive their

inspiration,—and often in a happy manner,—from the styles of the
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Middle Ages. I know that these styles are little favored by the

best architects of our day, and, least of all by those who have re-

ceived the high culture of the Ecole des Beaux Arts, where the

accomplishments of the Middle Ages are not honored. But Pro-

fessor Hamlin is too learned not to appreciate the beauty and rich-

ness of the Romanesque and the Gothic decorative styles.

Still, it may be affirmed that, at the beginning (a thing no

longer true), VArt Nouveau was distinctly revolutionary. For

what reason? And should we attach the blame of this fact to those

men who have sought to renew the decorative arts? This is a

question of prime importance and to answer it, we shall be forced

to take our readers upon a short journey through the history of art.

But I believe that from this excursion we shall bring back general

ideas of importance, and that we shall be then in position to judge

impartially VArt Nouveau and the revolution; since in truth it

attempted such a movement.
The sculptor, who, in the twelfth century, worked upon one

of our Romanesque portals, upon that of Moissac, or that of Saint

Pierre d'Aulnay, sought to satisfy a personal taste for decoration,

which was also the taste of all the men of his time. His technical

education, which he had received from the master sculptors, under

whom he had served his apprenticeship, had refined and perfected

in him this innate taste for certain decorative forms. He varied

up to infinitude scrolls, rosaces, fantastic animals. For nearly two

centuries this taste persisted. Then, there ensued a certain lassi-

tude: the flowering had been so rich that in some measure it had

exhausted the field. The interlaced ornament, the rosaces and the

fantastic monsters had been carried to perfection. It became nec-

essary to modify the decorative forms, under penalty of falling into

repetition and imitation, and of telling with constantly diminishing

originality what had already been excellently expressed.

Then arose a new style to which I shall allow the name of

Gothic. On one hand, monumental sculpture, whose beginnings

in the Romanesque period were already grandiose, attained its

fullest development in works which have no rivals in history, ex-

cept those of the Greeks. On the other hand, ornamental sculp-

ture was clearly evolved.
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Where did it seek the new forms of which it had need? In

the realm of Nature. Instead of the geometric designs, interlac-

ings and monsters, there burst into life on the capitals of the clus-

tered columns of the Gothic churches, crowns of foliage, the models
of which the sculptors had found in the woods and meadows. In

the plates accompanying my article I give capitals of the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries. It is an art possessing other beauties

than those of the Romanesque art, and it is nearer to Nature. It

was by returning to the inexhaustible mother of all beauty that art

found a new youth.

In its turn, Gothic art became exhausted. It repeated itself.

It prolonged its existence upon formulas. It died. But even in

its death agony, it produced decorative works of great richness.

Of these I shall cite only the tombs of the church of Brou.

Its death was not, however, a natural one. It was hastened

by the coming of the Renascence.

If there was ever a revolution in the world of art, it was the

Renascence which occasioned it. And I question the right of

architects and professors of architecture to speak severely of revo-

lution: they who, for four centuries have been subsisting upon a

revolution the most complete, the boldest and perhaps, if all be

considered, the most disastrous to architecture that the world has

ever seen. But at all events, there was a revolution. To infuse

blood and life into the impoverished Gothic art there was no

return to Nature, such as had been made by the sculptors of the

thirteenth century, at the decline of the Romanesque. No, instead,

recourse was made to an art disinterred from excavations, and

which had been extinct for more than thirteen centuries,—to the

antique: not indeed to the admirable Greek art, but to one which
was in itself but an imitation, at best mediocre—to the art of the

Romans.
Yet for a long time, the forms remained Gothic. Decoration

conformed itself to the Renascence. In this connection I give

several models of chairs which show upon a Gothic structure arab-

esques copied from the antique. But from so many centuries of

original work, there remained a sense of proportion, valuable

habits of craftsmanship, and inventive faculty: the component
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Boudoir furniture

by A. Charpentier;

light boxwood with

inlav of natural

w Is. In these

pieces the orna-

ment is more real-

istic ; the flower

motifs are rendered

with exactitude.

Further, from the

an hitectural point

of view, it is to be

noted how closely

the arm chairs re-

semble Louis XV
forms. The orna-

m ,ni is everywhere

applied with deli-

( acj and charm.
Music cabinet b)

A. Charpentier in

cherry and oak.

with applied or-

naments in gilded

bronze
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parts of the French Renascence in which there is withal so much
liberty, ease and grace.

Then, the desire of approaching more closely the antique pro-

duced the cold magnificence of Versailles. Subsequently, the

decorative arts separating themselves from architecture, as Profes-

sor Hamlin has clearly indicated, recovered complete liberty, and,

in the eighteenth century, flourished luxuriantly in all their

branches. It was a period rich in grace, delicacy and refinement.

Once again, as she had done in the Middle Ages, France led the

world.

The life which animated the decorative arts, revealed itself in

all departments: in furniture, in tapestries, in the crafts of wood as

those of iron, in textiles and in porcelains.

Then came the Revolution of 1789, which dealt a fatal blow
to the decorative arts. The craft tradition, so vitally important,

was broken. After ten stormy years, the workmen who survived

created the style of the Empire, oftentimes heavy and stiff, but yet

a style.

And since that time, since 181 5, what have we had?
Nothing, absolutely nothing.

The honest mediocrity of Louis Philippe, the plush horrors

of the Second Empire.

The decadence was as general as it was complete. But as

there was always an opulent class who demanded luxurious furni-

ture and bibelots, artists proceeded to do what had never been done

in any creative period : they copied old models, and, above all, the

admirable models of the eighteenth century. I well know how
perfectly legitimate it is to draw inspiration from works of the

past; but there is a wide abyss fixed between copying a work, and

drawing thence inspiration in order to create anew.

In the nineteenth century decorative artists and craftsmen

copied literary, servilely, and, soon, in order to procure low-priced

models, the machine was taught to replace the workman. If a

millionaire in New York, London, or Paris, wished a costly desk,

he was told : "Very well, you shall have the original desk of Louis

XV., which is preserved in the museum of the Louvre. And we
shall imitate it so perfectly that only connoisseurs will be able to
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distinguish it from the model. You desire furnishings for a salon?

Why should we weary ourselves in devising graceful forms for

cabinet-making? Have we not Louis XVI. bergeres, Louis XV.
armchairs and Regence chairs, which are the extreme of elegance?

It is useless to seek farther."

And no farther search was made. The decorators did not

weary of copying. There were imitations which were costly, and

those which were cheap. Louis XV. salon furnishings were sold

at three hundred francs; Henry Second dining-rooms at three hun-

dred fifty francs; and to complete the apartment, there were added

a Louis XVI. bedroom and a Louis XIV. settle for the antecham-

ber. The results were horrible. Imitation dishonored styles

beautiful in the originals.

This state of things was general. For such decadence, the

architects have a heavy responsibility. They also erected for us

modern houses of which the decoration revealed no inventive qual-

ity. They repeated, like workmen, over and over again, the same

decorative themes. In this connection, the Ecole des Beaux Arts

has had the most disastrous influence. I know nothing poorer and

more mediocre than the architectural decoration of the greater part

of our apartments, whether simple or rich.

During almost the entire nineteenth century, furnishings, tex-

tiles, bronzes, porcelains and jewelry were copied from old models.

From this point of view, the decadence was greater in France

than in the other countries. Neither Germany, nor England, nor

the United States, was, like France, the slave of historic styles.

There remained in each of these countries the power of original

combination and of free work in the decorative arts. There was
no obligation to conform to fixed styles.

The most disastrous aspect of the case was that through the

endless agency of copying, all desire of invention became extinct in

the workman, whose cooperation is necessary in the creation of the

work of art. The command was given: "Let there be no enthus-

iasm!" The best workman was the closest copyist. Now, there

can be no work of art which does not bear the impress of a person-

ality. The art-workers lost all desire to create, and became mere
executants.
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Dining room by A. Charpentier, who designed the wainscoting of the room, the frieze, the furniture, the
table service, the porcelain, glass, silver, rugs, etc. The great buffet is severe in style. The ornaments
of wheat and clusters of grapes are very happily conceived. The decoration of the wainscoting possesses

exquisite freedom and grace
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L'Art Nouveau

This was the very death of the decorative arts.

I do not exaggerate in the least. They offered the most dis-

heartening spectacle for all those who desire an element of beauty

in their material surroundings: in furniture and textiles, in objects

of use and in ornaments.

Were we then to be condemned, because the things of the

eighteenth century were beautiful, never to possess anything but

copies of these originals? The nineteenth century had subsisted

upon them, but what of the twentieth? To the end of all time was
society to sit in Louis XV. armchairs, and to hang its walls with

Louis XVI. silks, progressively copied more poorly?

It was thus that about 1890 began the movement known as

I'Art Nouveau, of which Professor Hamlin has briefly traced the

history. It was a revolution. It was inevitable. And for a sim-

ple reason.

When the Louis XV. style followed that of the Regency, and

the Louis XVI. style that of Louis XV. what die} the art-workers

do? They modified slowly and insensibly existing forms. That
was evolution. But in 1890 (I quote this date, although it is inac-

curate to fix a year) the artists and art-artisans who sought to re-

store the decorative arts, had no point of support. Indeed, instead

of works of art, there remained only copies. Therefore, they could

not modify a style which did not exist. It was then necessary to

create from nothing and to make a revolution. The fault lies, not

with those who desired a new art, but with those who, for eighty

years, had left the decorative arts to perish. It was not necessary

to efface and to destroy. The effacement and destruction were

already accomplished. Nothing was left.

That this condition was regrettable I do not deny. That the

revolution was a deplorable event is undeniable. But whose is the

responsibility?

An understanding must be reached upon this point. It will

be said: Behind VArt Nouveau there was the entire past. Yes,

but it was too distant. Even if there has been an Egyptian or a

Gothic art, that is not to say that we can create in the Egyptian or

the Gothic spirit. That could be done if the arts and crafts were

taught in the schools, as the greater part of the professors believe
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them to be. But such is not the case. The artist only translates

into form the innate taste of a period. Now, in the nineteenth

century, there was no special, distinctive taste in decorative art.

The taste was only for bric-a-brac. There were also connoisseurs

in Japanese, Gothic or Renascence art. But the effect of our his-

toric pleasures was to deprive us of an individual taste.

Furthermore, all craft traditions had been lost in the work-

shops. The creations of I'Art Nouveau did not find among the

workmen the necessary collaborators. The workmen were noth-

ing more than adroit copyists. Time is necessary before there can

be produced a generation of art-craftsmen who dare to invent.

This is a state of things which can not be improvised.

The difficulties encountered by YArt Nouveau were, there-

fore, immense. The movement was revolutionary through neces-

sity. It was imperative for it to form at once a style and to pro-

duce art-craftsmen.

In calling this fact to mind, I am not surprised at the plain,

gross errors which have been the despair of those who maintain the

cause of I'Art Nouveau and the joy of those who assail it. All the

absurdities, all the exaggerations, all the follies which it has com-

mitted, I realize, and I do not seek to extenuate them. But it must

be considered that VArt Nouveau came to its birth only ten years

ago, and at the worst moment. It would have been impossible for

it to find its way immediately and to create masterpieces. It would

be lacking in judgment to make this demand of it. But I am as-

sured that VArt Nouveau is about to win its cause. Confidence

may be placed in it, for it is based upon principles excellent and

positive, as we are about to demonstrate.

What, then, are the positive principles that VArt Nouveau

brings with it?

First, that every copy is a negation of art. That was necessary

to be said in our time, as we have just seen. I prefer a piece of fur-

niture, simple, perhaps even crude,—but one made by a workman

who seeks to express his individuality in his work,—I prefer such

an object to a copy, however skilful, of an old masterpiece Efforts

made by innovators are often abortive. That matters little. It is

in the attempt to create that life will be given to the decorative arts.
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Beside, during its decade of life, VArt Nouveau has gained wis-

dom. Several modern artists derive inspiration, as our illustra-

tions show, from the forms of the eighteenth century. Their in-

spiration is free. They do not copy. Thus, after a long interval,

a broken tradition is renewed and once more is valid.

Second, the invention and the cooperation of the workman
have been accepted as essentials by all those who are interested in

VArt Nouveau. In the workshop of the artists who lead the move-
ment, art-craftsmen will be trained and craft-traditions will be

formed. Without the anonymous cooperation of the workmen
VArt Nouveau would be nothing, in reality, but an amusement of

the rich and a wholly individual art.

Third, VArt Nouveau has reverted to Nature, that it might

discover new beauty. Instead of copying antique ornament, the

artists have once more looked about them and have copied the

beauty of flowers, grasses and foliage from our gardens and our

forests. During the nineteenth century it was not thus. The in-

finite richness of living forms is returning to the decorative arts.

I illustrate a dining-room designed by M. Charpentier. It is

neither in the antique style, nor in that of Louis XIV. But it is

eloquent with the new life which pulses through the decorative

arts.

Fourth, VArt Nouveau favors beautiful materials. This taste

had been lost, together with many other desirable things. What
were the woods employed in the nineteenth century? Mahogany,
oak, beech, walnut and pine in veneer. UArt Nouveau has ac-

cepted the ash, the poplar, the box, the maple, the orange tree, and

it is hostile to the deception which the period just preceding us so

boldly practised. There are no more false woods. And in arch-

itectural decoration there are no more of those execrable pastry-

cook ornaments, made in the mold, with which architects disfig-

ured the ceilings of our apartments. It is preferred—and rightly

—to allow no decoration, rather than to admit those atrocious

molded ornaments so favored by builders and contractors. A new
pleasure is derived from the charm of simplicity and of graceful

lines. In this simplicity and this grace of line reside the great ad-

vance made by VArt Nouveau.
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Fifth, I'Art Nouveau includes the entirety of the decorative

arts and has even revived several branches long since dead. It is

a general revival. This is significant and shows that it is not a

factitious movement. There are, to-day, independent artists who
work in wood, copper, iron, bronze, tin, silk and cotton textiles,

tapestries, rugs, jewelry, leather, porcelain and stone-wares. And
these are not isolated attempts that we see about us: it is a general

activity which promises us in five, ten, or twenty years, a develop-

ment of art rich and harmonious.

Sixth, I'Art Nouveau is absolutely free. The influences which

have acted upon it are numerous, but predominant among them is

Japanese art, which has been well known in Europe only for a

period of thirty years. The Japanese is an admirable decorative

art. Its influence has sometimes been too direct upon the inno-

vators. But the latter are rejecting imitations and the lessons

which can be given to us by the Japanese are excellent. The art

of producing stoneware (gres a grand feu) , which is so flourishing

to-day in France, under Delaherche, Bigot, Chaplet, and others,

would not exist if the Far East had been ignored.

Thus I'Art Nouveau is not that negation which it is repre-

sented to be. It is, on the contrary, based upon positive and excel-

lent principles. If it were suppressed, by what would it be re-

placed? Is it wished that we return to the former state of things?

Is it desirable to begin anew the sterile imitation of the past? If

so, let it be courageously said.

On the contrary, it is necessary to encourage I'Art Nouveau
and to acknowledge it. It is a thing of yesterday. Taste will

become refined, and will make a wise choice among the so great

diversity of productions that are offered to it—a chaotic mass—

I

will acknowledge. The important thing is that the attempt to

create be made, even with the danger of falling into error. There

is but one really formidable thing: that is sterility, that is death.

I love I'Art Nouveau, since it is the hope of life.
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T^l>/3> Ol «-» *-»4- <*-» I~^i3k/-»/-v*«T#-«/^ir» Translated from the French with added
1 ne riant in oecoration comment8by IRENE sargent

A S a telling and significant evidence of the dominant char-

/ik acteristic of the new art, whether it he studied in France,

L M Germany, England, or America,—a careful criticism

£ J^ of some recent German work, written by a French ex-

pert, and published in "Art et Decoration" for May, is

here presented almost in its entirety.

The very existence of the work criticised, is a proof—although

none is needed—that conventions are dead; that the impulse of the

times is toward the study of life: whether this study be pursued to

preserve the race, to further civilization and morals, or to solve the

secrets of creation for the pure joy of discovery and possession; or

yet again, in order to delight the eye with subtile suggestions of the

forms occurring in Nature. It is brilliantly evident that science,

philosophy and art are united, as never before, in one common
movement, spontaneous and irresistible, which should make our

time illustrious in history, as a unified, organic period, comparable

with the thirteenth century, so honored by students, but yet far ex-

ceeding it in permanent services to humanity.

The sources of life and of activity are sought to-day with the

same intensity that characterized the mediaeval search for the

fountain of youth, or the philosopher's stone. And viewed by

modern light, the alchemist and the wizard were the forerunners

of the practical scientist who now, in some measure, controls the

forces of Nature most hostile to man and has gained the most signal

victories over disease; who has annihilated space and constructed

the most subtile instruments. As Victor Hugo once said, "the

fables of yesterday become the truths of to-day." Paracelsus and

Leonardo da Vinci, condemned by their own age as charlatans,

scoffers or dreamers, are justified after the lapse of four centuries.

They, guided by the intuition of genius, groped amid intellectual

darkness, suspecting and divining relations between things which,

by means of experiments and methods slowly and progressively

followed, stand at present clearly revealed, and are seen to consti-

tute the working basis of all useful human endeavor. Abstract

sciences, once considered quite apart and remote from the world of

matter, are now studied by comparison with other sciences treating

of things having actual existence. The sociologist and the biolo-
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gist labor side by side, recognizing that they are helpful and neces-

sary, each to the other, and that each is dealing with a complete

organism subject to laws of life which prevail equally in the visible

and in the invisible world. Kropotkin, in tracing the development

and ramifications of the law of "mutual aid," in which he sees the

vital principle of society, reasons by analogies drawn from the

polity of bees and ants and other of the smaller peoples of the ani-

mal kingdom. It will be remembered, too, that Darwin and Sir

Henry Maine, working in widely different fields of research and

labor, traced almost simultaneously, the one the origin of species,

the other the formation of society through the evolution of a very

restricted number of legal principles. Indeed, evidence is over-

whelming to prove the unity of impulse and thought which has

prevailed for the last half-century and which has given these years

a high place among the significant periods of history. And from

such existing conditions, it follows that the trend toward unity, the

impulse toward Nature must be expressed in art, which is but the

reflection of contemporary life: a reflection dim and wavering, if

the times themselves be agitated and stirred with conflicting pur-

poses, but clear and sharply defined, if the underlying depths be

permeated by a single thought-element.

It can not be—it is not—impractical and visionary thus to

explain the new phase of art which is manifesting itself with the

same intensity, although with varying expression, among all the

aesthetic nations of to-day. The rejection by them of historical

precedent and influence; the simplification of theme and form

found in the work of all eminent contemporary artists; the return

to Nature, as to the primitive, unfailing, overflowing source of

inspiration: all such indications reveal a mood and movement
grave and grand; a thing not to be explained away by the unsym-

pathetic and the short-sighted critics, who misunderstand the new
art as a creative and convention of the studio, pure and simple:

ignoring and denying its broader meaning and its higher charac-

ter; misinterpreting those who profess it as experimentalists more

or less skilful, seeking a new variation of the undulating line.

Such, indeed, there are, as well as many who put their technical

powers to an ignoble use in efforts to produce the uncommon, the
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striking and the grotesque. These last are but the mercenaries of

the cause, enlisted under its banner, while having no part or lot in

the principles which it involves.

The new art has an incontestable place among the important

phenomena of the times. It can not be ignored any more than the

great advances in physical and social science. It merits and de-

mands attention, as it reveals itself in manifold forms and among
peoples widely differing from one another in race, traditions, edu-

cation, and customs. It is, therefore, interesting to meet with the

report of a recent art exposition held in Saxony; more especially

as the report comes from the pen of a Parisian critic, enlightened,

appreciative and untinged by the Chauvinism with which the

French are often taxed, but for the most part, of late years, without

foundation of justice.

The critic of the magazine "Art et Decoration' thus writes

:

"An important manifestation of art has just occurred at Leip-

zig: one which may be classed as a consultation, as well as an illus-

trated lesson. Both as an evidence of the new orientation of deco-

rative art, and as an example of the teaching of that branch among
our neighbors, the exposition was too important not to receive

notice. Further, we can, in France, profit by the lesson which it

offered.

"After the incontestable success of the German section at the

Turin Exposition of 1902,—a success which well repaid the efforts

of the estimable artists who produced it—the belief in a national

German style in process of formation was generally felt to be in-

admissible. On the contrary, individual tendencies were strongly

revealed, with no appearance of artistic bonds other than those

created by the very spirit of the race. Such bonds gave indeed a

family air to the objects exhibited, but yet between this general

resemblance and a style proper the difference was great. These

conditions became a source of anxiety to the artistic element in

Germany.
"It can not be asserted that our neighbors would wish wholly

to suppress individual initiative. However, the ardent desire of

creating a national style appears to induce the artists of that coun-

try to submit themselves to a general rule. For such action they
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can not be censured, and this new manifestation of the strict disci-

pline under which our neighbors produce their artistic work, ought

to serve us as an example : since it is well known to what extreme

lengths we Frenchmen are led by our exaggerated cult of artistic

individualism, which allows so many undeniable talents to be

wasted in efforts sterilized through isolation.

"The methodical German mind naturally noted with concern

the conditions which we have described as observable at the Turin

Exposition. To modify them efforts were made rationally, and,

for the most part, through the medium of instruction given in the

decorative arts. The work of Herr Meurer upon the systematic

study of the plant was the point of departure, and the Leipzig

Exposition had no other end than, by showing results, to record the

progress already made.

"The idea of exerting these efforts of centralization upon tal-

ents in process of development, rather than upon those in full con-

trol and possession of themselves, was judicious and practical. The

same idea led to the formation of a complete scheme of instruction

in the decorative arts, which we will here rapidly outline.

"Herr Meurer, as we have before said, seems to have been the

precursor of the present movement. It was he who formulated,

in several works, the rules for the rational and systematic study of

the plant, making of it almost a branch of architecture; since he

discussed warmly and at length plant-construction considered in

itself. Following this division of the subject, the artist not only

derives from the plant themes of ornament; but further: from the

architectural forms of the plant he deduces the architectural forms

of objects which he will afterward decorate. Yet he will do this

in a new and rational way, quite unlike the system which gives to a

vase the realistic appearance of a bulb or a bud.

"In studying the plant according to the new system: that is, no

longer from the point of view of the picturesque, the artist seeks to

discover in its various constructive parts rhythms (measures) of

form, relations of volumes or proportions, and treatments of line.

The eye refining itself by this study and these researches, is after-

ward more liable to create in a rational manner, since the original,

inspiring idea will have been drawn from the study of nature.
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Therefore, admitting that nature is the basis of all logical construc-

tion, the artist, guided by her, will compose in perfect safety. He
will not, after the manner of his predecessors, give to an object the

form of a flower or a fruit; but from this flower or fruit he will

logically deduce an architectural or a purely decorative form.

"Thus, as is evident, nature here serves only as a basis for deco-

rative developments, varied to infinitude, derived incontestably

from her, but no longer giving the natural object an exact or even

a faint and distant representation. Such evolution is noted, not

alone in ornament proper, but in construction also. Naturalistic

ornament is now avoided; that is, ornament in which the represent-

ation of a natural object—even though it be very much convention-

alized—is recognizable. For example, we are weary of the iris or

the poppy taken as decorative themes, for their realistic and too

frequent interpretation has, of necessity, fatigued us, and this in

spite of their beauty of form. On the contrary, we can not grow

tired of ornament constantly renewed, of which these flowers shall

be the first inspiration, but in which nothing shall recall their nat-

ural forms. This is, therefore, the reason why artists employ the

details—even the minor characteristics of the plant, or the flower,

—rather than the plant or the flower itself. For instance, from the

stamens, or from cross-sections of the flower, they derive ornaments

possessing undeniable character and accent.

"The new ornament is, therefore, a question of form and not

of objects.

"Let us add that the plant is not the only source of inspiration;

animals and even minerals furnish numerous themes: the wings of

a butterfly, the feathers of a bird, the scales of a fish, the most wide-

ly differing crystallizations, invite study, and afford an almost infi-

nite scope for ornamental derivations.

"The school following Van de Velde, and professing a line

which may be compared with the curves described by a whip-lash,

no longer exists. This was a linear ornamentation absolutely with-

out basis, without logic, for the most part without reason for exist-

ence other than the caprice of the decorator: a style which quickly

grew wearisome. The basis of the new school is stronger, and if

its aspect is slightly severe, slightly monotonous, a firmness and
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security are there recognizable, which before were unknown.

"The points to be summed up are, therefore:

"No more exact representation of natural forms. But from

elements occurring in nature ornament is logically derived, in

forms which oftentimes show no traces of their origin.

"To what end this new conception will lead German decora-

tors it is at present difficult to foresee. Meanwhile, it is certain

that they are deriving from it lessons of which the interesting re-

sults have already been shown in the Leipzig exposition."

From this point, the French writer just quoted, continues his

criticism upon the study of natural forms in decorative art: devis-

ing schemes of instruction to be put into practice in his own coun-

try, and comparing the work of various German professors and

decorators. He proceeds:

"It would be well that the idea of an exposition founded upon

the study of the plant—which idea originated in France and was

developed in Germany—should be resumed among us.

"It would be well to determine where we ourselves are, and a

general appeal made, not only to the schools of applied art in Paris,

but also to those situated in the provinces, would enable us to de-

cide whether the instruction there given really bears the fruit

which we have the right to expect from it. The consultation thus

made possible could not fail to be useful, and a general participa-

tion of artists would assure the success of the enterprise."

Regarding instruction in Germany the French critic writes:

"Herr Richard Graul, director of the Art-Crafts Museum of

Leipzig, frequently arranges in his own institution expositions

of decorative art. During the past winter, exhibits of ceramics

and needlework have permitted the public to inform itself regard-

ing the condition of these branches of decorative art in Germany.
"Taking up anew the idea put forth in France fifteen or twen-

ty years since by Mr. Falize—a valuable idea, which, unhappily,

could not be realized among us,—Herr Graul, in organizing an

exposition of the Plant in Decoration, wished above all to empha-

size the principles which we have already outlined. He succeeded

in showing a whole extremely interesting, although not so complete,

as might have been desired. But completeness was not an essen-
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tial, since the exhibitors were expected to indicate the direction

which they had followed, rather than to present finished works.

For this reason, the exposition was better fitted to interest profes-

sionals than the public in general. The object of the organizer

was to show that the employment of the element drawn from nature

must entail that conventionalism which in turn produces valuable

ornamental and architectural effects. Further, the title of the

Plant in Decoration was taken simply to restrict the too extensive

field offered by nature to decorative interpretation, and not to indi-

cate a preference in the source itself of this interpretation.

"Not the least interesting part of this exposition was the ready

response to the appeal thus made to the schools of applied art. It

is with their participation that we shall deal, more than with the

works of the matured artists, in which the new tendencies are

affirmed with less precision.

"Three among those schools claim special attention: the Royal

Art-Crafts School of Dresden, the Art-Crafts and Mechanics'

School of Magdeburg, and the Royal Academy of the Graphic

Arts and Bookbinding of Leipzig.

"The Dresden School appears to sum up the modern tenden-

cies, and excellent instruction is there afforded by the professors

Naumann, Preissler and Gross. Professor Preissler would seem

to direct his students toward a study of the plant seen somewhat

from the Japanese point of view. The instruction of Professor

Naumann is more systematic. He presents to his students the

separate elements of the plant, and, even in this first presentation,

he already conventionalizes the parts. Then, from a succession

of drawings in which he conventionalizes progressively, he derives

interesting decorative forms. He finds his themes everywhere:

transforming the flowers of the dielytra by changing proportions;

deriving from the scales of fishes varied units of decoration; seiz-

ing ideas from the general effect or from the detail of buds, stems,

flowrets, flowers, and ears of wheat; studying the stamen, the pistil,

the seed, and the vertical or the transverse section of the seed-vessel.

"But it must again be insisted that all this work is directly in-

spired by nature. The student conventionalizes from the plant,

producing thus an interpretation personal and decorative, made
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with the express purpose of serving as a basis for later and succes-

sive developments of the theme, not only in form but as well in

color.

"The third instructor of the group, Professor Gross, also de-

votes himself to the study and the systematic conventionalizing of

natural growths. The models produced by his pupils are of the

highest interest; they are finely architectural, and show an original,

rational inspiration. The same method as that employed by Pro-

fessor Naumann develops from a bud, a vase, a capital, or a frieze

purely architectural. For these models, also, the source of inspir-

ation is left without restriction: embracing flowers, fruits, fresh

foliage and even withered leaves.

"Together with the above-described studies, there were shown

examples of lithography, decorated porcelains and book-covers,

which placed before the spectator practical work produced from

theoretical teaching. Whence it resulted that the Dresden school

was the one best represented at Leipzig. It also appears to be the

one enjoying the strongest and most vitalized instruction.

"Another interesting feature of the exposition was the work of

the Leipzig school of book-decoration, which is an institution very

recently founded. Devoted to the training of craftsmen of the

book, the instruction there afforded is at once practical and very

artistic, while the courses are exceedingly well conceived and car-

ried out. Thus the students receive, printed in its final form, the

page for which they are to make an ornamental border: a method

of work which allows them to harmonize their details; which does

not force them, as is too often the case with book designers, to com-

pose a border, without having regard to the text contained within

it. The examples exhibited included excellent designs for head

and tail-pieces, decorative letters in black or two colors, commer-

cial bindings, and also bindings destined for the cabinet of the

amateur. To all those designs were joined preliminary studies,

showing the sources from which the student had taken his decora-

tive element.

"Among other fine exhibits was that of the Royal Academy of

Design of Hanau, which excelled in designs for work in the pre-

cious metals and jewelry. These were modern in conception and
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showed plainly the influence of Lalique. The representation on a

single sheet of paper of the plant giving the inspiration and of the

piece of jewelry derived from it allowed the spectator to follow the

artistic process by which a branch of cypress was transformed into

a pendent, a brooch, a necklace, a clasp, and a paper-knife.

"Other schools of decorative art and ceramics showed speci-

mens of creditable work, all contributing to an exposition which
was essentially theoretical: the studies of the plant, of flowers and
of fruits being much more numerous than the objects executed; the

whole appealing less to the public than to professional artists."

From this critical report and resume, which is without nation-

al prejudice, which is sympathetic and appreciative in the extreme,

it would appear that Germany now leads the other artistic nations

as a propagator of the sound and real principles of the new art.

The French critic, with racial acumen, notes the value of this

widely disseminated instruction, this thorough training of students;

finding in these methods the sincerest promises for the development
of a national, or rather a universal modern style. He would seem
to favor the introduction of the German system into his own coun-

try, which is the parent of the decorative idea now threatening the

extinction of the effete historic styles. His suggestions, attractive

at the outset, have the quality of deepening in interest, as they are

more carefully studied. He indicates the value of a direct inspi-

ration from Nature, and of the repeated and cumulative conven-

tionalizing of the natural object. From this suggestion we can

easily deduce that the function of art is not to imitate but to repre-

sent; also that the designer, conformably to his purpose, choosing

some suitable decorative element, must needs make that element

dominant, by increasing its power through successive drawings,

until his climax is reached; just as a plant or an animal, by the

development,—even the exaggeration—of an organ or a function,

slowly fits itself for its surroundings.

The French idea, to be propagated by German methods, to be

developed and chastened by Anglo-Saxon severity, undoubtedly

contains the promise of the future. Why, then, should not the

study of the Plant in Decoration be followed in America, with the

same earnestness that is now displayed in the older countries?
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Some Potters and Their Products
IRENE SARGENT

THE CRAFTSMAN for June gave the story of a New
England enthusiast, who, leaving the field of the fine

arts, succeded, by the sole force of courage and patience,

in mastering the technicalities of his chosen branch of

ceramics. Another chronicle of equal interest lies in

the history of a more recent and more easily acquired success at-

tained in the same section of our country. It is an interesting fact

that the Puritan State has given birth to a large majority of the

most eminent American artists ; that the very pursuits and pleasures

which were denounced by the old worthies as snares of the Evil

One are become the distinction and glory of their descendants. It

is also noteworthy that the New England spirit turns naturally to

the classic in art and in literature; that it is attracted by chaste,

severe, clear-cut and subtile form, whether it occurs in statue, vase,

or verse. Thus, as in the Low Tiles we saw the Italian art of the

Renascence restrained, purified, simplified, until it was almost

resolved again into the Greek; so we find in the Merrimac terra-

cottas an equally close apprehension of antique beauty.

The place of the latter pottery, Newburyport, ranks among the

most beautiful of Massachusetts towns; the character of the land-

scape with its secular trees, winding river and clear, pure atmos-

phere, is in itself an inspiration to the art-worker: being individual

and unique, yet, at the same time, recalling sites of tranquil loveli-

uses in the Old World which are noted as the birth-places of

artistic achievement.

The pottery, named from the Merrimac river, along which the

town is built, is a very recent enterprise. Perhaps it were better to

say that it is of recent establishment, since that event was long and

thoroughly prepared by the founder and president, Mr. Nickerson,

through a series of experiments made by him in England, with Sir

William Crookes, and later alone, at his home in Newburyport.
The colors and glazes obtained by Mr. Nickerson first attract-

ed public attention: both having a wide variety, while a single

potter or pottery is generally known by a distinctive color, or one

peculiar glaze.
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In producing this extended gamut of color, Mr. Nickerson

showed himself to be a thoroughly instructed and scientific potter:

the modern advance in European and American ceramics being

due to the increase of knowledge in chemistry and mineralogy.

Equipped with the new power and having unmistakably in mind

the Oriental masterpieces, the New England experimentalist

sought with great success various tones of green, soft dull grape

and violet hues, old rose, blues and purples with metallic irides-

cence or sheen, like that of gold, copper, or polished iron: the last

two colors assuming in special pieces of a dull, crackled surface,

the rich and varied effects of the plumage of the dove. Nor must

certain other colors, textures and enamels be passed without men-

tion: such as the examples of brownish red, like some of the most

ancient Japanese pieces, the dull blacks, similar to costly Chinese

vases, together with soft, light yellows and a much darker orange

which, according to critical testimony, are unlike any other glazes

produced in America.

These pastes so pleasing to the eye, and withal so varied, since

they range from dull to highly vitrified surfaces, are left without

painted decoration: beauty, according to the modern principle,

being sought in a simplicity which embraces the entire work, ex-

tending to the form, as well as controlling the color.

From the small objects intended for interior decoration, which

had been produced in 1901 (the first year of the re-organized Mer-

rimac Pottery Company), Mr. Nickerson passed to an enlargement

of his field of work, under a demand which had arisen for garden

pottery of a high class. For this use an excellent clay, lately dis-

covered, was employed to produce a pure white ware of great

strength; although the deep red or natural terra-cotta color, so

favorable to effect in the formal garden, was retained in the greater

number of pieces. It also appears in the recent, exact reproduc-

tions of Etruscan pottery which have already won for Mr.

Nickerson appreciation from the highest artistic sources. Con-

cerning the larger vases, destined to contain shrubs, a critic

has expressed himself by saying that in them their designer

has wisely imitated the antique; since no other shapes cap-

able of resisting wind pressure exerted against the shrub, have
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been evolved by the potter, within a period of two thousand

years.

The remark is a suggestive one. It brings to mind not only

the great vases with which the ancients were wont to adorn their

villa gardens and so to add largely to the effectiveness of those

places of refined recreation; it also recalls the entire product of

simple, elegant, beautiful fictile vessels due to classic antiquity.

And although it will be a digression here to introduce comments
concerning them, these comments are so valuable, both by reason

of the source from which they are drawn, and the counsel which
they contain for the potter as well as for the public, that they can

not be out of place: especially as the pottery which forms the

subject of the present article so closely follows the classic.

The authority mentioned, M. Charles Blanc, whose services

to art-criticism are recognized throughout the world, offers most

ingenious and logical reasons which should govern the construc-

tion of objects of ceramic art. He asserts that the creations of men
are not beautiful in their own eyes, except upon the conditions that

they conform to the laws of which the human figure is a living

image. Finally, he shows how closely these laws were followed in

the type-vases of classical antiquity.

His argument in substance may be reduced to the following

statements

:

Man has created architecture by embodying the laws of pro-

portion, unity, and harmony into the edifices which he has built

for the needs of life. By the application of these same principles

to his own material and medium of expression, the potter has

created the ceramic art. The correlation of this art with the

human figure is not a presumed and fanciful relationship, as may
be proven by the terms which designate the various members of a

vase; as, for example: the mouth, neck, ears, shoulders and feet;

which terms, applied since the beginning of the records of the

potter's art, show that the human figure has always been present in

the minds of those who imagined and perfected the form of the

vase, and who gave it a language.

As the human being is an organism in the fullest and philo-

sophical sense of the word, that is : developed from within, having
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Ears or
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noulder
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its end or purpose in itself, and with-
out useless or superfluous members
or parts; so the clay vessel which has
retained its place in history and art,

embodies one dominant thought to

which all other considerations are

subordinate.

Having thus associated the vase

with the human figure, M. Blanc
proceeds to divide all primitive

ceramic forms into two classes, in

order that he may explain their gen-

eration and development. In the

first class he places those vessels

whose contours are formed from
straight lines; in the second class, all

Terms describing a Vase whose outlines are curves. The ves-

sels with straight outlines, being solid figures, are generated from
the cylinder, the cone, or the cone reversed; those whose contours
are curved, proceed from the sphere or the egg.

Another French writer, M. Ziegler, somewhat earlier than M.
Blanc, and one following the same line of thought, gives the correct

proportions of the cylindrical vase, as a height equal to three times

its radius. But these figures M. Blanc criticises, since, in his opin-

ion, they would increase

the natural heaviness of

the cylinder. Successful vases,

as M. Blanc indicates, when
they follow architectural

lines, can not avoid the laws

of architecture.. Therefore,

the cylindrical vase, if sym-

metrical, will approach the

proportions of the door,

whose height varies from four

to five times half its width.

M. Blanc further points Canopian Form
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out that in order to insure

beauty in the cylindrical vase,

the dominant line must devi-

ate at one or both of the ex-

tremities; thus forming a

molding, either concave or

convex. This will properly

finish the form, and serve the

purpose that is filled in archi-

tecture by the same device.

These moldings are a strong

feature of antique vases, as
Cone reversed

Base equal to the

Diameter

they are also of the Greek temple: catching and

holding, or reflecting the light, according as they

are curved inward or outward, and accentuating

the principal lines of the vessel or the edifice. Oftentimes, also,

convex moldings encircle at intervals the body of the vase, especial-

ly when its form is based upon the reversed cone. This ornamenta-

tion, which is structural, and, therefore, commendable, is found

skilfully used in many of the garden vases produced at the Merri-

mac Pottery; several illustrations of such treatment occurring in

the plates accompanying the present article.

The handle of the vase, its

position and shape, receives

the attention of both French
critics. They state that when
a vessel is made for use: that

is to carry, or to pour a liquid,

it is necessary that the handle

be placed, so as to assist, or, at

least, appear to assist in car-

riage or in pouring. If the

vessel is intended for pouring,

rather than for carrying liq-

uids, M. Ziegler observes that

the handle should be arched, _.,
Proper position of the

.
' Minimum height of the

Handle OT that it may reach from Side Cylinder in Ceramic Art
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to side, like the handle of a

basket; while if the vase is /^ —-^N
destined for the double func- / \

tion of pouring and carry- f
)

ing, the handle must be ad- \ /

justed with great care as to V J
its proper height, so that the y^—^-^y
liquid may not be spilled \ /

from the rilled vessel, and so \ /

that the latter may be emptied \—J
Egg shape

of it§ contents> without a
Claviform

too great contortion of the hand.

These vessels of use are, for the most part, based upon the

cylinder and the cone, which generate the straight line in elevation.

They correspond to the Doric style of architecture, and, like it,

while possessing strong elements of beauty, they are severe, digni-

fied and of weighty appearance.

Other ceramic forms, equally as primitive as those based upon

the cylinder and the cone, are the sphere and the egg: the first of

these giving shapes resembling the pear and the apple, which are

liable to be wanting in grace. And it is a noticeable fact that

while the Romans, who were luxurious rather than artistic, favored

the spherical derivatives, the Greeks in obedience to their delicate

apprehension of form, designed their vases upon subtile curves like

the parabola. As examples of this difference in the visual percep-

tion, or what would commonly be called the taste of the two peo-

ples, we have only to compare the shape known as the olpe, or glad-

iator's oil-bottle, round, easily seized in one glance, totally unsug-

gestive, with the leukothoe, or perfume vase of the Greeks, with

its ovoid body, slender neck, calyx-like mouth and beautifully

arched handle. Other peoples, especially the Orientals have com-

pensated for the convexity of the spheroid forms by lengthening

the neck, or by the addition of two wide handles artistically adjust-

ed as to place and angle.

Beside giving full praise to the ovoid forms as the most grace-

ful expressions of the potter's art, M. Blanc also notes the signifi-

cance of the egg as both the symbol and the visible sign of the prin-
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ciple of generation. In accordance with a fixed historical law,

this symbolism was strong only in the primitive form and in the

early times. The symbolism was slowly obscured and lost, as the

form came to be regarded as an artistic design pure and simple.

Finally, the design itself disintegrated by passage through many
brains and under many hands, until the egg-form was hidden

beneath the intricacy and luxuriance of line which characterized

the vases of Corinth. Such is the life-history of all designs: the

religious always preceding the artistic phase, and the latter always

absorbing the former. Furthermore, it may be said that modern

criticism is too liable to read symbols and meanings into what is

pure artistic expression. And had the egg been received into the

ceramic art simply because it was recognized as a beautiful and

adaptable form, because it was familiar and therefore generally

pleasing, its use would have been more than justified.

Having thus discussed the primitive vase-forms from the

point of view of mathematics, M. Blanc advises with much ear-

nestness that potters should include these studies with those of

chemistry and mineralogy. He declares that the examination of

Greek pottery, so exquisitely regular in its contours, proves that

the artists who made it had studied conic sections ; that forms which

are often supposed to be the result of caprice, were, in reality, gen-

erated by geometry. To this statement more might be added in

acknowledgment of the fine, keen, aesthetic sense of the Greeks,

which often served the purpose of our patient, laborious research

of modern times; as, for instance, when the sculptors of the athletic

types, such as the Discobolus, rendered with absolute perfection

the anatomy of the figure from the mere study of the nude in action

at the great National Games, and without having ever dissected

the body.

Therefore, the modern potter, striving to produce worthy

objects of his art, studies these forms, the least ancient of which

count two thousand years, and the oldest of which owe their origin

to a far remoter antiquity. He finds that he can not improve these

forms, since they are based upon mathematical laws and involve the

most delicate use of beautiful forms occurring in Nature.

This study has been successfully pursued by the founder and
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director of the Merrimac pottery, who has not only apprehended
the aesthetic qualities of the classic vase, but also its practical value,

as in the case of the garden pottery already described. His suc-

cessful conduct of a still more recent series of experiments claims a

more detailed notice. These experiments resulted in the "repro-

duction," in the technical sense, of certain pieces of Etruscan pot-

tery, the original molds of which are now owned by the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts. Cast from the antique molds, formed of a

red clay the same as the old in color and texture, finished with
extreme accuracy, the new pottery is in every way identical with
the pieces of the same design which issued from the kilns of

Arrhetium. It is precisely as if these kilns were still producing and
distributingtheirwares. Those curious regarding the arts of Etruria

will find ample information and illustration in Victor Duruy's
"Rome," and may there learn of the great debt owed by the con-

quering race of the Italian peninsula to the centrally located peo-

ple whose civilization was ancient and advanced, while yet the

Romans were barbarous. Gold-working and clay-working, as

well as the science of government, augury, occultism and secret

fraternities were the things in which the Etruscans delighted, and
the tombs on the sites of the cities of the Etrurian League being

unsealed, have witnessed that certain processes of these old crafts-

men must be counted among "the lost arts."

Regarding the vases reproduced at the Merrimac Pottery, Mr.
Nickerson has offered the following notes of ex-

planation: "The Arrhetian, or as it more properly

may be termed, the Arretine ware, was produced
in considerable quantity by the Romans under the

early empire, in several places in central Italy, but

principally at Arrhetium or Arrezzo, where large

collections had been found. The original ware is

characterized by its very deep red color and its

decorations in low relief, which give it an especial

interest, because these being copied from vases of the finer met-
als, thus reproduced in clay the gold and silver vases of the Rom-
an patricians. Examinations of the pieces which we have illus-

trated, as well as fragments of others in the principal museums,
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will show that these designs were often of exquisite delicacy, and

were evidently the work of Greek goldsmiths, although they were

made in Italy."

It is to be remarked that neither the metal-work nor the pot-

tery mentioned by Mr. Nickerson in his note, can be counted

among the examples of the arts of the Etrurians. These flourished

at a much earlier date: producing in the first craft marvels of gold

filigree, and in the second the so-called Italo-Greek vases decorated

with black, or red paintings, and destined to ornament rich

mansions, like our bibelots and curios of to-day, or to adorn luxu-

rious banquet-tables, just as the wares of Sevres, Minton and Meis-

sen add costliness and elegance to the modern dinner.

The red ware of Arezzo, as Mr. Nickerson states, must be con-

sidered as a Roman product. The potteries were established at

this point both because of the very hard, excellent clay and of the

old-time fame of the potters of the region. The fictile objects

there made under the new enterprise were wrought with care,

supervised no doubt by master craftsmen whom the political dis-

asters and the degeneracy of Greece had driven into Italy. Ac-

cording to Jacquemart, the first French authority upon ceramics,

the red ware of Arezzo became the prototype of an industry car-

ried into all the Roman colonies, and which flourished especially

in France. Many of these earthen cups and bowls, rich in artistic

merit, but having small intrinsic value at the time of their produc-

tion, were modeled from the gold and silver vessels of the Roman
patricians, as Mr. Nickerson has also stated. But this fact does

not witness to any innate artistic sense belonging to the middle, or

the humbler classes of the Romans. It testifies merely to a desire

on the part of the dependent or client, to imitate his luxurious

patron, just as we see to-day the house and the apparel of the rich

imitated in the dwelling and the dress of the poor, with the excep-

tion that with the Romans the result was artistic, while among our-

selves we find the worthless caricature.

From the time of Cicero, as is attested by his orations and let-

ters, the Romans were eager, nay rather feverish, in their attempts

to gain possession of objects of Greek art, while the rapid increase

of the public wealth, as a matter of course, developed the instinct
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of luxury and the taste for, rather than the love of the beautiful.

The names of famous Greek sculptors and vase-painters became,

so to speak, the shibboleths of culture, and all ranks of society

sought after objects bearing their signatures; just as to-day the man
who can not own an Alma-Tadema canvas, chooses a conspicuous

spot in his home in which to display a print bearing the curious

autograph of the artist.

In this way we can account for the signatures on the red clay

bowls of Arezzo, which names are those of the exiled and perhaps

enslaved Greek artificers who wrought the patrician vessels of pre-

cious metal. And this public madness of possession served in many
instances a most useful end; since often the object of great intrinsic

value succumbed to the greed and lust of the barbarians, while the

thing of humble, fragile material, but of superior and unique

beauty survived to immortalize its maker.

In reproducing these simple and artistic antiques, Mr. Nick-

erson is diffusing correct models which will have an educative

effect upon our own people, similar to that produced by the work

of Marcus Perennius, the craftsman who wrought the originals at

Arezzo, in the early days of the Roman Empire. The New Eng-

land potter is contributing his part toward the formation of a cul-

tured, critical public, which shall permit no crimes to be committed

against the Beautiful, which is also the True and the Good. To
quote the sentiment of a noted Boston journal

:

"The hope of New England lies in just such work—work of

positively artistic character, which shall be regarded as standard

all the country over, and which shall contain something of the

personality of the artisan."
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Gilded or "Cordovan" Leather
MARY WARE DENNETT

F the various sorts of leather wall-hangings, the most

glorious are those called "Cordovan." The word "Cor-

dovan" in modern times has come to have a meaning
that has no bearing whatever on the old-time sumptuous
art of Spain. It is a curious and unfortunate fact that

so little is known of an art that held so high a place for many cent-

uries, and it is still more lamentable that so fine a craft ever degen-

erated and finally died. There is some hope to be had from the

experiments of modern workers that it may yet be revivified and

come to a real renascence.

The golden glint, the richness of color, the fascinating variance

of the texture, the wonderful durability and the fact that the age

improves them, all combine to give these leathers a beauty and
value that are unequalled by any other wall-hangings save tapes-

tries. There are still large quantities of fine old leather hangings

in existence, but it is sad that most of them have long ago been re-

moved from their original homes, and are now in the hands of deal-

ers and collectors, or in museums, or in the houses of wealthy Amer-
icans. The two countries where the leathers were made in largest

quantity and finest quality, Spain and Italy, have both seen such

unhappy days of poverty that little of it now remains in place to

show the glory that once was theirs. In the one Venetian palace

that yet has leather-covered walls, it is pathetic to discover that

either the straightened circumstances of the family or the greed of

caretakers has led to the disappearance of a neat square of leather

behind each portrait hanging on the wall. A helpless shrug of the

shoulder is the only reply to the amazement of the visitor.

"Gilded leather" is a somewhat misleading term, for there is

no gold used in the whole process of making. The golden color

comes from a transparent yellow varnish laid over silver-leaf.

This is, on all accounts, an advantage over real gold: first, there is

the obvious advantage of economy, and then the fact that the mel-

lowing and deepening of the color of the varnish which age brings

gives a softness and richness that can come in no other way, a qual-

ity by which many an old painting is glorified, and acquires a

beauty beyond anything it had originally.
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The connoisseur or craftsman who would probe into the his-

tory of this wonderful work finds a disappointingly small amount
of literature on the subject. There are many mentions of the

leather, many items in the inventories of the personal property of

ancient notables, but very little that gives an adequate idea of it as

a craft. So far as I know, there are but two really helpful books

on the subject in America. One is a portion of a volume belonging

to a series, published in the last part of the eighteenth century, by

the French Academy of Science. Unhappily, this is an account

of the art in its decadence, almost in its very death, and so gives

the various methods of cheapening and degrading the once honor-

able work. The other—and this is by far the most illuminating

thing on the matter—is a small volume by Baron Charles Davillier,

published in Paris in 1878, called "Notes sur les Cuirs de Cor-

doue."

The origin of the industry is shrouded in mystery, but there

seems to be reasonable certainty that it was introduced into Spain

by the Moors before the eleventh century. The Spanish word for

these leathers is "guadamacil," or varying forms like "guada-

mecil," "guadamaci" or "guadameci." It is by this name that

Baron Davillier traces the ancestry of the leather back to an

African village, on the edge of the Sahara, called Ghadames. He
quotes a twelfth century writer of Tunis who speaks of the already

famous leather from Ghadames (cuir ghadamesien"). The ety-

mology certainly seems most reasonable, since the Spanish Moors
were formerly African Moors.

However this may be, from the fourteenth through the six-

teenth century, this leather work was one of the chief industries

of Spain, giving great commercial importance and renown to Cor-

dova, Barcelona and Seville, and furnishing livelihood to scores

of lesser Spanish towns. The Cordovan workers especially became

so well known that leather work of this kind was thenceforward

called "Cordovan." A sixteenth century author of Cordova,* writ-

*Ambrosio de Morales, 1 575-

ing upon the gilded leather industry, says that it "brings great

wealth to the city, and gives to the principal streets a beautiful

aspect. As the leathers are exposed to the sun, now gilded, now
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colored and tooled, and as they are spread upon great tables to dry,

truly it is a beautiful sight to see the streets thus hung in such splen-

dor and variety."

Almost the only definite information as to just how this work

was done is contained in the following quaint extract, quoted by

Baron Davillier, from a French translation of an Italian account

of the work, published in the "Specchio Universale," in Venice in

1564. Being thus twice translated, doubtless much is lost in both

substance and accuracy, but the modern craftsman whonvould learn

the secrets of the glorious old industry must be truly grateful for

even this meagre account:

"The Art of Gilding Leather, and How it is Done.—He
who discovered the art of gilding leather was surely a remarkable

man, and one of rare judgment. I do not believe, and shall never

believe that one man alone invented it and brought it to the perfec-

tion which we see to-day, and I believe that it originated in Spain,

for the best work here was brought from that country. Great peo-

ple own much of it, and it is frequently seen at Rome, at Naples, in

Sicily, at Bologna, and in France, Spain and other places. And
because it is of great importance and worthy to be described, I am
disposed to set forth the order and manner of making it, although

I do not believe that any but the best workman could do that

properly. Here, then, is the method of doing it: Take the skins

from which the shoemakers make shoes; place them in clear water

for the space of one night, and then beat them all, one after the

other, on a stone to soften them well; then wash them thoroughly

and take them from the water. This done, it is necessary to have a

polished stone, larger than the skin; draw the skin well over it with

an iron made for the purpose, and let it dry thoroughly.

Then take some glue, made from clippings of parchment, and

spread it well over the skin with the hands, and then take silver

leaf, and cover all over the skin, and hang on a cord to dry; after-

wards, nail it to a wooden table to dry entirely. Then take it off,

and cut away the part that is not silvered, and burnish it on the stone

with a burnisher made of hematite or blood-stone, till it becomes

brilliant. That done, it is necessary to have a block, cut from wood

in the pattern in which one wishes to make the leather, and to have
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ink made of sandarac and lamp-black, and spread it with even

strokes on the block. Then place the leather under the block and

print it, and having printed it, let it dry. Afterward, nail it to a

table and give it the varnish which makes the golden color. This

is made from four parts linseed oil, two parts resin and one part

aloes, boiled together till it becomes the color of gold. Spread the

varnish on with the fingers, as I have directed." (In the volume
referred to above, published by the French Academy of Science,

directions are given for applying the varnish with the fingers, by

using the finger-tips as a brush, and drawing them in wavy lines

over the silver surface. The varnish is then spread to an even coat

by a skilful beating with the palms of the hands. The naive re-

mark is added that the craftsman who uses his fingers for a

brush has the advantage of economy as well as having his tools

always with him and ready for use.) "According as the workman
wishes to show silver or gold, he scrapes away the varnish from the

silver part with a knife. When the skins are dry, they are painted,

if desired, and then decorated by square irons. The pieces are

made true and are sewed together, and in this way, the work is

achieved. This is an art of great profit and learning, by means of

which one makes friends with great personages, for the larger part

of those who use this are illustrious and great men, of the opinion

that this is an art of great beauty and most delightful to behold; it

is also very profitable for those who make it, and it is called 'the

golden art,' not without cause, for to work in gold and silver makes

wealthy those who do it, provided they conduct themselves as they

should."

If the ancient writer's conclusion is true, it must be that the

modern craftsmen have not conducted themselves as they should.

This brief recipe is enticing in its simplicity and directness, but

the carrying of it out is anything but simple and direct, and is the

despair of even a hopeful worker.

The industry spread rapidly from country to country.—from

Spain to Italy, where in Venice, perhaps as fine work was done as

ever came from Spain, then to France, and then to the Netherlands

and to England. In Paris, a whole quarter of the city was devoted

to the work. In Valladolid, there is to this day a street called
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"calle de Guadamacileros." Large quantities of the leather were

exported from Spain to the Spanish American Colonies. It has

long been a cherished hope of the writer sometime to hunt the un-

travelled ways of Mexico and the West Indies to find if some of

these indications of former grandeur are not still remaining.

The best work was done in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and six-

teenth centuries, and then, like many other crafts, it degenerated

and finally died out entirely before the dawn of the nineteenth

century. The account published by the French Academy of

Science makes mention of various attempts to cheapen and quicken

the process, all of them bound to be unsuccessful, for, just as at the

present day, worthy handicraft required good materials intelligent-

ly and conscientiously wrought by an able man. Tin or brass was

used in place of silver leaf, with disastrous effect, for the tin foil

blackened in two or three years, and the brass accumulated verdi-

gris; the tooling was carelessly done, the colors used were muddy
and cheap, the leather was carelessly tanned. Sheep-skin was used

in place of goat, and altogether, the art in its decay, presented a

sorry appearance, when compared with the work of the great

period, when standards were high and the industrial conditions

favorable. In all the work there is great choice, as would be but

natural, being the product of many individual hands, varying, of

course, in skill and devotion. In the finest instances, the tooling is

clear and crisp, giving an unsurpassed beauty and charm of texture.

In less good work, it was vague and ineffectual, and added little

quality to the work.

There was a very beautiful sort of gilded leather made that

was not tooled at all, but was embossed and painted. It was a later

production than the tooled leather. The pattern was made by the

imprint of a wooden block, carved in relief, upon the dampened
leather after the silvering was done. This was done by a hand press.

The Dutch did especially beautiful work of this sort. The finest

specimens of tooled leather are those where the pattern is printed in

one color—or at least very few colors, whereas the embossed leather

permits the widest range of color, and in many cases, gains thereby.

There have been several attempts in Europe, and at least two

in America, to imitate the fine old tooled leather by machinery.
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Such efforts must always fail, for no machine can give the spirit

and vitality of hand tooling. The modern work also has shown
the fatal error of imitating the effects of time. The result has been

merely to dim, and not to glorify the color. The embossed leather

lends itself far better to modern machine production, for if a pat-

tern be well designed and the block or roller well modelled, and if

afterward the colors be painted on with taste and skill, the result

may be moderately satisfactory. However, no truly great work of

this kind can be expected to come from the modern factory system.

The beauty of the old work corresponds exactly with the relative

justice of industrial conditions and the freedom and responsibility

of the craftsman. Baron Davillier gives some very enlightening

extracts from the old rules of the Spanish gilds, that give one a

vivid realization as to the difference between the conditions of an-

cient and modern craftsmanship. The following are selections

from some of these regulations

:

"ORDENANZAS de Sevilla, 1502.—First, we order and decree

that each year, on the day of St. John the Baptist, all members, or

a majority of them, shall come together, and that in their meeting

they shall name two artizans of the said handicraft as inspectors;

after they have been thus elected, they shall conduct them before

the 'Chapitre de la Cite,' to receive from them the solemn oath re-

quired in such cases: and this under a penalty of two thousand

maravedis, etc.

"Item.—We order and decree that after to-day no artisan of the

said handicraft shall open shop in this city, without having been

previously examined by the inspectors of said handicraft, who shall

inquire if he knows how to design a 'brocado,' (a term often used

for gilded leather) and to cut the pattern according to standard;

if he knows how properly to place the colors on the ground, for

gold or for silver; if he knows how to gild well and perfectly as

becomes a craftsman; if he knows also how to use the irons (tools)

and to do it according to usage and custom. If this is not the case,

he shall not be permitted to open shop, but if the said inspectors

find him sufficiently skilful, they shall bring him before us that

we may acknowledge him a master of said handicraft, and give to

him a certificate with permission henceforth to practise said handi-
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craft. Otherwise he shall not keep his shop, under penalty of two

thousand maravedis and the loss of his work."

It is interesting to note that while these regulations were issued

by the city authorities, the decisions for or against the craftsmen

were made by their own elected representatives.

"Item.—We order and decree that the skins worked by the

artisans of said handicraft shall come from an animal freshly killed,

and not dead from disease, and if other skins are used, they shall be

set apart as false, and acknowledged as such, under penalty of six

hundred maravedis.

"Item.—We order and decree that henceforward none of the

said craftsmen, nor any one representing them, shall be so bold as

to use the skin of an animal too young, be it for cushions or altar

frontals, or any purpose whatsoever, on pain for the first offense, of

losing the work thus done, and staying fifteen days in prison, and

for the second offense, the penalty will be doubled; for the third

offense, the same penalty, together with exclusion from the afore-

said handicraft.

"Item.—We order and decree that no one shall be so bold as

to use skins badly joined together; but they must be well sewed on

all sides, under penalty of six hundred maravedis, and nine days

in prison, for the first offense, and for the second offense the same

penalty, together with the loss of the seized work.

Item.—We order and decree that all work which does not

appear clean and clear after the impression from the block, shall

not be sold without first having been submitted to us, in order that

we may decide what is just, on penalty for the first offense, of losing

the work or its value, for the second offense the same penalty with

fifteen days in prison, and for the third offense, the same penalty

with exclusion from the handicraft."

As early as 13 16 account is found in Barcelona of two "guad-

amacileros," who were members of the municipal council, a plain

indication of the importance of the craft in the life of the town. By
1539 more or less disorder and fraud had crept into the industry,

"due to the lack of inspectors and the absence of rules for examina-
tion, and the poor work resulting from incapacity or bad faith."

This meant a distinct detriment to the commerce of the city. To
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remedy the situation, the municipal magistrate issued the following

ordinances:

"First, within the city of Barcelona, no person shall exercise

the handicraft of 'guadamacilero,' without having first passed an

examination, and those who already have an open shop must submit

to an examination within two months, on penalty of closing the

shop. The examination should take place in the house of the

brotherhood of Saint Etienne, or at the house of one of their ex-

perts. The operation and experiments to be made by the member-
elect are specified, whether it be to color the skins or to stamp the

gold or silver; the Corporation furnishes the necessary materials to

those who have not means to procure them for themselves. The
fee for the examination, fifteen sous, is for the benefit of the Broth-

erhood. The sons of masters are exempt."

Then a three years' apprenticeship with a master is ordered

by the town authorities, and a certificate from the master is re-

quired. As in Seville, it was forbidden to use the skin of very young

animals, to use tin or pewter instead of silver leaf, and the annual

election of two representative inspectors was provided for. In case

of falsity in the work, these inspectors, together with three other

experts gave their decision, and if it was adverse, the work was

burned, according to the general custom of the handicrafts of Bar-

celona.

The stringency of all the foregoing regulations is astonishing

to the modern workman, who, generally speaking, is responsible to

no one but his employer, who, in turn, is responsible to no one but

his customers, and if his wares be merely good enough to sell, no

further questions are asked.

Whether or not the time will ever come when we shall have a

society so ordered that craftsmen are spurred to good work by any

such method as this, we may still gain much help toward a solution

of the future problems of handicraft, by a careful study of past con-

ditions and past work.

The criticism has many times been made that this is not a craft

worth reviving, since gilded leather is distinctly a luxury, and could

only be bought by the very wealthy; that it smacks of royalty and

state apartments and the like; and has small place in a democratic
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country. However, there are so many public and semi-public

places where so glorious and permanent a wall-covering would be

right and proper, that there seems to be a real place in modern life

for the "guadamacilero." State-houses, city-halls, perhaps hotels

and theatres, surely churches, schools and libraries, and assembly

rooms of many kinds, offer most appropriate opportunity for the

use of gilded leather wall-hangings, along with mural paintings

and tapestries.

That they last for centuries, with always increasing beauty as

the years roll on, makes them one of the most fitting wall-coverings

for public buildings.

There are, at present, preserved in the Cluny Museum, Paris,

examples from the best period, which were discovered in an ancient

house in Rouen, whose interior fittings and furniture had fallen to

complete decay from dampness; the leathers alone being in perfect

condition beneath the mould.

IT IS BY WORKING WITHIN LIMITS
THAT THE ARTIST REVEALS HIMSELF

GOETHE
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A Man's Dressing Cabinet

ONE seldom finds a more simple, convenient object of

household use than the man's dressing cabinet here illus-

trated, which combines the functions usually filled by

two or three pieces, by uniting them into a compact

whole. The cabinet has the additional advantages of

being pleasing in appearance, and so simple in construction that

any craftsman may easily build it, in accordance with the sub-

joined directions.

The dimensions of the piece are fifty-four inches in height by

thirty-six inches wide and twenty-four inches deep, with a framing

of seven-eighth inch stuff, as indicated, and with one-half inch

panels. The doors are provided with strap-hinges, and, on the

inside, are lettered with such inscriptions as may suit the fancy of

the individual builder.
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The large, topmost drawer, running the entire length of the

piece, is five inches deep, and is designed for a general utility place.

The small upper drawer at the right, is fitted, like a change-drawer,

with six saucer-like divisions for shirt, collar, and sleeve buttons,

and other small objects which are easily lost. Behind lies a space

for handkerchiefs. This drawer, the one beneath it, and the two

on the left are five inches deep.

The compartments in the center of the cabinet and those which

are beneath the small lateral drawers pull out. Their dimensions

are ten and one-half by ten inches.
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<SIPE ELEVATION

The two large trays at the bottom are used, the one for shoes,

and the other for trousers. The space thus afforded, permits the

garments to be laid aside without folding at the knee.

By this device, as well as by the other provisions of the cabinet,

all folding and rumpling of clothing are obviated. Furthermore,

when the doors are opened, the wardrobe lies ready for use: a sav-

ing of time which will be appreciated by the hard-working business

or professional man of many engagements, for whom a minute

saved is sometimes a fortune gained.
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A Craftsman House Design harvey ellis

IT
is purposed in this design to erect a house for an average

family, on a city or suburban lot of fifty feet front and not less

than one hundred twenty-five feet deep. It is further assumed

that the amount available for this purpose is four thousand

dollars, a sum sufficient, with ordinary economy, to build a

structure that will be in the best sense of the word "homely." A
house which shall be convenient, harmonious, and related in all its

parts. A structure fit and, therefore, a work of art; for nowhere is

the axiom of "fitness is beauty" so obvious as in a domestic struc-

ture. With the amount named, visions of stone baronial homes,

miniature Elizabethan and other architectural bric-a-brac, are, of

course, out of the question, and as a house of wood has always

a look of temporary existence, even if it be substantial, it is deemed

best to build a solid wooden frame, covered in the ordinary manner

with sheathing paper and wooden sheathing, over which is placed

metal lathe. This, in turn, is given a coat of cement, "rough cast,"

which is unimpaired by the extremes of temperature or weather,

rain or frost, and which has an interesting texture and a color vary-

ing from a dead white up to a faint creamy yellow. This, together

with a shingled roof stained a Venetian red, with the exterior wood-

work also stained (not painted) a rich, full yellow olive green, and

the interior of the house exactly expressed in constructive terms,

will reasonably result in a good design. For, to quote an old saw

of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts—"A good plan makes a good eleva-

tion

—

" and this is true, if the designer is honest and frank with

himself and with his material.

Varying with local conditions, the foundations of the pro-

posed house may be of brick or stone; care, of course, being taken

in any event, that they are so constructed that anything like a damp
cellar is an impossibility. This, with a competent builder and

a proper overseer, is a matter of little difficulty.

The framing of the house depends also on local conditions,

and may be of either spruce or hemlock, and, in order to obviate

shrinkage and consequent settling and cracking of plaster, prefer-

ably what is known as balloon framed.

It seems desirable from motives economic and aesthetic to

make the interior finish of selected chestnut, the floors of hard pine
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First FloorPlan

and to leave the plaster with a sand finish. The material being

chosen, the plan may be taken up. At the outset, let us abandon

precedent as much as may be, and try, if possible, to think of no

house as ever having been designed before. This, of course, brings

us back to first principles: What is a house for and how may its

various functions best be accommodated to the all-important con-

sideration—the price?

The width of the house makes it desirable that little, if any

light shall be taken into the house on either side, such provision

resulting from the desire for privacy. This would seem to indicate

that the long sides of the house should face respectively to the front

and the rear. Let us then lay out a big, generous room, which
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—

1

r 1 I

Secsnd floorPlan

shall be the gathering place for the family. This will be the great

room of the house and, for the reasons just stated, should be placed

with its long axis parallel to the street. Allowing for a means of

communication with the front and the rear of the lot, we find that

we are able to give to it the extreme length of thirty-two feet, and

this determining, to a certain extent, the width of the room, gives a

hall thirty-two by sixteen, which are generous proportions for a

house of this class. It is natural that the dining room, which is

second in importance in the house, shall be of easy access from the

living room, and that the dining room, in turn, shall communicate

rapidly with the kitchen; also, that the kitchen shall communicate

directly and privately with the front door; that the service from
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the kitchen to the dining room shall be through a serving room;
that all odors from the kitchen shall be cut off from the living

room by means of double doors; and that these last shall be easy of

access to the second story with little loss of room, and if possible,

by means of one flight of stairs, leading from the cellar bottom to

the attic floor.

In connection with all this, a chimney must be provided which
shall relieve not only the furnace in the cellar, but the grate and
range from the first floor, and aid the ventilation of the second story.

The conditions demanded for the stair case would seem to

indicate a close departure from the living room, thus bringing it to

the center of the house. This in turn, naturally involves the plac-

ing of the dining room and kitchen on either sides of the staircase;

leaving in the rear of the same the serving room required. It now
becomes necessary to find an avenue from the staircase to the front

door, and also, communication with the kitchen: which is done by
a fairly spacious hall leading to a vestibule, the latter communicat-
ing with the coat-room and lavatory. The vestibules are insisted

upon, because in the average climate of the United States we find

extremes of temperature, which almost demand that all outside

openings in the house should have double doors; although they are

often omitted and the deficiency is supplied by the exasperating

storm doors, that serve no useful function except to call attention

to the lack of forethought in the building of the house to which
they are attached.

The landing of the staircase on the second floor arranges it so

that no other disposition of the bedrooms, closets and bath rooms, is

possible. The advantage of the center staircase is now obvious, as

the maximum of bedrooms is obtained with the minimum of hall:

all the doors in the second story being practically at equal distance

from the head of the staircase, and the bathroom convenient

equally to all. Therefore, without the sacrifice of too much space

in the bed rooms, closet room is obtained of sufficient quantity to

satisfy the most exacting housewife. In the attic, if it be desired,

an extra room may be "finished off," leaving ample room for stor-

age, trunks, etc., a provision which seems to be indispensable in the

average American house.
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The interior walls are all rough plaster and have color

applied to them with a large flat brush while they are still wet: a

process which incorporates the color in the plaster and gives it an

agreeable texture, by reason of the markings make by the brush;

the result being a beautiful tint of the color employed, free from

the painty look so often seen in colored walls, and making the ob-

server question the material. This method is identical with the old

Italian buon fresco, used by Michelangelo in the Sistine Chapel,

a fact which is a sufficient guarantee as to its practicability and per-

manence. It may be said in passing that an artistic descendant of

the great master is not needed to apply it, as no greater talent is

required than that possessed by the average plasterer.

The skeleton of the house now being obtained and the necessi-

ties of the house provided, it is time to turn our attention to the

finish, conveniences, and the many little arrangements which make
for comfort, and which, if properly restrained, produce what is de-

scribed by that much abused phrase, "an artistic interior."

As has been noted, the living room is of unusual size for a

house of this class, and it is laid out in such a manner as further to

enhance this quality. It will be seen by the accompanying illustra-

tions that the fireplace is treated in a large, open way; faced with

large square tiles of uneven surface and of colors running from

dark green blue through blue green to the normal green, indiscrim-

inately. In the center of this facing is set a plaster cast after one

of the Delia Robbia terra cottas, tinted in faint tones and finished

in wax. This, together with the dark red brick hearth, forms a

strong color note for this end of the room. The woodwork
throughout the room is "fumed" to a rich brown ; and the walls are

tinted a pale, sappy green; while the leather seats in the fire place

and book case are of a pale golden yellow. The floors are of yellow

brown and the ceiling of the gray of the plaster. This somewhat

quiet scheme of color is enlivened by the placing of an arras hang-

ing on the wall, opposite the bookcase. This hanging is designed

expressly for this particular place and is intended as a manifesta-

tion of a return to the more straight-forward decorations on honest

wall hangings of the time prior to the Renascence and the estab-

lishment of state tapestry factories: events which have left no
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choice between the hangings of palaces and the stupid machine

made wall paper, following the prevailing mode, without regard

to what the surroundings may be. The hanging in question is of tan

"open mesh linen," with the designs in heavy outline, and some of

the more important spaces filled in with pale greens, blues and

faded rose; the whole making a most pleasing and quiet piece of

decoration, which really decorates, and which has the additional

advantage of being within the means at our command; the expense

lying almost entirely in the design, expressly made and never to be

duplicated.

The opposite end of the room has an attractive arrangement

for a generous seat, flanked by bookcases and cabinets on either

side, and with a high, wide window over the center of the composi-

tion. The seat is upholstered with a warm, golden yellow leather,

and the curtains of the bookcase are in tints of white, gold and

blue. The varying hues and tints of the room are brought together

by a large Donegal rug, the color of which is largely made up of

grass green, with a border of blues, greens, pale reds and white; the

white predominating.

The windows in this room, as indeed are all the windows in

the house, save the window in the sideboard alcove in the dining

room, are casement windows, cut up into small panes, as shown by

the illustration, and glazed with ordinary double thick American

glass, without any suspicion in the house of "plate;" for while plate

glass has no doubt, uses which excuse its existence, it would abso-

lutely nullify the homely quality desired in this structure.

Pictures, as pictures, have been avoided in the design and fur-

nishing of this room, as being superfluous and discordant. A small

mirror, however, is placed at the proper eye-height by the side of

the door leading into the hall.

The dining room, being used at special periods, rather than

continuously, admits of a trifle stronger and more brilliant treat-

ment. Here, the walls are a strong golden yellow, the ceiling the

gray of the plaster, and the woodwork a rich olive green; the

visible wall in the alcove for the sideboard is a dark, dull Indian

red, and the floor a golden yellow, with a large moss-green rug in

the center. Extending about the room is a small pseudo-frieze,
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which has for its color a bright Venetian red. The windows are

hung with a fabric akin to India silk, whose color is, largely, a

creamy white, old rose and gold. The leaded window over the

sideboard is framed with broad bands of blackened copper; while

the martins in the designs are of a dark gray blue, with circles or

halos about their heads of a bright yellow, and all against a back-

ground of cloudy, milk-colored opaque glass, which has faint

streaks of dull turquoise blue running through it.

The hall of communication between the front door, the living

room and the staircase being the first apartment entered by the vis-

itor, naturally calls for a cheerful treatment that shall give a pre-

sage of the hospitality to be found beyond. In view of this, the

general tone of the hall is golden, running from a full dark orange

to a pale lemon yellow, which should be contrasted at the extreme

end of the hall by some object of pottery, or a fabric of a dull violet.

In this hall, if the owner is fortunate enough to possess, or can ob-

tain two or three Japanese prints of a good period and by approved

masters, such as Hokusai, Hiroshige, Toyokuni or Utarmaro, he

would do well to have them framed in parchment mats about five

inches wide, enclosed in dull ebony frames not to exceed one-half

inch in width, and hung at irregular intervals and heights, with two

supports to each frame. What little furniture is to be found in the

hall should preferably be of the finish known as Flemish oak, and

any rug or rugs used ought, if harmonized with the scheme, to

carry a large quantity of dull red and purplish brown, with some

white, and with accents of dark turquoise blue. The kitchen,—that

too often neglected room,—has had volume after volume written

upon its practical side, but seldom, if ever, has a voice been lifted

up for its aesthetic aspects; and, as a formula for a practical, success-

ful working kitchen is so well known, it is not necessary to study this

branch, save with the plumber and range maker. But for those

who think that the chemistry of cooking is somewhat influenced,

and possibly elevated, by proper surroundings, the color treatment

of the kitchen generally is a matter of some moment.
If the owner desires to do something verging on the extrava-

gant, there is no better covering for a kitchen floor that what is

known as rubber interlocked tile, which is agreeable to the eye, easy
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for the feet, and absolutely noiseless beneath the step; three condi-

tions particularly appropriate for a room of this kind. This tile,

it is suggested, should be farther carried up the side walls, so as to

form a wainscoting of reasonable height all around the room, and

increased at the sink, range and kitchen table, to a height of about

five feet, except where interrupted by windows. Above this, a

French glazed paper is recommended which may be readily

cleaned with a damp sponge, and which can now be obtained in

patterns most agreeable and attractive.

The kitchen under ordinary circumstances, being one of the

warmest rooms in the house, it would seem appropriate that the

color scheme of the room be something suggestive of coolness. For

this reason let the rubber tiles be of blues and greens, and the paper,

above the wainscoting, of a greenish gray, with pale lemon yellow

ceiling, which will satisfy the eye, and remove from the kitchen its

usual ugly and neglected appearance.

The treatment of the hall on the first floor may with advan-

tage be continued up the staircase and in the second story. The
bedrooms varying, as they are exposed to the various points of the

compass, should be treated with schemes of warm or cool colors.

The northwest room of the house, for instance, being from its loca-

tion the coldest room on this floor, would seem to demand a colora-

tion of yellows and orange, or reds and orange, and those on the

southwest equally schemes of greens and blues, with the under-

standing that in any of the rooms, whatever the prevailing tone of

the room may be, it is dead and uninteresting without some small

object which presents, by way of foil, its own complementary color.

In this design it is especially desired that the frigid white and

blue decorations of the ordinary bathroom be avoided. If there is

any one place in the house that should look, as well as be comfort-

able, it is the bathroom, and it is for this reason that a warm scheme
of yellow or red is recommended for this room.

The resume of the color and decorative suggestions for these

various rooms shows that no item of expense has been added to the

cost of the house merely for the sake of decoration, but that infinite

care has been exercised in the judicious and proper selection of the

colors to be employed and in the combination of the material nec-
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A Craftsman House Design

essary for the living and constructive purposes. Therefore, if no

error be made in the selections, the result should be: a house that is

a home; that is comfortable, economical, good to look at, good to

be in; a house that is hospitable and homely.

IF DISCERNMENT WERE OURS TO
TRACE THROUGH THE MAZE OF FASHION
AND EXPERIMENTAL ORIGINALITY, THE
LIVING PRINCIPLE OF TRUE ART, THE
CAPRICE OF TASTE WOULD HAVE LITTLE
TO DO WITH THE COMFORT OF OUR CON-

VICTIONS OR THE WORTH OF OUR INVEST-

MENTS.
FALLACY HAS ITS SHORT TRIUMPHS

AND THE PERSUASIVE CRITIC, OR THE
CREATOR OF ART VALUES MAY EFFECT
REAL VALUE BUT FOR A DAY. THE LIMIT
OF THE CREDULITY OF THE PUBLIC, WHICH
LINCOLN HAS IMMORTALIZED, IS THE BASIS

OF HOPE.
HENRY R. POORE IN "PICTORIAL COMPOSITION*
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The American Style

UNTIL within a comparatively few years the Europeans

have said with a sense of superiority: "America has

no architecture.' But they are coming—and that not

slowly to modify their statements. They recognize an

element of merit in certain of our most recently erect-

ed public buildings as, for example, the Boston Library. Farther

than that, they acknowledge that we are developing "the American

style," which they so long believed to be an impossibility.

They are largely correct in their judgments and statements,

since a style is always created unconsciously and has its existence in

the needs of the people. And, as with us, the rapid increase of

financial importance has caused the demand for the ware house, the

complete office, and the corporation building; so American archi-

tects have quickly risen to meet this heavy and complex demand.

The ingenuity, adaptability and practical qualities of our builders

can not fail to impress the visitor to the business districts of New
York, Boston, Chicago, and other of our commercial or industrial

centers, when he compares them with the corresponding quarter of

London, the financial capital of the world. In the latter city, the

smoke and the tortuous lines of streets, centuries upon centuries old,

are hostile elements not to be overcome, scarcely even to be miti-

gated. Beside, in many cases, the buildings themselves are of too

great age to bear strict comparison with their similars in America.

Whence it happens that in this one instance our youth as a people,

our freedom from precedent and convention have advanced us in

an important branch of the greatest and most useful of the arts,

beyond the point occupied in that same branch by the English or by

any continental nation. Enterprise, courage and wealth speak

from the great assemblages of iron, brick and stone which dominate

our American streets as eloquently as the older architectural piles

of Europe tell tieir story of religion, popular rights, or seigneurial

power. Henceforward, the erection of the building devoted to

business uses is the prerogative of the American architect, who is

even now passing into the history of the fine arts, in which he will

be studied in the number of those who have really created: who
have adapted a pre-existing principle to a new and serviceable use,
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The American Style

or who have introduced a new element with that effect which prom-
ises permanence.

This special creation of the American architect is not only

bold and solid in construction, convenient beyond anything that has

been devised in the Old World to be put to similar uses, and calcu-

lated to assure rapid transaction of business. It is also most impos-
ing in exterior effect: a quality which is partially due to the fact

that in America our customs preclude the interior court, which in

Europe receives the greatest care and attention from the builder;

the street front being subordinated and sacrificed, and, in many
cases, forming but a mere screen before it.

An example of exterior effect produced in our national style,

resides in the very important office building recently erected at the

foot of East Tenth Street, New York, by the architects, Wilkinson
and Magonigle, for William E. Uptegrove and Brother, who are

dealers in mahogany and other fine woods.

This structure is two stories in height, and is built of Harvard
brick with wide "raked-out" joints in black mortar. The facade

with its row of Roman arches, into which are fitted wide recessed

windows, gives in its first story, a certain Old World effect, clear

enough to be suggestive, but not so definite as to reveal its proto-

type. Above, a row of large windows cut into small panes, lead

the thought away from the suggestions of the first story, and, at the

same time, bring their very distinctive note into harmony with the

general scheme. Still higher, another bold feature claims atten-

tion. This latter may be defined as a hood, supported on finely

decorative iron brackets, projecting a strong shadow, and giving

accent to what otherwise would be a too smooth and ineffective

fagade.

The end arch at the right affords access to the stairway; which
leads from a tiled floor through the brick masonry, by broad steps

to the second floor.

The staircase ends at the rear of a room destined for the man-
ager and gives upon a corridor running the length of the building.

This corridor leads to a reception room, which, in turn, is followed

by the private offices of the two members of the firm: these three

divisions occupying the width of the building at the rear. The
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floor area then remaining, still a rectangle, is occupied by the gen-

eral office. This room, large in reality, is given the effect of still

greater spaciousness by the excellent provisions made for its light-

ing and furnishing. To the first of these ends, the rear wall is

made like a screen; the portion included between the top of the

door-frames and the ceiling being continuous mullioned windows,

through which light is transmitted from the outer windows in the

offices beyond. A large chimney-piece with a picturesque hood

and faced with Grueby tiles, lends an air of hospitality to the room

;

while the open rafters add still farther to the mediaeval effect. The
floors are of oak, the ceilings are in plaster, left in sand-finish, and

the furniture is all in the simple structural style advocated by The
Craftsman.

The entire space of the ground floor is devoted to warehouse

purposes and there are stored the valuable woods composing the

stock of one of the largest commercial houses of its kind in the

world: mahogany, satin-wood and fine veneers being the products

most largely represented.

On completing the survey of this structure so distinguished

in its exterior, so refined in all its fittings and furnishings, one can

but applaud the spirit of its owners who have successfully expressed

the strength and importance of their business enterprise in the

building which is its visible representative.
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An Adirondack Camp harvey elli

IT
is given to build a retreat in the Adirondack^: something

that shall give a decorous shelter, that shall have the privacy

and the many domestic comforts which our civilization has

changed from luxuries to necessities; all these must be had,

and more. It must have the openness and freedom of a tent;

it must be a camp; one must live practically out of doors, and yet

have immunity from flies, mosquitoes and kindred pests, as well as

the privilege of withdrawing absolutely from the outer world.

This is surely a difficult sounding problem, and yet it is very like

the bark of a dog. First of all, it should not be an expensive thing,

this lodge or camp, but, like its surroundings, it should be honest

and sincere, frankly direct in its purpose and methods. Utility, the

desire for harmony, common sense itself, demand that whenever it

is compatible, the material about the site should be used. It seems

almost an absurdity to dwell on this point, but the fact that a noted

architect has recently built a house of stone in the clay-bearing state

of Virginia, and another of brick in the granite-ribbed state of

Maine, makes the reason for this emphasis more evident.

Let, then, the abounding spruce be used for the framing, mill

slabs for siding, hemlock for sheathing, pine for the floors, and the

local stone for the chimneys, fireplace, hearths, etc. Let it be re-

membered that mortar is not easily made where it is purposed to

build. Mortar boards, which can be nailed to the studding by the

carpenter, will answer every practical and aesthetic purpose.

It is also to be remembered that breakage of glass in this wil-

derness is a serious matter. Let the panes be small and easily re-

placed from a reserve supply, which should be kept on hand. The

materials being gathered, let the heads be drawn together for the

arrangement of the camp. The word camp is suggestive, and the

mind instantly reverts to a large parade ground, with the orderly

arrangement of kitchens in the rear, the radial axis, and a sense of

order and openness. Why not, then, borrow from the men of war?

Have a parade ground and place of general gathering; a place

where, when the duties or the pleasures of the day are over, all may

meet on common ground ! This, with the kitchen and eating room

in the rear, should make for convenience, largeness, and economy of

space. This is all plausible, if the arrangement upstairs make no
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contrary demand feasible. There must be an upstairs; as sleeping

rooms would interfere and be interfered with most seriously, if in

direct connection with the rooms and arrangements already re-

solved upon. Economy, as well, has its part, for the same roof

which covers one story will cover two equally well. In laying out

the floors below, no account has been taken of privacy for the imme-

diate family; in other words, no headquarters. It seems, then, that

there must be a large room provided for, and so that air and cross

ventilation may be had, its location should be central rather than

otherwise; while the sleeping rooms, or tents, should be grouped

about it. Means of communication between the two stories natur-

ally comes between the gathering place of one story and its equiva-

lent of the second story. This gives a stairway in the center, then,

like the broad way from the parade ground to the Colonel's head-

quarters.

This tentative arrangement, put together with due regard to

structural and domestic requirements, gives us nearly the accom-

panying floor plan. It will be seen that the bedrooms will still

have space in plenty, if the outside walls be dropped back to form

second story balconies, or rather loggias, which, were it not for the

flying insects of the night, would give a secluded and delightful

retreat for the evening, if one desired to get away from the throng of

the great room. To afford immunity from these prowlers, let

screens be inserted between the posts that carry the roof. If it be

desired, as it probably will be, insert the screens so as to divide the

loggias into smaller ones. These screens should be removable at

will and stored during the winter months. The comfort arising

from this contrivance may be imagined, for it not only provides a

practical out-door sitting-room, but in stress of temperature and by

means of a hammock, it gives an unequaled sleeping place. The
camp is laid out! The major portion of the structural material

having been obtained from its own environment, now let all be put

together with fitness and due respect for the proprieties.

Again, the camp should look as much as possible as if it were a

part of the site : as much a part and parcel of its surroundings as the

trees and rocks which were its sources. For this reason, paint

should be avoided wherever possible, and time be given an oppor-
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An Adirondack Camp

tunity to spread that veil which makes for harmony. That portion

of the exterior woodwork which is formed by tools might very well

be stained a dull orange tone; this with dull red on the shingled

roof, together with the purplish browns and grays of the slabs,

would give almost the coloration of a faded autumn leaf. So the

building would, without discord, take its place in its environment.

The outside being left as nearly as possible in the way in which na-

ture provided, the inside of the camp calls for thought and atten-

tion that shall make it habitable and attractive.

In the big room we have already in place the floors of pine, the

walls of mortar board, the visible construction of the ceiling with

the mortar board between the beams, and a fireplace of stone, with

its hearth of the same and the windows with small panes. These

may not be altered, but only carefully enhanced, by refinements that

shall really refine, and when any doubt exists as to the propriety of

any scheme for beauty, let it be sacrificed ; for nothing is safer than

the old rule of decoration, formulated by Owen Jones: "When in

doubt as to any detail of decoration, leave it out!" No matter what
is done, it must be borne in mind that simplicity is the key note of

the entire room, and that anything savoring of the "artistic" shall

be vigorously thrust aside. If this be conscientiously kept in mind,

the transition from the primitive surroundings of the exterior to

the civilization of the fireside, will be easy and natural.

The fireplace, as will be seen by the drawings, is constructed

of the local stone, boulders preferred; these are split and laid with

the flat side out, with big, generous mortar joints, without the

slightest attempt at concealing any of the construction. Over the

fireplace there is provided a recess sufficient for the reception of

the few household gods, which the mistress may feel unable to

leave behind in the city. The whole fireplace, while extremely

primitive, is eminently practical and good to be and live with.

This fireplace leaves space for a seat that will accommodate eight

or ten people, and the seat is supplemented in its rear and next to

the window by a writing desk. The walls, which are a dull, cold

gray, would, without doubt, be improved by a wash of dull, yellow

ochre, which would give a tone not far from the old-fashioned

"butcher's paper;" restful, and keeping its place as a background
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most admirably. It will be noticed that floor arrangement allows

for two alcoves on either side of the entrance. As there is no place

provided for books, let each end of either alcove be fitted with book

shelves, and these alcoves, which, during the day, serve as lounging

places, may, by night, if occasion demand, be screened off from the

main room by curtains, hanging from concealed poles in the cas-

ings; thus the alcoves will be made into small sleeping compart-

ments or berths, and thereby add materially to the accommodations

of the camp.

Let the woodwork remain as it comes from the hands of the

workmen, without paint, with simply a dark olive brown stain on

the beams, casings and doors; then, with the addition of a few sim-

ple, quiet rag rugs for the floor, we have an apartment that is of

much propriety, and to which one can come back with ever-increas-

ing satisfaction.

The dining room, with a change of old rose on the walls, in-

stead of the tawny yellows, calls for no variations from the general

treatment of the house. The bedrooms should have an air of cool-

ness, suggested by a dull grayish blue, and, throughout the camp,

the color of the woodwork, save the floors and that of the kitchen

and pantries, should be of the brown before mentioned.

The kitchen and its offices, such as serving rooms, pantries, etc.,

should be ceiled up with spruce boards, stained a strong grass-

green. All the sanitary fittings must be of the best and plainest

obtainable and so arranged as to be put together without expert

advice or high priced labor. It is hardly necessary to say that the

furniture should be of the simplest, that each piece should have a

function, and that all abominations made to look at should be

barred out absolutely; for this is no museum, but a camp in which

to live.

Sufficient has been said to indicate the general lines upon

which to work in the building of this camp, and if they are honestly

followed with the conviction that simplicity and fitness are the two

touchstones of beauty, the problem of the return to Nature, will be

reasonably solved.
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A Child's Bedroom

k
O create the beautiful from materials lying near at hand,

and of small intrinsic value, is a task bringing abundant

reward and sometimes not difficult to accomplish. This is

especially true of effects in household decoration, which

result from knowledge, skill and taste, rather than from

lavish expenditure. Good form and good color are the only requi-

sites to the production of a successful interior. If these be secured,

no one whose opinion is worthy of attention will question the means

by which they are attained, provided that the structural and deco-

rative materials employed, stand to one another in proper relations

of cost; provided that one element does not strike a note of luxury

discordant with a neighboring element of extreme simplicity.

To create beauty from simple elements in the surroundings of

children is a duty which the elder owe to the younger. This for

several reasons: the cultivation of taste is almost synonymous with

the cultivation of morals. Once the aesthetic idea takes possession

of the young and developing mind, lower pleasures and thoughts

are forgotten, and the desire to seek, to possess and, in many cases,

to produce the beautiful, becomes a powerful and permanent im-

pulse. In learning to appreciate beauty, the child acquires a taste

which will strengthen with time: which will add to the pleasure

of his youth, provide a means of adorning his prosperity or of con-

soling his adversity, and, at all times, place him above material

things. Beauty of surroundings, moreover, teaches the child re-

spect for order. It inspires him with the wish to preserve and

cherish the objects which he habitually touches and uses. It elim-

inates in him the tendency to mar and to destroy, which in the adult

leads to carelessness, waste, and impoverishment.

It is imperative that this beauty should proceed from simplic-

ity. Luxurious surroundings are harmful. They suggest and in-

duce idleness. Complex forms and costly materials have an influ-

ence upon life which tells a sad story in history. On the other

hand, chasteness and restraint in form, simple, but artistic materials

are equally expressive of the character of the people who use them,

and equally formative in their influence upon the young. The art

of Savonarola's cell, and of the Puritan keeping-room or kitchen,

is higher and finer than that of the Petit Trianon. The aesthetic

faculty of the child should be fed and not surfeited. * 28S



A Child's Bedroom

In order practically to work out a problem of beauty as a re-

sultant of simplicity, let us choose the most ordinary elements with

which to furnish and to decorate a child's bedroom. First, the

room given is commonplace, and therefore demands that the walls

and furniture lend it character and attractiveness; that form, color

and design endear it to its imaginative young occupant .

As regards form, color and design, three essentials must be re-

spected. First, all shapes to be used must be structural, clear-cut

and frankly expressive of their purpose. Second, the color-scheme

must not be aggressive. It must soothe rather than challenge the

eye of the child. It must, in some sense, be representative of Na-

ture : that is, to the extent of using the same colors to the same pur-

poses that they serve in the outdoor world. Third, all design al-

lowed in the rugs, hangings, friezes and cushions must be rational

and restrained, since familiarity with distortion is certain to pro-

duce evil effects upon the taste, as well as upon the manual skill of

the child.

The basis of the color-scheme requires no search. Green liter-

ally suggests itself, since it is the background of Nature. The
shade of green demands attention. It must be light, tender, warm

:

a combination of qualities found in the pale blush of the ripening

harvest apple. This shade will then appear upon the side walls,

up to a certain height, in a plain linen fabric. Above it, in order

to relieve the otherwise too unified surface, there will be a frieze,

also of linen and of generous width. The frieze must form with

the walls and ceiling a complex harmony, and from its middle posi-

tion, like a rich musical chord of modulation, it must introduce a

single discordant note of color. Its background is a dull gray-

blue, upon which appears the design seen in the illustrations: the

inverted heart-shaped spaces being in clear, cold green; the tree-

tops in lemon yellow; the crouching rabbits in cream color; the

bodies of the trees and markings, as well as the heavy band near

the bottom, in dull plum color

This use of color in the frieze demands for the ceiling a pale

whitish yellow, which completes a sequence so agreeable that the

eye returns again and again to follow it either upward or down-

ward, always with the same satisfaction. It must be added that
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the frieze is a piece of needlework combining embroidery with

stenciled applique, and although very important as a decorative

feature, it is inexpensive as to material: its cost being largely resi-

dent in the time and skill which are necessary to its production.

To complete the background for the movable objects which
the room contains, the floor is stained (if new), or painted a dark

moss green, upon which hooked rugs make spots of agreeable color,

such as those with which the impressionist blots his canvas; the

colors here being blue and olive green, fused into harmony by

masses of white, and by scattered bits of brick-red approaching a

purplish shade.

The background being thus arranged, the movable objects

must be fitted to their places, with the utmost care as to line and

color. The furniture is of quartered oak, of a soft gray green, and

has a smooth, dull finish, very agreeable to both eye and touch.

Such finish is given also to all the woodwork of the room: door,

casings, and windows.

The chief of the few pieces of furniture is the miniature "four-

poster," which valuable as a decorative feature, is also most com-
fortable as a bed. It will further endear itself to the child, because

he has seen its original in pictures, and because it is a small copy,

suited to his own needs, of something used by older people. The
draperies of the bed, window and lounge are of a linen fabric, very

artistic in texture, and of that self-color which is known in France

as beige, and approaches the shade of a light suede glove. All these

draperies, as shown by the illustrations, bear the same design. They
are embroidered in pale blues and greens, which are pleasing

against the beige background, and also as being repetitions of cer-

tain color-notes of the frieze.

The room is now complete: a complex harmony of color has

been established, so modulated that neither adult nor child will

easily weary of it. The expense incurred has been comparatively

slight. The effect attained is a sufficient reward for the thought

and work devoted to the plan. The child chosen to enjoy the re-

sult will draw from it a lesson of order and refinement that must

tell upon his future life.
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Curtains and Coverlet

THE CRAFTSMAN for June illustrated the treatment of

a casement window which has been the subject of numer-

ous letters of approval addressed to the publishers. In

response, therefore, to this mark of appreciation, a de-

tailed description of the draperies of the window is here

subjoined, together with that of a bed-coverlet to accompany them.

The fabric is linen, of peculiar weave and of that natural color

known in France as beige. Hemstitching an inch in width, done

in Delft blue embroidery silk, outlines the side and foot, making a

hem of two and one-quarter inches at the side, and of two and three-

quarters inches at the foot. The hem is made in the ordinary can-

vas stitch, by taking diagonally upon the needle four threads of the

fabric. The threads thus loosened are tied midway by the silk, in

groups of fours; thus producing the usual hour-glass effect. The

corners are marked by the wheel or flower familiar in hemstitch

needlework.

The coverlet is designed to fit a wooden bedstead six feet, two

inches long by four feet, eight inches wide. One breadth of the fab-

ric, thirty-one inches in width, is taken for the center, and to this

piece half-widths are added, one on either side ; thus completing the

top part of the coverlet. Thence, a valance twenty inches wide, with

a hem of three and one-half inches, falls to meet the floor line. The

hemstitching of the valance is, like that of the draperies, one inch in

width, but five instead of four threads are taken as the unit of the

stitch. All the seams of the coverlet are outlined with needlework

in canvas stitch : six threads being taken on the needle, and the stitch

made twelve threads high; while further emphasis is given to the

seams by the tree ornaments shown in the design, embroidered one

inch in height, and eight inches apart, alternating on the two sides

of the canvas stitch. It may be added that the coverlet, when fin-

ished, should be eight feet in length, and the top part fifty-six inches

in width; also that the pillows, according to the English custom,

should be concealed beneath it. Pleasing variations of this design

are now under consideration in the needle-work department of The

Craftsman, one of which, in the French style of bed-drapery, will

be illustrated in the August issue of the Magazine.
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Description of the Frieze Accompanying the

Curtains and Coverlet

THIS piece of embroidery is worked upon a bluish gray

linen, with the design outlined in a pale, cold tone of

plum color. The broad band at the bottom, the whorls,

and the large circular spaces are done in applique: the

two former with a dull red linen fabric, the latter with a

sage green material of the same texture. Upon the applique, as

also upon the blue-grey background, the floral forms are stenciled

in tawny yellow ochre; the whole composing a quiet, refined chord

of color, and affording a decoration easily executed, and so inexpen-

sive as to materials, that it may be produced at little more than the

cost of a frieze in paper-hangings of the highest grade.

Examples of The Craftsman Wall Hangings

ANUMBER of successful experiments have recently been

been made in the embroidery department of the rapidly

multiplying Craftsman workshops: so successful, in-

deed, that they are here illustrated and described in

detail, with the intention of aiding those who may desire

to procure designs uniting the mediaeval quality with the modern
gamut of color.

The fabric serving as a basis for the embroidery is a tan-col-

ored linen, woven in coarse mesh, and suggesting the Bayeux tapes-

tries, that great historical document of the period of the Conquest.

Upon this interesting fabric the patterns are stenciled, the masses

of solid color are applied, and the whole is outlined with heavy

dark embroidery.

The color scheme of the hanging illustrating militant Chris-

tianity, has its dominant note in the cloak of the knight, which is a

strong golden yellow. The angel is clothed in white, and holds a

floating scroll done in a faded bluish green, often found in old

French tapestries of the best period. The hair of the two figures

is worked in blue-black, which provides an admirable contrast for

the halos encircling the heads with a band of pale, metallic yellow.

The knight sits a blackish-brown horse, caparisoned in the style of
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the Middle Ages, and with the harness showing a pattern worked

in the blue of the angel's scroll. A tree completes the composition

and at the same time adds a last modulation to the color-harmony:

a soft yellowish green familiar, like the blue-green above noted,

from its frequent occurrence in historic pieces of tapestry.

The second design is also a mediaeval one, since, according to

existing sentiment, no other classes of subjects are suited to the kind

of embroidery under consideration. In this piece, the color-

scheme is more varied: introducing lighter and gayer hues, which

are permissible in the secular, landscape subject, as contrasted with

the religious figure-piece. Altogether, the picture is agreeable

and cheerful, and, in some inexplicable way, suggestive of Chaucer.

Here, the color of the ground is a pale tawny yellow, upon

which are applied dull olives and blue greens for the trees, gray-

violet for the tower walls, and old rose for the road leading from

the castle. The distant hills are done in two shades of blue: one

inclining to green, the other to violet; while the sun shows a pale

lemon yellow. As in the first hanging, the outline is embroidered

in a brown approaching black.

It is to be noted that, in the description of these color-

schemes, the terms yellow, blue, green, violet, and the rest, are

used relatively: each tint or shade of any given color being mod-

ified, softened, faded, like its correspondent in the tapestries

which have been affected by those great allies of art: time

and dust. It may be added that the desirable color-quality is

the yellow of stains in wood, the blue of much washed and faded

jeans, the red of an old wrap which has been exposed to much stress

of weather: all the colors to be grayed, broken, and combined with

great subtlety. But indications such as these would seem to be

quite unnecessary, since museums are now nearly as numerous as

libraries; thus affording those who are interested in embroideries

opportunities for acquaintance with fine originals.

In the wish to further the art culture which is so well begun

by public institutions, The Craftsman presents the tapestries just

described; suggesting their appropriateness in a modest home, to

which they will add an accent of individuality not to be gained by

any other equal expenditure of money and time.
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A Russian Peasant Industry
"Nothing that is human is foreign to us."

1IKE the literature, the music, and the plastic arts of the

Russians, the peasant industries of the same wonderful,

primitive people are now intensely attractive to the races

jS of older civilization. Those so attracted vary, of course,

in class and in character. There are the ethnologists

who, by measurements of skulls and facial angles, seek the differ-

ences between Caucasian and Turanian, and calculate minutely

the results of the mixture of blood upon the things of the intellect.

There are the devotees of political science, who weigh the effects

of Czar and of Nihilism upon the masses occupying so large a

portion of the earth's area. There are those who, surfeited with

the life and literature of capital cities, and longing for new mental

excitement, find a fresh, elemental quality in everything that is

Russian, and seek to revive themselves therefrom. Lowest in the

scale are the self-styled connoisseurs haunting the Parisian quays

and the East Side of New York for objects of art and handicraft

made by the people who throw so much of themselves, their pas-

sion and despair into every stroke of the hammer or of the needle

which their hands direct.

Regarding the action of the last-named class—the connois-

seurs and collectors—a writer in "Handicraft" for June has thus

forcefully, truthfully expressed himself:

"What possible use have we for most of the 'things' with which

our homes are filled, and from which it is inconceivable that we

should ever derive the slightest satisfaction, except in that perfectly

vulgar form which accompanies the mere sense of possession? And
could anything be more pitiable, as a confession of industrial sin,

than the way in which we ransack every corner of the world to

collect as curiosities the adjuncts of healthier and simpler lives

than our own?
"Why can we not learn the perfectly easy lesson that the home-

ly, charming objects produced by peoples who live closer to Nature

than we do are more interesting than ours, simply because the life

to which they correspond and whose needs they reflect, is simpler,

and the relation between the needs and their satisfaction more

direct?"
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A sound thought is expressed in these words; one that should

take root in our American life and bear fruit in our environment.

This thought the most artistic peoples have reflected, or still reflect

in their manners and customs. The Greeks were superior to

"things ;" satisfying their perfect aesthetic sense by the union of the

useful with the beautiful in their objects of daily use. They elim-

inated all superfluous articles from their dwellings. They literally

took up their beds and walked from a closet on the north side of the

inner court of their houses to another closet on the south side, when-

ever the winds from the mountains and the sea warned them of the

approach of winter. We may imagine them as admitting to their

bed chambers a press for plaiting their gowns and mantles, and a

few vases which served them for bureaux, chests of drawers and

boxes. Simple is also the life of the Japanese : a few embroideries,

screens and vases of porcelain or enamel—all objects of daily ser-

vice—meeting their wants, material and immaterial.

Among peoples of simple life less celebrated for their artistic

qualities, beauty in homely belongings is sometimes so strong that,

as has been well said by the writer just quoted, the sophisticated of

the world feverishly seek to gain them for their own without under-

standing the secret of their value, and having gained them, destroy

that value by placing them in incongruous surroundings.

But, also, as is suggested by the same writer, there is a way to

learn from "the homely, charming objects produced by peoples

who live closer to Nature than we ourselves do." And this way is

all other than to barter with Tyrolese peasants for their marriage

chests and their clocks, or with the Russian exiles for their copper

samovars and their embroideries.

Thus it is as examples of simplicity as a means of art-produc-

tion, as pieces of work technically good, and as an historical study

presented in symbols that the Russian needlework here illustrated

is given a place in our pages.

The figure-piece is a scarf, or tisch-lauf: the fabric being

homespun linen, the raw material of which we can imagine as cul-

tivated by moujiks whose portraits animate the pages of Russian

and French novelists: sons of the soil who between two long days

of labor, light a candle to Saint Nicholas and pray that they may
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A Cedar Cabin

FOR the child the house of his parents does not mean all that the home repre-

sents for the adult. He wishes a place that shall be his very own, in which

he may express himself, without restraint, in work, exercise and play. And

so wishing, he makes a just demand upon his elders. He has rights to space, freedom

ami the pursuit of happiness which must be respected. When possible, he should

own a cabin, and this should he his castle in all that regards control and mastership.

( )pposition to such a possession of the child often comes from the parent, who

does not wish his grounds encumbered by an unsightly structure, however small, and

who objects to the confusion and the debris caused by the building process, however

short it may he.

Both these objections, which are valid to a degree, may be obviated by a building

such as is shown in the accompanying cut. This is an attractive and picturesque

little structure, telling a story of primitive, or frontier life, which can not fail to be

appreciated by the boy, in whom imagination is always and necessarily one of the

strongest qualities, as it is also the first faculty to be developed in the child.

15\ a system sometimes employed in important architecture, the cabin is built of

numbered timhers. It is purchased in the logs and may be set up and dismantled at

will. The building material is cedar and the dimensions twenty-two by fourteen

tiit, with a porch seven feet in width. The cost of the material ready to be mounted

is one hundred titty dollars, to which arc added the expenses of transportation. The

cabin has alread} proven useful to parents and delightful to children, since it unites

in itself the requisites of a summer nurserj tor babies, a spacious doll-house for little

girls, and a gymnasium and workshop tor hoys. It is an essential of youthful happi-

ness, wherever space and surroundings permit it to be erected.



A Russian Peasant Industry

die in piece on their stoves. The fabric itself is eloquent of hard,

patient toil,—this time the toil of the woman—presumably the

wife, mother, or grandmother. And thus the textile—substance

and treatment—symbolizes the primitive society, the time when
"Adam delved and Eve span," when there was neither nobleman

nor serf, but simply "the lords of their own hands."

The embroidery, with its brightness and its stitches requiring

keen eyesight and sureness of hand, suggests the work of women
younger than those who may have spun the fabric. The colors,

deep red and dark blue, heightened with yellow and black, stand

out from the background like enamels or mosaic: thus showing

the traditions of Byzantine art, the mother of the Russian. The
letters too of the very decorative inscription tell a strange story of

the mingling of races, of wars and invasions; since these characters

are members of an alphabet based upon the Greek and into which

certain barbaric elements have forced themselves. But the mean-

ing of the inscription is the most important of all the symbols

wrought into this humble, beautiful piece of handicraft. It con-

denses into a few words the picture of the actual social and political

situation of Russia. It is an apology for Nihilism. It is the epi-

tome of a novel of Tolstoi and the justification of his creed. It

reads

:

LET US DANCE AND SING AND FORGET FOR A TIME HOW BITTERLY WE LIVE.

This sentence, saddening to whoever understands it, becomes

doubly significant to one who will pause to consider all that it

implies: how it appears to have been traced by the hand of the

worker at the imperative command of an overflowing heart. It

may be compared to the writing on the wall of a political prisoner's

cell, or yet again to a canvas of Verestchagin depicting persecution,

supreme physical suffering, or martyrdom.

Regarding the purely technical part of the work much may

be said in praise, although it might be dismissed with a glance by

the careless, since it is done in the most familiar, the simplest and

the earliest of the canvas stitches : that is, cross-stitch. The artistic

qualities of this form have been discussed by Mr. Lewis F. Day, the

English authority, whose words give new importance to a use of

the needle which any careful child can be taught to make. His
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criticism contains too much of value to be left unquoted. He
writes

:

"A stitch bears always, or should bear, some relation to the

material on which it is worked; but canvas or very coarse linen

almost compels a stitch based upon the cross lines of its woof and
indeed suggests designs of equally rigid construction. That is so

in embroidery no matter where. In ancient Byzantine or Coptic
work, in modern Cretan work, and in peasant embroidery all the

world over, pattern work on coarse linen has run persistently into

angular lines—in which, because of that very angularity, the plain

outcome of a way of working, we find artistic character.

"Work of this kind is not too lightly to be dismissed. There
is art in the rendering of form by means of angular outlines. It is

not uncharitable to surmise that one reason why such work is not

popular with needlewomen may be, the demand it makes upon the

designer's draughtsmanship: it is much easier, for example, to

draw a stag than to render the creature satisfactorily within jagged
lines determined by a linen mesh.

"The piquancy about natural or other forms thus reduced to

angularity was the unavoidable outcome of the work. There is a

pronounced and early limit to art of this rather ingenuous kind, but

that there is art in some of the very simplest and most modest peas-

ant work built up on those lines no artist will deny. The art in it

is usually in proportion to its modesty."

The use of the stitch so described by Mr. Day, is, in the tisch-

lauf, or scarf illustrated, a quite ambitious, although successful ef-

fort. "The jagged lines" define the little figures agreeably and
even render the effect of motion in the dance. In the aprons, fa-

miliar to all who remember the Katusha of Tolstoi's "Resurrec-

tion," as she was costumed in last season's stage productions, the

same stitch is used effectively in much conventionalized floral

designs.

Altogether the pieces, judged by the standard of their class of

work, are worthy of attention as spontaneous, primitive, humble
works of art. Besides, they express the personality of those who
wrought them so simply and strongly that they compel attention

and command sympathy.
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George H. Jones as a Craftsman

THE frequenters of foreign bric-a-brac shops—more espe-

cially of those of the Low Countries and Italy, always

examine with pleasure the rare chests, chairs, and other

pieces of cabinet-making decorated in marqueterie, or

as the Italians name it, intarsiatura. They quickly learn

to distinguish between the two varieties; since the Dutch consists

largely of floral designs in which the tulip-motif is predominant,

while the Italian patterns are more delicately traced, and although

generally based upon the acanthus, are so conventionalized as al-

most to conceal the plant-form. In both instances the materials

used in the inlay are practically the same; being Oriental woods

and gems, obtained through the commerce which the maritime

cities of Italy, Holland, and what is now Belgium maintained with

the Asiatic countries.

The art itself, it is said, came from the same source, or rather

it was the heritage of the Orient from the Egyptians who first prac-

ticed it. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it flour-

ished throughout Europe, and fine examples were imported from

England into the American colonies. In the first half of the nine-

teenth century it was successfully practised in several cities of the

United States, but, in common with all other industrial arts, it

degenerated, in the period following the Civil War. It was com-

mercialized, and produced mechanically in great quantity and at

rapid rate. In this debased form it is composed of scroll-sawed

veneers hastily assembled into designs and sometimes colored with

a brush. But although so dishonestly, so inartistically composed,

it has obtained and still commands an extensive market. The real

art is also a true veneer: the design being completed independently

of the object which it is destined to adorn, and then applied to the

construction. Into these designs enter the most varied woods and

valuable, almost precious materials: the former including pear,

apple, plum and satin woods, amaranth, figured maple, woods

stained carmine-red, olive, and other greens, saffron, blue, and

violet, the very rare thinya, amboyna, and even woods which have

no trade names, but which, discovered by missionaries and explor-

ers, and prized for their beautiful colors and grains, are sent to the

centers of industry. The mineral and animal substances employed
295
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are also of varied nature; prominent among them being numerous

metals, semi-precious stones, coral, mother-o'-pearl, bone and tor-

toise shell.

The artistic work, as distinguished from the commercial pro-

duct, is now executed in at least one studio in the United States.

But the workmen who are there engaged are not native Americans,

since the traditions of the craft are preserved only in France and in

Holland, and are not to be acquired save by thorough apprentice-

ship.

The American studio, to which reference has already been

made is under the charge of Mr. George H. Jones, a young crafts-

man who has worked in marqueterie for ten years, during which he

has obtained most unexpected and beautiful results, and has gained

an entrance for his productions into the most artistic interiors of the

country.

A visit to his studio is time most profitably spent, since it ac-

quaints one interested in the present revival of the handicrafts with

the skilful and thoroughly honest methods of a workman who
gives his energies and labors to the creation of beautiful things,

rather than to the accumulation of wealth at the expense of art and

truth. As a single example of his care and fidelity may be cited the

device used by him in opposition to the less expensive and more me-

chanical methods of some of his rivals. This is the production of

shadows by his scrupulous selection of woods, which he matches

together in a delicate gradation of shades, or, more artistically still,

by varying the direction of the fibres of his veneers. The processes

rejected by him are the browning and shading of the wood by the

use of hot sand, and the abuse of dyes and acids, with which to pro-

duce striking color-effects.

The finest pieces resulting from the slow, laborious methods

just noted, are tours de force, but among the things wrought by Mr.

Jones there are equally honest, although much less subtile efforts.

Such, for instance, are friezes and borders in marqueterie which

are now frequently used to emphasize the constructive lines of

interior architecture and furniture, and which this craftsman fits

to a desired color-scheme by means of durable stains which he him-

self prepares and uses.
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Altogether this master mosaicist in woods is a high type of the

modern art worker: he uses mechanical process and scientific

knowledge with discretion; he unites in himself the designer and

the maker; he pursues his art with devotion, while he does not neg-

lect the practical side of his calling, and is rewarded by ample pat-

ronage.

As a designer, he is capable and original, in the best sense a

follower of I'art nouveau; adopting the wavy line and the plant-

form with excellent decorative results.

For the workman, as well as the amateur, it would be interest-

ing to trace by illustration the development of the art of marquet-

erie or intarsiatura; Italian and Dutch designs appearing as the

first links in the evolutionary chain, and recent examples from the

New York studio as the last. And as such a series is requested by

a number of the patrons of The Craftsman, it will, if obtainable,

be presented in an early number of the magazine.

ONE MAY DO WHATE'ER ONE LIKES
IN ART : THE ONLY THING IS TO MAKE SURE
THAT ONE DOES LIKE IT-WHICH TAKES PAINS TO KNOW

ROBERT BROWNING
" PIPPA PASSES

"
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The Art of Tooling Leather kjtherine girling

THE worshipful Companie of Leatherers must have

prayed often the prayer of the Psalmist, "The work of

our hands, establish Thou it," for their handiwork, left

to the mercy of Time the effacer, has fared marvellously

well.

This broad belt and money pouch, wrought with the owner's

heraldic device, a rampant demi-griffin, holding in his claws a

fleur-de-lis, was carried by father and son on two crusades. It

went through the English civil wars. In six hundred years it has

not faded, but has, in fact, grown richer in tone. It did not

crumble, nor chip, nor break, but hardened like bone. It could

not be melted, as metals were, at the King's need. It was humble,

and provoked not the wrath of the Reformer. The griffin still

frowns a challenge to any one who would molest the treasure he

guards, and the claws which offer the fleur-de-lis, a hostage to

Setebos, are still sharp. This is the art which we modern folk for-

got! In the eighteenth century, leather tooling and embossing be-

came a lost art. Leather is easily burnt and stamped and pressed

over molds. Ease and cheapness conquered beauty and individ-

uality.

Since the days of the Romans, Western Europe had known
and valued tooled leather. In the Dark Ages, craftsmen in Spain,

France, Italy, Germany and the Netherlands worked at the art.

The Renascence saw its glory. Each country developed its par-

ticular style. Spanish work is splendid with elaborate "all-over"

designs, heightened by color and gold leaf. The Germans favored

embossing, for the incised outline is definite and strong.

The Italian and Celtic work is tooled. Flowing, graceful

lines sink softly into the background. These workers felt that

ridges, though effective, are limiting; that the most artistic work is

done when the artist is left free.

Germany has known the revival of the art for fifteen years.

The English have practiced it, especially in connection with book-

binding, since 1896. The art could not have been difficult to re-

discover if one knows how pliable wet leather is. Without that

secret of the craft, the results are marvels past finding out.

The art is so new, as yet, in America that tools must be im-
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The Art of Tooling Leather

ported or made to order. All one really needs is a single punch

made from a piece of No. 5 stub steel, filed flat on one side, and

beveled on the other. The end is rounded and beveled. About

half an inch from the end it begins to curve, till the point is bent at

an angle of twenty-five degrees from the bar. It is set so that an

inch and a half of steel projects, from a small cylindrical handle,

three-fourths of an inch in diameter and four or five inches in

length.

Leather must not be scratched. No sharp edges or points

must be left on the tool.

Art dealers in England provide also a pointed tool to use in

transferring the design to the leather, but any point, sharp enough

to impress the leather without scratching, will answer. Rounded
flattened handles of bone, or celluloid, or ivory, (one finds one on a

paper-knife occasionally) are useful in working the background

smooth and flat. The backgrounds may be stamped with dies cut

into set patterns. This destroys the surface of the leather, catches

dust, and is, like most cheap processes, uninteresting. The designs,

especially for a beginner, should be simple and broad. Avoid

curves which cross each other and very fine, long lines. Divide a

piece of paper into diamond checks. Put in the center of one

check a fleur-de-lis. Alternate a nail head or a crown with this.

Transfer the figures, but not the diamonds, on to the leather. H.

Jacobsen is possibly the best known craftsman, and Mrs. Alma-

Tadema the best designer. They choose heraldic devices, as a rule.

In this country, suggestive work has been done by copying our

native wild flowers.

Indian and negro heads would be capital, if they had not al-

ready been done to the death by the pyrography people.

I am sure that there is a future for leather workers who study

Japanese designs. The simplicity; the possibility of identifying

a natural object in the design ; the action, the motion, given to beast,

bird and fish; these are most desirable qualities for tooling. A
Japanese dragon would be quite as effective in leather as in metal.

The tooling of leather for backs of books should not be at-

tempted without consultation with the bookbinder.

Having chosen a design, transfer it to the leather. Leave a
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margin of leather around the edge of your piece. Pin with thumb
tacks the leather on to a board, slipping bits of cardboard between

pin and leather. Sponge the leather. Blot it dry. Pat it. Do
not rub it, as you value its surface. Place the design on the leather

and go over the outline of the design with a pointed instrument.

Do not tear the paper, or scratch the leather with the point. Re-

move the paper and strengthen the outline if it needs it. Take the

leather off the board and soak it for three minutes in cold water.

Experience may teach you to vary the time. The leather should be

wet enough to tool, but not spongy. When little drops of water

follow the tool, the leather is too wet. Let it dry.

In soaking, the leather should be entirely immersed, and when
taken out, blotted dry with clean blotting paper. It water marks

rather easily. Place the leather on a hard stone, slate, metal, or

wooden surface. They are named in the order of their desirability.

Hold the punch firmly as if it were a pencil with which

you meant to write. Place its beveled side on the leather at right

angles with the surface and close on to the line of the design.

Punch down with a firm, definite stroke. Repeat these little foot-

prints till the outline is marked in relief, but work them into the

background as you proceed. Do not drag the tool. Each stroke

must be distinct, yet the tool should play in all directions, so that

one impression obliterates another, till the whole background is

even and smooth. Except when working about the outline, lower

the tool so that it forms an angle of forty-five degrees. Take it far-

ther up on the handle, and use it as you would a brush, stroke softly

for a finish. If the leather dries, repeat the soaking process for a

minute. Keep the leather clean. Your little finger resting on the

leather should be protected from the leather by paper. Finger

nails make fatal prints.

The next process is to punch up the design. This is done from

the back. The leather is so held with both hands that the tool,

grasped by the fingers of the right hand, may play about under-

neath the design. This process resembles rubbing more than

punching. Firm yet soft strokes are best. Faulty lines may be

rubbed out from the back when the leather is wet, but definite up-

ward punches cannot be beaten down. Do not let the tool run over
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the edge of the design. Perspective is possible if you punch into

prominence the near parts of the design, and leave retreating sur-

faces more flat. Bevel the edges a bit when you have flattened the

leather out on the board again. Go over the outline and the back-

ground patiently once more. Model the design as though it were

wet clay. With the point of the tool touch in fine lines like leaf

veins. Sharpen edges or repress them at your will. Learn to

know when the work is done and stop resolutely. Your tendency

will be to refine strength into weakness. Your work will lose ex-

pression. When it is dry, stain it with brown ink, or with leather

stains, or the color may be deepened by sponging it with caustic

soda. The object of staining and polishing is to prevent finger

marks from showing.

Staining is learned by experiment. Brown ink may be

rubbed over lightly and then rubbed in briskly with a fresh cloth

which also polishes. The ink may be brushed on and shaded. Or,

after the ink has been left on the leather for five or ten minutes, it

may be washed off again, restoring almost the original light leather

color. Respect the right of leather to be brown. Only an autumn

oak leaf can assume such rich brown tones.

Painted and gilded leather looks like papier mache or carved

wood painted. It no longer is the genuine material with a beauty

of its own, which the craftsman may enhance, but must not disguise.

After staining the leather, go over the modeled parts again, if they

need pointing. But after polishing do not disturb the surface.

Embossing resembles tooling except that the outline is incised

with a sharp blade, after the design has been transferred on to the

leather, while the leather is dry. Hold the knife upright in the

right hand, guide the blade with the forefinger of the left hand,

and cut the leather exactly half through.

Sponge the leather. Open the incision by dragging the punch

sidewise, through it, toward you. Tool down the background and

that side of the incision. Dampen the back of the leather and

press the design up, as in tooling. If you work the design up bold-

ly, fill the holes you leave with glue and sawdust, or with modeling

wax worked in when hands and leather are perfectly dry. Cover

the surface with tissue paper, so that it will not adhere to the table
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when you lay it down. Go over the background and the design

again. Point up the edges. Embossing should be crisp. Stain

and polish.

The leather to use is calfskin. It should be a firm, stout piece.

Its thickness depends upon how deeply you wish to work it.

If you do not know whether a piece will take the tooling, wet

a sample, thrust your finger into it and note the ease with which

you can pull it flat again.

Small articles: purses, bags, cases for cards, bills, or cigars,

belts^r key tags, are advisable bits to begin with. Panels, screens,

chair covers and even piano covers may be done. Of course the

stiff leather will not drape. Purses and cases should be made up

by a pocketbook maker. Send him your pieces with their margins

yet uncut. His sharp knife and firm hand give precision. The
edges of cases may be finished with grooved lines ruled on by the

aid of a metal ruler.

Cases are lined with skiver, or satin, and may be stitched up

by any leather worker who possesses a sewing machine. Do not

bend the ends of cases over until you have stained the piece.

The art of tooling leather ought to commend itself to ama-

teurs.. It is not expensive. It demands a firm touch, but not great

strength. It is not a noisy craft, like that of working in metal work.

It is not trivial. It is a noble old art. A beginner may feel his

way along with surprising satisfaction, yet in it, an artist may find

scope for his highest powers.
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THE above title has reference, not to brick and terra-cotta,

but to the recently revived art of vase building which

has been fortunate enough to attract notice both favor-

able and adverse.

The formation of clay vessels by means of the unaided

hand is almost as old as the human race. Artificial supports were

used at first, such as baskets and woven twigs, but the essence of

building is the absence of the wheel as an aid to the development of

form. While the majority of primitive peoples abandoned this

method as soon as they became acquainted with the mysteries of the

wheel, there remained some tribes and even nations to whom this

knowledge never came. The greater speed of wheel work pushed

aside the primitive method of building and, hence, where the wheel

became known, the earlier work was never studied or improved

upon. But in those cases in which the aggression of the wheel was

not felt, attention was exclusively confined to building, with the

natural result that great skill was acquired by the workers.

Prominent among the exponents of clay-building were certain

of the Indian tribes of North America. They were untaught, and

simply followed the bent of their inclination; but the result has

been the opening to the modern world of a new avenue of expres-

sive handicraft.

The Indian women were experts in basket weaving, and their

method of construction,—sewing together an endless coil of twist-

ed cord,—may have suggested the coils of clay with which their

vases were built. The main difference lies in the adhesion. Bas-

ket coils must be sewn together. Clay coils adhere, when moist,

until the fire gives them a permanent bond.

Early pottery was, without exception, formed to meet a need.

No thought of ornament was present, and such beauty as the work

possessed was in the fitness and utility which constituted the main,

or indeed the only, claim to existence.

Thus, the examples which remain, while varying greatly in

form, are of few types. The early British made the funeral urn,

the food vessel, and the drinking cup. The Indian wares are main-

ly of the same class and comprise water-bottles, storage jars, and

open vessels for grain or meal. The forms thus evolved are simple
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and strong in outline, well adapted to their purpose, and such as

could be fashioned with the least possible labor. The claims of

clay are strong and must be heeded. The successful rearing of a

plastic wall, of whatever shape, eight or ten inches in height and
less than a quarter of an inch in thickness is not to be regarded as a

matter of course, and many failures taught that the forms attempt-

ed must be those for which the clay was suited. It is not by accident

that one type of work is produced in wood, another in iron, another

in marble, and another in clay. One recognizes almost by intuition

the appropriate outline. In the days when nations and even tribes

were isolated, each had to depend upon its own creative and pro-

ductive skill: hence it is that ancient handicraft is so suggestive and

inspirational.

For the craftsman nothing is more important than a careful

study of early work. This will not lead to copying, but will sup-

ply a motive power which cannot be secured in any other way.

A suggestion may be received here from the habit of the Jap-
anese artist. He spends hours among the birds and flowers, but

draws not a line. In the quiet of his home he notes his impres-

sions. The memory of what he has seen is imprinted upon his

brain, and, like the latent photographic image, is developed by his

facile pencil. He is never accused of copying nature. He does

not copy, nor need the student of ancient works of art be subject to

the cheap accusation of copying, because he has drawn an inspira-

tion from some better man. Of course, there is such a thing as open

and shameless copying,—forging were the better term,—where an

inferior producer shelters himself beneath the reputation of some
master mind and puts forth worthless imitations. But an action

like this is recognized everywhere as reprehensible, and the danger

is that the legitimate craftsman who draws an inspiration and
makes it his own, giving to the work his individuality and skill,

shall be likewise condemned. The fear of this has driven many to

feed upon their own thoughts, striving to produce work which shall

be original in name, but which lacks character, beauty and truth.

In clay building there are certain type forms which are the

natural outcome of the material. It would be absurd to contend

that the Indian women had copied the ancient British, and yet
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many pieces are very similar, though produced thousands of miles

apart. In like manner, many a piece has been made, in a modern
studio, which closely resembles the work of the past, but without

the maker ever having seen that which he is accused of copying.

It is not to be expected that anyone, before sitting down to shape his

clay, shall institute a search in every available quarter, in order

that he may not trespass upon any pre-existing form. No such

thought was present to hamper and cripple the enterprise of long

ago. The Egyptian, the Greek, the Chinaman, and the Indian,

each expressed himself in his material, and it is unfair to deny a

similar privilege to the workers of to-day.

The modern manufacturer is persecuted by the cry for novelty.

The senseless demand for new things, new shapes, new colors, new
designs, has resulted, on the one hand, in an indiscriminate use of

old shapes with some slight change to justify a different name, and,

on the other, in the production of certain outrageous objects which

may, fortunately, claim to be new. Such things are always new,

for they never live long enough to grow old; whereas, the precious

productions of ancient time live among men as literature lives.

They cannot die, for the world cannot do without them.

AN ART CAN ONLY BE LEARNED IN THE WORKSHOPS
OF THOSE WHO ARE WINNING THEIR BREAD BY IT

SAMUEL BUTLER
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THE CITIZEN IN HIS RELA-
TION to the Industrial Situa-

tion, by Henry Codman Potter,

D. D., LL. D. Somewhat more than

two years ago, Mr. William E. Dodge

gave to Yale University a fund whose

objects are conveyed in the following

clauses

:

"I desire to make a gift to the Univer-

sity for the purpose of promoting among

its students and graduates, and among

the educated men of the United States,

an understanding of the duties of Chris-

tian citizenship, and a sense of personal

responsibility for the performance of

those duties.

"For the furtherance of the purpose

in view, it is my desire that the income

of the fund thus given should be paid

each year to a lecturer of distinguished

attainments and high conception of civic

responsibilities, who shall deliver a

course of lectures on a topic whose un-

derstanding will contribute to the for-

mation of an intelligent public senti-

ment, of high standards of the duty of a

Christian citizen, and of habits of action

to give effect to these sentiments and

these standards. The lectures thus pro-

vided are to be known as the Yale Lec-

tures on the Responsibilities of Citizen-

ship."

In accordance with the terms of the

above request, the bishop of New York
delivered in 1902 the series of discourses

upon "The Citizen in his Relation to the

Industrial Situation," which have now-

been incorporated into a volume.

Throughout these discourses the

churchman with ringing voice sets forth
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the duties of the man toward his fellow

beings. He gives utterance to no plati-

tudes concerning the oppressed working-

man or the misjudged capitalist. He
discusses impartially the rights of each

and the wrongs of each, as well as the

relations of each to the consumer, the

citizen, and the State. He analyzes and

clearly explains the industrial situation:

especially the present dependent position

of the machine operator, as compared

with that of the old handicraftsman. In

this connection he says that men have be-

come "mechanicalized ; that the machine

sets the pace and compels its operator to

be operated in accordance with its move-

ments."

In the lecture upon the citizen and the

workingman, the author gives the im-

pression that he is the advocate of capital

against labor. He appears to be ex-

treme in his convictions and uses his

facts with telling power.

In the following lecture, however, he

dissects the capitalist without reserve or

pity. He declares in homely terms that

society has the right to ask the rich man
not only "Where did you get it?" but

also, "What are you going to do with

it?" He denounces in bitter terms the

manipulation of the stock-market, the

juggling of corporation accounts, and

the employment of obscure systems of

book-keeping: all of which are employed

to deceive those entitled to know the

truth. He denounces the user of such

methods as a common thief, in words to

make every financier pause in his course

to examine his conscience.

Under the head of "The Citizen and
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the Consumer," the Bishop discusses the

abuses of the factory, omitting no hor-

rible detail of what he names "white

slavery": the truck-system, the sweat-

shop, and the other familiar manifesta-

tions of those great corporations which

have recently claimed to be powerful by

"divine right." The majority of these

abuses Bishop Potter attributes to the

fault of the employer. But, just and

clear-sighted as he is, he recognizes also

the part played therein by the selfishness

of the consumer, as notably in the pass-

ive encouragement by the public of

sweat-shop methods.

In the final division of his subject:

"The Citizen and the State," the lec-

turer discusses means for the solution of

the present industrial problem. His con-

clusion seems to be that a limited and

reasonable degree of State control would

be advantageous to the well-being and

permanence of society ; but that the com-

plete socialization of all industry would

be as disastrous as a policy of absolute

"Laissez-faire" ; that solution and salva-

tion lie in the cultivation ami advance

of the spirit of brotherhood, since that

spirit implies equal justice for all.

During the course of this simple, yet

learned and powerful treatment of a

subject of great moment, each factor of

tho social order: capitalist, laborer, con-

sumer, receives a proper degree of atten-

tion!: none being unduly magnified or

diminished to the profit of argument or

oratory. Just and fair to each offender,

the reverend "father in God" neither

spares nor spurns. He sets forth with

dignity and force the conditions of a

problem which must be solved by society.

[Charles Scribner's Sons, 1902, New
York. 248 pages, full cloth, uncut

edges. Size: 5x7% inches. Price, $1.00

net.

Pictorial Composition and the

Critical Judgment of Pictures, by

Henry R. Poore, A. N. A. This is a

valuable book of art criticism: valuable

because, like the work in the same field

accomplished by Mr. John Van Dyke, it

will aid in changing the point of view

from which the public regard pictures.

Until recently, the French led the world

as critics of both art and literature, sim-

ply because they brought to their tasks

sense and science; recognizing that the

works of the imagination, whether ex-

pressed in form- color- or word-sym-

bols, proceed from principles as fixed as

those which govern the production of the

most material and commonplace crea-

tions necessary to our daily life: the

chair, the table, or the pudding.

A few more teachers like Messrs. Van
Dyke and Poore, a few more books like

those to which these writers set their

hands, would go far toward ending the

useless study—if study it may be called

—made by women's clubs of their most

cherished fetich, art. Within many

such organizations a bit of biography

plus a bit of ecstacy,—both copied indis-

criminately from sources but yesterday

unknown to the compiler,—constitute

"a paper." The papers composed after

an unvarying formula,—it were better

to say "recipe,"—extend through session

and season, touching all epochs and
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countries, calling up in the mind of the

listener none save cloudy, confused

thoughts, which soon vanish, like "an

insubstantial pageant, leaving not one

wrack behind."

It is indeed time that the superstitious

reverence, surrounding the old masters,

should be replaced by a useful under-

standing of what those artists really

were, as space -decorators, experimental-

ists in line, color, and pictorial composi-

tion. The understanding thus gained

will be a significant addition to a fund

of general knowledge, and will be of

practical benefit in the arrangement of

household belongings and in the judg-

ment of many minor questions of daily

occurrence into which art considerations

enter.

The acquirement of the real elements

of criticism will put an end to the rhap-

sodic discussion of the Madonna's ex-

pression ; of Saint Joseph's gestures ; of

the attitudes of saints and martyrs. Art

criticism, it is well to acknowledge once

for all with Morelli and his school, is a

question of measurements, of optical

effects and of color-treatment.

But it is not to be inferred that Mr.

Poore's book is a primer intended for

the use of the beginner. It is a work

to be consulted by the advanced student.

It is, as is stated by the author in his

introduction, "addressed to three types

of art workers: the student of painting,

the amateur photographer, and the pro-

fessional artist." "To the art-lover,"

Mr. Poore suggestively adds, "this

book may be found of interest as contain-

ing the reasons in picture composition,
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and through them an aid to critical

judgment We adapt our education

from quaint and curious sources. It is

the apt correlation of the arts which

accounts for the acknowledgment by an

English story writer that she drew her

style from Ruskin's "Principles of

Drawing," and of a landscape painter

that to sculpture he owed his discern-

ment of the forest secrets, by daily ob-

serving the long lines of statues in the

corridor of the Royal Academy; or by

the composer of pictures to the composer

of music ; or by the preacher that sugges-

tions to discourse had come to him

through the pictorial processes of the

painter."

The scope of Mr. Poore's work may

be appreciated by a glance through his

table of contents giving the heads of

chapters in which things heretofore to

many honest souls intangible and impon-

derable are reached and accurately

weighed. Under the head of pictorial

composition, he gives explanations of bal-

ance by opposition of line, by spots, by

gradation, by principality or isolation,

and by curvature: illustrating each of

these sub-heads by some well known

canvas which he analyzes so clearly that

the least experienced person may come

to understand its genesis, and grow cap-

able of answering with authority the flip-

pant questions of those who have not yet

learned that the function of art is to rep-

resent, not to imitate; who criticise nec-

essary conventions and principles on the

ground that they are not "natural."

In later chapters Mr. Poore treats the

circular observation of the picture; an-
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gular composition ; equivalents ; light and

shade, with the effects obtained by em-

phasis, sacrifice and contrast; the place

of photography in the fine arts; the aes-

thetics of composition and the critical

judgment of pictures, the last two sub-

jects being discussed in many subdivis-

ions.

The chapter on circular composition

notes a delicate distinction between the

old and the new methods, which is most

interesting as a point of criticism. In

his argument, Mr. Poore uses two famil-

iar pictures: Tintoretto's "Marriage of

Bacchus and Ariadne," and "Endymion,"

by George F. Watts. In the former

painting, Ariadne, seated against a rock,

extends her hand to clasp that of

Bacchus, who stands on a much lower

plane, and beneath a floating figure act-

ing the part of the priestess of love. This

floating figure, according to Mr. Poore,

"offers a shock to our scientific sense,

which is not quite relieved even when

we recall the epoch of its production or

concede the customary license to mythol-

ogy. At a period in art when angels

were employed through a composition as

a stage manager would scatter supernu-

meraries—to fill gaps or create masses

—

in any posture which the conditions of

the picture demanded, it is not strange

that the artist conceived this figure sus-

pended from above in an arc of a circle,

if in these lines it served its purpose.

In this shape it completes a circuit in

the figures, fills the space which would

otherwise open a wide escape for the

vision, and by the union of the three

heads, joins the figures in the center of

the canvas, completing with the legs

of Ariadne, five radial lines from this

focus.

"To the mind of a sixteenth century

artist, these reasons were more convinc-

ing than the objection to painting a hun-

dred and forty pounds of recumbent

flesh and blood, with the support unseen.

To the modern artist such a conception

would be well-nigh impossible, though

Mr. Watts gives us much the same ac-

tion. Here, however, the movement of

the draperies supplies motion by the fig-

ure of Selene, and, as a momentary ac-

tion, we know it to be possible. Were

the interpretation of motion by hair and

drapery impossible, and the impression,

as in the Tintoretto, that of the sus-

pended nude model, it would be safe to

say that no modern painter would have

employed such a figure. This touch of

realism, even among the transcendental

painters, denotes the clean-cut separa-

tions between the modern and the medi-

aeval art-sense."

In the chapter on "The Picture

Sense," Mr. Poore expresses a good

thought in happy terms when he asks

"the many sharers in the passing picture

pleasures of a great city to make them-

selves intelligent in some other and more

practical way than by contact, gleaning

only through a life-time what should

have been theirs without delay as a

foundation; and to exchange for the

vague impression of pleasure, defended

in the simple comfort of knowing what

one likes, the enjoyment of sure author-

ity and a reason for it."

The book of Mr. Poore, to judge by
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its merits, should pass through many

editions. But one stricture may be made

against it as it now stands. It is studded

with errors occurring in the spelling and

accentuation of foreign words : the errors

not even remaining faithful to them-

selves, but assuming different forms at

different points of the essays. [The

Baker & Taylor Company, New York.

256 pages, full cloth, uncut edges. Size

6^x91/2. Price $1.50 net.

How to Make Money, edited by

Katherine N. Birdsall. "Of making

many books there is no end." The articles

contained in this volume first appeared

serially in Everybody's Magazine. They

treat in detail eighty practical methods

by which an untrained woman can earn

living wages, or add materially to a

small income. The means to these de-

sirable ends are plainly set forth, but

they are such as would suggest them-

selves to those in necessity. "The will

makes the way." [Doubleday, Page &
Company, New York. 249 pages. Full

cloth. 5x71/2 inches. Price $1.00 net.

Home Building and Furnishing,

by William L. Price and William Mar-

tin Johnson. A series of designs and

articles prepared for The Ladies' Home
Journal has been made into a book, un-

der the title appearing above. In their

magazine form the articles found abund-

ant acceptance, as testified by the fact

that over five hundred houses were built

in one year from the plans given. Both

the text and the drawings are princi-

pally the work of two architects, Will-

iam L. Price, and William Martin

Johnson ; the former dealing with houses

of moderate or small cost, village

churches, tents and cabins; the latter

treating interiors; beside, there are two

papers entitled, "Remodeling the Front

Door," and "What a Window will do

for a Home," by Frank S. Guild.

The book is well written and well

arranged, while a number of the draw-

ings for doors and windows are pleasing

and elegant. But as a whole the designs

show over-elaboration; this fault being

most apparent in the interiors, which are

encumbered with furnishings and orna-

ment, and therefore confusing in effect.

[Doubleday, Page & Company, New
York. Illustrated. 139 pages. Full

cloth. 5x7% inches. Price $1.00 net.

Literary Landmarks of Oxford,

by Lawrence Hutton. This is a charm-

ing little book, which, according to the

statement of its author, was written by

a certain underpaid, and not overworked,

middle-aged, American writer, a lover

of British Letters and the Makers of

British Letters, as a result of a six weeks'

vacation, all spent in Oxford.

It is a flowing narrative, such as an

excellent conversationalist might give of

the town, the colleges, and the famous

sons of the colleges. It has the stamp

and ring of truth and accuracy. But it

escapes pedantry and it reads itself.

Its arrangement is a natural one: the

history of each college, from All Souls

to Worcester, forming a chapter by it-

self.

The delicate humor with which read-

ers are wont to associate the name of
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Mr. Hutton, is not here wanting. As a number of years," writes the narrator,

an example of this quality so refreshing "before John Fiske, a boy of about the

in a narrative dealing with many facts, same age, made by his disagreeable

one may cite certain comments upon the drudgery, money enough to buy a copy

famous young Jewel of Corpus Christi

:

of Liddell and Scott's Greek Lexicon, in

a boy who began to study at four a. m., Middletown, Connecticut."

who went to bed at ten p. m.. who took Mr. Hutton's book must be praised

no recreation but walking, and even for its scholarly, well-arranged indices,

then, if he did not meditate, or instruct by means of which the reader instantly

the two boys who were his companions, finds his desired reference. Another at-

"argued in Aristotelian fashion:" habits traction lies in the illustrations which

which soon caused his collapse both phy- show picturesque bits of the architecture

sical and mental, "overshadowed as he and the scenery of the "gray old town."

was," says Mr. Hutton, "with the The illustrations appear on smooth

weight of the honey of information he paper; they have great delicacy of out-

had sipped not only from the Tree of line, are unmistakably the work of an

Knowledge and from the Flower of architect, and depend for their accent

Learning, but from Greek Roots." The upon masses of foliage rendered in thick,

commentator adds in his own inimitable black masses. Each one of them is a

way that there is a medium to draw, in study of Gothic, the majority, of course,

college life, between the unusual Jewel being of the Perpendicular period. The

Boy and the Boy of the Diamond; be- book cover, too, deserves a word of

tween too much argument in Aristote- praise. It is absolutely plain, in dark

Han fashion, and too hard tackling in the green cloth, with the title printed in

football way. gold, in plain Roman capitals, and an

The parallels between the English ornament below, also in gold, and con-

and the American university which ap- sisting of a knocker: the plate represent-

pear on nearly every page, keep the in- ing a face with a heavy ring

terest of the reader unflagging to the attached; the whole forming an

end; Princeton, the alma mater of the interesting and artistic grotesque, al-

author receiving, as is right, a large though not a reproduction of the famous

share of attention. As an example of brass which hangs in the College Hall

such parallels may be mentioned the of Brazenose. [Charles Scribner's Sons,

story of John Connington of University New York, 1903. 264 pages. Full

College, who repeated a thousand lines cloth, uncut edges, gilt top. 5x7^

of Virgil to his father before he was inches. Price $1.00 net.

twelve ; and who, when he was thirteen,

devoted one pound, thirteen shillings, Silverwork and Jewelry, by H.

out of his own pocket-money, to the pur- Wilson, with Diagrams by the Author

chase of a copy of Homer. "This was and other Illustrations. This book is a
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member of the artistic crafts series of

technical handbooks, edited by W. R.

Lethaby, one or more of which have

been previously noticed in The Crafts-

man. These volumes are issued in the

wish to provide trustworthy text-books

of workshop practice from the point of

view of experts, and to set up a standard

of quality in the crafts which are more

especially associated with design. To this

end tools, processes, and details of work

are carefully discussed and minutely il-

lustrated. The pictures are line-cuts,

and the text is good English. The pres-

ent volume, although primarily addressed

to the workman, contains many passages

scattered through the technical treat-

ment, which are very interesting to the

general reader.

Such, for example, is the footnote

which advances an unorthodox opinion

regarding Benvenuto Cellini; denounc-

ing the man as a blackguard—a judg-

ment in which many are liable to con-

cur—and condemning most of his work

as meretricious—a censure likely to

arouse opposition.

The body of the book contains a crit-

icism worthy to be quoted. It treats of

the use of precious stones and reads

thus: "Stones and jewels to the early

artist were means of adding emphasis to

his work, or were used as the germ of a

design ; by the modern they are used as

substitutes for design. To the former

the jewel was an added beauty to the

setting; to the latter the jewel is a means

of hiding the setting and the workman-

ship. The old workman took the rough

crystal of sapphire, or ruby or emerald,

and polished it, keeping the stone as large

as possible, displaying to the utmost its

native beauty. .The modern workman

splits and cuts his gems into regular,

many faceted, geometrical forms of infi-

nite ingenuity and intolerable hideous-

ness.

"The modern method of cutting

equalizes the color and intensifies the

glitter of the gem, but the glitter takes

away the mysterious magical quality, that

inner luster of liquid light, which for the

artist is its chiefest beauty, and replaces

that beauty by a mechanical sheen offen-

sive to every cultivated eye. Moreover,

the machine-made perfection of the cut

stone has, as it were, reacted on the

mounting, and is, perhaps, one cause of

the mechanical hardness and lack of

artistry so visible in modern work."

If this criticism could influence the

lapidary and the jeweler, as well as the

woman who wears ornaments, we might

hope for beauty there where we have

now but ostentatious display of wealth

and the open confession of vulgarity.

[D. Appleton & Company, New York.

346 pages. Millboard, uncut edges.

4%x 7
:

/4 inches. Price $1.40.
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An Urban House harvey ellis
Number Three of The Craftsman Serie9

IN
submitting the site of this house to The Craftsman, the

owner believed that the only building-plan possible involved

a sloping terrace with a flight of steep steps and the ungainly

wooden rail, or life-line, for safety in winter.

The site is by no means unusual. It is presented in almost

every city in the country: namely, a lot of fifty feet frontage and
one hundred feet deep; elevated eight feet above the street level,

and with practically no variation in height from front to rear.

In the locality of this special house, there is no provision in

deeds or leases which definitely fixes the position of the houses upon
the lots. But yet, by tacit agreement, the fronts of the larger num-
ber of the residences upon the given side of the street have been

kept back approximately twenty-five feet from the lot lines. At the

same time, there is a decided lack of uniformity in the matter of

porches, bays and other projections; so that any building feature

desired may be introduced, without encroaching upon public

rights, and without disturbing the good will of the neighborhood.

In obedience therefore to the foregoing easily fulfilled condi-

tions, but with an absolute rejection of the local methods of treat-

ment, the accompanying plans were evolved: the owner simply

stating the requirements of his family; the Craftsman architects

providing for the same by those means which, in their judgment,

seemed best. It may be added that a sufficient and generous, al-

though not extravagant, sum was provided for the thorough execu-

tion of the plans herewith presented.

By examination of the ground-floor plan, it will be seen that

with the exception of the space taken by the steps leading from the

street and by the motor-way, the entire lot has been reserved for

use: no sacrifice having been made to wasteful terraces, which,

used without tact and artistic sense, stand too often as a confession

of defeat in schemes like the one at present treated.
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An Urban House

From the very nature of our site, built up to the line, as it is,

on the one side, and separated from the adjoining house, on the

other, by a narrow way, three feet six inches wide, it is plain that

side light is impossible; unless that, to insure this questionable

good, the house is built long and narrow: which is a plan un-

worthy of consideration. But with the lot covered, as in our

scheme, the height above the street becomes an advantage; since it

gives direct access to the basement; thus doing away with that

objectionable feature, the tradesmen's entrance.

Our drawings show that, the main front of the structure hav-

ing been set back the usual distance of twenty-five feet, the entire

front is occupied by the living room and its dependencies: such as

the vestibule, ante-room, main staircase and lavatory; while the

dining room, serving room, kitchen and pantries form an "L" at

the right of the house; further, that at right angles with this "L"

lies the servants' stairway, which connects by a wall with the tool

house; the latter in turn, connecting with the main body of the

house, forms the boundary of a formal garden sufficiently large to

admit of flowers, turf, gravel paths and a sun dial, as well as of a

modest exedra; yet not large enough to require a high-priced

gardener and assistant: a garden, in short, which gives much pleas-

ure in return for the degree of attention which would be required

by the lawns usually accompanying houses of the value here in-

volved. The pleasure garden having been thus set aside, ample

space still remained at the rear of the lot for the kitchen garden

and the laundry yard, each being of ample size to meet all require-

ments.

The general block plan completed, the considerations next

following were those of building materials. These were, to a de-

gree, forced upon the owner, as the excavation necessary for the

basement was made through a fair quality of blue limestone, such

as is ordinarily used in cellar-walls: a variety which permits no

dressing, save the rudimentary hammer work similar to that done

by the stone-mason in shaping his material for a rubble wall.

In accordance with this plain suggestion, it was determined

to build the house of "cellar-wall"; but that it might be of excel-

lent workmanship and of pleasing appearance, it was liberally
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"pointed up" with cement mortar, in the manner shown by the ac-

companying photograph. The same method was observed in the

retaining walls, steps, etc., in order that the building might present

a harmonious whole.

The roof was made sufficiently heavy to carry a thick bed of

cement mortar, into which were set black slates of extra thickness,

with enough cement in the joints to afford variety in level, color,

and texture: features which are not without character and distinc-

tion. These provisions, together with copper flashings and down
spouts, completed the exterior of the house, whose otherwise too

sombre appearance was relieved by visible casings, sash, and doors

Rear of Garden

in cream white; the whole producing a dignified and harmonious

effect.

The porches at front and rear were provided with beamed

ceilings stained dark brown; light cement mortar filling the spaces

between the beams. The floors of these porches were laid in square

tiles of gray cement, fourteen by fourteen inches, set in black mor-

tar, with joints one and a half inches wide; a border being formed

by two rows of red clay tiles, eight by eight inches square, laid

with close joints, and separated from the lining by a black cement

joint one and one-half inches wide.

The garden has walks made of white gravel rolled into as-

phalt; the ground having a slight inclination toward the sides.

The exedra has a floor like that of the porches, and the steps lead-
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ing thence are similar to those leading from the street to the front

entrance. A large square in the middle of the garden is sunken,

like the impluvium in the court of a Pompeian house, while the

entire space is sodded, with the exception of the walks and of small

places left for plants against the boundary wall. The area provid-

ing light for the furnace room in the basement is concealed bv a

hedge of privet, which, as shown in the view of the garden, has its

corners left untrimmed save as to diameter: a device lending in-

terest to the composition, and, from one point of view, making a

fine background for the sun dial. The instrument itself, standing

in the middle of the depressed space, is of light cream colored ce-

ment, simple, almost severe in its lines, and suggesting by its form
as well as by its setting and surroundings the altar of the household

gods in an antique dwelling. This decorative feature, together

with the black, wrought-iron gates and the concrete roadway for

the "auto," completes the exterior work.

We may now pass to the consideration of the interior. We
find the vestibule, which serves as an airlock for the entire house,

floored with black cement, uoon which is traced all about a white

cement line, one and a half inches wide and eight inches from the

base board. At the right of the vestibule are a spacious lavatory

and cloak room, fitted with all necessary appointments; at the left,

is an ante-room intended for the reception of the formal visitor and

for the transaction of all business other than that pertaining to

household supplies.

The ante-room was designed to be unobtrusive in finish and

decoration: a passage to the house proper. Therefore, its color

scheme was set in a low key and the furnishings were chosen for

their simplicity. The room is finished in white quartered oak,

stained moss-green; the walls are covered with olive green linen

stenciled in a delicate powdered pattern of dull purple and white;

the ceiling is pale green, and the floor a dark golden brown; the

few pieces of furniture, wrhich include a writing-desk, being of the

same color as the floor.

The exit through the portieres shown in the scale drawings,

leads into the living-room, which is the focal point of the house.

This room is of fine proportions: being forty-three feet long by
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twenty-four feet wide in its superior dimensions. It is divided by
suggestion rather than in reality into four parts: the first is occu-

pied by the books and the approach to the main staircase; the sec-

Fireplace in Living Room

ond is intended for a general sitting room; the third is devoted to

music and the piano; the fourth to the fireplace and ingle. As
will be noted in the drawings, there are three different levels in the

Stairway End of Livin ir Kooin

floor, which were arranged with regard to both requirements and
aesthetic considerations. The first descent of three steps was made
in answer to the demands of the large proportions of the room,
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which otherwise, with a height of nine feet, would have appeared

too low; also, because it was necessary to pass on a level from the

front vestibule to the dining room. Incidentally, this necessity

provided the means of obtaining the two seats on either side of the

steps, and facing the bookcase. The reason for the second descent

of three steps—this time into the ingle—is not so apparent at first

thought; but it is based upon the intention of the architect to draw
together those seated at the fireside through a subtile sense of com-
panionship and intimacy. This device, which to the inexperienced

might appear purposeless, has been tested with frequent use by this

special architect, and always with the happiest effects. In this

case, the deviation of level is easily obtained, for the reason that

the portion of the basement lying under the room is not excavated,

and therefore permits different heights of different parts of the

room.

The floor of the ingle, owing to its proximity to the open fire-

place, is of the same material as that of the vestibules: the only

difference being that, in the present instance, the eight-inch red tile

border is omitted.

The chimney-breast, shown in the perspective view of the fire-

place, is finished with cement left under the trowel and coated with

yellow shellac brought to a golden green by the introduction of

Prussian blue pigment. The cement showing through the trans-

parent coating, and the crevices taking more color than the

smoother portions, produce an effect not unlike the glazes which
are seen in certain kinds of potter's products, notably in faience.

The ceiling of the ingle, forming the segment of a circle, is

colored yellow: full, rich, and strong, like that found in the

pumpkin.
The leather seats are so arranged that only infrequent glimpses

of them can be obtained from the main body of the room. Con-
sequently, they have been treated in color, with sole reference to

the chord used in the ingle, and, for this reason, they have a cold

blue-green shade.

The fireplace facing the wooden shelf is in hammered iron

finished in the Russian manner. And this feature, enhanced with

a few pieces of copper and pewter, together with some old ivory

carving, forms an admirable focus for one end of the room. 32 i
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Ascending from the ingle to the main level, we find the floor,

as well as the floor of the succeeding level, in cherry, finished in

imitation of ebony, and having double lines of white wood, added

for emphasis, all about the room and its annexes; each line being

one-half inch in width, and the two lines lying one inch apart; the

whole being placed at twenty-four inches from the baseboard. The
remainder of the woodwork in this room is of white quartered oak,

"fumed" rich golden brown, and the side walls up to the molding

are covered with linen applied as indicated in the drawing.

The above mentioned fabric is in plum-color, of a grayish

tinge, with a band at top of the same material in dark slate-color.

Above the linen, the plastered wall is finished like the chimney-

breast in the ingle, except that the blue pigment has been omitted

from the shellac, with a resultant fine rich yellow in the plaster

frieze. The mortar of the ceiling between the beams, when wet,

was stained with French ochre, thus producing a pale cream tint:

this modulation completing a cheerful, dignified and harmonious

color-scheme and producing an effect that is a perpetual source of

gratification to the eye.

The glazing in this room is of the simplest kind, with the ex-

ception of the leaded work in the ingle, which is sufficiently ex-

plained by the drawings. The same simplicity prevails in the few

draperies: the portieres between the library end of the room and

the front vestibule being in olive green, with applique work in

tones of indigo and ivory, and with outlining in dark brown and

yellow.

At the head of the first landing of the stairway of three steps

there is a hanging of a linen fabric like that of the portieres. It

is seen from the entire body of the room and has a highly conven-

tionalized figure-picture, showing two young girls in a mediaeval

garden, and worked in the same style as the portieres. The rugs

in this room, four or five in number, are of the Donegal variety,

and run the scale of greens from blue to yellow. The sash curtains

are in pale ivory-color, with a design in tones of faded plum, indigo

and lemon-yellow\ As a last word, it may be said that the colors

of these various fabrics are broken and refined to the degree that,

when seen in combination, they have a unity and a delicate har-
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monious beauty hardly to be appreciated when they are simply

described.

The passage from the living to the dining room, of course,

brings a change, although it is in no sense a radical one; since the

two rooms are intimately related to each other, structurally and

also from the decorative point of view.

In the dining room the dominant factor of finish and deco-

ration is the leather, which was specially prepared in the Crafts-

man workshops. It is so dressed as to afford a constant play of

color-value and it retains its natural veinings and markings, only

accentuated and made more beautiful. It is colored a deep rich

burnt orange, and is fastened to the wall with round, black-headed

brads, placed not more than one and a half diameters apart.

Above the wainscot, the plastered wall is treated like the

similar wall spaces in the living room : the color here being a pale

apple green inclining to yellow, with the ceiling left in the original

color of the plaster.

The wood of the casings, sash and sideboard is in rich, dark

brown, while the floor is black, like that of the living room. Upon
this, the large Donegal rug, in tawny yellows and olive-greens,

makes an agreeable, cheerful note of not too strong color. The
facing of the fireplace is of dark blue-green tiling, while the metal

work is of copper, and the hearth in French blue tiles. With these

details the window hangings of pale canary-colored silk harmonize

admirably.

As may be seen from the plan, the general scheme of deco-

ration used in the living room follows up the main staircase and

continues through the upper hall and the sewing room. The plans

also give with precision the arrangement of the second floor, thus

precluding long verbal descriptions, and leaving untold merely the

colors and the woods which have been employed.

The entire second story, save the front hall, the sewing room

and the servants' rooms, is finished in ash, stained olive-green in-

clining to yellow, and the two connecting bedrooms above the ingle

have their walls and ceilings in shades of tan-color accented by

touches of milky white.

The remaining room in the second story has walls of old rose,
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touched with the same soft white ; while the room above the dining

room is finished in blue-green and lemon-yellow.

Finally, the servants
1 room in the second story, the kitchen and

the serving room of the first story have their woodwork stained a

Prussian blue, which, over the ash and with the subsequent finish,

produces a rich moss green. With this the side walls of yellow

olive and the cream-white ceilings give a pleasing and restful

effect.

The basement, which, owing to reasons of space, is not shown,

is arranged for an auto-room, and a man's room beneath the front

porch and the main staircase. Proceeding through the auto-room

to the rear, thence through a hall-way, and passing apartments for

cold storage and heating apparatus, we come to the laundry and

rear staircase; thence to the kitchen garden: the whole scheme

forming an arrangement simple, complete and practical.

In leaving the house after our careful examination, we can

sum up its characteristics which have forced themselves upon our

attention. It is built of the simplest materials, put together in the

simplest ways. Its success is the result of skilful labor. The nat-

ural beauty of its component materials has been respected: the

grains of its woods have been preserved, and all carvings and mold-

ings excluded. Its ornament resides in color, since color is the

most imperative demand and want in the art of the present day.

'WHO CREATES A HOME, CREATES A POTENT SPIRIT
WHICH IN TURN DOTH FASHION HIM THAT FASHIONED"
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IRENE SARGENT

SOMETHING of mind and something of matter are neces-

sary to the success of an enterprise. Without the inform-

ing spirit, the material substance lies inert, crude, value-

less. Unless clothed in material envelope, the idea fails

of its effect and purpose. The resources of Nature for

ages await their masters: those who shall exact from them service

for human needs and pleasure. They remain hostile until chained

by some Franklin, or unknown until unveiled by some Leonardo,

some prober after truth, some zealot of the cult of beauty.

Thoughts such as these can not fail to suggest themselves to one

who gives more than a passing consideration to the ceramic art as

practised in the New World. One who examines the mineral re-

sources of the broad regions of our own country must, during such

examination, feel something deeper than the consciousness of their

economic or artistic value. He must, however matter-of-fact and

stolid his nature, be awed by the truth—and the truth must force

itself upon him—that these, "his brothers, the clods," through the

infinite time which can not be conceived, through the age of the

Red Man, have awaited the moment of their birth into activity.

But once touched by the quickening spirit of initiative, they have

entered as factors into the economic problem of the nation and the

world; they have added to the existing sum of beauty; they teem

with the possibilities of yet greater values and attainments The
materials for the exercise of the potter's art lie rich and varied

among us; being deposited in many sections,—Massachusetts, New
York, New Jersey, Ohio, and much farther to the Westward,—and

thus offering opportunity for the expression of the art-ideas of these

widely differing populations. Art-ideas have not been wanting,

and distinctive accomplishments in ceramics have already marked
points in both East and West, while numerous towns and villages,

until now unimportant, are gaining reputation from their potteries.

Among the districts of the United States long noted for their

available clays the environs of Cincinnati are prominent. There,

more than a half-century since, English potters from Staffordshire

and other equally famous counties set up their wheels and kilns for

making the ordinary wares of household service. This movement
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drew attention to the rich qualities of the soil, while the continuance

and multiplication of such enterprises proved that the pioneers of

the movement had made no error of judgment. In the neighbor-

hood of Cincinnati competencies were gained and even fortunes

were amassed by the manufacture of "white granite" and stoneware

or gres. But fully a quarter-century elapsed from the founding

of the humbler potteries until the awakening of the impulse which
has made the Southwestern city a ceramic art center celebrated

throughout the world.

The conditions out of which this impulse grew are interesting

at present from an historical point of view. They were two in

number and each of national importance. The first condition was
the force and prevalence of that sentiment which, at the opening

of the last quarter of the nineteenth century, drew American women
to organize themselves into clubs for objects of education and cul-

utre. The second condition was the activity of that enthusiastic

patriotism which swept over the United States to greet the Centen-

nial year of American independence, assuring by this means the

success of the Philadelphia Exposition. The combination of the

two conditions in the case in point was easy and natural. It re-

sulted in a good to the community which cannot be over-estimated.

And whenever it is urged that the World's Fair of 1876 produced

chaos in our national art and that the Woman's Club movement
resulted in nothing save a perversion among its devotees of the do-

mestic instinct, the art potters and potteries of Cincinnati stand in

living rebuttal of the accusation. The chaos was temporary;

caused by the impulse of the untrained art-faculties of the people

to express themselves. The club movement, now to a degree out-

worn and a relic of the past, was necessary as a forerunner of that

demand in answer to which the college doors, until then half-open,

were thrown wide, and equal educational rights were granted to

the two sexes by the old institutions of learning.

Once again, we must return from a digression to our case in

point. And in doing this, as we consider the great artistic and

industrial ceramic enterprises of Cincinnati, we are led to apply

to them the words used by Virgil to describe the Queen of Car-

thage, and which appeared as a legend on the frieze of the Woman's
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Building at the Columbian Exposition: Dux Foemina Facti: A
Woman, leader of the Cause. And although the time hag arrived

when the distinguishing, nay, somewhat disparaging phrase, "wo-

man's work" should be no longer heard, when the question of good

and bad is the only one involved in the judgment of anything

wrought by brain or hand, it is precisely such enterprises as the one

with which we are dealing that have made unbiased and direct

judgment possible.

Without exaggeration it may be said—for the evolution is

easily proven—that the great Cincinnati potteries of to-day, as well

as the best known ceramic artists at present working in that city,

owe their accomplishments, reputation and financial success to the

small beginnings made by a class of women formed in 1874 for

practice in china painting. This branch not being included in the

courses of the Cincinnati School of Design, Mr. Benn Pitman, an

enthusiast interested equally in the institution and in the general

development of the fine and industrial arts, procured certain over-

glaze colors from the East, and established the class in his offices,

where the first experiments in porcelain decoration were made un-

der the direction of Fraulein Eggers, who was fitted for the work
by the instruction which she had received in Saxony. The kind

of teaching and of experiment can readily be imagined from the

well known Dresden china. The style of the same famous ware

shows also how far certain of the now noted students of the class

have departed from their first methods, how original are their tal-

ents, and with what diligence they have worked as combined artists,

chemists and potters.

The incentive to labor,—as was so often the case with decora-

tive art-workers in the second half of the nineteenth century—was

provided by exhibitions: the first, local and small, later the Phila-

delphia Centennial.

This great occasion, it is acknowledged, formed a turning-

point in the history of the industrial arts of America, and if it en-

gendered a period of the ugly, as has been suggested earlier in our

paper, it has also been compared by a distinguished American edu-

cator to that moment in the life of a boy when he first realizes the

value of personal appearance.
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The present generation of art-students can scarcely realize the

progress of public taste and the changes in public instruction which

have occurred during the last quarter-century. Owing to the phe-

nomenal increase of material wealth and the multiplication of

means of transit, Europe is less distant, the cities of our own country

are in closer sympathy with one another, the class of the cultured

—

as distinguished from those who have followed college courses as a

means to gain a livelihood—has increased ten-fold; libraries and

museums, then so largely the cherished possessions of New England

towns, now offer their privileges widely throughout the United

States; illustrated books have cheapened and methods of illustra-

tion have multiplied and improved; art-teaching has made rapid

and sure advancement in the school system, with the result of

spreading among the people correct ideas of form and color.

At the time of the Philadelphia Centennial the lack of critical

knowledge and judgment on the part of the. American public was

especially apparent in all that related to the decorative and indus-

trial arts. The exhibits of the French and the English craftsmen

revealed artistic and commercial possibilities never conceived by

those who saw such objects for the first time, and to many those

objects gave impulses more fruitful than any slowly matured ideas

could possibly have imparted. How many successful enterprises

germinated within the Exposition gates at Philadelphia no one may
know, but that they did so fertilize in the brains of American men
and women there is more than abundant evidence.

Among the visitors who gave especial study to the ceramic

exhibits was a member of the Cincinnati class in porcelain decora-

tion, Miss M. Louise McLaughlin, a young woman of means, cul-

ture and energy far above the usual. With the distinctive mark of

a broad-minded investigator, she did not limit her studies, nor was

she principally attracted to the class of wares or the kind of decora-

tion with which she was most familiar. The Limoges faience, then

new to the world's market, excited her intelligent interest, and she

determined to discover and to imitate, if possible, the method of its

underglaze decoration. Her somewhat discouraging position may
be described in few words: she was an amateur in her art with

barely two years' experience ; she had decorated in overglaze exclu-
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sively; she had little technical knowledge of the properties of clays,

slips and colors. She was confronted by a task like that of a math-
ematical problem in the combination of numbers; like the setting

or the loosing of a safe-lock. To accomplish the result desired, she

must employ means which were as yet unknown to her; follow pro-

cesses with precision; neither stopping before nor advancing be-

yond a mysterious point of mixture and temperature. It was a

problem of undetermined media and methods, difficult enough for

an experienced chemist and a trained artist, but overwhelming for

one whose apparent qualifications for the work lay largely in a

fund of enthusiasm and admiration. It was an undertaking com-
parable with that of Palissy, when he set himself to analyze and

reproduce the vitrified glaze of an Italian cup, although the ease

and advantage were his, if he be paralleled with the young Ameri-
can woman, since he began with a deep knowledge of clays and pig-

ments and of the possibilities of fire.

The experiments of Miss McLaughlin were begun in Cincin-

nati, in the early autumn of 1877, after she had procured colors

from Paris and theoretically studied her processes. The first pieces

taken from the kiln proved the correctness of her suppositions and

the availability of her methods. She had quickly discovered the

secrets of the Limoges decoration, but her results were crude as

compared with those of the French potters, and her resources for

production were limited to those of a pottery devoted to the making
of ordinary yellow ware. In spite of these difficulties, simple in the

telling, but almost intolerable in the fact, she continued her experi-

ments; being under the power of a peculiar fascination which, like

the allurements of the gaming-table, appears to subjugate the potter

with a vocation. But a more assured success came to her and that

not slowly: a year later, at the Paris Exposition of 1878, Miss Mc-
Laughlin exhibited pieces of true faience, deep blue in color and

with successful underglaze decoration, for which she was awarded

honorable mention by the jury, and also received much unofficial

praise from both foreigners and compatriots.

Shortly subsequent to the attainment of this distinction, Miss

McLaughlin founded the Pottery Club of Cincinnati : an organiza-

tion of twelve women (afterward increased to twenty-five), all
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practical potters or decorators. This corporate body, the first of

its kind in the country, through its accomplished, wealthy and in-

fluential members, aided powerfully in the development of Cincin-

nati as a center of ceramic art. Kilns were erected, distantly lo-

cated clays were procured through the counsel and at the expense

of Miss McLaughlin and Mrs. Maria Longworth Nichols, founder
of the Rookwood enterprise and not herself a member of the Pot-

tery Club. The former lady taught her companions of the Club
her method of decoration gained from the study of the Limoges
faience, which was, in reality, painting upon clay with clay instead

of pigments: a process named by the French pate-sur-pate, and seen

in its highest development in the figure-work of Solon, the distin-

guished artist of the Sevres and afterward of the Minton works.

Unexpected success attended Miss McLaughlin's experiments in

painting the surfaces of unbaked pieces with liquid clays, techni-

cally called "slips": a statement which is true, not only of her per-

sonal work, but also of the efforts of the other decorators whom she

directed. About the year 1880, she produced one of her finest

pieces in this style, making three vases from the same mold ; one of

the three being now in the Museum of Cincinnati and destined to

have an historic value as marking a stage in the development of

American ceramics. This piece, thirty-eight inches in height, rises

from a small, circular base, swelling gently up to two-thirds its

height, when its outline becomes fuller, thus making its shape re-

semble an inverted, elongated drop of water or tear. It terminates

at the top by a narrow rim or band, and, in this point, differs from
many Japanese vases whose shape it recalls; the former usually

having their top pierced with a large circular opening without the

curbing band. The substance of the vase is Scioto County, Ohio
clay; the decoration having been applied in slip-painting upon the

unbaked piece, and showing through the highly vitrified glaze.

The design consists of sprays of hibiscus (mallow) flowers, of the

Chinese variety, done in dull red and yellow, upon a light sage

green background which, in spots, is delicately modulated to a

greenish white. The piece is well-known to amateurs under the

name of the "Ali Baba Vase:" the pertinence of the title lying in

the size and form of the vase which approaches the proportions of
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the jars fabled to have been found by the poor Persian wood-cutter

in the cave of the Forty Thieves.

In addition to her practical work, Miss McLaughlin pro-

duced in the earlier years of her experience as a potter a series of

valuable essays on pottery and porcelain decoration. She obtained

the highest esteem and admiration from the members of the Pottery

Club, each of whom was a free experimentalist and accomplished

original work of distinction. When, for financial reasons, the club

was discontinued in 1890, Miss McLaughlin passed to the presi-

dency of the Associated Artists of Cincinnati, an organization

whose beautiful exhibits of ceramics and metal work attracted the

most flattering attention at the Columbian Exposition.

Not content with attainments which many artists, even though

energetic and ambitious, would have considered sufficient, the un-

wearied experimentalist directed her studies toward the production

of porcelain, in the making of which ware she has already been

successful, with the promise of great farther development.

In a recent letter Miss McLaughlin refers to her trials result-

ing from the refractory materials and conditions with which she has

of late years dealt: saying truly that "it is painful to recall such

troubles except for the feeling of satisfaction coming from the con-

sciousness of not having been overwhelmed by them." Once, in-

deed, after the manner of most inventors and discoverers, she seems

to have been at the point of abandoning her efforts, but gathering

anew her courage, she attained a marked success, only about ten

months since, at the end of a series of experiments lasting through

several years.

The successful production of this hard paste porcelain was a

second triumph for the woman potter, not inferior to her discovery

of the Limoges method of "slip" painting; since previously she had

been a painter in clay rather than a producer of body. It may be

that her very lack of experience contributed to her success, in that

she was not bound by rule or precedent, like the ordinary potter.

Through discouragement and failure she advanced toward her aim

almost without a guide. In her experiments with the Limoges

system of decoration she had had before her a model residing in a

fact accomplished. Her problem had been to reproduce, to find
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means, and, having found them, to employ them skilfully. In her
attempt to compose a new porcelain she had nothing visible to fol-

low. Her problem had changed : it was to realize a conception, an
ideal. Although by her own acknowledgment breaking the cardi-

nal laws of ceramics, she succeeded in producing a highly original

ware : a translucent body capable of decoration in an extended scale

of color; such possibilities including not only the usual greens,

blues, and brown of high temperature underglaze decoration, but
also reds, pinks, and yellows, full and deep in tone.

The new ware to which the name Losanti has been attached, is

similar in substance to the hard-paste Sevres (that produced since

the middle of the eighteenth century), to the Saxon, and to some of

the English porcelain. Before definitely fixing its composition,

Miss McLaughlin experimented with eighteen different bodies and
nearly forty-five glazes: the recipe now employed giving its maker
perfect satisfaction; her work for the future lying in the develop-

ment of color-effects and in the perfecting of details such as translu-

cence, open-work employed in an original way, designs with or

without inlays of glaze, and inlays used in the body. Among these de-

tails the one most striking to the lay observer is the open-work which
appears in spots, and never in the jacket-form as in the Sevres, or in

the round perforations of the "eyelet" china. Miss McLaughlin's
open-work effects, like everything to which she touches her hand,

are original with her. Occurring, as has before been said, in spots,

they serve as details to complete some scheme of design ; the designs

being in the main floral, conventional, and treated in the modern
manner. In these the open-work suggests a textile, for one may
almost count what may be called the porcelain threads, as they form
into a canvas stitch and thence develop into suggestions of the retic-

ulated work which forms a part of the Louis Fifteenth scroll-and-

rose pattern.

These details, although interesting in themselves, are much
more significant than would at first appear. They are one more
proof of what must always be clear to a careful student of Miss

McLaughlin's work. They show her talent, rather, her genius in

the technics of pottery: a gift, a spirit of initiative, which has more
often appeared in the masculine than in the feminine mind. But
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while this woman's success as discoverer and inventor are her prin-

cipal claims to recognition among the potters of the world, she has

also merits as a stylist; as may be seen from her vase-forms and her

use of ornament. In the former she shows the tendency of the

times from which no artist can possibly escape: that is, the impulse

to mingle and blend all historic forms into one composite whole.

And yet even this judgment must be carefully made, for the historic

and manneristic must be separated in the mind of the critic from

the structural and necessary form which the potter must employ in

obedience to the use for which his vessel is intended, to the demands

of stability and safety, and to the limitations of the material in

which he works.

In this age of travel, museums, illustrated books, and antiquity

shops, the potter, outside of his course of study, must necessarily

acquire an immense store of memories from which he unconsciously

draws when he sets himself to design, just as the college instructor

or the conversationalist, without thought of copying, suggests the

style and the phrase of the books which he habitually studies or

reads. But all allowance being made for this fact, it is still danger-

ous for the lay critic of the potter's art to indicate points of form

as Greek, Roman, Persian or Japanese, without having assured

himself whether or not they contain structural significance.

In the matter of form Miss McLaughlin shows herself some-

what more conservative and conventional than certain of her con-

temporaries, notably Mr. Van Briggle, formerly of the Rookwood

potteries, who, in this respect has studied deeply, as is evident to one

who will pass in review a collection of his vases. This potter,

judged by his creations, would seem to follow a method of design

which consists in making repeated drawings of a single ^object,

without reference to the original after the first sketch is made. By

this means an object is "simplified;" some one feature gaining

prominence to the partial obliteration, or the exclusion of other

properties. This method, like many others, which have been lately

carried into art from the field of science, accomplishes for the

work of the imagination that which, biology teaches us, occurs

in the animal or plant, when it adapts itselt to new surround-

ings, or as the ages pass on.
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As yet, Miss McLaughlin has refrained from those studies, but

it is to be hoped that in the future she may engage in such, since her

scientific trend of mind would certainly lead her to interesting and

important results.

Upon the subject of design and decoration she has expressed

her thought and feeling in a way so simple and strong as to merit

quotation. She writes: "I do not think it well that art should be

the subject of passing fashions. What is once good in a decorative

sense is good for all time. What is bad should have no opportunity

to exalt itself into a fetich which all blindly worship. But new
ideas, when time shall have modified their eccentricities, will lift

art to a higher plane, and the element of novelty introduced into

timeworn motifs of ornament is not to be despised. The movement
known as L'Art Nouveau will and must have influence, but it can

not be followed without reason or moderation, except to the detri-

ment and degradation of the Beautiful."

Through these words the strong, sincere spirit of the artist

pierces, as the light shines clearly through the beautiful ware to the

perfection of which she has given her youth, her strength, and her

love. Miss McLaughlin should be honored among American
artists, craftsmen and chemists as one belonging to the higher divis-

ion of each of these classes of workers. She has discovered, created

and produced. In the second and greater of her problems—the

making of porcelain—she was given two factors with which to

work: feldspar or clay, strong, opaque and capable of enduring

great heat; silex or quartz easily fusible. From the first of these

elements she was to form what the Chinese call the bony structure,

from the second the flesh of the ware. She wrought with instinct

rather than knowledge, she used the best of all correctives, experi-

ence, and in the end, she was successful. She stands prominent

among that group of cultured women of Cincinnati's leisuristic

class, who have paralleled in the Western regions of the New
World the wise patronage over the ceramic art long ago exercised

by Helene de Hengest in France, and by Queen Amelia in Saxony.
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IN
attempting to realize in imagination certain splendid civili-

zations of the past,—Egypt, Imperial Rome, Mediaeval
France and Renascence Italy,—it is impossible to escape the

conviction that the thing we call their art, the relics of which
we collect and treasure in our hushed, high-lighted galleries

and museums, was the very texture of the daily life of the people;

the direct objective expression of their knowledge, tastes and be-

liefs. As Taine says, "They loved certain things belonging to their

own world and existence and these they imitated and adorned;

their preferences were not due to academies, to education, to book-

pedantry, to conventionalities."

Our own age, academic, educated, pedantic, conventional,

takes pleasure in the scattered vestiges of this keen, colorful and
joyous life. It has become, in a sense, the tomb of this old art, just

as it may become the womb of the new, but pending some sort of a

recrudescence—an awakening of the Sleeping Beauty—it must be

said that our modern world, in so far as it is modern, the world of

vast and seething cities, of railroads, factories, of mines and mile-

wide farms, is, in its invisible aspect, when viewed in the uncom-
promising light of day,either splendidly and greatly, or meanly and
sordidly ugly; undignified by noble and sincere architecture, and
unadorned by those thousands of objects of every-day use made
beautiful by skilled and loving handicraft which were the natural

products of races more richly dowered than our own. Amid this

ugliness we live, for the most part, oblivious and content, with eyes,

through long deprivation, atrophied to beauty.

The causes for this deterioration are not far to seek. The
complex, self-conscious, emotional and introspective modern mind
does not readily lend itself to a spatial,—that is, an architectural

expression, but finds its natural vehicle in the more subjective arts

of literature and music. The printed page has come between us

and the visible world: we see all by reflection. The book and

newspaper, like the crystal ball of the mesmerist, in which past

events and distant scenes are mirrored to the eye of the mind, have

hypnotized us into a trancelike indifference to our immediate sur-

roundings, so that the world of actual objects and of three dimen-

sions has suffered neglect. Those imperative needs of the soul,
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beauty and wonder, are gratified no longer through the channel of

the eye, as in old times, but through the imagination stimulated

by music and romances, and by the daily chronicle of the world's

life in the public prints.

A no less important factor in the decay of artificial beauty has

been the supplanting of hand-labor by machinery, which, by reason

of its fatal facility, makes for monotony and uniformity and tends

to the elimination of that personal element which is so large a factor

in the pleasure imparted by any work of art. The machine, that

tool which the fertile brain and dextrous hand of man has created

for his manifold uses, is robbing that brain of its power to conceive

in terms of beauty, and depriving that hand of its ability to execute

in terms of skill. With the invention of the printing press and

movable types the art of the scribe suffered decay and extinction,

till now our eyes, used as they are to books, are never gladdened by

the sight of a single engrossed and illuminated page. The machine

loom practically put an end to the weaving of figured tapestry, and

the walls of our dwellings, within which we more and more confine

ourselves, are unadorned by storied cloths of green and tawny gold.

We are far from the times and the spirit of the times in which a

greater wealth of invention and loving labor was lavished on a

water-jug, a sword-hilt or a belt-clasp, than goes to the making of

the average easel picture of to-day. Except perhaps in far distant

Japan, dignity no longer attaches to the master of a minor craft.

We have artisans ignorant of art, or artists without artisanship. A
modern Benvenuto Cellini, patiently fashioning saltcellars for the

rich and great, would cut a very inconsiderable figure in the life of

the time.

A third reason for this deterioration in our self-created en-

vironment lies in the loss of sincerity which architecture has suf-

fered by reason of the divorce which has been effected between it

and engineering, and the impoverishment of it through the defec-

tion of the dependent and tributary arts of sculpture and painting.

Architecture is no longer the living art it once was, because it has

failed to develop appropriate and adequate forms of beauty for the

new materials and methods of construction which have come to be

employed. The skilled and scientific engineer builds for the most
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part as he wills, and if the living steel skeleton of his creation re-

quires a clothing for its adornment or protection, it is decked out

in the grave clothes of dead styles, with column and pilaster, entab-

lature, arch and impost, which, however cleverly arranged to inter-

fere as little as possible with the practical workings of the building,

more often conceal and falsify its interior arrangement and con-

struction than render these intelligible to the eye. Architecture,

instead of being the engrossing occupation of a nation, has become
the pursuit of the specialist or the toy of the dilettante. As a result

of this, sculpture, which should accent and enrich our buildings,

now occupies, like a bedraggled tramp, our parks and squares.

Painting, which should diversify and relieve the monotony of walls

and ceilings, finds indiscriminate place in the lodging house of the

public art gallery,—evicted tenants, both, of the House Beautiful,

their proper home, for it should be remembered that the finest

fragments of Greek sculpture which have come down to us, the

Parthenon pediment and frieze, formed an organic part of a per-

fect building; that the acknowledged masterpiece of Renascence

painting, Michelangelo's Sistine ceiling, bites deep into the cracked

and decaying plaster of a chapel wall. The sculptured "group"

and the easel picture came into vogue only after the practice of

architecture had fallen into the hands of formalists and pedants.

Injurious as this defection of the allied arts has been to architecture,

it has had an even worse effect upon these arts themselves, because

it has not only taken away their raison d' etre in many cases, but it

has resulted in the loss to them of a certain architectural quality, a

simple, severe and lofty style which always marks a masterpiece,

and for the absence of which no amount of brush or chisel clever-

ness, of slavish fidelity to nature, of movement and passion, can

quite atone.

Another condition unfavorable to art lies in the absence from

modern life of any sincere and pervasive and well understood sym-

bolism. In Japan, the only country which has assimilated the

modern spirit, and still retained for art something of its ancient

vitality, the people are united by an ancient and popular religion.

Of how much interest and charm would the art of Japan be de-

prived were it not for the many strange and touching legends which
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have grown up about Buddhism, like reeds around a lotus! The
basis of Egptian and Grecian art was ever Egyptian and Grecian
mythology; the austere beauty of Gothic sculpture and the naive

grace of early Renascence painting come from a naturalistic and
childlike interpretation of the metaphysical mysteries of Christian-

ity, while even the artists of the later Renascence, though living at

the time of the disintegration of the ancient simple faith, and
though themselves secular and worldly persons, continued to find

inspiration in the annunciation, the crucifixion and the resurrection,

or interpreted in their own fashion the then newly familiar themes

of Grecian and Roman mythology.

Because we lack conviction our art is unconvincing; because

we lack sincerity our art is trivial and episodical, for art unerringly

registers and reveals the dominant impulse, emotion, or inspiration

which has moved a people and made them what they are.

It would appear that at any given period of the world's life

there is operative just so much potential creative human energy, but

that it expends itself in different directions at different times. It

incarnates in superior individuals, and if the times be valorous and
warlike, these naturally become generals; if born among a people

with a sensibility to beauty, they are great artists; while in a com-
mercial and scientific civilization like our own, they appear as fa-

mous financiers, engineers and inventors. The connoisseurship

shown by many of our so-called "Captains of Industry" in matters

of art, would indicate that in a more favorable environment they

themselves might easily have become artists. On the other hand,

if the sad and eager spirit which we call Michelangelo, or the em-
bodied intelligence known to us as Leonardo, were in the world
to-day, it is doubtful if the one would ever have carved a statue, or

the other painted a picture. Some different side of their manifold

genius would have been developed, for the physical law which
decrees that a force shall follow the line of least resistance is opera-

tive on the higher plane of human endeavor.

For all these reasons something fine and rare has vanished

from our lives. There are forgotten rhythms which our eyes be-

hold only in the surviving handiwork of men long dead. We
weave ignoble patterns on the warp of space, or we weave none.
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The question at once presents itself: Is it possible to recover this

lost grace of form, of line, of color, and if so, in what way?
Yes, it is possible, and it is beginning to be done. At the close

of our Civil War all that passes by the name of art was at its lowest

ebb. It is doubtful if for sheer vulgarity and ugliness the produc-

tions of the early and middle Victorian Era have ever been sur-

passed. The Centennial Exposition marked our emergence from

this benighted and blighting period. The buildings, it is true,

were very bad, but the foreign exhibits taught us our first much
needed lessons in household taste; we awoke, among other things,

to the beauties of the quaint and exquisite art of Japan, and we
proceeded to buy it and misapply it. The Columbian Fair marked

a long stride in advance, for it was conceived on a scale of monu-

mental grandeur, and though the buildings, if strictly considered,

were architectural shams, they gave the beholder a very real sense

of what the City Beautiful might be. The exotic architecture of

the Pan American Exposition still better suggested the spirit of

holiday gaiety appropriate to such occasions, and the sculptural and

horticultural accessories were handled with greater particularity,

skill and daring.

The influence of such spectacles as these upon the public mind

can scarcely be overestimated. A new want was created : the need

of civic beauty. In the great cities of New York, Boston, Wash-

ington and Philadelphia the public improvements are now to a

greater or less extent in the hands of commissions of skilled experts.

There is manifest a disposition on the part of the existing genera-

tion to insure for succeeding ones a legacy of beauty of which we
are beginning to feel the lack. The magnificent scheme for the

improvement of the national capital, the extensive park system of

Boston, the lavishly decorated libraries, and the numerous colleges

planned and grouped on monumental lines, all afford proofs of the

vitality and universality of this sentiment. It is beginning to be

recognized that a public building is the proper frame andsettingfor

the finest obtainable works of sculpture and painting, and our most

eminent artists are eagerly embracing the new and enlarged oppor-

tunities thus afforded to their powers. The arts, so long estranged,

are becoming sisterly again.
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Very significant, too, is the importance recently assumed by

landscape architecture and gardening, and the successful publica-

tion of so many magazines devoted to household taste; but more
significant still is the establishment in localities often remote from

one another of schools and communities in which artistic handicraft

is taught and practiced, and the appreciation on the part of the

buying public of these new products of the press, the loom, the kiln

and the forge. It is true that much of the work produced in this

manner is bad, when judged by an absolute standard—that Roy-

croft skim-milk often masquerades as Kelmscott cream; it is true,

too, that the manufacturer of the machine-made article has been

quick to take for his own the new catchwords of this new cult, but

this is in itself an indication of the magnitude and popularity of a

movement still only in its beginning.

In late years the United States has come to be regarded as the

best market in the world for works of art. Prices have doubled

and quadrupled, and agents are scouring Europe to meet the ever-

increasing demand. Our millionaires are as keen after the master-

pieces of the Renascence as were the Renascence dukes and princes

after the art treasures of Greek and Roman antiquity.

These things are all encouraging signs of the times, but to the

truly discerning they are only ripples upon the surface of a rising

tide—a tide, if not of spirituality, then of belief in and responsive-

ness to things spiritual—a taking into account of the "more things

in heaven and earth" than science classifies and accounts for. The
oracle speaks not yet, but there is a rustling of the veil before the

sanctuary. Maeterlinck affirms that at certain periods of the

world's history the soul, in obedience to unknown laws, comes near

to the surface of human life and in unmistakable ways gives evi-

dence of its presence and its power; that ancient Egypt underwent

one of these spiritual revolutions, also France, during the two mys-

tic centuries of the Middle Ages, and that to-day we stand upon the

threshold of such another. If Maeterlinck is right, if our clay is

to be quickened by a greater infusion of the Spirit, the flower of art

will bloom again, no matter how apparently sterile the soil, for art

is the soul of man striving to express itself through matter by means

of symbols.
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Upon such persons as perceive in the present, one of those ob-

scure crises in which a known and established condition of things

yields to one new and unpredicable, a certain obligation rests.

Their part is to awaken the Sleeping Beauty, the termination of

whose long slumber they perceive to be at hand.

Shall they, following the precepts of Ruskin and the example

of William Morris, turn for inspiration to the art works of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, ignoring the Renascence from

Raphael down to the present time? Shall they abjure the machine,

and print, weave, plane and saw by hand? Shall they anathe-

matize the railroad whose level line cuts through so many fair

landscapes ; the factory, which pollutes the air; the mine, which

wounds the earth.

Such a course would be not only futile, but illogical. It is not

possible arbitrarily to accept a part of the legacy of the past and

reject the remainder; and moreover, our art, to be vital, must derive

less from the past than from the present. The railroad, the factory

and the mine are the sources of the strength of the modern world,

and it should be our task to convert this strength from ugliness and

injury to beauty and beneficence.

To do this it is necessary first of all to become conscious of such

beauty as is latent in our ugliness. The familiar and for the most

part sordid elements which compose our environment under certain

conditions of atmosphere, of light, or of darkness, yield sometimes

wonderful pictures, for Nature is ceaselessly engaged in weaving a

web of beauty over man's ugliest creations. A railroad freight

yard at sunset, or, better still, at night, becomes a modern garden of

enchantment, with its mysteriously moving masses, its colored

lights, its clouds of steam illuminated by the orange glow of the

engine furnaces, with perhaps the black figure of a man etched

against the light. Hokusai or Hirosege surely never had a subject

more worthy of their peculiar genius than the gigantic arches and

one lofty tower of the Brooklyn Bridge, with all its gossamer

tracery seen from far below, in sharp perspective, against a moonlit

sky. A blast furnace, a steam dredge, a coal barge, a man-of-war

—

such things epitomize our civilization, and are therefore fitter sub-

jects for our art than smug landscapes and "marines," or anaemic
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ladies in Greek drapery (or none), symbolical of all the virtues

which are not ours.

A great artist can produce a poignantly beautiful effect from
mere ugliness. But though we may perceive the truth of this, and
even learn the trick ourselves, it does not greatly help us, for our
world must be made beautiful not alone to the eye of genius, but to

the common man also,—in clear daylight, as well as when touched
with the magic of a sunset or a rising moon. This greater task is

for the architect, the landscape gardener, the craftsman in wood,
stone and metal—for Everyman, in short.

Before beauty can be created it must be perceived, or at least

there must be consciousness of its absence. Education should be-

gin, therefore, with the eye of the child. This may best be done by
building and equipping schools which are something more than

white walled barracks, by providing attractive parks and play-

grounds, by elementary instruction in drawing and music, and
training in simple calesthenics, dancing and juggling, for there is

a certain rhythm at the root of acrobatic exercises of this description

which is near to beauty's source.

Then comes the problem of the machine. We must restrict

the machine to its own proper province, and not permit it to invade

the domain of even the minor arts. From its verv nature the ma-
chine is incapable of producing any kind of work of art, for a work
of art is such by reason of the personal note, the individual touch.

We must educate the public to perceive the gulf which separates

the brainless and soulless product of the machine from a work of

true handicraft, instinct with character and vitality, the product of

original thought and happy labor, and we must do this by an in-

creasing production of works of this description.

It is not strange that some men claim to have found in handi-

craft a panacea for the ills of the world. There are few finer

pleasures than creative labor with the hands. It conduces to sin-

cerity and ample living. Because the work is itself recreation,

there is no need felt for expensive and pernicious amusements, and

in simple living our deliverance, artistic and moral, lies. We are

enslaved by cheap luxury, and smothered in machine-made rubbish.

To the dust heap with it, and let's begin again—begin humbly, rec-
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ognizing that the untutored savage is often our superior in his sense

of color and form! Let us begin by studying the exhaustless pat-

tern book of nature, and working with our hands, trying to make
simple, common, useful things, and make them well, feeling our

way, meanwhile, to an ultimate beauty which will reveal itself to

us as we progress.

Though creative work with the hands may carry us far, by

giving us a true sense of values, by emancipating our judgment and

educating our taste, it will not solve the most formidable problems

which confront us. Our millions must be housed before they can

cultivate the minor arts of life; they must have shops, and mills,

and office buildings, libraries and schools, and these must be things

of beauty set in a beautiful environment, instinct with the new spirit

of the new times in which we live. This is the architect's task. It

must be confessed that the practitioners of that art seem, for the

most part, unalive to the larger phases of their unique opportunity.

With a new country, new problems, new materials and mechanical

devices, money without stint or limit, and facilities for getting work
quickly executed never dreamed of before, they continue to make
bad and distorted copies of often bad originals, or paste the "Made
in France" labels on their Noah's arks, and, sad to relate, they are

generally worst when most original. It is true that some of our

architecture is good, judged by any standard, and thoroughly mod-
ern in spirit, but there is little which is masterly—which communi-

cates emotion to the beholder, or excites him to enthusiasm. What
the architect of the present day seems to lack is the large view

—

insight into the time in which he lives, and power to render the

spirit of those times in terms of fitness and beauty. Enamored of

the perfections of the monument of the past, it is as though he said,

as did Michelangelo in the presence of Brunelleschi's dome, "Bet-

ter than you I cannot build," but lacking the courage of the great

Florentine to add, "Like you I will not," he goes on, designing now
in this style and now in that, according to his enthusiasm of the

moment, instead of attempting to contribute his quota to the formu-

lating of a new architectural language which shall express modern

ideas. One sincere failure, with this in view, would be worth a

dozen cheap successes.
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The architect who is ambitious to participate in a new move-
ment toward creating a more characteristic and sincere architec-

ture, should not be content with the acquirement of the varied and
exact knowledge necessary for the successful practice of his profes-

sion. He should study, not books alone, but first of all, Nature, for

in Nature the simple yet subtle laws in accordance with which all

things have their being, by which they wax and wane, are written
large in time and space. Second, he should study and draw from
the human figure, the finest school of proportion in the world, in

which these same laws are condensed and focalized, as it were.
Third, he should study number and geometry, and their sensuous
correlative, music, for music, as Schopenhauer points out, is the

utterance in terms of harmonious number and beautiful sound of

that undying will to live which is the soul of man and the spirit of

the world.

The intimate bearing of all these things upon architectural

design the present author has attempted to trace in greater detail

elsewhere. He can here only reiterate his belief that they are most
useful to the architect than the study of archaeology, the propor-
tions of the so-called classic orders, or a knowledge of the various

steps in the evolution of the Gothic cathedral from the Roman
basilica. They liberate the mind instead of enslaving it, and they
train the eye to a perception of beauty without fettering it with
formulae.

Every creative artist is an architect in the broad sense of the

term, for "all conscious arranging of visible things for man's con-

venience and for man's delight is architecture. Connected at a

thousand points with all the other specific arts which minister to it

out of a thousand channels, it is itself the tangible expression of all

the order, comeliness, the sweetness, nay, even the mystery and the

law which sustain's man's world and makes human life what it is."

It is the creative artists, therefore, who must enact the part of the

fairy prince, and entering the enchanted palace of the modern
world, awaken the Sleeping Beauty.
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IT
must always remain a matter for wonder with many of those

aware of the views of William Morris on questions of art,

and its relations to living, that in searching for an ideal social

condition to which we might look for help and encourage-

ment in the efforts to redeem our own age from the blighting

effects of a crass and absorbing materialism, he should have turned

his eyes solely to the Middle Ages of Europe. A little investiga-

tion would have shown him how much nearer in some important

particulars the conditions in Japan—especially during the period

of the Tokogawa dynasty of Shoguns—approached the require-

ments which he deemed essential to constitute an example with a

positive accomplishment.

Had he so sought, he would have found there, as nowhere else,

art accepted as the hand-maiden of life, and the union of the artist

and the craftsman even more intimate than in those happy days in

mediaeval Europe, when the thought and feeling of the man were

believed to have found their fullest expression in his own handi-

work.

There would have been this further advantage, that the Jap-

anese are a race most highly endowed with aesthetic sense: with a

feeling and instinct for beauty, which has been made manifest

through a greater variety of media, in accordance with the de-

mands of their living, than is to be found anywhere else among
civilized nations. For while it may not be generally admitted that

the art of Japan is the greatest, taken as a whole, the world has

known, it must yet be acknowledged by those most competent to

judge, that when great art in all its bearings is under discussion, the

art of Japan must be considered. And the more it is studied the

more apparent it becomes that it is an art to which we must look,

when we are seeking to bring art and life into a closer and more

natural association.

Their accomplishments demand for the Japanese this consid-

eration; for the claim can be amply demonstrated, that this people

have said the final word on every form of art which they have

elected to follow. To substantiate this claim we have only to refer

to their lacquer work in all its variety of form and decoration; to
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their potteries; their iron and other metal work; and their printing

in colors. We shall find that in those branches they are not only

unsurpassed, but that they stand, even to-day
;
without any serious

competition among the Western peoples.

That they have not made manifest their aesthetic feeling in

some forms regarded by Europeans as great art, may come either

from a failure to consider these forms as those of true art, or from

the conviction that they can express the same thing more effectively

in a different manner. But under no circumstances can a defi-

ciency of artistic feeling or conception, or power of execution, be

charged against them in the forms which they have adopted. Be-

side, and perhaps most important of all, they know the limits of

artistic expression; they forbear, with due reverence for it, to at-

tempt the unattainable or impossible. Modesty is a quality of true

art of which they seem to recognize the full meaning much better

than we.

Again, the fact that their conceptions of art, either as to its

essential principles, or its special application, may seem to differ

from those of "the general" in the West, should not deter earnest

and open-minded seekers from the study of Japanese forms of ex-

pression. On the contrary, it should stimulate them to make a

diligent examination of the Oriental conceptions.

In making this investigation we must bear in mind, among

other things, that the Japanese idea of art and its meaning comes

down to them in a direct line from a civilization infinitely older

than our own ; and that the East was cultured and refined, while we
were yet in the shadows of semi-barbarism. The tendency even

now, when our outlook upon art, and its correlations, is supposedly

broadening, is still to regard the Oriental phase with condescen-

sion, and, while acknowledging in it skill in technique, or oddity

of design, to label it, in our minds, with the mark of childishness,

quaintness, or other derogatory implication, and altogether to fail

to accept it as the serious expression of an aesthetic sense so deeply

rooted and stable as the other distinctive characteristics of a people

who perfected some of our arts before we had even imagined them.

We are too liable to regard the impetuosity and self-confi-

dence of our youthful civilization, hardly out of its swaddling
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clothes, as something in advance of the slowly, symmetrically de-

veloped and finely differentiated expression of a race who attach

a meaning to art of which we, as a people, hardly conceive. Some
of the inheritances of our semi-barbarism in art we have not fully

outgrown. Principal among these is that we still regard art as

something apart from our daily life, and as represented mainly by
the easel picture of dimensions which increase pari passu with the

elevation of the style; that we require art to be "literary;" to "point

a moral and adorn a tale."

This accusation, while true in the main, must not be consid-

ered as too sweeping, for some great art has been vouchsafed to us,

in spite of these hindrances. Native genius has been often power-

ful enough to break through the weight of conventionality: we
have had an Angelo, a Velasquez, a Rembrandt, a Turner, a Corot,

and others who are recognized everywhere as great masters. But

it is yet true, that the West still separates itself from the East, from
the point of view of art: mainly in its estimate of art as something to

be measured by the square foot and to be hung upon the wall in a

gilt frame. The mass and even some of the supposedly elect, fail

to recognize the fundamental fact, that there may be more real art

in a fan designed by Hokusai or Korin than in the largest of Ru-
bens' paintings in the Louvre.

It is a question with a large and earnest body of thinkers

among us, whether we, as a people, have yet grasped the art idea,

in its connection with our every day life. Art and utility not only

have not been wedded, but they have not often appeared as lovers,

as is witnessed by the ugliness of many of our surroundings. I

will illustrate my meaning, by the fact that we designate the orna-

mentation or the attempt to beautify objects for use, as decoration,

as something distinct from art proper: that is, from pictures

framed and hung upon the wall ; the maker of these pictures being

called an artist. The man who tries to make a useful thing beau-

tiful is called a decorator, when he has any designation to distin-

guish him from the ordinary workman. It is, however, a fact to

be noted with hopefulness that in recent times the artistic con-

science has been aroused in certain quarters; that many notes of

alarm have been sounded, and that with more or less seriousness the
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danger of our situation is being brought to our notice. Schools of

industrial art—as distinguished from art with a capital letter

—

are being established in various parts of our land. Professors and

art designers are mingling with the common people to revive some

of the old industries,and the country is filled with all sorts of wares

bearing the stamp of the Arts and Crafts Societies, as a guarantee of

their value. But after all, we are often compelled to ask ourselves,

how far removed this is from the commercialism we condemn and

how much it relieves the situation. Because a thing is made

in small quantities, and by an untrained worker, in a village, it is

not, for this reason alone, artistic. Something else is needed, some

vitalizing quality that shall connect the worker directly with his

product, as the outcome of an irresistible impulse toward the em-

bodiment of his own feeling for beauty, and fitness.

Emerson, the philosopher, defines art as "a nature passed

through the alembic of man" ; while William Morris, the crafts-

man, calls it, "the expression of man's joy in his labor" ; both recog-

nizing the fundamental fact that art must represent the man and be

a part of him. It must be his joy because he put in it something

of that which is best in him. The great reward of work is always

to the worker. No true art was ever conceived or executed except

under conditions where that was possible, and to have the fullest

expression of it, the conditions must be such as to afford the utmost

freedom, the least restraint upon individualism. Art is the one

thing still with us that can not be syndicated.

Such necessary conditions were never,—certainly in any mod-

ern epoch,—found in such perfection as in Japan in the seventeenth,

eighteenth, and part of the nineteenth centuries, during the long

peace of the Tokogawa dynasty of Shoguns. Art in Japan, as else-

where, has had its flood and ebb in the tides of time, but it has al-

ways remained at a high level of excellence.

The feeling for beauty, as an expression of national character,

has not essentially changed since Japan has had an art, in so far as

it has constantly maintained a close relationship with the habits,

customs, and manner of life of the people. Take, for example, the

work of the Japanese in iron, whose beginning dates back to the

times when they, the most militant of peoples, were in a constant state
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of warfare, either within themselves or with their neighbors. The
blade and the armor were then among the necessities of life. Not
only "the soul," but the very existence, of the Samurai lay in his

sword. Under the stress of this necessity there was developed a

skill in the manufacture of steel which has not been approached in

any subsequent times, among any people, Eastern or Western. As
a cutting weapon, the old Japanese sword stands without a rival.

But together with this skill in the making of steel, there was evolved

an ornamentation of the furniture of the sword: the guard, the

handle and the scabbard, which, for appropriateness and beauty

of design, were the marvels of succeeding ages. The aim of the

armorer, too, was directed not only toward the qualities of light-

ness and toughness in his iron plates, but also toward a suitable and
artistic decoration by chiseling and repousse; and the wonderful

work still extant, of the Myochin family, through a thousand years,

bears testimony to the complete mastery over this material, as to

both construction and artistic ornamentation, possessed by these

artisans, who were at the same time recognized as great artists.

The art of the potter began its wonderful development in

Japan together with the introduction of the tea ceremony. This

marvellous rite, of whose solemnity and dignity the Westerner can

form no adequate conception, demanded utensils of peculiar beauty

and fitness: a beauty and fitness so at variance with our modern
idea of beauty or fitness that to most it seems almost as "foolishness

to the Greek." These ideas of beauty and fitness were then adopted

into the making of vessels used in every-day life: with the result

that there is nothing with which we can compare the work of the

Japanese potter of the best periods either as to color, glaze, deco-

ration, or general artistic effect. The greatest artists did not dis-

dain to design a decoration for a tea-bowl, or a fire-box of clay, or,

at times, even to mold the paste into shape with their own hands.

The same application to the needs of daily life is to be found in

their lacquer work which has remained peculiarly their own ; their

wood-prints; their artifacts in wood, bronze, and bamboo; in fact,

in every kind of manufacture to which they have turned their in-

genuity and skill.

The Japanese wears no jewelry to decorate, or to disfigure
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his person, after the manner of the less civilized. Rings on his

fingers or in his ears, or nose, are as noteworthy by their absence

as the diamond pin in his bosom; but the swords that were thrust

into the belt of the old Samurai had often such work of artistic

quality in their accessories as made them the most precious heir-

looms for his descendants; and the inro of decorated lacquer, to-

gether with the pipe holder and tobacco pouch with their netsukes,

dangling over his gown of rich brocade, were to him more precious

than rubies.

Even the Kakemono or painted picture and the colored wood-

print commonly constituted a part of the wall decoration, or formed

the movable partition or screen separating the rooms. It was not

art "applied to" but art a part of, the construction.

Again, the cost or the intrinsic value of the raw material en-

tered but little into the esteem in which a work of art was held. It

was most frequently the aim of the artist, who was, at the same

time, the artisan, to take an indifferent substance, and to make it

precious by the artistic beauty with which he endowed it. It dero-

gated from good taste to detract from the artistic effect, by allow-

ing the quality of the material as such to obtrude itself. Conse-

quently, we find lead, mother-of-pearl, lacquer and pottery, all

primarily cheap substances, forming the greater part of the deco-

rations; with gold, silver, or bronze brought in only sparingly as

adjuvants, and solely for some desired color effect which could be

obtained in no other way. Diamonds and other precious stones

were practically never used.

Another feature in Japanese art-craftsmanship, which should

have appealed strongly to Morris and his followers, which should

constitute the lesson he so earnestly preached as the crying need of

the times, is that, in all cases, it represented the individuality of the

artist. Whatever of soul he had it reflected. It carried with it a

part of his life, and did not bear the impress of the dead machine.

The artist and craftsman were one, or, if two, they worked with

one intent and purpose and in thorough harmony of understanding.

All that was demanded of the creator was the expression of his

peculiar genius and the outcome of his own invention. There was

no tyranny of time or factory to hinder the full and free expression
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of his conception, and whatever rivalries existed were those of an

artistic, not of a material or commercial kind.

The conditions of life in Japan at that time, were such as to

make this result not only possible, but inevitable. Life was lux-

urious only in the beauty of surrounding nature which was care-

fully developed, with a keen sense of the effect of this beauty upon

man. With this was joined a simplicity of living, the like of which

has nowhere else been seen in same degree, not even in Greece at

the height of her culture and refinement. But more than the

Greeks the Japanese joined beauty and utility in the smallest details

of their ordinary living. The art of Greece was for a few thousand

people, that of Japan for a nation of millions.

Extremely simple, however, as was the Japanese mode of liv-

ing, it carried with it no touch of monotony. On the contrary, an

infinite variety marked all inventions. Each work seemed to be

the outcome of a special inspiration, not made to a definite order,

or from a set pattern, but because it had to be done in obedience to

some incontrollable power.

Among other faculties the Japanese possessed the great and

necessary one in art of selecting the essential, of casting aside the

unimportant: that which might prove a hindrance rather than a

help to the full and desired effect.

The manifestations of this sense of beauty in what we designate

as decorative art, is marked by certain characteristics which distin-

guish it from the Western method of art-expression. This is, as we
have said, not literary, or moral, or didactic in any restricted sense.

On the other hand, it is characterized by a large ethical feeling.

It appeals mainly to that distinct sense of beauty, which finds its

full and complete satisfaction in the harmony or proper association

of line, mass and color.

It is illusive and intangible in its essence; asserting itself, it

may be, as a faint surprise, or a little alluring novelty, or the deli-

cate suggestion of a connection between seemingly disparate things,

which before had escaped attention: usually with an indication of

a subtile appreciation of an underlying sentiment which gives it a

vital force, and recalls some intensely human feeling. The tech-

nique is masterful, having that ease and sureness of touch that
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leave no lingering doubt that the idea was clearly conceived, and
carried out with an unerring swiftness, giving it the charm of

spontaneity. These qualities may be impressed in numberless ways
by a single high light, or dash of color, which keys the subject to-

gether as a single thought or inspiration; or by the harmonious
movement of lines which carries the eye and mind with it beyond
the actual field of vision, suggesting infinitely more than it actually

shows.

If there be one word by which such art as this can be expressed

it is

—

refinement. There is nowhere to be found a trace of coarse-

ness or offensive vulgarity. Even the grotesque, elevated in Japan
to the region of a refined art, is never repulsive, and under no cir-

cumstances does it fall to the level of the commonplace. There is

ever somewhere an element of distinction, if there be only the

capacity to recognize it.

It is not proposed or expected that the art of Japan shall be

transferred bodily, or in any important part, to this, or to any other

country. From the very nature of things it is not possible that the

art of one nation can be transplanted to another, there to thrive and
flourish. This would strike at the very essence of art itself, and
destroy the purpose and reason for its being. If national art mean
anything, it must be as the expression of the genius of a people, of

its aesthetic impulses and of its inspirations towards Beauty; for,

while art is mainly and primarily individual, its power must be felt

by the mass, if it is to have a vitalizing and enduring influence on

the development of that people. The individuality of nations has

not yet disappeared from the sociological problem. The art of

Greece has been made a part of Western art only in so far as its

correct principles of dignity and grace have been recognized and

selected. It was so that Japan accepted Chinese art: adopting its

principles, in so far as they applied to her needs, and adding of her

own as her aesthetic sense evolved more and more. Forms of art

expression are constantly changing to meet the new demands of an

enlarging culture and man's ever-growing needs. The lesson,

therefore, that we hope to learn from the study of the arts of other

lands and other times is how they dealt with the problem as it pre-

sented itself to them; the principles on which they endeavored to
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work it out; to determine how far these principles and methods are

applicable to our own aesthetic necessities. There should be no

slavish imitation or wholesale appropriation.

We find that the art of Japan is, and has for long been an inte-

gral part of the life of her people; that among them use and beauty

have ever gone hand in hand. It is this lesson that we may learn

from them to our own advantage. We must work as they worked

;

not necessarily in their special manner, but in the same spirit of

directness and simplicity, letting the hand body forth the idea as

the mind has conceived it.

In taking the work of Korin (Ogata) as a type, it may appear

to some,—even among the most intelligent students and lovers of

Japanese art,—that I have perhaps chosen an extreme example. I

have done so, however, advisedly, because, as it seems to me, he, in

his extravagances and apparently riotous disregard for conven-

tions, sums up the ideas of his race more concretely than any other

artist. If he has pushed his idiosyncracies to the limit, it is the

easier to mark the contrast of his art with the Western conception.

Most authorities place the date of Korin's birth at 1661. This

event occurred at Kioto, where his father, Ogata Sokin, was a cloth

dealer. His proper name was Ichinoskin Koreoski. According

to the customs of artists in Japan, he had several noms de plume:

among them being Seiseiken and Hoshiku, but the one by which he

is commonly known is Korin.

He followed his artistic career at Kioto for some years, attain-

ing among the followers of the Court recognition of his great

genius. But he left this gay circle and went to Yeddo, the Shoguns'

capital, under circumstances which remind us that the eccentrici-

ties of genius are the same under the rising and under the setting

sun, and that the Whistlers do not belong alone to our own time and

country.

He was invited, on one occasion, to attend a picnic, or flower

show, in company with some of the nobles and luxurious attendants

at the Court. His companions brought with them their lunch

boxes, elaborately and richly decorated in gold, lacquer, pearl, and

silver, such as only persons in their position could afford. When
the time for luncheon came, they opened them, displaying their
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marvelous richness and beauty; while Korin took from the folds of

his gown some simple repast wrapped in the husk of the bamboo
shoot, in which it is customary for the poor to carry their food when
on excursions. When, however, the husk was unfolded, it showed
on the inside a finely gilded surface, painted with flowers and birds,

in such an exquisite manner as could only be the work of Korin.

While his companions were regarding it with the intensest admira-

tion and wonder, he carelessly threw it into the stream, in order to

show his contempt for the luxury and ostentation by which he was
surrounded. The master-piece was recovered some distance below
by some fisherman, and brought back to the city. But the act made
Korin an exile from his native place, as the authorities deemed it

wise to banish him for extravagance! He took up his residence in

Yeddo, and died there in 1716, at the age of 55 years.

As is usual in dealing with the development of greatness,

efforts have been made to show from whom he received his in-

spiration, and to whom he was indebted for his peculiar style, etc.

It seems quite certain that, at first, he followed faithfully both the

Kano and the Tosa schools: examples of his close copying of such

masters as Tsueenobu, Sotatsu, Yasanobu, Yamamoto Sotei and

Sotan being extant. That he, like other men of marked individ-

uality, followed more or less the paths laid out by others, until he

found himself, is no doubt true. But again, like every other

genius, that which gave him his distinction was what he derived

from no other. He simply worked out the impulses which could

not be restrained and which forced an utterance. It has been stated

that in his lacquer work he was a pupil of Koyetsu, together with

Soyetsu. That he was at any time under the personal teaching of

Koyetsu, is rendered impossible by the fact that Koyetsu died in

1637, some twenty-five years before Korin was born. That he fol-

lowed the principles laid down by Koyetsu in his lacquer work is

certainly true; since Koyetsu was probably the first to use lead and

mother-of-pearl in a broad and effective manner. These effects,

broad and strong as they are, seem quiet and unassuming, when
compared with those found in Korin's most characteristic and

pronounced manner; this latter producing results so bizarre in

some instances as to fall, on a superficial inspection, quite in the
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category of caricature, if not of impertinence. A close analysis,

however, will show that such effects are not the manifestation of

whim, caprice, or trifling, but that they are the expression of a

profound knowledge of the principles of art, as conceived by
Korin. If seriously studied, they will reveal, at bottom, a strict

adherence to the conventionalities of the aesthetic law accepted at

the time. Korin made no new law—it is not possible for any man
so to do—but he did present a new and forceful phase of that law
of aesthetic harmony which always must be reckoned with in any
application of it to what we call decoration. It is because he is so

thoroughly an Oriental of the Japanese type,—such a Japanese of

the Japanese,—that he is regarded as caviare by "the general," or,

at least, by the rigid Anglo-Saxon. To the French he is much more
lucid, since to them suggestion is more nearly sufficient, and the

bald fact less necessary.

In studying the art of Korin then, we must bear in mind the

peculiar bent of his genius, and judge him in accordance with the

canons he has laid down for himself. We must not forget, among
other things, that he is a pronounced impressionist. This, how-
ever, being properly interpreted, should mean that he conveyed the

impression, as he conceived it, of the essential quality of his subject,

in the most direct and simple manner. This, it may be claimed, is

a canon of all art, and when applied to the work of Korin, it might
be, and indeed, is, charged that he leaves too much to be inferred;

that there is too great scantiness of detail for a complete, or even an

intelligent understanding; that the flat masses he so commonly uses,

are blotches, without character or meaning, and merely the marks
of indifference, incapacity, or intentional perverseness; and that

there is no reason to accept such work seriously.

In keeping with this attitude of the Western critic, Korin
is either passed over with the faint praise which condemns, or com-
pared most disadvantageously with his fellow-countryman Hok-
usai, who charms the Western eye with his grotesqueness and nat-

ural quaintness. A careful study, however, of any work by Korin,

even the most simple, will reveal a well devised plan and a method
of treatment often marvelous in its reserve power. To do much
with little seems to have been his guiding principle. He always
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stopped when he had finished, and never marred his work with that

redundancy which weakens.

This is especially evident in his strictly decorative work. He
recognized, as every true artist must, that the basis of all art, the

foundation of our pleasure in any work which is to appeal to our
aesthetic sense, rests in our recognition of the harmonious relations

of mass, line, and color. Whatever gratification we get from a

work of art outside of this, is from some other source: moral asso-

ciation, or intellectual analysis,—all commendable, and sufficient

in their way, but it is not aestheticism—and, therefore, not art.

The purpose of any well-known or natural object used as a

vehicle in art, is only to suggest to the mind some material founda-

tion, and to assist in following out the conception of the artist By
such means he constructs his phrases. The main difference be-

tween Korin and most other artists lies in his clearer conception of

this idea and the greater courage with which he dared to carry it

into execution. And yet, he never fails to give the very spirit of

that natural object, the essential quality which makes it what it is:

it may be with only the sweep of a single line, or with a solitary

lump of lead, but as it could not be conveyed by the most slavish

imitation.

His imagination is most highly poetic in its quality,and subtile,

at times, to such a degree as to be almost awesome in its refinement.

Undoubtedly he imbibed from Koyetsu's works something of this

fearlessness of treatment and was influenced by a study of this mas-

ter, much in the same way that Millet and Corot are said to have

been influenced by Constable; but this technique always bears the

mark of his own marked individuality.

He chose, for the most part, the commonest material, not un-

frequently in its crude state, often making its natural qualities or

even its defects serve his artistic purpose.

Scant and rough and incomplete as some of this work may
appear, on a hasty inspection, there is, on closer study, no evidence

of carelessness or neglect. In some instances it might look as if he

had stood off and thrown great masses of lead and mother-of-pearl

at the surface to be decorated, letting them find their places as best

they might. But a careful examination of the work as a whole will
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show a unity and effectiveness in design which could not have been

carried out in any other way. No one, perhaps, has ever realized

more fully than he the great value of simple mass in composition.

Above all other artists, probably, he is entitled to be called the great

master of mass. No one who has attempted decoration, has so well

understood its power, or has used it with such telling effect as to

both its simplicity and its force. He recognizes the simple fact

that, for the most part, we see objects as flat masses, and with small

attention to detail, and particularly so when we group them in our

minds for picturesque effect, and that this harmonious grouping of

masses is necessary to satisfy our sense of beauty. It is the knowing

in what this harmony consists that separates one who is an artist

from one who is not. It is a comparatively easy thing to place a

mass of any material in a pattern more or less conventional or rep-

resentative of some natural object, in such asssociation as to form a

design. But it is a very different thing to give to those dead masses

such relations to one other as to make a harmonious whole, imbued

with life and motion. And this is just what Korin knew how to do.

No one of his designs, however seemingly crude and unfinished,

gives the impression of dead weight. There is always a feeling of

lightness and airiness, and a sense of vitality. Take for example

the simple design of autumn grasses on the tobacco pouch made of

some common wood as shown in Fig. I. Here we have the strong

harmonious sweep of lines in the tangled blades of grass in gold

lacquer, in bold relief against a background made up largely of an

immense gibbous moon in dull grey lead. A large head of grass,

heavy with its wealth of autumn ripeness, dragging down its slen-

der stem with its weight of seed, is composed of blocks of mother-

of-pearl, irregularly placed,seemingly at random and without plan,

but conveying perfectly this character of living richness and full-

ness. Only a master in the oil medium could have given something

of this effect of combined weight and delicacy.

In this matter of command over plain unrelieved mass there is

no one to compare with him. Not even Ritsuo, had the courage to

leave his masses to speak for themselves as masses alone, but must

needs relieve the plain surface with lines or modeling to add to the

naturalistic effect.
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Fig. I. Tobacco pouch in wood,
moon in lead

Decoration : autumn grasses, leaves in gold lacquer; head in pearl;

Fig. II. Drawing on paper: Camellia in outline ; leaves in India ink

Fig. III. Manuscript box in plaited bamboo.

Decoration : fleur de lis in gold lacquer, lead

and pearl

Fig. IV. Tray of black lacquer. Decoration :

thatched cottage in lead, with hen on the roof ;

the former in pearl, the latter in red lacquer.

The pine trees to the left of the cottage are in

lead and mother of pearl.



Fig. V

Se< l< g< ii'l undei Fig. IX
Fig. VI



Fi^. VII. Writing box in hue gold

lacquer. Decoration : a stag in pearls ;

a fawn in lead ; moon in lead Fi£. VIII

Fig. IX

Figs. V, VI, VII, VIII and IX. Box of kiri wood. Decorations: fleur de lis, buds, blossoms

arul leaves; in pearl, lead, and gold lacquer. VI, VII and XI, sides and front. VIII, door

opened, showing decorations on inside of door ami front of drawers



Fig. X. Tobacco pouch in black lacquer. Decoration : pine trees in gold lacquer and pearl

tori in lead.

XI. Inro from bark of cherry tree. Decoration: Large plantain leaves in lead , stems in gold

lacquer. Laborers' i d.iin in lead, and gold lacquer ; one nut leaf in pearl.
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The only approach to Korin's mastery of mass to be found

either in ancient or modern art, is in the work of Michelangelo and

Rodin. What they have done on a large scale, Korin did in a

smaller one: a much more difficult task, since here it was much
harder to avoid a feeling of exaggeration and a too brutal force.

There does not exist, so far as I know, any specimen of Korin's work
as a sculptor—though it is possible that there is such ; —since, like

nearly all great Japanese artists, he worked in any medium that

seemed suitable to him for the expression of his concept; but if

there does, it will show, I am sure, the same qualities of breadth,

power, and intense vitality that are manifest in the works of these

Western masters. In fact, it may be said of Korin's work, as a

whole, that it has more of the qualities of the sculpturesque than of

the picturesque.

He does not, however, rely solely on mass for his effects. His

line is likewise wonderfully effective, not only in its nervous vital-

ity and turgid force, but when occasion demands, in a gentleness of

flowing curve that softens and subdues with an irresisitible sweet-

ness. He makes it complete in its suggestiveness of the body it

bounds. It is always sure and never lacks the feeling of its absolute

necessity.

He also recognized the essential value of a plain unbroken

surface of back-ground in supporting and linking together the

different parts of the design. He is never afraid of bare space.

On the contrary, he renders it subservient to his purpose by making

it furnish an atmosphere which gives a setting of stability to the

whole. There is never the feeling of emptiness or vacancy, but

always that impelling suggestion of fullness and finality. There is

never a sense of an absence of something necessary to render the

whole complete. As in the work of all the great Japanese masters,

there is a consciousness that the work is finished.

Like most of the great artists of his country, he expressed him-

self through various media, and seemingly took whatever material

lay readiest to his hand. He wrought in iron, bamboo, cherry-

bark, and the metals, painted Kakemonos, made drawings for fans

and for other decorative purposes, and executed designs on pottery

for his almost equally celebrated brother, Kenzan. And in most
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of his work he was the artisan as well as the artist. The work of

carrying out the design was done by his own hands; and how beau-

tifully he did it! To a connoisseur, the technique of a piece of

work by Korin is its greatest charm. It matters not what the de-

sign may be, or to what crude material it is applied, the marks of

the master craftsman are always there. He handled his material

as if it were a living sentient thing; laboring reverently and

putting a part of his own soul into the thing he wrought. His work

came as an inspiration and was done because it could not be helped.

Though most of the designs seem at first sight to be exceedingly

simple, it will be found on closer study that his is the simplicity of

perfect harmony, and there is no lack of variety to relieve what

would otherwise become a palling monotony. This is effected

often by some exquisite little detail; perhaps only a fine or forceful

line of gold on a mass of lead or pearl, giving a distinction that

forces itself to be felt.

No one has known better how to unite the bold with the refined

and gentle. On the top of the writing case shown in Fig. II, there

are the figures of two deer. One is a stag whose body, seen from

the back, is composed of three pieces of pearl unbroken by a single

line to indicate a modeling. The animal stands boldly erect, giv-

ing a feeling of intense alertness, though nothing is seen but the

silhouette of the back of his head. He is overlooking, in a grand

protecting way, a little fawn which is feeding at his feet. The fawn

is cut in outline from a sheet of lead, with only a few spots of silver

lacquer along the neck and back, and some streaks of pitch-like

lacquer to give it quality. The two are standing in a field of tall,

delicately graceful grass, drawn exquisitely in gold lacquer, on a

back-ground of that rich reddish gold lacquer with fine grains of

pure gold scattered over it, for which Korin is famous and which

has been the despair of all of his followers. In the left upper cor-

ner, dominating the whole, there is a gibbous moon. This moon

is made of lead, rendered additionally dull by some smears of pitch-

like lacquer. A less great artist would have made it of bright

silver and thus rendered trivial what is now an effect of great

richness without undue brilliancy, and a most exquisite harmony

of color and mass.
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The same contempt for the ordinary artistic conventions is

shown in another specimen in my collection. This is a tobacco box
of cherry-tree bark. One side is of the rough outer bark, with a

texture much resembling coarse-grained leather; the other side is

made from the smooth inner bark having the color of rich copper.

The decorations on the two sides are of similar but not identical

design. These represent the delicate evergreen—the Yabu Koji

—

with its fine green leaves and small red berries in pearl and lacquer,

peeping out from under a blanket of snow; the snow being repre-

sented by a solid mass of dull lead. Who but Korin would have
thought to do this daring thing? And yet it was the logical carry-

ing out of his wish to convey an idea of crushing weight and pres-

sure exerted by the hostile snow upon the courageous and strug-

gling little plant. And how could this be more appropriately done
than by a mass of unsympathetic lead?

In another field of artistic expression,—in the use of color, in

designs and paintings,—he displays the same qualities; although

his practice in these was more limited than in the decorations in

lead, lacquer, and pearl. He has, however, left many designs in

color which show his conception of what its proper use should be,

and, as might be expected, they are always individual and highly

original. He was not averse to strong or even crude coloring, laid

on in flat masses, but commonly he employs the light or low tones,

often of extreme delicacy of tint, applied with a technique that

gives, especially in leaves and flowers, a fine textural quality with-

out spoiling the sense of mass. The feeling of restraint, so charac-

teristic of his genius, is perhaps nowhere felt so strongly as here, in

the drawing of the camellia, shown in Fig. VII. The texture of the

leaves needs no further amplification than the skilful brush-work

with the ink, while the complete character of the flower itself is

told by a few bold sweeping lines put on with a surety of knowledge
of which there can never be a question.

In any careful study of his work one must be impressed with

his broad outlook, his comprehensive and penetrating knowledge,

his wonderful instinctive sense of selection, his perfect mastery over

his material, and his unsurpassed technical skill.

Like most of the great masters in Japanese art he founded a
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school. Genius never repeats itself, but the correct principles of

art for which he contended and for which his life work stood as an

embodiment, were passed on to others and continued by them ac-

cording to their various capacities.

In the field of painting and drawing Hoitsu is without doubt

his most illustrious pupil, though following him at a distance of

some sixty years.

Ritsuo was profoundly influenced by his methods in lacquer

decoration, adding something of his own individual qualities.

But it was his younger brother—known under the name of

Kenzan—that most nearly approached him in those qualities of

breadth and force which make him a unique figure in Japanese art.

Kenzan carried into the decoration of pottery something of the

qualities of his elder brother, and his work, in the opinion of con-

noisseurs, ranks next to that of the great Ninsei himself.

The work of Korin is easily imitated up to a certain point. It

is not difficult to throw masses of lead and pearl in some sort of odd
juxtaposition on a surface of wood or lacquer; but only a genius

can so arrange and connect these masses that their oddity shall be

lost in a refined, aesthetic feeling. Some of Korin's pupils no doubt

approached closely to his style, particularly when working under
his personal supervision, and many of his designs were unquestion-

ably carried out by them. A genuine Korin, to the eye of a close

student of his work, always betrays itself by some quality which
none but the master could have put there. It may be an appar-

ently trifling thing: a sweep of line, the peculiar placing of a mass,

or some delicate tracery in some unlooked for place, but which,

once discovered, is felt to be inevitable,—some subtile quaintness,

or bold startling stroke. Something, in fine, which lifts it above

the commonplace and makes it distinctive and unique That is

Korin.
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An Ancient Swedish Handicraft

IN
last month's issue of The Craftsman there was illustrated a

feminine art-industry of the sadly circumstanced Russian

peasantry. The illustration was an example of the so-called

"Muscovite embroidery." A woman of the suffering class

had wrought into a homespun fabric, with the irony of

bright-colored stitches, the story of want and of the grief arising

from it. The desire for a larger, more abundant life—for food,

rest, happiness—was compressed into an inscription of the deepest

pathos: "Let us sing and dance and forget for a while how bit-

terly we live."

We have now to deal with a fireside industry of another

Northern race: this time, a sturdy and contented people, enjoying

equally labor and recreation; if we may judge by the indications

set in the work with the same clearness as in the Russian handicraft.

The industry at present illustrated represents the oldest human
labor, with the exception of husbandry, in relation to which it

occupies the position of the feminine to the masculine element.

The spade and the distaff have ever been the closest companions.

Spinning and weaving are attributed even to the gods and heroes,

and all the glamor of romance surrounds one of the most necessary

and usual employments.

In the revival of hand labor which is in actual progress, inter-

est has naturally turned to primitive ways of producing textiles,

with the result that in numerous regions of France, England,

Ireland and the United States, long disused wheels and looms have

renewed their activity: thereby restoring old-time thrift, and prom-
ising future prosperity to these same communities. In Sweden,

with whose peasant industries we are now concerned, the revival of

the feminine handicrafts,—especially the production of textile

fabrics—has been due to the efforts of a society known as the

Handarbetets Fanner. By this means, the art-weaving of the

Swedish peasants, which is an inheritance from pagan times, has

been saved from the danger of extinction, which it incurred through

the introduction of machinery. The Swedish peasants, accord-

in to history, the testimony of travelers, tradition, and the

proof of the old tapestries themselves, have always taken great

pride in decorating the walls and furniture of their houses with the
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products of their hand-looms; each district of the country long pos-

sessing a typical and distinctive style, owing to the difficulties at-

tendant upon inter-communication; while the individual workers

of each district vied with one another in the making of designs and

the choice of color. By the revival and centralization of the work

excellent results have been obtained. At the present time so gen-

eral an interest is felt that it inspires persons of all ages. The craft

is taught in the kindergartens where the mechanical part of the

subject is easily imparted to the children who work at looms suited

to their size. Young girls do not consider their domestic educa-

tion complete, unless they have taken a course in weaving, and

possess looms at which to practise and perfect what they have

learned theoretically. The fascination of the work is great: those

who have ever produced the material of a napkin, sheet, or dress,

always finding the same pleasure in their work, and the white-

haired woman working at designs and color-effects as enthusiast-

ically as her young grandchild.

The artistic and the practical qualities of the Swedish hand-

weaving are such that the craft should be carried and imitated

widely abroad. It has already been successfully introduced into

the United States, through the enterprise of a young Swedish wo-

man, Miss Elizabeth Glantzberg, who, a number of years since,

came as a visitor to Springfield, Massachusetts, bringing with her

several specimens of the textiles, together with a handloom. Both

the finished work and the primitive means of producing it awak-

ened so much interest in the New England town that Miss Glantz-

berg, upon her return to Sweden, carried with her the idea of

establishing herself in America as a teacher and producer of hand-

weaving.

The idea passing to a decision, she returned to the United

States and with her sister, in the summer of 1902, opened a school

in Deerfield, Massachusetts, which at once drew pupils from wide-

ly different sections of the country. Further, the interesting pro-

ducts of the teachers of the school have become known through

numerous exhibitions of Arts and Crafts Societies which have been

recently held in the larger cities.

The Misses Glantzberg have now a studio in Boston which
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serves the double purpose of a school and a Swedish domestic

museum, since the visitor finds there a representative interior in

which all details have been preserved, even the bright, picturesque

costumes of the women who weave in illustration of the method.

The walls, floor and furniture of the studio are decorated with

the textiles there produced, or by similar rugs and tapestries brought

from Sweden, all of which show the primitive, but highly decora-

tive designs which have prevailed in the craft for centuries.

Against this interesting background, the simple structural forms of

the furniture are projected in bold relief, while the otherwise too

severe effect of the whole is modified by the small objects placed

at certain carefully selected points: wooden mugs, boxes and trays

painted with figures and designs in the primary colors; brass can-

dlesticks simple in shape and workmanship to that pleasing point

just escaping crudeness; dolls in a row of stiff, quaint little figures

which counterfeit precisely the pose and carriage of living peas-

ants, occupying the length of an old mantel.

The focal point of this interior is, of course, the loom with its

attendant weaver. The former is heavy in construction, with solid

treadles and overhead pieces, lateral four-pronged appliances

which have been compared to a ship's wheel, hanging pulleys and

large, primitive-looking shuttles.

The weaver at this loom is attractive as a Swedish type, as

pronounced in person and dress as stage or picture can offer. Her
costume, not unlike that of a Roman peasant in color, has a char-

acter all its own. It consists of a dark blue woolen skirt with its

front striped horizontally in black, red, green, orange, and white.

The blouse is white, full, and bound with a green kirtle which laces

in front with elaborately-wrought silver eyelets. Over the blouse

the weaver wears a singular garment, simulating a waistcoast be-

hind, and strapped to the body by bands crossing in front and

fastened to the kirtle by other silver ornaments. This waistcoat is

green, and contrasts with the red kerchief which lies below a rosy

face and mass of blonde hair. These, finally, are thrown into

relief against a high pointed cap of black, accented with a line

red and finished with cord and tassels.

Altogether this Swedish interior and its inmates offer one of
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An Artistic Use of White Holly

THE exquisite cabinet seen in the accompanying' illustra-

tions was made in England after the design of Voysey,

well known in this country through his work in the Inter-

national Studio. It was imported by Mr. Gustav Stick-

ley, and shown in the Arts and Crafts Exhibition which

was held in March last, in the Craftsman Building, Syracuse,

N. Y. Its material is white holly, with a surface polish so fine and

smooth as almost to equal an enamel.

The form is of extreme simplicity; the slowly approaching

lines of the sides giving interest to the little structure; the project-

ing top and midway division adding shadow and character to what

were otherwise a too unified surface.

The upper division or story of the piece, as will be seen from

the illustrations, is

decorated on all four

sides with a curious

inlay, which to be

appreciated, needs to

be actually exam-

ined. The inlay
>
with

the exception of the

lettering at the back,

occupies only the up-

per half of the sec-

ond division and thus

strengthens the hori-

zontal line-element

of the construction,

since the peculiar po-

sition of the orna-

ment and its well-de-

fined base line force

it into prominence,

without making it in

the least aggressive. The first scene is worked out wholly in black

:

consisting of two trees bare of foliage, but with swelling leaf-buds,

and beneath each three ravens studied from the life. The birds are
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really masterpieces; the little black blocks of which they are com-

posed rendering the action of the raven in a perfection that is won-

derful in view of the simple means employed. The scenes at the

sides are landscapes

and water - scenes

combined; one con-

taining lambs feed-

ing on a cliff, and,

with the same sim-

plicity before noted,

conveying a distinct

impression of Eng-
land.

The back of the

cabinet shows a fine

effect of lettering in

a page-like shape, the

straw - colored sur-

face of the wood
forming a wide mar-

gin, and the incom-

plete line at the end

of the legend being

filled with repeated

units of ornament, after the manner of mediaeval manuscripts.

As a whole, the cabinet possesses qualities of form and color

which heighten rather than diminish with long familiarity.

to and allthmai
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Puss in Boots

An Old Myth
In

New Dress

HE age of materialism, fact and science, the demand for

the tangible, the visible, the positive, do not apparently

diminish the fascinations of the fairy tale. The novel

has passed from the nar-

rative into the study in

psychology, and this change must

be a permanent one. But the novel

is an imaginative form of litera-

ture which addresses itself solely

to adults, who, in the fictitious per-

sons of a book, see reflected more
or less of their own passions, aspir-

ations, trials or successes, and are

therefore interested: which could

not be true if the persons involved

were pictured in a way foreign to
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for adapta-

tion to period and
place are but sur-

face considerations

—affairs of costume, manner of speech and occupation. The
author who imagines, can not free himself from the influences of

his time. He thinks, acts, feels, loves and suffers with his contem-

poraries. Were he to do otherwise and, therefore, accomplish the

impossible, he would find no sympathy, nor even an audience.

With the fairy tale it is different. Untruths, fantasies, exag-

gerations, incongruities, impossibilities are accepted, as are the

conventions of an opera. But once the impossibilities or the con-

ventions are accepted, the tale or the opera holds its reader, or

excites the emotions of its hearer, allowing in him no indifference

or apathy, until the climax comes. There is an explanation and

an excuse for the charm exercised by the opera, since the emotions

evoked by the religious sense, love, hate, compassion and grief are

expressed by music with a breadth and

intensity that can not be attained by words

:

at the same time with an indefiniteness

which permits each individual to adapt

the expression to his own situation. For
the charm of the fairy tale there is no

explanation—save possibly the desire com-
mon to all sorts and conditions of men,

which impels them to escape from the

work-a-day world, whether they are sov-

ereigns or laborers. The Sultan of the
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Arabian Nights is fabled to have remitted the death of his story-

teller Scheherezade, each twenty-four hours, on the recital by her

of a new wonder-tale, until a thousand and one nights were reached,

beyond which there is no record. The childishness and extrava-

gance of the Eastern nature do not furnish the secret of this len-

iency, for the gravest Anglo-Saxon judge would have been tempted

from rigid justice by the offer each day of an excursion into the

"realms of faery." In our own times, the French statesman and

economist, Laboulaye, gained for himself a place beside the Orien-

tals as an author of fairy tales, equalling his elders in the display of

pure fancy, going far beyond them in pathos, as a Western and mod-

ern man of the required genius could not fail to do. In him unite

the two types of the

teller of wonder-tales

:

the one who imagines

adventures, splendors,

strange transforma-

tions, monstrous crea-

tions of Nature, sim-

ply for the pleasure

he derives in giving

play to his fancy and

of noting its effect

upon his listeners : the

other type of story-

teller, beneath his allegory, follows a purpose, political, moral or

social.

The first fabulist and his fable belong to the coffee-house of

the East, where time is of no value except as it measures sensuous

enjoyment, and where the tale is told to the accompaniment of

drowsy music, while the listener perceives the pictures which it

calls up through the perfumed smoke of a hundred chibouques.

The other story-teller is a satirist, one who feels keenly—most often,

a member of a suffering and oppressed class whose only weapons

are words of which the sharpness may glitter and play, but must

never strike. This type, also, as the critics tell us, originated in the

Orient under the antique monarchies, where the sovereign alone
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was powerful and

the people power-

less; where the

contrast between

the ruler and the

ruled was so great

that the visible

representation of

this contrast was

justified in the picture-writings of Egypt and Assyria, in which we
see the Pharaoh or king portrayed as a giant, while his subjects are

drawn in pygmy-proportions.

Out of such oppression, out of such fear and hatred of tyrants,

there arose a peculiar literary type: a personage who, as time went

on, often disguised, or even lost his political significance; who was

the embodiment of the people's wisdom and sagacity; one who pos-

sessed all the cunning, the petty meanesses, the deceit of the slave

and of the slavish nature; the forerunner of the revolutionist, the

relative of the Figaros and the Talleyrands; that is, the talking

animal. This animal of the fable, taken according to the purpose

of the fabulist from the nobler or the meaner creatures, was the

greatest, almost the only, political resource of the people, until the

Athenian comedy assigned a human substitute to this even then

ancient role, as it was first possible to do under a popular govern-

ment. The free satirist disappeared with political liberty, and

through the period of Roman domination the talking animal, as

the people's attorney, had but a partial substitute. He existed in

the tvpical slave of Latin comedy, who was false, subtle, thievish,

but often amusing, and a philosopher withal.

The fall of the drama entailed the disappearance of the slave

who represented, in his own person the people's wrongs and the

abasement caused by the tolerance of a servile condition. Con-

versely, with the formation, or rather the renewal of monarchies,

of one-man-power, the talking animal reappeared in literature.
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We find him already in the Vision of Piers Plowman. He is a

discursive pedant as Chanteclere in Chaucer's Nonnes Priestes

Tale. He is wily, hypocritical and evil in Reynard the Fox. And
so on, through the literature of mediaeval Europe, he plays a vari-

able part, assuming now the nature of one beast, and anon that of

another, but always typifying the foibles of a class of human society

which it would be sacrilege or treason directly to censure, attack or

satirize. His history has been traced, or rather rapidly and lumin-

ously indicated by Taine in his thesis upon "Lafontaine and his

Fables." This apparently light subject is there treated by one of the

most learned and brilliant of nineteenth century Frenchmen in such

wise that, having read the thesis, we thereafter approach the fable

and the talk-

ing animal with

feelings curious-

ly mingled. The
fable becomes

for us much like

an ancient struc-

ture, which, be-

cause of its very

age, we view
and enter with

awe and rever-

ence. The hu-

manized animal is no longer a grotesque creature invented for

children's pleasure and fitted only to figure in the pages of a

picture-book. He assumes the dignity of an historical character,

and that character not one who has fretted away a miserable hour

of existence upon the stage of life, but one who has played a long

continued and useful role, who has taught lessons of supreme value

by that most effective of all methods, the dramatic.

The fables of Lafontaine are in themselves a proof that the

talking animal belongs to the literature of the great despotisms.

In them he made his last great appearance, bringing with him from

the East human experience, gathered from countless centuries,

among those who were born to serve as prey to the powerful, and
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who revolted against or accepted the tyranny according as their

individual natures or circumstances directed their course. Thus

we find in the fables of Lafontaine, as in those of his masters,

Aesop and Phaedrus, the animal who was seized, carried away and
devoured by a stronger individual, without lawsuit or condemna-
tion, like the poor nursling lambkin; again, the animal who is

harassed and worsted through a false show of justice, as in the case

of the inoffensive sheep, who standing at the river brink, is accused

by the wolf, at the head of the stream, of having roiled the clear

waters; there are also other animals in these fables who, while

feeling their superiority of intelligence, yet bow their heads, forc-

ing themselves to be humble and insinuating; who flatter their

oppressors, amuse them with agreeable falsehoods, dupe their

stupid vanity, live at their

expense, and, when the occa-

sion offers, cast them into the

abyss of ruin, afterward to

mock them from their own
safe point of vantage.

In all these miniature

studies, critics, even among
the best informed, have seen

the illustration of Darwin's

principles of "the struggle

for existence," and "the sur-
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vival of the fittest." But plainly their first meaning is not a biolog-

ical one. They were devised when the world of nature was ac-

counted as nothing in itself, and as having no reason for existence

except as a background for man's action. Then, centuries upon

centuries later, they were set forth anew by Lafontaine, the most

spontaneous and ingenious of writers, as a picture of the life about

him. As an observer and reporter of scenes he has had few equals

in literature, barring of course the fact that, like a Meissonier of the

pen, he treated his subjects in small. In words he painted what he

saw with an absolute truth and a sure sense of proportion. He
reproduced the scenes which he had witnessed, without changing

them except to strengthen their accent. He wrote somewhere that

Jupiter has provided two tables for the world : at the first of which

the adroit, the vigilant and the strong sit and feast; while at the

second, the weak and small feed upon the fragments left from the

banquet of the gifted and fortunate. This idea dominated his

work, and, under its influence, he described to the smallest detail

the effects of the despotism about him: making the talking animal,

as his ancient masters had done before him, express the subversive,

revolutionary thought that he dared not attribute to a man. All

this was no less true because it was formulated by a nature ingenu-

ous, without bitterness and malice, careless and regardless of the

higher consequences, confounding God and the King as two sym-

bols of the same power and authority; the one threatening eternal
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punishment, the other disposing of the scarcely less awful lettre de

cachet and the Bastille. Under such conditions, as in the case of

a slave under the old Eastern monarchies, what remained but de-

spair, what compensation existed but the petty power of the op-

pressed to invent ruses and subterfuges, which, however weak and

pitiable they were, still represented the principle of revenge.

Therefore, trickery and deceit were exalted and glorified in folk-

lore and the fable, and the talking animal became the natural incar-

nation of these evil faculties. He was the offspring of despotism,

and to the criminologist of to-day he would be known as a pervert,

interesting to study

and dangerous to the

world. No new La-

fontaines will record

his cunning and

treachery and his suc-

cesses built up from

falsehood, because he

is not conceivable in

a world-society of

comparative freedom

and justice, unless it

be in Russia, where
we find the moujik or peasant in popular tales playing the ancient

role of the talking animal: tricking the saints or their temporal

masters with utter absence of moral sense, as might be expected

from the representatives of a class which tyranny scarcely permits

to rise above the state of the animal.

For a complete portrait of this historical criminal, this inter-

esting and dangerous pervert, the talking animal, we must turn to

one of the most famous and beloved of nursery tales: one which is

found in all modern languages; which clearly shows by its lack of

morality, its defiance of the Decalogue, that it originated in some

far-away Eastern land of ancient "Heathenesse." Its cat-hero,

"Puss in Boots," has too far outlived the people among whom he

was born, he is far too widely traveled to be known in his true

character. Beside, he is so courageous, cheerful in misfortune, so
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resourceful and helpful, that he appears to be the ideal friend of

the poor and the desperate. These qualities, attractive and bright,

so overpower the dark side of his nature that his misdeeds do not

force their attention

upon his casual ac-

quaintances. But the

fact remains that he

can be indicted for

fraud and murder, and

is, furthermore, one of

the greatest of fasifiers,

—a knave in every

sense, a type of the per-

vert.

Puss, the king, the

ogre, the poor miller, and the reapers threatened with being chopped

into mincemeat, may appear to be fantastic inventions made to in-

sure the peace and pleasure of the nursery. But under other condi-

tions of society, we might say—almost in another world—they served

another purpose. They exercised in the infancy of races and peo-

ples the same functions which they now exercise in the infancy of in-

dividuals. In that far-away past, in the East, or yet, ages afterward,

in mediaeval Europe, the people, the teeming masses of those who
were born to be preyed upon by tyranny, were soothed and pleased

by the tale of a humble hero who, by force of effrontery and false-

hood,—his only weapons of self-defense,—had risen from wretched-

ness to great wealth and high position: deceiving, snaring, threat-

ening, devouring with all the hardness and haughtiness of a great

lord. These attributes of character in their hero gave them intense

pleasure, for the cat was their own representative as to class and

condition ; the sole difference between them and him residing in his

proud and daring spirit. The brighter aspect of his career, that is,

his loyalty to his master and friend, gave them a quite different

satisfaction. It inspired them with faith in human nature, since

in Puss the animal form, it can not be too often insisted, is but a

disguise assumed for a purpose. And thus the Booted Cat became

one of the world's heroes of fiction, because he represented the
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people's cause, when it was yet but vaguely felt. We can imagine

that his tale was told at the camp-fires of Asia, when Saracen and

Crusader often sat side by side in friendly companionship. His

adventures were modified to suit the European world, and he came

to represent in folk lore what Roland and Orlando and their kind

were made to stand for in literature. In our modern age, Puss has

lost his significance: his crimes have softened into amusing pranks,

while his sympathizers and friends instead of comprising the toilers

and the hopeless are now recruited among bright-eyed children for

whom the world is a play-ground.

It may be said, indeed, that the repertory of the nursery gov-

erness shows a sad poverty, if it does not include the tale of the
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miller's cat. Nor has any illustrator of children's books accom-
plished his life-work, until he has given visible form to the same
famous legend.

Beside the book and the tale, there exists one other means of

illustrating the story, and it is one which lends itself admirably to

both the subject itself and the prevailing methods of decorative art.

As illustrative of this means a nursery wall-hanging giving the his-

tory of "Puss in Boots" is here offered, with the purpose of afford-

ing children a pleasure similar to that afforded to their elders by
mural paintings and tapestries brilliant with some great epic

legend.

This hanging, elaborate though it seem at the first glance, may
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be executed by domestic needlewomen, with simple and compara-

tively inexpensive materials; older children being competent to

assist in the easier portions of the work.

The place to receive the hanging need not be prepared with

special care and expense. The tapestries are shown in position, in

an ordinary square room, advantage being taken of wall-spaces,

like those over and about door- and window-casings.

The color scheme of the room is simple and easily arranged:

the woodwork being of dark "fumed" oak; the walls greenish gray;

the ceiling cream white; the floor moss green, with a rug showing

a design in greens, blues and corn-color.

The material of the hanging is an imported linen fabric, and

the needlework is divided between the applique method and out-

lining: the latter to be done in crewels, in the manner known as

"couching." The outlining throughout the scenes is in very dark

indigo blue; the same color and shade being used in all the letter-

ing, with the exception of the initials, which appear in bright

scarlet.

The different episodes in the history of the cat form each a

separate picture, with a background of the linen fabric suited in

color to the subject, whether it be a night or a day scene, a land-

scape or an interior.

The first picture, which portrays the despair of the miller's

son, has a ground of pale, slate-blue, representing a moonlit night.

Against this, a lemon-colored disc and the cat in dull, light indigo

show admirably, while they keep to the low key in which the pic-

ture is set. The remaining details : the mill, the tree and the figure

of the cat's master are in plum-color, with the cartouche in a shade

like that of unbleached cotton.

In the second picture, the interior of a cobbler's shop, Puss

receives his boots. It is a scene of hope, and for the background

there is but one fitting color— rose— , which, conformably to the

scheme, is chosen in a dull, soft shade. Puss, the faces, the hands,

and all other flesh parts of the human figures appear in the yellow-

ish tone assigned to the cartouche in the preceding picture. The
hair and hat of the young man are of a dark, cold shade of green.

The cobbler's apron and the boots suspended from the ceiling are
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done in deep tan; the window is in plum-color, and the dark band
representing the street, and lying just above the paving stones, is

in slate-blue, like the background of the first picture.

In the third, or court scene, in which Puss offers game to the

king, the back ground is of olive green, with which the lemon yel-

low flames from the candelabra make a pleasing chord of color.

Puss again appears in the yellow peculiar to unbleached cotton

fabrics; the same being used in the face and beard of the king, the

collars of the pages and the cartouche. The king's undergarment

is in old rose, the belt of the man-at-arms and the game are tan-

color, the floor is in the bluish-plum shade seen in details of the first

picture, and the sphere in the hand of the king shows a reddish

brown, like copper.

The fourth scene which represents the feint of the false mar-

quis of Carabas to drown, has a background of light, dull Prussian

blue. The nearer hill is in greenish yellow, the more distant one

in cold green, with the rows of poplars lining the stream in dark

olive; the stream itself being represented in deep indigo blue. The
river bank and tree steam are violet, the roadway and bridge old

rose, the cartouche yellowish (unbleached), as in the preceding

picture, and the figure of the marquis is done in pale liver color.

The harvest scene, or fifth picture, has an appropriate back-

ground of tan-color, the sea in indigo blue, and the trees in olive

and cold green. The flesh parts of the human figures are old rose,

and Puss is again of the unbleached hue, as is also the light cloud.

The man with the scythe wears a shirt of slate-color, and the blade

of the sickle borne by the reaper in the foreground is in dark indigo.

The cartouche here varies from the yellowish tone, this time ap-

pearing in the color of the reaper's shirt.

Another open-air scene follows in the sixth picture. It shows

the progress of Puss to the Ogre's castle. Here, the ground is of

very pale canary yellow, with the hills in a light plum shade, the

trees olive and cold green, and the water a dark indigo blue. The
roofs of the castle are done in pearl grey, with the afternoon sun

and Puss in the unbleached hue.

The seventh, or banquet-scene, is pictured on the terrace or

balcony of a castle. The background is gray blue with the large
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rounded-headed trees in cold green. The floor is of the already

familiar bluish shade of plum, with the peacock, sea, clouds, hair

and beard of king, hair of servant, and the figure of Puss, all in the

unbleached or yellowish tone. The shoes of the servant and the

napkins are straw-color, the throne and the stool dark tan, the hair

of the marquis is lemon-yellow, and the cartouche old rose.

The final and marriage scene is worked upon an old gold

ground, appropriate for the interior of a rich church. The bishop's

mantle is of lemon yellow, and his mitre of copper-color; the dress

of the bride, the flesh parts, and the figure of Puss are done in the

unbleached tone ; the veil of the bride is in water-green and the hair

of the marquis in dark indigo ; the hair of the pages is tan color and

their doublets are slate-blue, with the cartouche in rose color.

This picture represents the labors of the cat-hero as crowned

with triumph, and in order that it may gain effect by contrast, it is

joined with the first of the series portraying the grief and wretched

state of the miller's son. The contrast is well sustained in the

treatment, and the color-schemes of the two pictures accentuate and

strengthen the thought which is is purposed to convey. That which

can not be told in words is expressed by colors, tones and shades,

and if ideas thus made visible and incarnate (if it be permitted so

to describe them), be put before children, they will unconsciously

accept this means of culture, enjoy it and profit by it.

AND, AS IMAGINATION BODIES FORTH
THE FORMS OF THINGS UNKNOWN, THE POET'S PEN
TURNS THEM TO SHAPES, AND GIVES TO AIRY NOTHING
A LOCAL HABITATION AND A NAME

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
ACT V, SCENE I
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A Candlestick Maker douglas van denburgh

OF all things sought for on the cattle range and in the

mining camp, perhaps the rarest are art and the artist;

for life on the frontier has small time for meditation or

for that which can not be achieved in haste. The Amer-
ican history of California is so short, so few years have

passed since the world's end lay at the Golden Gate, that many peo-

ple still picture California as a land of many wonders, but as a place

in which civilization has made but little progress. It is true that

culture and art can make no claims to long standing in the farWest;

but both have a firm foothold, and both are making rapid yet sturdy

growth, as was shown by some recent Arts and Crafts Exhibitions

in San Francisco.

Those who cling to the wild idea of California, will find it

easy to give the Butcher a place in its every-day life : for the Baker,

too, they may find room and conceive a market for his wares; but

the Candlestickmaker they would bar out as a producer of wares

for which there could be no demand. Yet this article has been

written to describe the work of a maker of candlesticks whose work-

shop is at no great distance from the waters of the Golden Gate.

The plates show a few of the fifty or more designs which have
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originated in his workshop. The work is in brass, with the excep-

tion of a few pieces in iron. Nearly all the designs have been

developed at the bench, or as one might say, in the brass itself: the

work being largely done without drawings of any kind, and the

design often suggested by the material at hand. Sometimes a bit of

brass "junk" has been turned to good account, but the material

mostly used is sheet- and rod-brass and castings specially made.

Since the result desired is seldom a hard and fixed design, the work-

man may take advantage of any peculiarity his material presents,

and so stamp each piece with the hall mark of individuality;

thus a slip of the tool, or a flaw in the casting need not cause the

piece to be rejected, but often leads to a new design.

In considering the craftsman side of the subject, it may be well

to select one or two pieces shown in the plates, and to describe, in

detail, the manner in which they were wrought. Taking for exam-

ple, the three-light twisted design, shown in plate I, let us follow

the material through the various processes of construction. Of the

nine pieces of brass forming this candlestick we may first turn our

attention to the base. This being a casting, the first process is the

making of a pattern, which, in this case, is of soft wood, shaped in

the lathe and rubbed smooth with blacklead and varnish. Some of

the casting is done in the shop, but as a rule the pattern is sent to a

foundry to be reproduced in metal. The casting comes from the

foundry in the rough, and must be mounted in the lathe to be turned

and polished. The turning is done with hand tools in nearly the

same manner as wood turning. The base being finished, the next

step is to form the central stem. For this a square rod is cut of the

proper length, and after it is annealed, the twist is given to it. The
ends are then fitted with screws for holding the base and the candle

socket, and the stem drilled laterally to receive the piece forming

the arms, which is now fastened in place, twisted, and bent into

shape. The drip-pans are formed from disks of fairly thick sheet

brass; the blanks being placed on a hollow block and shaped with

a hammer. The sockets are castings, turned and bored in the lathe,

and when screwed into place, complete the candlestick.

The heart-shaped design is made from rods of half-round

brass, the bending being done with a hammer. The other designs,
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generally speaking, are built in the same way. The tall piece

shown in plate II is a reproduction of an antique candlestick used

in one of the old California Spanish Missions. It is twenty-two

inches in height and weighs about ten pounds. All the pieces have

the merit of good weight.

Plate II shows two pieces of iron left in the dull finish of the

fire, without that paint or polish which is so often unhappily be-

stowed upon the objects of the blacksmith's craft.

Altogether these simple, honestly wrought objects reveal a

workman of the true order: one who labors equally with hand and

brain, and who in his labor finds the highest degree of pleasure.
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AN ATTRACTIVE
SEAT

THE attractive seat here represented is a product of the Gustav Stick-

ley workshops. The wooden frame of the piece is of "fumed" oak, with
the soft moire surface peculiar to the pieces of its maker.

The cushion and pillows are of green canvas cloth, a linen fabric

recently imported from England ; the pillows, large and square, hav-

ing their outline emphasized with hem-stitching, done with linen thread,

the natural color of flax.
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A Piece of English Cabinet Making

THE illustration here shown is that of an original and beautiful piece

of cabinet making, the work of Mr. J. S. Henry of London. It was
shown in the Arts and Crafts Exhibition, held in Syracuse, and there

attracted much admiration. It is built of light brown "fumed" oak,

and is ornamented with leaded glass inserts and with wood and metal
inlay ; the former being in dark water-green, and the latter in bright colors with
a prevalence of deep rose. A narrow band of marquetry, like a twisted cord
of two eolors, panels the top, sides and large drawer of the desk; thus adding
interest and variety to the severe, delicate lines of the structure. The interior

compartments and drawer are made from red cedar: a provision which com-
pletes a refined, beautiful and practical scheme.



Some Craftsman Designs for Door Draperies

THE "unbought feast" of the farmhouse is celebrated by

Horace in one of his odes to Maecenas as a delight not

to be approached by the luxurious splendor of the

Roman banquets. The poet's use of the adjective "un-

bought" is so happy, because it expresses a truth felt

by every one. That which is acquired at a price is too liable to be

valued for its monetary cost alone; while that which has been

created, prepared, or beautified by its possessor's brain and hands,

is cherished with a feeling akin to that of parentage. This senti-

ment is acknowledged by the man with the tool, and the woman
with the needle. Upon it depends one of the chief reasons for the

encouragement of the handicraft movement: since not only the fact

of being actively employed, but, much more, the interest awakened

by creative labor makes for the health and happiness of the work-

ing individual, and most favorably affects the community in which

he lives.

Therefore, as designs for handiwork which may be easily

executed by needlewomen with no special training, the accompany-

ing plates have been prepared. They illustrate door-hangings or

portieres, and are to be wrought upon a coarse, linen, imported

fabric, in applique and outlining, according to the manner known
in England as "peasant embroidery." It is consequently desirable

that the work retain its original, pleasing characteristics of slight

irregularity and imperfection,—not to say carelessness,—were it

only to avoid the appearance of machine-wrought embroidery.

The materials for the background and the applique of such

designs are now obtainable in an extended gamut of colors and

shades; so that the worker may use these fabrics in color-schemes,

much as a painter composes upon his palette.

In the designs here illustrated, the artistic, experienced

needleworker can modify or completely change the arrangement

of color; but as careful and expert preparation has undeniable

advantages, a detailed scheme is here subjoined.

In the design numbered one, the background is in pale old

rose inclining to yellow; the applique (dark spaces) is in plum-

color and olive- green, with the entire outlining in a dark, dull

copper shade.
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In number two, the background is a bluish slate-color; the

birds are French blue ; the light spaces are of a pale ivory tint, with

the diagonal blocks in cold blue-green, and the outlining in dark

olive-green, excepting the whorls, which are done in plum-color.

The third design has a background of light, faded turquoise

blue. The foliage is an applique of yellowish olive-green, with

the birds in dull indigo, and the fruit in lemon yellow. The shapes

at the base repeat the colors of the upper patterns, and the whole is

outlined in dark blue-green.

In the fourth hanging,the drawing is worthy of special atten-

tion, as showing the best principles of the new decorative art move-
ment: that is, design based upon plant-forms highly conventional-

ied, or to say better, obscured; the result being obtained by the use

of details rather than of the whole of a growth or a flower, by com-

bining such details according to artistic laws, and by adopting as

final one of the late members of a series of drawings of the same
details, the first of which alone is a reproduction of the natural

object.

The color-scheme of this design is most pleasing and refined.

The background shows a pale leather color, with the light figures

at top and bottom in lemon-yellow. The large inverted corolla-

like form at the bottom is done in old gold, and the light circular

spaces at the top in olive-green; while the small dark points, like

the stigma of a pistil, are in plum-color, and the outlining is dark

brown.

The fifth design is figured upon a background of apple-green,

against which the rectangular spaces of Prussian blue show to fine

advantage: a sharp transition, which is modulated by the violet

blue bar of connection between the rectangles, the bar itself being

scattered with small green figures. Spaces and patterns in old

ivory give further accent to the design, and these, in turn, are

sharpened by brown outlining.

The floral design numbered six lies on a background of

dull burnt orange, in a scheme often found in the still-life of the

Dutch painters. The dark spaces are plum-color, the seed-

vessels are olive-green, with their sections in ivory-white
; all

outlining being done in dark brown.
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Some Craftsman Designs for Door Draperies

The eighth pattern belongs to the same class of drawings: a

design formed from details of plant-life liable to be overlooked

save by the microscopic eye of the artist. The outlining in plum-

color is wrought upon an old ivory background, with a band of

deep leather color at the top of the hanging. The dark, circular

spaces are olive-green, and the points are in slate-color.

The eighth and last design has a somewhat mediaeval and

churchly character. The background shows a grayish indigo to

which the birds are applied in plum-color, and the circles in dull

tan, with outlining of dark bluish green.

In combining these color-schemes and in constructing these

designs, The Craftsman artists have sought to express the best

impulses of the new feeling for form and color which promises to

create a memorable type of decorative art which shall signalize

the twentieth century.

I BELIEVE IT IS NO WRONG OBSERVATION THAT
PERSONS OF GENIUS AND THOSE WHO ARE MOST
CAPABLE OF ART ARE ALWAYS MOST FOND OF
NATURE; ON THE CONTRARY, PEOPLE OF THE
COMMON SCHOOL LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING
ARE PRINCIPALLY DELIGHTED WITH LITTLE
NICETIES AND FANTASTICAL OPERATIONS OF
ART AND CONSTANTLY THINK THAT FINEST
WHICH IS THE LEAST NATURAL.

THE GUARDIAN, I713
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Two Book Cabinets

A MONG the first necessities of a well ordered home, the book

/^L case or cabinet is prominent. It may almost be said that

/^m care bestowed upon books is a sure test of refinement, and

M ^ that the neglect or abuse of which they are the object is

an equally sure indication of a lack of true culture on

the part of the one guilty of such wastefulness.

Our modern libraries and houses obviate many of the evils to

which books were formerly exposed. The worm, "our busy broth-

er," can not, as once he did, ply his art with great havoc among their

fair leaves. But there remain dust, moisture, strong light, and

other elements hostile to them which must be defied. So it results

that the closed case or cabinet is always the safest and most practi-

cal, as it is also the one which saves the most time and labor for the

care-taker.

As results of much thought and experiment, two successful

book cabinets or cases have been recently produced in The Crafts-

man workshops, which are here pre-

sented in illustration. The first of

these is made of oak "fumed" a rich

brown, dull in finish, and preserving

the natural veinings, which are ac-

centuated by finishing processes to

the degree that they give the wood
the appearance of a "watered" silk

fabric. The stock of this piece

throughout is seven-eighth inch

wood, and for the oak, ash, or other

varieties may be substituted with

good effect, at the will of the maker.

The doors of the case are hinged

on the sides, leaving the front a sim-

ple face, with the exception that in

the center, between the doors, there

runs, from the shelf at the base to the

top of the doors, a quarter-inch strip of wood, ending in a small

block resembling a Tuscan capital. The doors have, each, double

long and narrow panels of plain glass, while the upper cabinet,

—
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equally plain in treatment. The wood is

in color and fine in texture; the

forms are quite different. In the

first case, the lines led upward

without opposition. But here the

horizontal element is accented by

the top projecting far beyond the

sides; while, beneath the top, the

effect of a frieze is gained by mak-

ing the rail two and a quarter

inches wide. The horizontal op-

position is further heightened by

the shelf at the base supported by

brackets, which are spherical tri-

angles in shape.

a simple box with dove-

tailing showing at the

sides,—is paneled on

the face with squares

of leaded glass grouped

in fours. The central

compartment is station-

ary, while the side

panels are small doors,

hinged on the outside

and provided with

locks. The only detail

of ornament permitted

in this simple and

severe piece resides in

the hand-wrought door

pulls, for which the de-

signs and making-pro-

cesses were described

in the June number of

-The Craftsman.

The second case is

again "fumed" oak, rich

No. *
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Two Book Cabinets

This second case is built with three doors: the two lateral ones

paneled with wood, and the middle one with glass. The side cup-

boards are useful for holding brochures, papers, and unsightly

books, while the

leaded glass panel,

decorative in it-

self, shows effec-

tively fine volumes

which may be

placed behind it.

In this door the

leads vary from
three-quarters to

three-sixteenths of

an inch in width,

and compose a fig-

ure unusual and
pleasing in its con-

tours.

It is, perhaps,

needless to say in

closing that these

pieces, with the

aid of the accompanying illustrations, may be executed satisfactor-

ily by any cabinet-maker of average experience and skill.

V w
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Notes

THE CRAFTSMAN takes great writings of William Morris in special

pleasure in announcing the and in popular library editions. It

formal organization of "The engages to publish (i) original es-

Morris Society," at a meeting which says and treatises in criticism and in-

assembled on May 7, 1903, in the terpretation of Morris's work as a

Auditorium Annex, Chicago, at the writer, craftsman and social reformer

;

call of Professor Richard Green Moul- (2) original papers and treatises kin-

ton, Professor Oscar Lovell Triggs, dred in spirit and tendency to the

and Mr. Joseph Twyman. work; (3) reprints of papers and

The latter gentleman, acting as volumes bearing upon social, artistic,

chairman, explained the objects of the and industrial improvement.

Society, expressing a belief that the 2. The motive of the Society being

organization was timely and that its educational, every appropriate means

work would result in benefits of a will be employed to extend the influ-

permanent character. He denied the ence of Morris. The Society proposes

intention of himself and his associates to organize local circles for the study

to form a Morris "cult," explaining and practice of Morris's ideals of art

their use of the name of the great and life; to conduct lecture courses,

craftsman as indicating and connoting arrange programs, hold exhibitions,

a certain artistic and social tendency, and give instruction in classes and by

At a second meeting of the Society, correspondence in the literature of

held on May 14, 1903, a general pro- Morris, on subjects of social and in-

gram was adopted which is of such dustrial import, the arts and crafts

interest that it is here subjoined in movement, and the home and decora-

full: tive arts.

"By vote of the Society, on May 14, It is the intention of the Society to

1903, a general program was adopted establish and maintain club-rooms in

as follows: (1) To engage in publi- Chicago. These rooms will serve as

cation, (2) to conduct an educational headquarters of the Society, for lec-

movement, (3) to maintain club- tures, and the social use of members,

rooms and establish a Morris library with cafe privileges, and will contain

and museum, (4) to promote the a library and museum with as corn-

founding of workshops and schools plete a collection as is possible to ob-

of design. tain of Morris's own work as writer

"1. One of the main purposes of the and craftsman, and such other writ-

Society being to familiarize the public ings, designs, and fabrics as show a

with the artistic and social ideals of similar spirit and tendency. The club

Morris, an important function is that will be conducted in a manner similar

of publication. The Society aims to to the National Arts Club in New
secure the publication of the collected York, and the Twentieth Century Club
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of Boston. It will be open to men
and women and will have resident

and non-resident memberships. Mem-
bership in the club will be by special

election.

4. The Society believes, as did

Morris, in the value of industrial edu-

cation and will seek, therefore, to be

a factor in the modern arts and crafts

movement, and will cooperate with

societies whose aim is to socialize art

and to elevate and improve craftsman-

ship. It will encourage the founding

of studios, workshops, schools of de-

sign, and manufactories upon the basis

of artistic craftsmanship."

The aims of the Society are further

expressed in a lecture by Mr. Twy-
man, given in January, 1903, before

the "Cincinnati Conferences of Litera-

ture and Art." The lecture had as

its title, "The Art and Influence of

William Morris," and contains the fol-

lowing passage worthy of inspiring

the action which it advocates

:

"It seems to me that the day is near-

er to the Morris Society period than

that of the Shakespeare or the Brown-
ing; for "William Morris wrote of

Life and Work, of Beauty and Love,

and lived all besides. We of to-day

would couple the activities of life with

its realities, in their most ideal forms

and to their mutual advantage; we of

to-day would combine the practical

with the aesthetic, having in mind the

one endeavor for happiness. We are

seeking a luxury of beauty and dura-

bility more than a luxury of show and

extravagance ; we are looking, hop-

ing, working for that Brotherhood

which makes men considerate of their

neighbor, all occupations pleasurable

as well as useful, and each one willing

to do his part toward making the

world cleaner in spirit, more lovely

and more just altogether. In this

endeavor surely we can turn to no

fellowship more profitably than to

that of William Morris.
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Book Reviews

MODERN CIVIC ART, or the
City Made Beautiful, by

Charles Mulford Robinson.

This is a book which bv reason of its

enthusiasm, no less than its clear

statement of fact and its sound rea-

soning, should be found in the council

chambers of our American towns,

—

more especially of those which are not

as yet the seats of leagues in the in-

terest of civic improvement.

In the opening chapter, "A New
Day for Cities," the author pays a trib-

ute to modern invention and discov-

ery which should prove to the detrac-

tors of the present—and they are

many and authoritative—that all ad-

vantages do not stand on the side of

the beautiful cities of the past. In-

deed, the new book should be read in

connection with Mr. Frederic Harri-

son's studies upon the ancient, the

mediaeval, the modern, and the ideal

city. From this comparison much
may be learned by the average reader,

and the two authors will be found to

agree in their estimates and projects,

although one is purely a man of liter-

ature, and the other a man of practical

affairs. Mr. Robinson writes :

"The dark streets through which

the pedestrian formerly made at night

an uncertain way, with his individual

lantern, now glow at midnight as at

noon. The refuse once poured from

upper windows to the streets, in

proudest capitals, flows now in sub-

terranean streams, unknown. The
pavement, that at best in other days

was a racking way of cobblestones, is

now made hard and smooth. Streets,

once so crowded by enclosing city

walls as even in capitals of empires to

be narrow, treeless slits between the

buildings, now—alike in the humblest

and the most thronged communities

—

widen broadly, permitting the traffic

to move with ease, and still leave room
for grass and trees, and ever and

again for flowers. Water is had in

abundance to clean the pavements and

lay the dust. The mesh of wires that

inventions brought with them as a

temporary urban evil are now assemb-

ling in orderly strands beneath the

ground ; and there is a promise that

the smoke, which has hung in a dark

cloud above the modern industrial

community, is shortly to be dissipated

by the ingenuity at work upon the

problem."

These conditions, the writer urges,

are a strong and suitable foundation

upon which to build up civic art.

Among the prerequisites to this end,

he mentions the extension of cities

over great area which is now made
possible by the aid of rapid transit.

By the same means, also, he indicates

that the slum will be abolished, and

the tenement redeemed. Nor does he

regard the strain and stress of munici-

pal politics as forces hostile to civic

art.

An interesting point of the same
chapter is a succinct review of that

tendency known as the "urban drift,"

which prevailed throughout the nine-

teenth century: that is, the movement
of the world's population from agri-
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cultural districts to cities, and the im-

pulse to form new and large commu-

nities. This review is made by the

author in order to illustrate the recent

development of civic art, which he fol

lows throughout the world, character-

izing the special phases shown in each

country. He indicates that in England

the reform is based upon business

principles : that it is conducted by

men of executive ability and sagacity

;

that in France, under the leadership

of Paris, the method has been to sum-

mon to the service of the municipality,

in an advisory capacity, the best ex-

perts and artists ; that in the United

States the tendency is toward a feder-

ation of inter-urban societies; finally,

that in German cities the burgomaster

and his magistrates are the best ex-

perts procurable ; the council of the

latter being composed of honored,

highly paid, professional and perma-

nent employees, trained to the work

of city administration.

It is facts such as those just quoted

that all American officials, charged

with functions relating to civic re-

form, should study carefully; deriv-

ing therefrom a definite and durable

policy wholly apart from aims lower

than that of the creation of well-being,

order, culture and beauty to be equal-

ly enjoyed by all.

In the second chapter of his book,

Mr. Robinson defines civic art as "the

taking, in just the right way, of those

steps necessary or proper for the com-

fort of the citizens." He continues

that "civic art is not merely a bit of

39<5

aestheticism. There is nothing ef-

feminate and sentimental about it

—

like tying tidies on telegraph poles

and putting doilies on the cross-walks,

—it is vigorous, virile, sane. Altru-

ism is its impulse, but it is older than

any altruism of the hour—as old as

the dreams and aspirations of men."

The author next quotes the motto

of the Municipal Art Society of New
York : "To make us love our city we

must make our city lovely," adding

that to secure this desired end three

requisites are necessary. These he

describes as provisions for the free

circulation of the people, for public

hygiene, and for beauty. He thus ac-

quires a basis for his arguments and

explanations which occupy the re-

mainder of the book. He insists

strongly upon the scenic effectiveness

of a water-approach, and discusses the

construction of bridges from an aes-

thetic point of view ; later considering

the railway station as the gate to the

city, and therefore as demanding care-

ful treatment, in order that the first

impression of strangers may be a fav-

orable one. As a successful example

of the station the author cites the prin-

cipal one in Genoa. He writes of it

most interestingly, saying : "Architect-

urally, the building exemplifies a city

portal conception, and very markedly.

Its walls are turned in a concave

around a corner of a large open

square, so that they seem to enfold the

town, and over two adjacent streets

converging from beyond the station

are thrown conspicuous gate-like



A DECORATIVE
WALL CABINET

THIS useful and decorative little cabinet was made by Mr.
George F. Parker of Taunton, Massachusetts, and shown

at the Arts and Crafts Exhibition, in Syracuse. As may
be seen from its construction, it is intended to hold a few

favorite books, and pieces of pottery, bronze, or carving;

while it further contains a closed compartment in which to place

some specially valued object. It is made from white oak and or-

namented with hand-wrought brass fittings, consisting of a lock

and long strap-hinges.
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THE screen represented in the accompanying picture, recommends it-

self by a peculiar device used in applying the fabric to the frame,

owing to which no aperture remains between the leaves or folds.

The fabric is a green canvas cloth, which is first fastened to the

face of the middle panel and cut. Then, a single piece of the fabric

serves for the remainder of the screen; the cloth, beginning with the back of

the first, or left-hand panel, being passed alternately to the front and the rear.

until the whole is covered. The top of the frame is concealed by a band of the

material and no nails an- used in the work, except the large brass round-headed

tacks on the face, which serve also for orname it.
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arches, joined to the building as if a

part of it. In the square, surrounded

by flowers and turf, rises the statue of

Columbus, by which the town is at

once individualized and set in its pro-

per niche in history. The turf, shrubs

and trees were planted that the statue

might have a park setting. The re-

sult is that the arriving traveler's first

impression is of a city rich and hand-

some, while not too large for the soft-

er graces of vegetation, and of a town

of the historical interest of which he

has full understanding and assur-

ance."

In later chapters Mr. Robinson

treats "the street plan of the business

district" and "the furnishings of the

street," under which name he includes

street name signs, illuminating appar-

atus, post boxes, advertising kiosks or

booths and the insignia of tradesmen.

Following these sections is one of

particular value and interest upon the

subject of "adorning with fountains

and statues."

The culminating point of the book

lies, however, in the two chapters on

"the distribution and location of

parks" and "park development." These

chapters contain a real message to the

times, and should be read by every one

who travels either at home or abroad.

Altogether the book is one of a class

which should be urged upon borrow-

ers from Public Libraries, with the

intention to impart real knowledge

and the interest in things beautiful,

and by this means to allay the popular

feverish thirst for worthless or in-

different fiction. [G. P. Putnam's

Sons, 1903. Size 5^x8^4. Pages,

375. Price, $1.25 net. Full cloth.

Gilt top. Uncut edges.

Principles of Home Decoration,

by Candace Wheeler. This is the

work of a writer whose well-known

name, long experience, and natural

gifts constitute her an authority on

the subjects which she treats. The

style of the writing calls for praise,

in that it is well-constructed, clear and

simple. Another merit of the book

is that the principles involved are not

treated dogmatically, after the manner

of many who attempt to be the art

teachers of the public. And further,

throughout the volume, the "studio

style" of expression shines by its ab-

sence : an omission which should be

welcomed by all readers who are de-

sirous to improve their taste and their

knowledge. The plain straightfor-

ward terms of description employed

by Mrs. Wheeler are an earnest prom-

ise of the good which she wishes to

effect among the people. She speaks

from abundant knowledge, and, there-

fore, has no need to involve her

thoughts in the obscurity of certain

would-be technical expressions which

have become affected and odious.

Mrs. Wheeler divides her principal

subject into numerous sub-heads,

among the most interesting of which

are: "Color as a Science;" "Exam-

ples of the Effects of Light on Color
;"

and "Decoration influenced by Situa-

tion." [Doubleday, Page & Com-
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pany, 1903. Size 6 3-8x8 1-2, uncut

edges; full cloth, gilt top; illustrated.

Price, $1.80; pages, 227.

Fictional Rambles in and About

Boston, by Frances Weston Carruth.

This is a pleasing volume showing no

small amount of research, and having

a degree of value as a book of refer-

ence. It will appeal to those readers

of romance who delight to imagine

their heroes and heroines as "real peo-

ple," and to locate them in houses built

with hands. This spirit is particular-

ly evident in a certain class of tourists

who are met every day in "Dickens-

land," London, along Drury Lane and

about Lincoln's Inn Fields, searching

for the lodgings, the shops and even

the street-crossings described or con-

noted in the tales of one of the most

famous lovers of the British capital.

The desire to locate imaginary persons

created by the genius of the romance

writer is displayed to a scarcely less

degree by the visitors to that smaller

and younger city which possesses at

once the greatest historical and the

greatest fictional interest of all Amer-

ican localities. Therefore, when Bos-

ton shall have grown much larger and

older, when its functions as a port of

entry shall have renewed its popula-

tion and changed its face, the book of

Miss Carruth will have acquired the

value of documentary evidence. It

will be an easily consulted compilation

of facts as to the running of street-

lines, the situation of houses, the char-

398

acter of certain neighborhoods and

quarters.

In her "Fictional Rambles about

Boston" the author does not limit her-

self to the identification of places and

people pictured by the writers of

whom Mr. Arlo Bates stands as the

type. Of him Miss Carruth very

justly says in her preface:

"In spite of all that novelists have

had to say about Boston, to Mr. Bates

belongs the distinction of having pre-

sented it in kaleidoscopic form. The

many-sidedness of the town and the

marked characteristics of its people

which stamp them Bostonese the

world over pervade his novels, giving

them an intense localism which is

never provincialism. He strikes the

true key in presenting it on its aesthet-

ical, ethical, fashionable, practical and

religious sides—the evolution of mod-

ern Boston emerging from pro-Puri-

tanism."

Beside drawing heavily upon the

fund of fiction accumulated by Messrs.

Bates, James and Howells, as well as

from the political romances of Mr.

Crawford and Mr. Wainwright (in

the one case, "An American Politi-

cian"; in the other, "A Child of the

Century"), Miss Carruth does not ne-

glect the genuine and characteristic

Bostonians of Dr. Hale and Mrs.

Louise Chandler Moulton. She also

gives a local habitation to the aristo-

cratic "Barclays," who were imagined

by Mrs. Harrison Gray Otis at the

middle of the last century ; to the less

distinguished types of Mrs. Whitney;
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as well as to the homely personages of

Mr. Stimson's "Pirate Gold" and of

Miss Cummins's famous "Lamp-

lighter." She is, however, most inter-

esting: to the lover of the "dome-

crowned city," when she threads her

way through the old localities which

serve as a background for the colonial

romances of Hawthorne, Cooper,

Bynner and Lydia Child.

Miss Carruth evidently has loved

her task and therefore many will he

disposed to follow her lead through

the mazes of the Puritan City. And
in these days of impulse toward civic

pride her book has a worth that is

more than equivalent to a pleasant

hour. The close of her foreword is

a spontaneous plea against the desig-

nation of streets by numbers, and in

these pages such a passage deserves

to be ([noted

:

"Writers of Boston fiction have, as

a rule, made use of the actual street

nomenclature, which greatly aids the

rambler to discover in fact or conjure

up in imagination real or fictional

haunts and habitations. Much of this

nomenclature is picturesque and inter-

esting as reminiscent of the city's his-

tory. In that part of the town known
as the North End the crooked, narrow,

winding streets such as Fleet, Moon,

Garden Court, Prince and Hanover

are suggestive of the old London so

dear to the heart of the early colonists.

Every Boston ian knows that Beacon

Hill and street take their name from

the old beacon erected in 1634 on the

summit of the hill ; that Tremont

Street is from Tri-mountain, which

the settlement was first called ; that

Shawmut Avenue gets its name from

the peninsula. More modern is the

broad avenue named from the Com-
monwealth, and running across it the

thoroughfare named for the State.

The great Copley and the lesser A 11-

stoii are suggestive of the art world;

Blackstone, Franklin and Boylston are

remembered, while now and then the

name of a national hero appears on

the lamp-posts, as in the recent in-

stance of Dewey Square."

At the reading of this passage surely

the patriots and promoters of civic re-

form will note the value of sentimental

memories. They will be more ready

to prevent in new towns, and in new-

sections of old towns, the acceptance

of numbers as the names of streets,

which names should always recall na-

tional or local great men, or events

which are the pride of the people.

[New York: McClure, Phillips & Co.

5^x8 inches. Illustrated. Full cloth.

380 pages. Price $2.00 net.

An Introduction to the Study of

Textile Design, by Aldred F. Barker,

head of the department of textile in-

dustries, Bradford Municipal College.

This is an exhaustive technical work

containing full illustrations and many
diagrams. It is published with the

aim to give the student the informa-

tion which he would master during

two years' attendance at the Textile

School. It is intended not only to

afford knowledge, but also to strength-
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en the mental faculties of the student

by offering him graded problems and

examinations. These last are given in

an appendix, and the author suggests

that when the student can successfully

solve and answer these, he can dis-

pense with the book. To one outside

the craft, the volume is as incompre-

hensible as the Hebrew prayer-book,

but its arrangement, similar to that

of a work upon mathematics, differs

advantageously from most technical

treatises upon the crafts, in which the

explanations are many and without

system, and the information is con-

tained in a "rude undigested mass."

A glance given to the table of con-

tents will satisfy the examiner that the

subjects treated in the book are of the

first importance to makers of textile

fabrics and students of textile designs.

[New York: E. P. Dutton & Co.

Price $2.50.

Illustrated.

5>4x8^. Full cloth.
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A Summer Chapel harvey ellis

IT
is acknowledged that mental as well as physical needs

change with the revolving seasons. In winter, the sense of

circumscription is not irksome; it is then synonymous with

that of protection. In summer, confinement of any nature

becomes tyrannous. Every human impulse is then toward

freedom and abundant life. It is as if the great armies of city

population marching toward the conquest of things of matter, or

things of mind, raised the common cry of "Thalassa," "Thalassa,"

like Xenophon's hosts at the sight of the sea.

To meet the immaterial wants of those who are temporarily

released from the discipline of the strenuous life demands both

skill and sympathy. Signs of such comprehension, of such adap-

tation of all externals to a prevailing mood and temper of mind

exist in great numbers and are still multiplying along our coast-

lines, our river banks, and at our mountain resorts. Domestic

architecture in these places has been simplified and developed, just

as a living organism undergoes evolution to fit it to a new environ-

ment. Church architecture is also developing on parallel lines a

new species, distinctive, yet bound by no hard and fast rules; a

style which shall minister to that aestheticism which is the hand-

maid of the religious sense.

In accordance with this well-defined and now active move-

ment, The Craftsman offers plans for A Summer Chapel, which

may be erected in any village or spot possessing ordinary natural

resources and facilities for construction.

The first essential of our structure, as it should always be in

any place of worship, is to indicate plainly by its exterior features

the character of the ritual followed within its walls. There is no

better reason for an edifice consecrated to the Baptist form of

worship to recall bv its architecture an English cathedral, than for
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A Summer Chapel

the services therein conducted to imitate those of the Anglican

communion. The two contingencies are equally illogical.

Strict regard having been paid to these ideas of fitness, it be-

comes possible and even easy to conceive and execute a plan that

shall conform in every detail to the required functions. Nor will

it be difficult to obtain structural material that shall be at once

convenient, economical and sightly. Indeed, the entire process of

planning and construction appears so simple, so easy of accomplish-

ment, so difficult to avoid, that the fantastic structures which every-

where masquerade as houses of worship are an unpleasant and

inexplicable surprise to those who give even slight consideration

to the subject of church building.

It must be confessed that for the existing evils two classes of

individuals are equally responsible: namely, the Church authori-

ties and the men in whom they put their trust; to speak more
plainly the architects. But the latter are not wilfully in the

wrong. They are incapable rather than perverse. They have

academic training. They distinguish with nicety between twelfth

and thirteenth century Gothic. They are critics of the profiles of

classical moldings. To them an axis is a sacred thing. But they

are so thoroughly "educated" that they can not approach a simple

problem in an earnest, straightforward manner. With them the

letter has killed the spirit.

It is this same influence of scholasticism which works so dis-

astrously in domestic architecture, often making the house in front

the artistic inferior of the barn in the rear; since the latter fulfils

certain fixed requirements, while the former has been constructed

with consideration for its exterior only, with the "arrangements"

added as after-thoughts, as best they might be. The barn in its

structural qualities fulfils the functions for which it was intended.

It justifies its existence. It is not ashamed frankly to declare its

uses to the passer-by. It should be the same with the church,

whether it be of the monumental, or the chapel type, or yet again

any intermediate member of the long series which runs between

these two extremes.

The structure which we here illustrate is an ordinary place

of worship to be built with a rigid regard for economy and with
403
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A Summer Chapel

no attempt at ostentatious display. It is an Anglican church lo-

cated at a place of summer resort.

The first problem here offered to the architect is how to

meet the demands of the required form of worship, which, in this

instance, is a combination of ceremonies and preaching. There-
fore, the clergy must be afforded adequate space and facilities for

conducting the ceremonies; while the laity must be provided with
the means to see and to hear all that occurs within the sanctuary

and choir.

For a church of the character and style under consideration

one hundred seventy-five sittings are sufficient; which reservation

of area, together with the aisles and the space for the font would
give for the body of the church, put into rectangular form, approxi-

mately twenty-eight by thirty-four feet; these proportions, taking

one-half the width of the church for the width of the chancel, and
making the latter as it should be, twice as deep as wide, gives us,

inclusive of the rear wall of the tower, fourteen by thirty feet.

The church proper—nave and chancel,—being secured, the

second important feature is the room for the Sunday School. This

is not in direct communication with the body of the church and
capable of being thrown into the same, as would be required in

churches of some denominations. But it is of easy access from the

main porch, from the vestry, and from the nave. Fulfilling the

necessary conditions, it occupies the one place upon the plan which
is open to it, and in accordance with the seating capacity of the

church, it must not have less than the thirty by twenty-five feet of

floor area. In addition, a Bible class room is placed directly at

the rear of the superintendent's desk and at the same height as

the platform. This arrangement leaves a space between the choir

and the Sunday School which very properly divides itself into the

vestry and the small sacristy or robing-room for the choir. It thus

follows that unless useless expense be incurred, the only space for

the organ remains at the north side of the choir. And this being

larger than is demanded by an organ suitable for the church, a

portion of the area is used as a means of access to the pulpit.

The font is located with regard for convenience and also for

aesthetic reasons, while the places of the altar, choir, pulpit and
405
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lectern being prescribed by the rubrics, do not call for detailed

explanation.

The plan of the church being now fixed, we may pass on to

consider the building materials. These also present themselves

naturally, as at the ordinary summer resort, it is as easy to build

in stone as in brick, with the added advantage of the avoidance

of delay incident to the transportation by water or rail of the

latter material. Consequent upon these reasons, the exterior walls

of our church will be constructed of the local stone, built precisely

like a cellar-wall, with no niceties of ornamental setting, but with

the sole purpose of producing a perfectly plumb, substantial, well-

bonded and craftsmanlike piece of work; the joints liberally

pointed up and left frankly to show construction.

It will be observed that no attempt has been made at exterior

decoration, save in the windows, which show a modification of Per-

pendicular Gothic, and in the gable spaces at East and West.

Here symbolic ornament, indicative of the uses of the structure,

is introduced in rough-cast cement work: the spaces being covered

with the LaFarge cement of a creamy white tint, into which are

inset, after the manner of mosaics, flat decorations in color: the

subject of the West front being the Trinity, represented by ecclesi-

astic conventions ; while the subject in the East shows the Supreme
Being ruling the Cosmos. It must be added that this decoration,

although very important as an aesthetic factor, is easily prepared

by means of the full size drawings herewith presented, and can be

executed by any stone-mason or plasterer.

The framework of the roof is to be covered with black slate,

and the exterior metal work to be painted dark green, while the

general effect of the exterior is left to time and the weather. The
result, as evidenced by an inspection of the drawings is one of

extreme simplicity, but withal dignified and obedient to tradition.

The interior of our church prolongs the note of symplicity

struck by the exterior. Consequently, the strict rules of propor-

tions for the height of nave and aisles formulated by certain en-

thusiasts have been disregarded : the nave has not been given an

extreme height, and the side-walls have been carried up only far

enough to admit an adequate degree of light, and to allow freely
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the exercise of the functions for which the church is intended.

Owing to the same reasons, the trusses carrying the roofs are of the

simplest pattern possible, and are designed solely with regard to

the work which they are to perform.

From this interior ornamental and symbolic carvings in stone

have been rigidly excluded; for while such might be desirable

from the archeological point of view, considerations of economy

have led to the use of modest plaster on furring, and of wainscoting,

as is indicated by the sections and the perspective drawings.

The woodwork—wainscoting, trusses and benches—is of ash,

stained in dark, rich green, while the floors throughout the build-

ing, save in the chancel and the vestibule, are also of ash, stained

in dark orange brown.

The plaster, " left under the trowel," is washed with a slight

coat of yellow shellac to a pale gold tint, which covers the walls of

the nave and chancel, and extends to those of the Sunday School

room.

All the windows are of extreme simplicity in design, with

strongly accented leads enclosing "ripple" glass of a greenish

amber tone; the chancel windows being distinguished from those

of the nave by medallions containing the emblems of the Four

Evangelists executed in dull tones of the traditional colors proper

to each.

The floor of the chancel is of red and brown Roman brick, set

on edge, and laid in cement conformably to the "herringbone

pattern," with a border of blue stone; the latter material forming

also the degrees or steps reaching to the sanctuary.

The altar is of white Vermont marble, without ornament ex-

cept the sacred Constantinian monogram, which appears midway

in the front and is wrought in glass mosaic. The retable or super-

altar is of ash, stained a dark, strong peacock blue approaching

green.

A focus of color is obtained in the reredos, which is here a

canopy of tapestry, extending to a considerable length, as seen in

the drawings, embroidered and showing old rose and gold, except

where it is reversed at the top, when the color-scheme at the back

is changed to gold and dull turquoise blue. A further accentua-
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tion is afforded by the wrought-iron candlesticks with their waxen

tapers, and the whole is projected against the expanse of yellow

plaster, which is here given a fuller, richer, more golden hue, sug-
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gesting in some slight measure the background of the early basilica

apses.

The chancel is separated from the nave by suggestion rather

than reality: the division being marked by a Rood screen, sur-
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mounted by the Cross bearing in marble mosaic a symbolic, non-

pictorial, conventional representation of the Crucifixion.

As will be observed, the opening from the chancel to the organ

chamber is not, as is usually the case, filled by the organ face. On
the contrary, it is frankly occupied by a wooden screen which per-

mits the passage of sound, and does not violate the general harmony

of the Church.

On the opposite side of the chancel, facing the organ screen, a

conventional colossal figure of the Archangel Gabriel may be

painted in matt tints. This decoration need not be a great addi-

tional cost to the structure, and if it be executed flatly and simply,

it will enhance the mystical, sacred effect of the sanctuary.

The font at the end of the nave, opposite the altar and facing

the entrance to the church, is constructed of molded brick, laid in

cement. It is provided with a stationary pewter bowl as a recep-

tacle for the consecrated water.

The Sunday School room demands no explanations further

than those made for the body of the church, except that a word may

be given to the tapestries. These occupy the wall space contained

between the wainscoting and the roof trusses, and are executed ac-

cording to methods previously given in The Craftsman. They

represent such episodes from the Old and New Testaments as are

usually taken as the subjects of elementary Sunday lessons. They

beside constitute a strong decorative factor which will go far

toward securing and holding the attention of children.

Altogether our interior, simple and severe though it be, is

found upon careful examination to respond to that most imperative

of modern aesthetic demands: the love of color. The gold of the

New Jerusalem is suggested in the apse, and the chaste harmonies

formed by the tones of woods, stones, and metals will find their

counterparts in the chants and canticles of the Holy Place, rich yet

simple, with their contrasted and well-balanced voices.
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Chinese Pots and Modern Faience
IRENE SARGENT

CERTAIN of the leading American potters and potteries

have already been treated in the pages of our magazine.

And in almost every case, it is a singular, unmistakable

and significant fact that the source of inspiration for the

artist-ceramist has been the same. It is France that has

furnished the germ-idea from which, in a characteristic, individual

way each of these New World experimentalists has developed or-

iginal results. The fact provides a means of rendering justice to a

country and a people often misjudged or slighted, in an age when

the brilliant, material successes of other races are liable to blind the

judgment of even unprejudiced critics. The technical attainments

to be acquired in the Parisian studio, or through the patient, long-

continued study of the productions of French art have been possess-

ed by each of the men and women whose labors and whose victories

over adverse circumstance or obdurate material we have successive-

ly followed. In the cases indicated there has been no servile imi-

tation of what is essentially foreign to America, as otherwise

the results would not now be such as to warrant praise or even

comment. The potters to whom reference is here made, have

simply acknowledged the mastery over artistic laws, the acute

appreciation of color, the delicate sense of proportion, the in-

genuity of technical process which, peculiar to the French, can

be studied as principles by experimentalists of other nations, with

the purpose of reaching the permanent truths which underlie

them. It can not be denied that under the guidance of France,

the artists of America have advanced to the understanding of their

own powers and to the development of a national school. It is

not difficult to distinguish by results between inspiration and imita-

tion; between a study, comprehension, and acceptance of truth and

a childish copying of externals. Those students of French art who

have not been able to seize the real import of the lesson set before

them, have themselves alone to blame for their lack of permanent

success. Such have placed in our streets and our houses inanimate

copies of works suited to conditions of life and of nature other than

our own. But the artistic evil which these Gallicized Americans

have accomplished is slight in comparison with the good which
+i5
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our architects, landscape-gardeners, sculptors and painters have

derived from the intelligent study of the art of France, both historic

and modern. Our greatest exemplars, Richardson, Saint Gaudens,

LaFarge, Sargent, and Harrison show the influences of an art-cul-

ture older than our own, while they have maintained individual

independence, and have contributed, each in large measure,

toward the foundation of an American school.

From these and many other evidences we may learn that

it is but bare and simple justice to do honor to the qualities

of a nation toward whom ingratitude is not an uncommon senti-

ment, as it is also one that has been long so prevalent as to excite

the comment of fair-minded historians and economic writers; since

in the matter of political, social and financial principles the

modern world is also debtor to the misjudged people whom twenty

centuries ago Caesar described as unstable and "always meditating

new things."

A point closely connected with our present subject may here

be emphasized: that is, the question of the value of French training

for the American art-student. It is now the tendency in our

country to profess and proclaim what might almost be called

the Monroe Doctrine in art; an exclusiveness which has no

historical precedent and no foundation in equity. The followers

of this idea certainly forget whence came the solid acquirements

that gave coherent expression to the genius of the masters whom
we have earlier enumerated; for these acquirements largely re-

sulted from study in French schools or from contact with French

work. The same censors would seem to believe that the Americans

who have won distinction, received their gifts fully perfected

from nature, and were from the first, above laws and rules.

Artists who have attained smaller successes: those who have shown
talent rather than genius, the censors regard as "cribbed, cabined

and confined;" as having been deprived of that liberty which gives

inspiration. Finally, the same critics find nothing but evil in a

system which, they affirm, stifles originality and encourages direct

imitation; ignoring that, in making these strictures, they, at the

same time, condemn all great teaching bodies, and that it were

as sensible to censure the universities and the technical schools
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which send out yearly a percentage of students who have not been
able to advance from the use of formulas to the thorough under-
standing and the free exercise of principles. The same as

inventors, scientists and great authors are developed, not created,

by hard and fast rules, so artists are not made, but simply aided
by the instructions and counsels of the first technicians of the

world. It is simpler and clearer to say that as all who study the

sciences can not be Darwins and Ericssons, so every student of a

Parisian studio can not be a Puvis de Chavannes. Nor does a

counter-argument reside in the fact that many of the modern
world-famous Frenchmen were and are those who revolted against

tradition and precedent; for they were either produced by the

prevailing system, or, if to a degree self-taught, they were yet

matured in the same art-atmosphere which developed their more
regular, more easily classified contemporaries. The truth also

remains that those of our American artists and craftsmen who rise

to distinction, will be found almost invariably to be debtors to

France for training, or for blood, sometimes indeed uniting the

two debts, as in the case of LaFarge and Saint Gaudens. In the

lesser art with which we are now specially dealing, we find the

influence and the traditions of France exceedingly strong, almost

dominant; although in a manner which has left direction and de-

velopment free to the individual, who, according to his talents and
to circumstances, has turned his energies to objects and interests

foreign to his first intentions. Thus in the case of Mr. Low, the

Chelsea, Massachusetts, potter, we find a scenic painter transferring

his natural tastes and his laboriously attained acquirements to an

art-craft, through the exercise of which he built up a solid fame and
fortune; his earlier years spent in the Parisian studios having given

him the knowledge of form and color, the power to work and to

appreciate, which were the basis and the assurance of his ultimate

success. In the case of Miss McLaughlin, the decorator and
technical potter, the first inspiration came from the contact with

French work, while the desire to discover its secrets and to equal

its qualities led to a series of experiments which received official

recognition from France and formed an American ceramist of

distinction, who, thus strengthened by experience, passed into
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original fields of investigation. A third case and one of present

interest lies in the history of Mr. Van Briggle, a student of French

painters, a connoisseur developed by familiarity with the art pro-

ductions of the present time and the study of historic collections.

Like Miss McLaughlin, he is an experimentalist, like her, an orig-

inal worker, and, like her, he has made a distinct advance in that

class of ceramics to which he has applied himself. His experience

as related by himself is most interesting, while his visible results

are fine and pleasing.

In distinction from Mr. Low and Miss McLaughlin, Mr.
Van Briggle from youth to manhood worked in clay and at the

various technical processes of pottery. But his choice of a pro-

fession and a life-work lay elsewhere. In 1893 ne entered the

Julian studio, Paris: that place which is dear almost to the point

of sacredness to hundreds of American and other foreign stu-

dents; which has become historic by reason of the great men who
have taught within its walls, and which fiction has often delighted

to choose as a background for the story of ambition or of love.

Here Mr. Van Briggle worked for three years, with great energy

and an unusual degree of success; preparing himself, as he be-

lieved, for the career of a portrait painter, and attracted also by

mural painting, which may be regarded as the "great art" of

our period. Still this degree of diligence did not preclude the

continuance of the early interest felt by this student of painting

in the technical processes of pottery. The Ceramic Museum of

Sevres, the Louvre, and other places of public instruction afforded

him large opportunities for studying the Oriental wares, and he

was led to concentrate his attention upon the dead glaze of the

ancient Chinese pottery. As a result of much examination and

thought, he reached the conclusion that in principle the modern
highly vitrified and bright glazes were inartistic and that, through

experiment, a partial return at least might be made to the soft dull

surfaces of early Oriental fictiles, to reproduce which would be to

restore a lost art.

The specimens bearing the glaze so admired by Mr. Van
Briggle belong to a remote epoch whose limits can not be fixed

with precision. They include those pieces coated with the enamel,
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more or less opaque, known to connoisseurs as celadon, which
varies from reddish gray to a sea green ranging from dark to light,

and a dull blue of great charm. Within the same class of ceramic
products are found the examples, offering the effect technically

termed "crackle," which the old Chinese ceramists, sure of their

methods, produced in any desired degree. These wares presenting

a wide range of color-harmonies, naturally attract the artist and
possess the keenest historical interest. They precede the age of

true porcelain, if that composition be judged by the test of trans-

lucence, and the date of their earliest examples is fixed by a

Chinese poet, who wrote in the second century before our era.

As they developed, they received the name of yao-pien, or

transmutation, which refers to the processes used in forming them:
their paste composed of metallic substances being subjected to a

greater or a less degree of heat, according to the purpose of the

potter. Such effects almost precisely calculable by modern
science, were managed by the ancient Chinese with an equal degree

of certainty. These old potters not only recognized that metals

change their state and appearance when combined with oxygen,

but they fixed in units of this element the equivalents of the prin-

cipal colors. For example, oxydized copper in fusion provides

a fine red which the Chinese often threw in a mass over their

vases, thus producing the tint which the French critics term

haricot. With a larger quantity of oxygen, or a protoxyde,

a fine green results which, by a further addition of the

element, is susceptible of change into a sky blue. These various

combinations may be suddenly effected in the kilns by means of

bold and skilful manipulation. When a bright fire, exposed to a

strong draught, produces a considerable body of flame, all the

oxygen is not burned away, and a portion of it may combine with

the metals in fusion. But if, on the contrary, thick smoke be ad-

mitted into the kiln, the carbonized flame, eager for oxygen,

absorbs this element, destroys the oxydes and restores the metal

to the first state. The draughts and the sooty vapors being ad-

mitted suddenly and simultaneously to the molten mass, the glaze

thus subjected to conflicting agencies, assumes the most varied

and picturesque coloration. It offers a surface rich in vein-like
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ramifications of hues melting into one another, changeful, capri-

cious and fascinating like the flames rising from a punch bowl; the

red oxydized copper passes to pale blue through the intermediate

color of violet, and, being strengthened by a further unit of the

gas, changes into the green of the protoxyde; then volatilizing, it

may leave certain projections of the mass completely white, or

produce other equally pleasing "accidents." These methods

practised by the ancient Chinese with that sure sense best described

by the Italian word bravura, produced those highly prized

"crackle" museum vases, in which we see one member of a pair

showing a glaze largely red, while the remaining jar has a surface

approaching blue, and thickly scattered over with red and lilac

flamelets. To the same processes are due also figure pieces, still

with the "crackle" surface, in which the flesh-tints disappear

beneath green or blue draperies, as also the rare teapots shaped

like peaches (these fruits being a symbol of long life), and having

the base bluish, the body violet in varied shades, and the upper

part of a vivid red.

Beside this glaze a grand feu (hard fire), Chinese ceramists

invented other enamels produced by lesser degrees of heat, and

resulting in turquoise blue and violet. These were not applied

upon the crude paste simply dried, but rather upon pieces which

had been previously fired. The fusion of these glazes occurs at

a temperature much lower than the softening of the paste, and the

glazes thus effected offer many beauties. The turquoise blue, a

resultant from copper, preserves the purity of its hue when sub-

jected to artificial light. It is soft and pleasing even in the most

ancient vases of blackish paste, and shows almost invariably the

"crackle" effect produced in great regularity. The violet ob-

tained from the oxyde of manganese is pure and brilliant, with

the sonority of the pansy, while differing from this special violet

is another, intense, velvety and closely resembling the most precious

Persian lapis lazuli.

Examples of these old wares in sufficient number, properly

classified and well arranged for study, awakened the powers of

investigation of the art-student whose history we are following.

Such indeed was his enthusiasm that when, after three years of
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study in Paris, he returned to America in 1896, he divided his

time between his own studio, in which he exercised his regular
profession as a portrait painter and mural designer, and the Rook-
wood Pottery, where he was employed as one of the decorative
artists. Besides these labors, severe and constant enough to tax

the strongest brain, he devoted the hours which rightfully be-

longed to his leisure or recreation to experiments in dead glazes:

a work which gradually led to a change of profession on the part
of the experimentalist; for in the measure that he attained success,

the conviction gained upon him that he had more to express
through the medium of clay and fire, than upon canvas, although
his efforts as a painter, whether considered artistically or finan-

cially, were satisfactory for the time being, and promised greater
future reward. A misfortune temporarily overwhelming, became
the decisive agent in the intricate problem, providing a factor of

success whose presence could not have been suspected among the

unknown quantities of a great endeavor. As a result of over-

anxious, unremitting toil, Mr. Van Briggle fell ill, and was forced
to abandon his Cincinnati studio that he might seek a restorative

in the air of Colorado. To this mountainous region he removed
in the spring of 1899, following which he passed months of en-

forced idleness. But when a measure of health returned to him
in the winter next succeeding, he renewed his experiments; this

time conducting them in the laboratory of Colorado College, in

which he was invited to work by the faculty of that institution.

There, during two years, exclusive of the summer months, he ex-

perimented in clay bodies and in glazes to associate with them; the

earths being those native to that region. At the end of the period

named, having practically satisfied himself in material and
methods, he passed on to model vases and to produce his new
ware in small quantities. In the spring of 1901 he was sufficiently

advanced in his work to send perfected specimens to a celebrated

European ceramist for criticism on purely technical grounds. The
judgment passed by the critic was favorable to an unexpected

degree and, as a consequence, a now important pottery sprang
into existence. Another year passed with the ware remaining in

what Mr. Van Briggle designates as a "secondary experimental
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stage," but the autumn of 1902 brought a further success, since

the first important shipment of pieces to the Eastern cities was
followed by public notice from eminent art critics: several widely

circulated magazines publishing illustrated articles upon the then

recently developed faience.

Of his success purchased at the sacrifice of the most valuable

human possessions: energy, time, talent, strength and health, Mr.
Van Briggle writes in a most inspiring way. His change of

profession he does not apparently regret, as he regards his fourteen

or fifteen years of hard study in drawing and painting as " a splen-

did and alluring bank account" to be drawn upon at will by the

craftsman that he now is. His solicitude for artistic effect natural

to his former profession he does not permit to dominate him, since

he holds firmly to hard fire and finished pottery. With equal

firmness he resists the temptation, peculiar to the potter, who, con-

stantly playing against the chances of fire and those of a wheel

as capricious as that of Fortune herself, is liable to lose self-control,

to seek the fantastic and to become, as it were, a gambler in artistic

effects. In leaving this portion of our subject it is well to add
that few individuals come to their life-work with a preparation

as careful, thorough, and well-advised as we are able to note in

the case of Mr. Van Briggle, who is all that the word craftsman

implies in its new and deep significance. He unites in himself

the designer and the maker. He is able equally to conceive

and to execute: to produce form, calculate color, employ technical

process and fashion by manual labor. He has further the ad-

vantages of the closest companionship and sympathy in his work;
his wife having also been a painter of promise, who abandoned
her first profession to become a designer of vases; thus aiding

to form an association like that of the Cobden-Sandersons, the

noted husband and the equally noted wife, who, from separate

regions of thought and action, came to unite themselves in a com-
mon life, simple, laborious and happy. It is therefore not irrele-

vant to our subject and purpose to indicate that these pairs of crafts-

men so perfectly mated, mark a distinct age in the evolution of

marriage and offer the highest hopes for the future of society.

The craftsman idea, as carried to its logical conclusion by
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Mr. Van Briggle, is sound, practical, and altogether free from

extravagance. He does not work for the sake of working, but

rather with the purpose of producing a beautiful and perfect

ware; of understanding every detail of vase building, so that he

may create and teach ; in a word, that he may be the competent

head and master of his enterprise. For his technical and chemical

knowledge, as well as his dexterity of hand, he is indebted to the

fifteen years' experience gained in the potteries of Cincinnati:

owing to which long labors he is able, with a slight renewal

of practice, to perform any of the twelve or more processes neces-

sary to the completion of a piece. During the small beginnings

of the enterprise Mr. Van Briggle worked with two assistants:

the one a skilled "thrower," the other a boy of all work answering

perfectly the description of "those sorry little scrubs" who served

in the studios or botteghe of the old Italian masters. The three

persons named accomplished at first the entire work of a complete

pottery: from making molds and preparing bodies and glazes to

operating the wheel and firing the kilns. But times have changed,

and under the approbation of Eastern and European critics, the

working force has increased to thirteen or fourteen individuals,

Mr. Van Briggle remaining the director of every department and

instructing his workmen daily, and point by point.

At present, each piece of pottery passes through many hands

while it is in process of formation. The material of the ware is

furnished by the fine clays in which Colorado abounds, the very

name of the State suggesting the red earth constituting the soil.

These clays are mixed according to established formulas ; they are

ground, sifted many times, and are then ready for use. The

mixture is afterward turned upon the wheel, or else given directly

to the decorator who, with his hands, presses it into the shape

previously designed by Mr. Van Briggle. The modeling being

completed, a mold is then usually made, in order to provide for

reproduction. The clay pieces are next dried, this process being

preparatory to the biscuit firing, which itself is the process im-

mediately preceding the application of the glaze. A second firing

follows, which is ordinarily sufficient to complete the ware, al-

though not seldom the pieces are fired many times before the
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desired effect can be obtained. The vase being finally completed

and accepted as satisfactory, a number of reproductions are made,

differing and varying from one another in color-effects alone:

the repetition of a fine, slowly-developed model being regarded

by Mr. Van Briggle as far preferable to the execution in each

case of a new idea which often entails careless and inartistic work.

As to the decoration allowed upon this pottery, it may be

characterized as structural. It has never the appearance of being

applied and foreign. It emphasizes the lines and contours of

the vase which it beautifies. It is not ornament for ornament's

sake. Beauty resident outside the contour of the piece is provided

in part by the glaze; great care being taken to insure an interesting

surface, texture and color; the texture varying from a substance

"fat" and velvet-like beneath the touch to something approaching

a gloss, accented by crystalline or curdled effects and with color

of almost infinite range and possibilities. The satisfying decor-

ative element of color observed in this pottery is further enhanced

by modeling consisting largely of motifs adapted from plant or

floral forms, sometimes from the animal kingdom, and more
rarely still from the human figure; the aim of the decorator being

usually to conventionalize, sometimes to imitate to the point of

realism, least often to suggest and to "simplify" in the scientific

meaning of the term, with the whole executed in low relief.

A word remains to be said of the forms of the new faiences

which have so recently risen to fame. It must be conceded that,

like the material of which they are composed, they show evidences

of their genesis from intense study, refinement of thought, and per-

fect acquaintance with the best types. They are intensely modern.

The obscured contour of many an antique model, classical or

Oriental, shows through the body of these interesting vases, as a

gleam of the old and splendid thoughts of long past ages often

illuminates the words of the student to-day. They would seem to

have been generated according to methods which obtain in the

most advanced schools of design, such, for instance, as the system

governing the use of the plant in decoration. For these shapes

an idea, sometimes borrowed from the legacy of the past, sometimes

purely constructive, becomes the basis of a long series of experi-
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ments. The figure is drawn and re-drawn until something
fulfilling all structural and aesthetic requirements is evolved. In
ornament a parallel process would be the acceptance of some
detail of a floral form—such, for instance, as a calyx, corolla, pistil

or stamen—for a working basis from which slowly to develop a

decorative motif. In the Van Briggle vases the results of such
study are seen in the elongated height, the subtlety of swell, the

placing of the handles upon the amphorae and in many obscurer

details; so that in reviewing a representative collection of these

pieces one sees also, but as in distant vision, a line of their shadowy
prototypes: the fictile wares of Indian, Persian, Assyrian and
Chinese, sometimes simply offered, more often in composite form.

It is difficult indeed to resist or renounce the charm of these new
creations. One returns to them again and again with undimin-
ished pleasure. Laboriously brought forth, they have met the just

reward of sincere, single-hearted, practical and instructed effort,

since they have been recognized as the full equals of the standard

European productions, by the highest art tribunal of the world.
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Shakespeare's Caste Prejudices
A Reply to Ernest Crosby SAMUEL TANNEN'BAUM

BOTH external and internal evidence lead us to the

inference that "Cymbeline" was written about the years

1609-10, one or two years before the poet's retirement

from the stage to his country residence at Stratford-on-

Avon. It is possible and even highly probable, that this

play, as well as one or two others, was written in the luxuriously

furnished apartments of New Place, the finest house in Stratford.

Written as this play was, at a time when the poet was rich enough

to retire from active theatrical work and to devote himself to a

life of ease and luxury in which his "aristocratic prejudices"—if

he had any—would find ample opportunity for developing, it is

especially calculated to betray such caste prejudices as he may
have fostered.

The plot of "Cymbeline" is based on a few facts from

Holinshed and the story of Bernabo Lomellin, merchant, in

Boccaccio's Decamerone; the play is a tragic-comic dramatization

of Boccaccio's tale with an historical setting and a beautiful

romantic background of country scenes, with the addition of some

romantic incidents. Instead of the merchants of the tale the

dramatis personae of the play are:—Cymbeline, King of Britain;

his Queen; the Princess Imogen; the Prince Cloten; Posthumus

Leonatus, who takes the place of Lomellin; Lord Iachimo, who
takes the place of "the young merchant of Piacenza, Am-
brogiuolo"; and Courtiers. The elevation of the social status of

the characters seems to confirm the charge that "Shakespeare was

unable to conceive of any situation rising to the dignity of tragedy

in other than royal and ducal circles."
1

It is said that he does not

treat of the triumphs of the common people, and that he does not

make anything of people of humble origin. "His opinion of them

(i. e. the common people) is indicated more or less picturesquely

by the names which he selects for them."
2 Mr. Crosby complains

that he cannot find any instances in Shakespeare's works of

"serious and estimable behaviour on the part of individuals repre-

senting the lower classes, or of considerate treatment of them on

the part of their 'betters.'
" 3 The hero of the play now under

'Ernest Crosby, "Shakespeare's Working Classes," The Craftsman, April, iox>}, p. J5-
a Id- P- 37- *W. P- *?•
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consideration in himself gives the lie to these statements. His
name—Posthumus Leonatus—is as high sounding and picturesque

as that borne by any Shakespearean "noble" hero; his "common"
origin is amply attested by almost all the characters in the play,

friend and foe alike. The ist Gentleman describes him as "a
poor but worthy gentleman" (i. i, 7,. Later he says of him:

He is a creature such

As, to seek through the regions of the earth

For one his like, there would be something failing

In him that should compare. I do not think

So fair an outward and such stuff within

Endows a man but he."

How highly Posthumus is esteemed at the Court appears from the

fact that not a single nobleman has a word to say against him or

his marriage with the Princess. As to his ancestry we have the

following dialogue

:

2 Gent. What's his name and birth?

1 Gent. I cannot delve him to the root: his father

Was called Sicilius, who did join his honor

Against the Romans with Cassibelan,

But had his titles by Tenantius, whom
He serv'd with glory and admir'd success,

So gain'd the sur-addition Leonatus. (1. 1, 1 19-120)

Here we have an example of an obscure and humble family raised

to eminence by the King for glorious military achievements. The
King further showed his appreciation of this humble family by
taking the orphan Posthumus to his protection, "made him of his

bed-chamber, and put to him all the learnings that his time could

make him the receiver of."

Posthumus tells Imogen:
I my poor self did exchange for you,

To your so infinite loss. (1. I, 119-120)

Cymbeline, drawn by the treacherous Queen to the scene of parting

between the lovers, exclaims:

Thou basest thing, avoid ! hence, from my sight

!

If after this command thou fraught the court

With thy unworthiness, thou diest!
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When Imogen protests that she had chosen an eagle and did avoid

a puttock, the King tells her:

Thou took'st a beggar; wouldst have made my throne

A seat for baseness.

Cloten speaks of him as "this fellow," and Iachimo describes him
as "a beggar without less quality," although he knows him only by

report. Cloten, in his wooing of Imogen, gives utterance to the

most vigorous expression of Posthumus' common origin

:

The contract you pretend with that base wretch,

One bred of alms and foster'd with cold dishes,

With scraps o' the court, it is no contract, none:

And though it be allow'd in meaner parties

—

Yet who than he more mean?—to knit their souls,

On whom there is no more dependency

But brats and beggary, in self-figur'd knot;

Yet you are curb'd from that enlargement by

The consequence o' the crown, and must not soil

The precious note of it with a base slave,

A hilding for a livery, a squire's cloth,

A pantler, not so eminent, (n. 3, 1 12-123)

It is true that Cloten is jealous of Posthumus and hates him
heartily; and we must not place too much reliance on his words;

and yet his are the very sentiments which an aristocratic nobleman

would entertain concerning the marriage between Posthumus and

Imogen. Surely no one can claim Cloten for the poet's mouth-

piece! The mere fact that the poet has created a "low"

Posthumus, married him to a Princess, and approved of the match,

is sufficient proof of his indifference to conventional social distinc-

tions.

That Imogen is conscious of the unusualness of her conduct

and of her husband's social inferiority is evident from what she

says in III. 4, 87-92:

And thou, Posthumus, thou that didst set up

My disobedience 'gainst the King my father,

And make me put into contempt the suits
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Of princely fellows, shalt hereafter find

It is no act of common passage, but

A strain of rareness.

We may be sure that Cloten's opinion, expressed in the following

words, does not lack second:

Throwing favors on

The low Posthumus slanders so her judgment

That what's else rare is cholc'd. (in. 5, 75-77)

In another part of the same scene he inquires of Pisanio

Is she with Posthumus?

From whose so many weights of baseness cannot

A dram of worth be drawn, (m.5, 87-89)

He always speaks of his successful rival as "that beggar

Posthumus," "thou villain Posthumus," "rascal," "villain" (in the

feudal sense), and speaks of himself as being "above him in birth".

The testimony of the conscience stricken Iachimo on this point

is of great importance, inasmuch as it is based on general report

and (probably) on information given by Philario, the friend of

Posthumus' father. After his defeat in battle in a hand to hand

combat, in which he recognized his foe to be the injured Pos-

thumus, Iachimo says:

—

Could this carl,

A very drudge of nature's, have subdued me

In my profession? Knighthoods and honors, borne

As I wear mine, are titles but of scorn,

If that thy gentry, Britain, go before

This lout as he exceeds our lords, the odds

Is that we scarce are men and you are gods. (V. 2, 4-10)

Posthumus has never been knighted, and he is not included among
the "gentry."

Imogen knows that it is the disparity in their ranks which
causes her father's opposition to her alliance with Posthumus:

Would I were

A neat-herd's daughter, and my Leonatus

Our neighbor shepherd's son!
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When she encounters the mountaineers in Wales, she longs to have

been forn their sister, that she might be "more equal ballasting"

to Posthumus. From Iachimo and Imogen we learn that Pos-

thumus is living in exile on an allowance sent him by Imogen:

To be partncr'd

With tomboys, hir'd with that self-exhibition

Which your own coffers yield! (i. 6, 120-122)

From all these considerations it is perfectly evident that

Posthumus is a son of the respectable middle class, and that the

poet spared no pains to impress this fact on his audience. There

was dramatic necessity for a Posthumus of humble origin. Cus-

tom and the rule of the realm had decreed that the crown of Britain

must be worn by a son of the royal blood. To Cymbeline

a respect and reverence for "degree' are of paramount importance

in the stability of the commonwealth; without that social order

is impossible. In v. 5 not even the royal pardon and the gratitude

of the entire nation can save the life of one who has slain his

"better." The Queen, intriguing to place the crown on her son's

head, works upon these settled convictions of the old King, and

thus brings about the banishment of her son's rival. She could

not have accomplished this had Posthumus been of noble blood.

That his daughter should "have put into contempt the suits of

princely fellows," and that his throne should become a seat for base-

ness are beyond his comprehension and not tolerable. For the

best interests of the state Imogen must be ordered into confinement

and Posthumus must be banished.

For the proper working out of the main plot Posthumus had

to be at a distance from his wife and had subsequently to join the

Roman forces. This was effected by his banishment. But there

was another reason for the creation of a Posthumus who should

spring from the common people, and a very important reason it

was. Once the marriage of Posthumus and Imogen had been

consummated, the Queen's plans were bound to fail, and the

dramatist would have had no need for a Cloten, and there would

have been no tragic sub-action, no slaughter of Cloten, no con-

science stricken Queen. But the great social disparity between
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the lovers gives the Queen hope of bringing about an annullment
of the marriage; she could easily convince the King that such a

marriage was not valid, "though it be allowed in meaner parties

to knit their souls on whom there is no more dependency but brats

and beggary, in self-figur'd knot." This then gives scope for

their being and machinations.

The poet's "caste prejudices" were evidently not sufficiently

deep-rooted to prevent his creation of an ideal woman of rank who
sets social usages at defiance and allies herself with one of her

father's dependents; nor did it stand in the way of his creating a

"low" Posthumus who
liv'd in court

—

Which rare it is to do—most prais'd, most lov'd

;

A sample to the youngest; to the more mature

A glass that feated them; and to the graver

A child that guided dotards, (i. i, 46-50)

What the courtiers and nobles think of the "villain"

Posthumus and his marriage with the "heir of the kingdom" is

indicated in the passages as already quoted beside the following

The 1 st Gentleman, speaking of the marriage to a stranger at the

court, says:

not a courtier,

Although they wear their faces to the bent

Of the King's looks, hath a heart that is not

Glad at the thing they scowl at. (1. 1, 12-15)

This same gentleman, if we may judge from his eulogy of the hero,

does not believe that all worth is the exclusive due of members
of the upper class, or that a person of obscure origin must neces-

sarily be unworthy and an object of contempt. Judging from

the eulogies of Posthumus in the mouths of other lords and

gentlemen, we may be sure that Imogen is not alone in her opinion

that "he is a man worth any woman," and that he would have

"added a lustre" to the throne of Britain.

Posthumus' reputation for valor and accomplishments has

preceded him abroad. Iachimo says of him that "he was expected

to prove so worthy as he hath been allowed the name of."
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Philario, who has never met him, tells us that he is completely

"furnished. . . .both within and without."

Having seen how the poet has exalted the son of a mere
soldier, "a beggar," let us proceed to examine his portrait of Prince

Cloten. Cloten was not the son of Cymbeline, but he was none
the less "a prince." Cloten and Posthumus! What a contrast

in their very names!—the one earthy, the other lion-born. The
poet's "servile worship of nobility and royalty" did not prevent

him from showing up a prince as a most despicable and con-

temptible lout. Not a single courtier has a good word to say of

him. The ist Gentleman describes him as "a thing too bad for bad
report." Imogen terms him "a puttock." Two entire scenes

(1.2 and 1 1 .
1

) are devoted to lampooning Cloten and disclosing

his profound asininity. He is painted as a perfect fool, a

contemptible coward and debauchee—a portraiture not well

calculated to take the fancy of the young gallants who sat lounging

on the stage. We may remark here that the lords who flatter and
ridicule Cloten are not the gentlemen who sang the praises of

Posthumus in previous scenes.

In 1.2 we learn from a lord that a "rank scent" was not

invariably associated with the many in the poet's mind, but

occasionally characterized one of the nobility. After Cloten's

assault on Posthumus the ist Lord advises him "to shift a shirt;

the violence of action hath made you reek as a sacrifice: where
air comes out, air comes in: there's none abroad so wholesome
as that you vent." In II. 1 this "son of a King" is shown to be a

hot headed and reckless gambler of uncontrollable temper who
regards his "inferiors" with the utmost contempt. The mere
emptiness and hollowness of conventional social distinctions are

well brought out in this scene, and show better than volumes of

commentaries how meaningless and worthless Shakespeare thought

them. The following dialogue speaks for itself:

Clo. When a gentleman is disposed to swear, it is not for any standers-by

to curtail his oaths, ha?

2d Lord. No, my lord; (Aside) nor crop the ears of them.

Clo. I give him satisfaction? Would he had been one of my rank!

2d Lord. (Aside) To have smelt like a fool.
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Clo. I am not vexed more at anything in the earth. A pox on't ! I had

rather not be so noble as I am; they dare not fight with me

because of the Queen my mother: every Jack-slave hath his

bellyful of fighting, and I must go up and down like a cock

that nobody can match

2d Lord. It is not fit your lordship should undertake every companion that

you give offense to.

Clo. No, I know that: but it is fit I should commit offense to my

inferiors.

2d Lord. Ay, it is fit for your lordship only.

When Cloten is informed of the arrival of a friend of

Posthumus, who, according to Cloten, must also be "a rascal" (in

the feudal sense), he inquires:

Is it fit I went to look upon him? is there no derogation in't?

2d Lord. You cannot derogate, my lord.

There cannot be the least doubt that in these scenes the poet

is satirizing the follies of the nobility of his time and their con-

ventional code of honor. They indicate anything but a worship

of the nobility.

In other parts of the play Cloten is described as an "ass,"

one who "cannot take two from twenty, for his heart, and leave

eighteen," and as a "wooer more hateful than the foul expulsion

is of thy dear husband, than that horrid act of the divorce he'd

make." In 11.3 Cloten is seen after a night spent in gambling,

during which he was systematically robbed by their lordships,

resolved on harassing the Princess with his unholy suit. The

result is not exactly what he desired, but the scene serves to

present him as a stupid, vain, and wofully conceited booby, and

to prepare us for his tragic fate. How Cloten is regarded by

the court servants is clearly indicated in the interview between

him and Imogen's lady-in-waiting. After he has greeted Imogen,

and in reply to her very plain declaration of her hate for him,

he takes her to task for her lack of filial duty and proceeds to

convince her that the contract which she pretends "with that base

wretch is no contract, none," she vents this speech on him:

Wert thou the son of Jupiter and no more

But what thou art besides, thou wert too base
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To be his groom ; thou wert dignified enough,

Even to the point of envy, if 't were made

Comparative for your virtues, to be styl'd

The under-hangman of his kingdom, and hated

For being preferr'd so well.

Clo. The south-fog rot him!

Imo. He never can meet more mischance than come

To be but nam'd of thee. His meanest garment,

That ever hath but clipp'd his body, is dearer

In my respect than all the hairs above thee,

Were they all made such men.

How the groundlings must have applauded that speech! In the

Princess' contempt for high birth without other merit, and her

worship of true worth in a person of low birth, the audience,

nobles and commons, saw no reverence for aristocracy on the part

of the dramatist.

In the scene in which the King gives audience to the Roman
ambassador, Cloten comes nearer to showing his vulgarity and
stupidity than in any other scene. He presumes to advise the King
and to speak in his behalf, unasked, without having the faintest

conception of the consequences of the policy that he is advocating.

The statesmanship exhibited in this scene is not calculated to in-

spire the common people with a worship of royalty.

Cloten's last appearance in the play is employed by the poet

to bring out all the salient points in his character. Poor Cloten!

He thinks that his name and rank are symbols to conjure with

and command; but they prove traitors to him and contribute to

his undoing. The interview between him and Guiderius so

admirably discloses the poet's conception of true dignity and honor
and the utter meaninglessness of its merely conventional congener

as determined by arbitrary social laws that it merits being quoted

at length.

Clo. What are you

That fly me thus? some villain mountaineers?

I have heard of such. What slave art thou?

Gui. A thing

More slavish did I ne'er than answering

A slave without a knock.
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Clo. Thou art a robber,

A law-breaker, a villain: yield thee, thief!

Gui. To who? to thee? What art thou? have not I

An arm as big as thine? a heart as big?

Thy words, I grant, are bigger, for I wear not

My dagger in my mouth. Say what thou art,

Why I should yield to thee?

Clo. Thou villain base,

Know'st me not by my clothes?

quj #
No, nor thy tailor, rascal,

Who is thy grandfather: he made those clothes

Which, as it seems, make thee.

Clo. Thou precious varlet,

My tailor made them not.

Gui. Hence, then, and thank

The man that gave them thee. Thou art some fool:

I am loath to beat thee.

Thou injurious thief,

Hear but my name, and tremble I

Gui. What's thy name?

Clo. Cloten, thou villain.

Gui. Cloten, thou double villain, be thy name,

I cannot tremble at it: were it Toad, or Adder, Spider,

'T would move me sooner.

Clo. To thy further fear,

Nay, to thy mere confusion, thou shalt know

I'm son to the Queen.

Gui. I'm sorry for 't; not seeming

So worthy as thy birth.

Clo. Art not afeard?

Gui. Those that I reverence, those I fear,—the wise:

At fools I laugh, not fear them.

Clo. Die the death

:

When I have slain thee with my proper hand,

I'll follow those that even now fled hence,

And on the gates of Lud's town set your heads:

Yield, rustic mountaineer! (Exeunt fighting)

Thus far, we have seen nothing that could be interpreted as

the poet's tribute to nobility. Let us proceed to examine the
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passages in this play which seem to support the statements of those

who regard the poet "as the parasite of the rich and lordly."

Wilkes bases his arraignment of the poet on certain passages

in 1 1 1.4, and 111.6, and V. 1. In 11 1.3 the two Princes mildly

protest against the uninterrupted tenor of their simple mountain

life, and this provokes the following speech of admiration from

their supposed father:

How hard it is to hide the sparks of nature!

These boys know little they are sons to the King;

They think they are mine; and though train'd up thus meanly

F the cave wherein they bow, their thoughts do hit

The roofs of palaces, and nature prompts them

In simple and low things to prince it much

Beyond the trick of others. This Polydore,

—

When on my three-foot stool I sit and tell

The warlike feats I've done, his spirits fly out. . .

.

The princely blood flows in his cheek, he sweats,

Strains his young nerves, and puts himself in posture

That acts my words.

Wilkes 1

says that in this speech Shakespeare "inculcates upon the

British mind the innate and instinctive royalty of kings." But

we believe that there is both dramatic and moral necessity for the

exaltation of the characters of the Princes. Polydore is to succeed

his weak and impotent father as King of Britain; our knowledge

of the corruption of Cymbeline's court makes us tremble for the

safety of the nation, and our artistic instinct requires us to know

that his successor will be a wise, noble, upright and strong man,

one endowed with all the king-becoming graces which the present

incumbent of the throne lacks. We must also bear in mind that

one of these boys is to punish the persecutor of their sister; that

they, together with Posthumus, are to save Britain from the ruin-

ous consequences of the policy forced upon Cymbeline by his

wicked Queen and her foolish son.

The picture of the ideal dignity and nobility of the Princes

brought up in the forest, contrasts beautifully with the licentious-

ness and villainy of the court. Its conception was undoubtedly

1 Shakeipeare From An American Point of View, p. m
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due to the poet's love of the country and life in the forest. He
delighted in portraying villainy dwelling in the court and honesty
driven into the forest.

Another and a very important consideration makes this pic-

ture of true nobility of nature in persons of noble birth necessary.

The banishment of Posthumus, the beginning of all the woes of

the lovers, is due to the great inequality in their rank. Once
this matter of differences in social rank as a dramatic motive
occurs to the dramatist, he characteristically probes into the very
heart of the matter, and embodies the results of his investigations

in the portrayal of persons of different social rank. Accordingly
we find among the dramatis personae of this play a King lacking

in royalty and holding his exalted office only because of the acci-

dent of birth; a prince too bad for bad report; a Queen, a "crafty

devil;" lords who are cowards, time-servers and villains; an

Italian knight, a roue and diabolical fiend. These personages,

and others of their kind, know only two classes of men—nobles

and villains; to them the marriage between a Cloten and an

Imogen would be a highly desirable union, whereas an alliance

in matrimony between a Posthumus and an Imogen would be an

evidence of vileness. But Shakespeare did not believe that all

noblemen were as those just mentioned; he knew that truly noble

men and women could be found among the nobility as well as

among the lower classes; that if the sons of noble parents were
properly reared, away from the evil influences to which their

station exposed them, they would be an honor to the nation. It

was for art's sake as well as for truth's sake that he created a

Polydore and an Arviragus. He would have been unworthy of

his calling and his genius had he not done so.

But true nobility and manhood do not abide alone in the

mountain recesses of Wales, nor only among those of gentle birth.

The "low Posthumus" and his servant Pisanio are ideal types

of manhood, notwithstanding their obscure origin.

Wilkes 1
selects the following passage to illustrate Shakes-

peare's servility to lordship:

Thou divine Nature, how thyself thou blazon'st

In these two princely boys! They are as gentle

1 Wilkes, p. 359 407
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As zephyrs blowing below the violet,

Not wagging his sweet head ; and yet as rough,

Their royal blood enchaf d, as the rud'st wind,

That by the top doth take the mountain pine,

And make him stoop to the vale. 'Tis wonder

That an invisible instinct should frame them

To royalty unlearn'd, honor untaught,

Civility not seen from other, valor

That wildly grows in them, but yields a crop

As if it had been sow'd. (IV. 2, 170181)

In reply to this it is only necessary to quote Hudson's comment
on this very passage: "The old man, glorious in his humility, im-

putes to their royal blood the high and heroic thoughts which
his own great and childlike spirit has breathed into them." The
words are very appropriate in Belarius' mouth, but do not express

the poet's opinion. The banished Belarius was too true a patriot,

in spite of his great crime, to permit his wards to grow to seed,

and with the hope that some day he would return to his beloved

Britain and restore the Princes their birthright, he devoted

the times between huntings to inculcate grand and noble lessons

in them and to impart to them the practical wisdom he had ac-

quired from his experiences at the court of Cymbeline. The
devout religious spirit in Belarius is an inportant element in

his character, and must not be overlooked in this connection.

When the Princes are about to bury the narcotized Imogen,

the beheaded Cloten being entirely forgotten by them, Belarius

thus admonishes the lads:

Great griefs, I see, medicine the less, for Cloten

Is quite forgot. He was a Queen's son, boys,

And though he came our enemy, remember

He was paid for that : Though mean and mighty, rotting

Together, have one dust, yet reverence,

That angel of the world, doth make distinction

Of place 'tween high and low. Our foe was princely;

And though you took his life, as being our foe,

Yet bury him as a prince. (IV.2, 243-251)

Wilkes 1 comments on this pasage thus: "These expressions of
1 Wilko. p. J4I
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groveling homage to mere rank in the mouth of a worthy character
like Belarius, invested as that rank was in the body of an utter

beast and ruffian, as the speaker knew Cloten to be, show an extent
of base cringing and moral abasement to mere worldly station, as

contrasted with the respect due that 'pale primrose and azured
hare-bell, pure Fidele,' which is absolutely painful. It is the

very worst and lowest specimen of the abjectness of royal worship
that has yet appeared to us in Shakespeare, and so shocks our
better sentiments that we can hardly refrain from hoping, in

excuse, that the poet was well paid for it." It is difficult to

be patient with such criticisms and with such tender sentiments.

In the first place we wish to correct his (voluntary or involuntary)

misstatement of facts. He says that "the boys are about to bury
Imogen on terms of equality with the beheaded prince," and
that this provokes the old man's servile speech. Any one reading
the scene will note that there were no such thoughts in the boys'

minds; that as a matter of fact they were not going to bury Cloten
at all, and had completely forgotten him; that Belarius saw here

an opportunity of teaching the boys another lesson—magnanimity
to a conquered foe; that he demanded merely his burial, without
saying anything as to how he was to be buried; that Cloten was not

interred with the same obsequies as Fidele; that prudence required

that the decapitated Cloten should not be left on the highway.
That Belarius is not giving expression to the poet's thoughts in

this speech any more than in any other speech in the play, is evident

from the fact that he speaks as though Cloten were of higher

rank than Fidele, whereas the poet knew that Fidele was the

Princess Imogen. The sentiments expressed in 11.246-249 are

true and honor the poet, as well as the character who expresses

them. Shakespeare was convinced of their truth and has given

expressions to them also in other plays, e. g. Troilus and Cressida,

and The Tempest. It must also be borne in mind that Belarius

did not "know Cloten to be an utter beast and ruffian." The
imputation that Shakespeare wrote for hire at any time, and
especially when he was wealthy enough to retire, is too absurd to

be seriously entertained. As to the implied superiority of a

princely corpse over another we have the statement of Guiderius
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that "Thersites' body is as good as Ajax', when neither are alive,"

which may as well be Shakespeare's own opinion as any other

opinion the critics may wish to force upon him. There is nothing

in this scene or in the action of the entire play to indicate that

the dramatist believed that "Princes are a model, which heaven

makes like to itself."

Shakespeare's positive preference for the common people and

his high estimation of them are manifested in many passages in the

play besides the portrayal of such characters as Posthumus and

Pisanio.

In i.i, Imogen expresses the longing

Would I were

A neat-herd's daughter, and my Leonatus

Our neighbor shepherd's son!

In 1.6, she reflects on how

Most miserable

Is the desire that's glorious (i. e. for glory) : blest be those,

How mean soe'er, that have their honest wills,

Which seasons comfort.

When she has been misdirected in the forest, Imogen wonders

Will poor folks lie,

That have afflictions on them, knowing 'tis

A punishment or trial? Yes; no wonder,

When rich ones scarce tell true. To lapse in fulness

Is sorer than to lie for need, and falsehood

Is worse in kings than beggars. (111.6, 9-14)

When Arviragus addresses her as "brother" she says:

So (i. e. brothers) man and man should be;

But clay and clay differs in dignity,

Whose dust is both alike. (IV. 2, 3-5)

In V. 2, the defeated Iachimo confesses that

Knighthoods and honors, borne

As I wear mine, are titles but of scorn.
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Concerning wealth we have the following sentiment from Arvira-

gus, when Imogen offers to pay for her food:

All gold and silver rather turn to dirt!

As 'tis no better reckon'd, but of those

Who worship dirty gods. (III.6, 54-56)

There is nothing in any of the above passages to indicate

anything but the highest respect for the life of the lowly with

their honest wills, and a contempt for merely nominal dignities

and honors.

Of courtiers and life at the court the poet has a great deal to

say in this play, and all unfavorable and in way of censure.

Belarius, always moralizing, tells the boys, as they are about to set

out in pursuit of game:
Consider,

When you above perceive me like a crow,

That it is place which lessens and sets off:

And you may then revolve what tales I've told you

Of courts, of princes, of the tricks in war:

This service is not service, so being done,

But being so allow'd: to apprehend thus,

Draws us a profit from all things we see;

And often, to our comfort, shall we find

The sharded beetle in a safer hold

Than is the full-wing'd eagle. O, this life

Is nobler than attending for a check,

Richer than doing nothing for a bribe,

Prouder than rustling in unpaid-for silk;

Such gain the cap of him that makes 'em fine,

Yet keeps his book uncross'd: no life to ours. (III. 3, n-28)

Rebuking them for their dissatisfaction with the life they lead,

he says:

Did you but know the city's usuries

And felt them knowingly; the art o' the court,

As hard to leave as keep; whose top to climb

Is certain falling, or so slipp'ry that

The fear's as bad as falling; the toil o' the war,

A pain that only seems to seek out danger
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I' the name of fame and honor; which dies i' the search,

And hath as oft a sland'rous epitaph

As record of fair act; nay, many times,

Doth ill deserve by doing well; what's worse,

Must court'sy at the censure: (III. 3, 45"55)

We will fear no poison, which attends

In place of greater state. (III. 3, 77"78)

If Rosalind's playful remark concerning Phoebe's hand merits

Mr. Crosby's "No one with a high respect for housewifery could

have written that line," the passages just quoted would justify us

in concluding that the author of them despised and loathed courts

and courtiers, and thought them the vilest creatures living. All

things considered we wonder at the poet's fearlessness in his dark

portrait of court life. We might almost think that the poet meant

to tell us that "there's no motion that tends to vice in man but

is is the 'noble's' part: be it lying, flattering, deceiving, lust and

rank thoughts, revenges, ambitions, covetings, cowardice, etc., all

faults that may be named, nay, that hell knows, are his."

Posthumus on finding a book by his side exclaims:

A book! O, rare one!

Be not, as is our fangled world, a garment

Nobler than that it covers: let thy effects

So follow, to be most unlike our courtiers,

As good as promise. (V.4, 133-137)

When he wakes from his sleep he says:

Poor wretches that depend

On greatness' favor
f

dream as I have done,

Wake and find nothing. (V.4, 127-129)

Nothwithstanding all this Shakespeare is charged with "dis-

criminating against a common person in favor of a lord," of

"despising the common people," of not having a single good word
to say for them, of not crediting them with courage, honor, etc.

"Cymbeline" is in itself sufficient to disprove these charges, to

prove their authors guilty of the most flagrant and wanton dis-

regard of the truth and distortion of the evidence in their

possession. As bearing on these topics we shall only refer to what
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has been said in the preceding pages and to the following passages.

Speaking of the impending war with Rome, Posthumus says,

Our countrymen

Arc men more order'd than when Julius Caesar

Smil'd at their lack of skill, but found their courage

Worthy his frowning at: their discipline,

Now mingled with their courage, will make known

To their approvers they are people such

That mend upon the world. (II. 4, 2026)

Cymbeline has this to say on the subject of paying tribute to

Rome:
Caesar's ambition

Did put the yoke upon's; which to shake off

Becomes a warlike people, whom we reckon

Ourselves to be I am perfect

That the Pannonians and Dalmatians for

Their liberties are now in arms; a precedent

Which not to read would show the Britons cold

:

So Caesar shall not find them. Our subjects

Will not endure his yoke: and for ourself

To show less less sovereignty than they, must needs

Appear unkinglike. (III.i, 2, & 5)

Other reflections bearing on the same point are the following:

Plenty of peace breeds cowards; hardiness e'er

Of hardiness is mother. (III.6, 21-22)

Our courtiers say all's savage but at court:

Experience, O, thou disprov'st report! (IV.2, 33-34)

The only passages in this play which lend themselves to the

support of those who claim that Shakespeare attributes cowardice

to the common people are those dealing with Posthumus, who,

having donned the "silly habits" of "a Britain peasant," in a

resolve to die fighting for his country says:

Let me make men know

More valor in me than my habits show.

To shame the guise o' the world, I will begin

The fashion, less without and more within. (V. I, 29-33)
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Belarius thus comments on Posthumus' conduct in the battle:

I never saw

Such noble fury in so poor a thing;

Such precious deeds in one that promis'd naught

But beggary and poor looks. (V-5, 7-10)

But this argument is very easily disposed of, and on close exami-

nation proves a boomerang which returns to plague its inventor.

They would have us infer from the above passages that Shakes-

peare did not associate valor with a mean exterior; whereas he ac-

tually makes a mean man in mean habits perform striking deeds of

heroism. Not to leave any doubt on the matter the poet calls

shame on the world for judging of the interior from the exterior.

There is no art to read the heart's construction in the doublet.

On the other hand the nobility in this play are conspicuously lack-

ing in patriotism as well as in valor, as is very emphatically

brought out in the scene following the battle, in which there

are some unequivocal flings at the British nobility:

Lord. Cam'st thou from where they made the stand?

Post. I did:

Though you, it seems, come from the fliers.

Lord. I did.

When Posthumus has described the gallant behaviour of "an

ancient soldier, with two striplings," the lord in an ironical com-

ment indicates his indifferent patriotism, which provokes from

Posthumus the following gird at the "nobility:"

—

You are made

Rather to wonder at the things you hear

Than to work any. (V.3, 53"55)

After the Lord is gone, Posthumus says,

This is a lord! O noble misery (i. e. miserable nobility)

To be i' the battle field, and ask "what news" of me (i. e.

peasant) !

To-day how many would have given their honors

To've sav'd their carcases! took heel to do't,

And yet died too! (V.3, 64-68)
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"The appearance on Shakespeare's stage of a man of humble
birth who is virtuous without being ridiculous, is so rare an event

that it is worth while to enumerate the instances. . . .The noblest

quality which Shakespeare can imagine of in a servant is loyalty.

....In Cymbeline we are treated to loyalty ad nauseam. The
king orders Pisanio, a trusty servant, to be tortured without cause,

and his reply is,"

Sir, my life is yours,

I humbly set it at your will." (IV. 3.)

In the remarkable passage just quoted from Mr. Crosby 1 we find no

mention or allusion to the existence of a Posthumus—a most con-

spicuous example of a man of humble birth who is virtuous

without being ridiculous, and who puts the men of "noble" birth

to shame. Pisanio is another personage of humble origin, who is

"at once serious and upright" and "virtuous without being ridic-

ulous." We can find nothing nauseating in his loyalty to the King
or fidelity to his master and mistress; to us he is one of the most

admirable creations of the poet. Wilkes not finding him suitable

for his purpose, very characteristically forgets even to mention his

name; he does not even relegate him among "the quasi instances

of a faithful servant," or among the "necessarily loyal" English

servants. Mr. Crosby is not more fair in his criticisms of Pisanio

than Wilkes: in the passage quoted above he says that the King or-

ders Pisanio to be tortured without cause, but a reference to the

scene shows that the King had good cause for threatening to torture

him:
But for thee, fellow,

Who needs must know of her departure and

Dost seem so ignorant, we'll enforce it from thee

By a sharp torture. (IV.3, 9-12)

We may be pardoned for referring to Pisanio's lying to the King

concerning his knowledge of Imogen's absence from the court and

the cause thereof as an exhibition of that excessive loyalty which

so disturbs Mr. Crosby.

The only passage in this play which contains anything in

derogation from the masses is that in which Imogen speaks of

1 Shakespeare's Working Classes, p. 41
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Great men laying by

That nothing-gift of differing multitudes (III. 6, 86-87).

In way of comment on this passage it is only necessary to say that

the charge of fickleness is made of the multitude, without regard

to the rank of the individuals composing it, and that it is the

most commonplace truism. If Shakespeare is severe on mobs, we
Americans must be the last ones to find fault with him for that;

his mobs are never so ferocious, unreasonable and debased as those

that disgrace this country.

This play is not silent even as to Shakespeare's respect for

housewifery. "The mightiest and wisest scholar or teacher in

the school of the human spirit'' did not deem "the very crown
and Mower of all her Father's daughters" above praise for her

"neat cookery" (IV.2, 45 and 49, 163 and 239) and her application

to her needle (Li, 168; 3, 19).

In speaking of the various purposes for which the poet employs

the common people whom he brings upon the stage, Mr. Cros-

by says
1 "we might have been spared the jokes which the jailors of

Posthumus perpetrate when they come to lead him to the scaffold."

Presumably the conclusion to be drawn from this is that the

jailors, and hence the common people, are heartless and poor

humorists. But the premises are false and the conclusion unwar-
ranted. Let us call the reader's attention, as well as Mr. Crosby"?,

to the fact that it was Posthumus who beg-an to bandv words with

the jailors and to pun on his fate; so that if there is any derogation

in this wit-combat— if such it may be called— it is Posthumus
who suffers. The scene, it is true, is not one whose loss we should

greatly deplore, but it bears evidence of the master's hand, and
can be defended as serving as a foil to the intensely dramatic

scene which follows it and, perhaps, as Sherman suggests, "as

achieving all the spiritual effect of dying, while the death is

soared."

There remains now only one other matter to be examined:
Mr. Crosby maintains 2

that the "language employed by nobility and
royalty in addressing those of inferior station in Shakespeare's

1 Shakespeare's Working Classet, p. 40
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plays. .. .must have been a little galling to the poorer of his

auditors. It is hard to believe that Shakespeare would have so

frequently allowed his characters to express their contempt for

members of the lower orders of society, if he had not had some

sympathy with their opinions." This conclusion is as absurd as it

would be for us to say that the poet's delineation of such villains

as Iago, Iachimo and Edmund proves that he was a scoundrel.

But the subjects merit careful examination, and we gather the

following facts: The Queen, when speaking of Pisanio to his

mistress, calls him "faithful servant," but when she is alone, she

thinks of him as a "flattering rascal," a "sly and constant knave."

Cymbeline in his rage addresses his son-in-law as "thou basest

thing," but he also calls his daughter "vile;" nothwithstanding this,

in the hour of rejoicing he offers a reward to the discoverer of

The folorn soldier, that so nobly fought:

Whose rags shamed gilded arms, whose naked breast

Stepp'd before targes of proof. (V-5, 3-5)

When his children have been restored to him and all his wrongs

have been righted, he again expresses a longing for

The forlorn soldier, that so nobly fought,

He would have well becom'd this place and grac'd

The thankings of a king. (V.5, 405-407)

Iachimo, when envying Posthumus' good fortune, dubs him "a

beggar;" when mortified at his defeat in a hand to hand combat

with him he thinks of him as "a carl, a very drudge of nature's," a

"lout;" but when he is overcome by remorse, he speaks of his

"honor'd finger" and terms him "true knight" and "noble Leon-

atus." The person who makes most use of contumelious epithets

is—Cloten, the clown of the play and a mere caricature of nobility.

To him Posthumus is a "villain," a "beggar," a "base wretch,"

a "slave" and a "pantler;" Pisanio he styles a "precious pandar,"

a "villain," a "close villain," an "all-wrorthy villain;" one who had

taken him up for swearing he calls a "whoreson jackanapes" and

a "whoreson dog." The irony of the whole thing is well brought

out in the forest scene where, meeting Guiderius, "the heir of

Cymbeline and Britain," Cloten applies to him such choice epithets
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as "villain mountaineer," "slave," "robber, law-breaker, villain-

base, varlet, rustic mountaineer," etc. Truly does Guiderius tell

him "Thou art some fool." Opprobrious epithets are applied in

Shakespeare's plays not only to persons of low rank, but also to

persons high up in the social scale. Such terms as villain, wretch,

rascal, ass, miscreant, recreant, etc. are by no means infrequently

hurled at some nobleman who has offended the speaker. Al-

though we might defend Shakespeare's practice of applying such

terms to the common people, "as indicating the manners of the

time, rather than as expressing his own feelings," as Mr. Crosby

suggests, we believe there is more in it. The poet's object was, in

this as in all things, to hold the mirror up to nature, and he shows

us that the language employed by one of his personages is deter-

mined by his character, his mood, his purpose, his education and

the character of the person addressed, and not at all by the

prejudices of the writer. That Shakespeare did not approve of

the use of abusive epithets applied to the common people is con-

firmed by his satire of the practice in the scene between Cloten

and Guiderius, and by the second lord's telling us that such

conduct "was fit for his lordship Cloten only." We are convinced

that the nobility found more girds at themselves than at the

common people, as they watched the progress of this play, and that

those who were guilty of conduct similar to Cloten's felt the

rebuke keenly. In justice to our subject, as well as to the noblemen

portrayed by the poet, we must call attention to the fact that they

as often bestow praise and complimentary terms on the common
people as people in real life do, as the examination of any

play shows. And we must not forget that Shakespeare was too

great an artist to mar his work by the intrusion of any social,

political, or religious convictions that he may have entertained;

he kept himself entirely out of his dramas.

Business considerations, if nothing else, would have deterred

so practical a man as Shakespeare from giving expression in his

plays to his "abject servility to nobility" and "his contempt for

the mechanical and laboring classes." It is beyond belief that

Shakespeare, the actor, dramatist, manager and part owner of

the theatre, would have courted the resentment of the prentices
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who filled the pit and the "greasy mechanicals" who occupied the

larger part of the house and contributed each his sixpence or his

shilling. Apart from all these considerations, it is scarcely

credible that the man who in his youth had shared his father's

anxieties and had been driven by "the cares of bread" to leave

his family, could have looked with contempt and derision upon
the laboring classes from whom he sprang. Nor is it possible

for us to believe that the "Monarch-poet" who comprehended
man more fully than any speculative philosopher, who entered

into the souls of men as no other genius ever did, who sang the

glory of man as only that master singer could, he who was
essentially the poet of Humanity, that he could have entertained

any feeling of contempt for even the humblest member of society.

If Shakespeare's noblemen revile the common people, if his labor-

ing classes are greasy, if his multitude is fickle, if his servants are

not all faithful, if his noblemen are not all noble, they are so

only because they are so in the great drama of nature.

It appears then that in this play the dramatist has chosen

his "hero" from the rank of the common people, that he has

endowed him with all manly qualities, that he has not a single

expression indicative of any derision for the laboring classes, or

reverence for or worship of the nobility. Nay, were we inclined

to be extreme, we should find in the pasquinade of nobility in the

person of the ridiculous Cioten, in the many girds of their lord-

ship's cowardice, in the gibes at the treasonous practices of the

villainous courtiers, in the portrayal of unkingly royalty, evidences

of Shakespeare's contempt for the "nobility." But such a view of

our poet would be as far from the truth as that maintained by his

detractors.
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A Minor French Salon IRENE SARGENT

HE admirable French maga-
zine "Art et Decoration"

printed in its July issue, over

the signature of M. Verneuil,

an excellent general criticism

of the Spring salon of the Society of

French Artists. The criticism itself is

ideal; one that should be studied by

men and women in America whose task

is to indicate what is good and what bad

in exhibitions, and thus to foster and im-

prove the public taste, to the end that

there be formed an extensive body of individuals who are capable

of independent and sound judgment. The style of this article is

singularly free from studio phrases, while the arrogant tone of

the critic who displays his own knowledge, with no care of fulfill-

ing his office of teacher, is wholly wanting. The reasons for all

comments and judgments are there clearly given.

The critic censures the exhibition as a whole, affirming that

it has taught the public nothing. He indicates that its failure was
the consequence of isolation on the part of the individual artists and

Rene Lalique.
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workers, and to prevent similar future poverty of result he calls for
collaboration. He proceeds in his task without fear; favoring
or condemning according to his own standard, which appears to

have been formed by long study and from a fair, unprejudiced
mind. It is interesting, as an example of his treatment of an artist

of recognized merit and position, to note his strictures upon the

Rene Lalique.

glass exhibit of Louis Tiffany. Regarding this he writes that it

proved deceptive to anticipation. To quote his own words he
says: "The name of Tiffany promised us an admirable display,

but we must confess to have been deeply disappointed. Still, we
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may hope that the objects exhibited do not indicate a new impulse

and direction in this artistic enterprise, since, with the exception

of a few pieces recall-

ware with all its har-

uous qualities, there is

observe among these

in form, and with

nious coloring. Furth-

ples have not even

with which to defend

indeed far from the ex-

M. Tiffany's earlier

gamut of rich golds

trust that the artist may
od."

In the judgment
principal interest of Rene Lalique.

ing the old Tiffany

monious and sumpt-

absolutely nothing to

pieces heavy, yet weak
vivid, yet inharmo-

ermore, certain exam-

beauty of material,

themselves. We are

quisite specimens of

manner, in which the

sang so superbly. We
return to his first meth-

of M. Verneuil the

the exhibition centered

goldsmith work: it isin the jewelry and

needless to say in the exhibit of Rene Lalique. In this opinion the

critic would probably find no opponents among the visitors to the

Salon who were capable of aesthetic judgment; since the art-crafts-

man in question has raised himself to be the acknowledged equal of

any living French artist, painter or sculptor, and he is further

adjudged to be the greatest goldsmith in all history. At the men-
tion of M. Lalique's name his marvellous poppy in enamel is
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recalled to the memory of all lovers of the beautiful who know the

Luxembourg Gallery. That accomplishment alone would have

sufficed to place him among the immortals, for in the small mas-

terpiece he shows himself to be supreme in the three functions of

naturalist, artist and craftsman. The same
characteristics in an equal degree reside in

the exquisite hair-comb upon which jewel-

ed bees are wrought to the very life; the

insects being represented as intoxicated by
their food, as heavy and swollen, with their

legs clogged by pollen.

Having in mind these translations into

hard, unyielding material of the delicately

poetic and of the delicately humorous in

Nature, the enthusiast regrets to meet with

the most recent authoritative judgment of

the man who has revolutionized his craft

and, as he exercises it, has raised it to a

place beside the greater arts. Of the ex-

hibit made by M. Lalique the critic writes,

that it fails to offer the harmony and unity

of those of former years. He asks the ques-

tion whether the impression made is owing
to the fact that M. Lalique is slightly less

himself, that is to say, slightly less powerful,

and bold as an interpreter of the world

about him. M. Verneuil continues his

criticism in the words : "This excellent

artist evidences, as always, a rare distinction,

as well as the most accurate sense ot what
feminine ornament can and ought to be.

But this instinct does not prevent him from

creating museum or display pieces, designed

solely with the intention of constructing

harmonies of precious substances, delicately

wrought and shaded, and combined for the pleasure of the eye,

without possibility of service."
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A series of beautiful combs and pendants receives special at-

tention in the French article, and from the illustrations of these
ornaments we have again made a choice in the interests of the
readers of our magazine. The shapes of these objects, or at least

the contours of their ornamental parts are frankly drawn from in-

sects of the butterfly or the beetle order; these are conventionalized
sufficiently to meet the demands of use, but they can be easily
recognized by a quality which seems to be the vital principle of

the thing represent-

ed. These articles

of feminine adorn-

ment strike a note

never before sound-

ed or even attempt-

ed in what has been,

until now, one of the

minor arts. They
do away with the

last trace of suspi-

cion that it is a

barbarous instinct

which prompts the

wearing of jewels

and ornaments. It

is not exaggeration
to say that each of

these little creations

is a hymn in praise

of Nature, composed
by one who is cap-

able of feeling the

great and of render-

ing the small. The
age and the country
which produce such
work can not be tax

Clique. ed with gross mate-
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rialism. The combs here illustrated show the familiar treatment of

M. Lalique, although it is employed upon a new substance, which,

in these cases, is horn, chiseled and colored, instead of translucent

enamel. One is a study of

of insect-wings disposed

in a floral figure, while

another, based upon the

butterfly type, is an ex-

quisite example of struc-

tural quality, and of all

that is best in I'art

nouveau. A third comb
shows a new phase of the

study of wings which M.
Lalique varies almost to

infinitude, this time being

elongated pinions thickly

clothed with feathers is-

suing from the shoulders

of two kneeling figures.

A fourth comb suggests

the same favorite theme,

although it is an arrange-

ment of small blossoms

supported upon long

stems and reaching out

in unequal lengths from

a common center.

The French critic

notes further two brace-

lets of which one is a

study of poppies and the

other of corn-flowers

chiseled from delicately

tinted stones, and these

pieces which he does not

illustrate, he appears to
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judge as the most beautiful of the entire exhibit. In passing to re-

view the work of other men, he observes that "M. Lalique is still the

wonderful artist that we have known him, and he excels as ever in

composition, as in refined, unaffected color-schemes. And if his ex-

hibits have no longer the charm of the unexpected, as in former

years, is not this slight disappointment the fault of those self-styled

artists who set themselves to copy him and who, in their own works,

distort and denaturalize his inspirations always fresh and sponta-

neous?"

To M. Gaillard

ed by a jeweled comb,

second rank among
writes that "the ob-

Gaillard are of great

pear in the mass of

artist employs fre-

sition a translucent

perforates and in-

enamels, thereby cre-

harmonies of extreme

ibit of M. Gaillard,

lique, one finds many
L. Gaillard

who is here represent-

M. Verneuil gives the

the exhibitors. He
jects shown by M.
interest, as they ap-

mediocrities. This

quently in his compo-

horn which he chisels,

crusts with stones or

ating low and refined

delicacy. In the ex-

as in that of M. La-

objects executed with

the sole purpose of assembling materials and of creating harmo-

nious forms; as for example, branches of bloom and other orna-

ments wrought for no end other than to charm the eye; in short, ob-

jects capable of exciting in the cultured subtile pleasures which

scandalize the Philistine, dead to all considerations save those of

prosaic use."
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At the end of his criticism, M. Verneuil protests against the
strong present tendency toward the commercializing of Salons.
His protest and warning, although directed against a local and
somewhat restricted enterprise, are applicable to ourselves who
are about to open an exposition which should be a statement of
progress, a school for technicians, artists and craftsmen, and a pow-
erful agent of the higher civilization.

Bassard

In deprecating the appearance of the halls and cases contain-
ing commonplaces produced in quantity, M. Vernueil shows char-
acteristic Gallic vivacity,—the more attractive and convincing,
perhaps, because of its slight ironical flavor. He asks somewhat
abruptly: u

Is the Salon intended to encourage commercial pro-
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L. Ciaillard

a double one. By such

means we encourage the

labors of producers whose

activity would be much bet-

ter employed elsewhere.

We also falsify and dete-

riorate the taste of the pub-

lic, who frequent exhibi-

tions in the belief of finding

in the exceptional objects

displayed sources of in-

struction and profit, al-

though the well-advised

visitor discovers in the same

objects nothing beyond the

ordinary, current produc-

tions of commercial work-

shops. The present con-

ditions are dangerous.

There is need of radical re-

form."

To popularize in our

own country the warning
4SS

duction? If so, there

is nothing more to be

said. But if, as I be-

lieve, it is intended sole-

ly to present to the pub-

lic the efTorts of con-

scientious artists and

craftsmen, what place

have here these triviali-

ties, these jewels fit only

to adorn the breasts of

savages, this indifferent

work in leather?

"The danger is
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originally intended for France and Frenchmen would be a well-

taken measure. Commercialism is everywhere the foe of beauty,

art, pleasure, and of the simple life. It is the synonym of all that

is sordid and hopeless. It kills enthusiasm and precludes in-

Lelievre

spiration. But it is most difficult to combat, since in common
with all low forms of vitality, it has no central organs at which
to aim, and if it be stricken, it contains within itself powers of

reproduction.
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Photographs of a Flying Pigeon, confirming
accuracy of Leonardo's eyesight and accuracy

Leonardo da Vinci
The Forerunner of Modern Science EUGENE SCHOEN

HE position held by Leonardo

da Vinci in the world is

unique. He embodied prac-

tically all the knowledge of his

own day as well as that of the

ancients, and his work contains the germ

of much that has been startling and revo-

lutionizing in modern times. A statement
^ingin flight

ijke m } s seems bold, for scarcely anv
noted by Leonardo

i_

branch or art of the present day can be

examined, that Leonardo da Vinci has not correctly apprehended

When compared to his, the accomplishments of most men be-

come dimmed, and he may well be called a universal genius.

To enumerate the fields of his active and valuable research is

a difficult matter, since he was a complete artist, and for his

own time, a complete scientist. The only things that he said

little about were government and theology, and it is evident

that he cared little for either. Apparently, he considered them

artificial and out of his province, for he was, first of all, a naturalist.

He is the epitome of the Renascence, and in him may be found

whatever is contained in that period, when it is regarded, not as

the revival of ancient institutions, but as the developement of in-

dividualism.

The Italian Renascence from the thirteenth to the eighteenth

century, was a progressive revolt against Church dogma; the prin-

ciples of the Catholic Church being static, and at variance with
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the tendencies of evolution. The Church attempted to control

the developement of the free will by regulating the subjects and
manner of study. It allowed education to few outside the clergy;

and therefore superstition held the minds of the common people.

It subordinated and subjugated the individual. But the spirit of

freedom is ever strong in the human heart, and the very means that

the Church used to control the people were responsible for its final

loss of unrestricted power. The struggle has been long and is not

yet over, but with the birth of individual freedom, the fundamental
idea of the Catholic Church was overthrown, although the power
has tried to stem the tide by concession and by interpretation of

dogma. When Aristotle's philosophy rose as a menace, Thomas
Aquinas in the thirteenth century typified the True, the Good and
the Beautiful in the Father, the Son and the Virgin. But the

revolution occurred in other fields than in those of theology and
philosophy, while classical legacies and the study of nature gave
a new meaning to the life of the people.

As a revolutionist of such character, Leonardo da Vinci played

the most important role of the Renascence.

Were the activity of the master minds of this period investi-

gated, it would reveal a remarkable versatility. It would be hard
to find an artist with but a single profession. An architect was
usually a philosopher, a sculptor and a goldsmith, but most artists

had thorough and practical knowledge in all branches of applied

art.

The Italian Renascence was the expression by means of art

in general of a tendency to make nature the chief teacher, and,

therefore, a crystallization of its spirit may be found in the lives

and achievements of the artists of the period.

Regarded in this light, not only does the life of Leonardo grow
in importance, but interest and completeness are given to the

time in which he lived. His birth, which occurred in 1452, was
stained by illegitimacy, but he was recognized by his father, the

Count di Vinci, taken to the paternal home, and reared with care.

He developed into a quiet, handsome youth, with a great love for

finery and beautiful things, and with a certain arrogance which
never left him. He loved to gather a concourse of people about
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him and then to address them on some interesting, original topic

until his dreams became realities to the multitude because of his

lucid explanations. At a very early age, he began to invent, and

being a musician, he made fine original harps and lutes. His

personal strength was such that he could tear an iron link chain

asunder; and yet those same hands could paint so lightly and

delicately that many of his pictures are as smooth as lithographs,

although every detail is indicated with unerring precision.

In the bottega, or studio of Verrocchio, at twenty, he under-

took his first commission. But even in his earliest works he show-

ed the fault that characterized his whole life: his failure to keep

his engagements with his patrons. Again and again he undertook

commissions that he never finished. His mind traveled so rapidly

that his ideal constantly advanced as his work progressed. He
was dissatisfied with everything that he did. He was, beside, ex-

tremely capricious and would lock himself up with most dangerous

reptiles and insects for the sole purpose of studying their modes

and habits of life, that he might paint them afterward. But he

was never idle, and improved every moment by some new discovery

in the natural world. He was essentially a doer and not a talker,

and yet he was extremely frank and open-hearted to all.

About 1487, a year before his master Verrocchio's death, when

he was thirty-five years old, he was advised that Ludovico Sforza,

the tyrant of Milan, needed a general supervisor and, therefore,

sent him a letter in which he claimed to be an engineer of various

kinds, a mathematician, musician, sculptor, painter and architect.

He made a favorable impression upon the duke, and a lasting-

attachment was formed between the patron and the artist. Leon-

ardo began at once to make the model for a heroic equestrian

statue of Francesco Sforza (1401-1466), father of Ludovico.

After continued application of different interpretations, the model,

a colossal one, was finished and exhibited. It called forth great

praise, and its cast would probably to-day adorn a square in

Milan had not the Sforza regime suddenly ended in 1495, three

years after the discovery of America. The French took the Lom-

bard city and the model perished at the hands of the victorious

soldiers.
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At this point in the life of Leonardo (he was then forty-

three) comes a question difficult to decide. From the facts it

would appear that he did not care greatly who held the reins of
government, and he promptly entered the services of the French
king, Charles VIII, who, three years later, in 1498, was succeeded
by Louis XII. This action, from a modern point of view, should
be justly criticised as disloyal and unpatriotic, and compared with
Michelangelo in this respect, Leonardo suffers. There lies, how-
ever, justification in the fact that to flourish at that time artists

neeeded a patron, and since Leonardo felt his value to the world
as an artist, he followed him who desired his services.

Beside making this model for the statue of the warrior, he
designed the various pageants of which the Milanese court was
so fond. He also wrote his famous treatise on painting, and estab-

lished a school of art known as the Accademia, which was the

first of its kind in history. More important, however, is the

painting which has caused his great fame : "The Last Supper." A
whole treatise has been written regarding this painting on the wall
of Santa Maria delle Grazie, and it is interesting to see how far

Leonardo advanced beyond those who, before him, painted the

same subject. The facts are simple. He employed perspective

to the greatest advantage. He seated the guests on one side of the

table—its long side parallel to the wall—and used light and shade
in a way previously unknown. Very interesting are the accounts

of the manner in which he painted the picture. He would run
hatless to the convent at mid-day, mount the scaffold, and paint in-

cessantly until daylight failed; then he would return before dawn
the next day, and work without taking time for rest and food.

Then for a number of days he would avoid the place, or if he visit-

ed it, he simply looked at the work and went away. He spent

months searching for a Judas head, and could find none. He
threw his brush away in deep despair when he reached the head
of the Christ, saying that no mortal could picture that face.

He was, however, very careless in his processes, and employed
an oil mixture for the painting which soon made it fade and
perish. It was his love of science, of the new and the possibly

better, that made Leonardo an experimentalist to a dangerous de-
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After the occupation of Milan by the French, Leonardo went

to Florence, where in a competition with Michelangelo, who, at

that time, was a young man of about twenty-two, he was commis-

sioned to make his famous cartoons of the Battle of Anghiari. He
began, but became disheartened because a new mixture of paint

turned black, and left Florence without finishing his work. In

this painting Leonardo's wonderful knowledge of anatomy and

his great love for the horse came into play: he gave to the animal

something of the human being and his horses fight as keenly as

their riders. He without doubt took his inspiration from an old

cameo, preserved at that time and even to-day in the Museum of

Florence.

It was hardly possible for two natures like Leonardo and

Michelangelo to agree, and they did not form any close friendship.

Leonardo was too universal to be moved by little things, too far

above the ordinary course of events to be sentimental and passion-

ate, while Michelangelo was bent with every obstacle cast into

his way. Da Vinci was, however, chosen as a judge in the placing

of Angelo's David, but aside from the cartoons and the judgeship,

the relations between the two men were very much strained.

While in Florence, Leonardo painted mostly portraits, chief

among which is the so-called Gioconda, or Monna Lisa. This

painting has long been considered as the most beautiful and artistic

portrait ever painted, and many believe that it echoes the Hermes
by Praxiteles. The echo consists in the delicate, half-expressed

smile, so elusive as to cause doubts of its existence; yet it gives

the portrait a sympathetic quality that grows through constant

observation. The Hermes, it will be remembered, is treated in

practically the same manner, and both faces required an artist who
could portray in a vanishing smile all the warmth and geniality

that can animate a human being.

After a short stay in Milan under the French king, and then

under Maximilian Sforza, Leonardo went to Rome at the moment
when Giovanni de' Medici became Pope Leo X. The artist, at

first treated with consideration, was afterward neglected, and left

Rome to follow Francis to Paris. After some difficulty with the

Florentine government, he was finally free to go and left, accom-
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panied by Melzi, his favorite pupil and disciple. His health
began to decline, and one of the pictures that he is known to have
painted at his time is the Saint Anne, now in the Louvre. Soon
his right arm became paralyzed, but as he was left-handed, it did
not greatly interfere with his work, and to this period, also, is as-

cribed a portrait of Francis First. Leonardo lived at the Hotel
de Cloux, near Fontainebleau, and received about four hundred
crowns ($5,000) a year as a pension. He died on the second of

May, 1 5 19, at the age of seventy-five years. His grave has re-

cently been discovered at Cloux, by M. Arsene Houssaye, the

French author and critic, who found a broken and incomplete
inscription: "LEO" on one stone, and on another the letters INC.
Other evidence added to the broken inscription makes sufficient

the proof that this is the place of interment of the great genius of

the Renascence.

After this brief review of the life of Lionardo, the character-

istics of his activity still remain to be investigated, as well as his

method of inquiry and presentation.

The spirit of the time is exemplified most strikingly in the

manifold and interesting studies of most of the great men ; supreme-
ly so in the life of da Vinci. He is supposed to have known and
to have done so much that the question presents itself: "How
much did the other great men know?" To answer this would be

difficult—almost impossible, for it would mean practically the re-

writing of the history of the Renascence, according to the biograph-

ies of its great men.

Leonardo da Vinci was born into the "Time Spirit" (Zeit

Geist), and from his earliest youth, his mind was most analytic.

One might sum up his actions by saying that he cut up or took

apart everything that could be so treated. His biographers mourn
that our knowledge about him can be only superficial, because so

little of what he did is left to us. It is true that of a great man
nothing from his pen can be too much, yet it is equally true that

from the hand of Leonardo more has come down to us than of any
other man of the Renascence. Although his work was so scattered

that the whole mass is but a fragment, it is only about the lack of

personal reference that we can complain. He has left only one, or
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perhaps two portraits of himself, and those were taken in his old

age. None of that beauty that his contemporaries extol has been im-

mortalized on canvas. Yet in the red chalk drawing now in the

Royal Library at Turin, one sees a face that is grand and majestic,

almost sublime. In it we can read the depth of the sage's mind and

his harmonious, restful spirit.

Of his paintings very few are left, it is true, but that is due

more to his experimentalism than to the ruthlessness of others.

"The Last Supper" as it now exists, has hardly a stroke on it as

da Vinci made it: a state due mainly to the necessity of repainting,

after he had finished it. The wall upon which his Anghiari bat-

tle was painted, turned black, and the many pictures that he began

were unfinished and, consequently, have been lost.

Of his sculpture none remains and scarcely any of his architec-

ture. The Martesana Canal shows his qualities as an engineer,

but in view of the facts already stated, one is tempted to ask:

"What then does remain?"

The answer can be briefly made. There are several thou-

sand sheets of paper written in a thick, back-handed manner, with

many hundreds of drawings, as well as promises for complete

treatises, which were, perhaps, never written. There are also many

sketches, some of which may, or may not be from his hand. They

are to be found in different museums of Europe, chief among

which are the Institute of France, the Royal Library at Turin, and

the libraries of Milan, Florence, Rome and Venice, the Library at

Windsor, the British and South Kensington Museums.

The history of these documents is varied and interesting.

They were all willed to Melzi and treasured by him as his most

sacred possessions, but, after his death, they were stored by his

children in an attic and allowed to remain there for several gen-

erations. At last a few of the sheets came into the hands of an

art-critic, who learned that there were many more similar papers

in the garret of the old house. They were promptly collected

and placed in the Ambrosian Library at Milan. There they re-

mained, with the exception of some which were sold for the Royal

collection at Windsor, until 1796, when Napoleon entered Milan

and took them away with him to France. In that country they
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are still to be found, except the so-called "Codex Atlanticus,"

which, after the peace of 1815, was returned to Milan. These
manuscripts have been photographed and published by several

authoritative persons, Messrs. Charles Raisson and Mollien and
Jean Paul Richter.* They have been lettered and are known by the

same system of designation throughout the world.

They were no doubt written as texts for his lectures at the

Accademia, and while they nearly all have some pages missing,

they are otherwise quite complete. They are mainly on uniform
paper, written in Italian, with a thick pen or quill and backward,
a mirror being needed to read them. They were written with

the left hand and the illustrations always begin at the right side

of the paper. The shading on the drawings consists of dexter

lines very close together, and by these shade-lines critics try to

distinguish Leonardo's work from his imitative pupils, of whom,
due to his Accademia, there were many. Some are drawings

made upon tinted papers with colored inks, but most of them are

monochromatic. They contain very peculiar abbreviations and
marks, and scarcely any punctuation; almost every word being

followed by a period. Many small words are combined: a device

adding difficulty to the reading. The manuscripts contain treatises

or parts of them, on the following subjects:

/.

PURE SCIENCE
Mathematics:

Geometry Astronomy
II.

NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCES
Physics :

Treatise on Water Botany

Treatise on Vapors, Clouds Geography
and Smoke Geology

Treatise on Flight of Birds Psychology

Anatomy Chemistry

Zoology Physiognomy (crimin-

Physiology ology)

These works are contained in the Astor Library and in the Avery Architectural Library of Columbia
University, New York City.
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APPLIED SCIENCE
Optics Life-Saving buoy
Invention of machines Wheelbarrow (?)

Treatise on Mechanics and Trowel (?)

Engineering Divers' Breathing Ap-
Hoisting paratus

Casting Topography
Motive Power Military Warfare
Inextinguishable Lamps Naval Warfare

IV.

ART
Treatise on Architecture Notes on Sculpture and
Treatise on Painting Music

Some poetry

V.

Philosophy Maxims (Allegory)

Speculation Morality (Ethics)

Theology Humor

If this list be thoroughly examined, it will be found to treat

of almost the entire curriculum of a modern university. Of
course the nature of his work is experimental and primitive from
a modern point of view, yet, for that reason, it required so much
the more genius because much of it was original.

Leonardo never copied the ancients with a view to imitation,

but rather in order to understand how they did their work and for

the purpose of establishing a scientific method of procedure. In

his paintings and other work in general, there is, therefore, not

much imitation of the classic. He simply obtained from antique

art the sincerity with which it treated nature. His one great

maxim was: "Do not imitate! Get knowledge from Nature her-

self." Leonardo's greatness does not consist so much in what he
knew, as in his method of procedure; although to recount his ac-

quirements is dazzling. He took very little for granted, and,

aided by mathematics, he personally investigated all things; draw-
ing conclusions from his experiments. He was not hasty. He
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weighed all evidence, and by his keen sense and patience, he usu-

ally reached the correct generalization .

A number of his great contemporaries were many-sided.

Alberti was not only an architect and a goldsmith, but also an

engineer and a writer. His work: "De Re Aedificatoria" exists

even to this day and treats proportion and building much in the

manner of Vitruvius. Vignola, Vasari, Michelangelo, and all the

other great Italians were distinguished in many other arts beside

architecture, but not one grasped the truth which he investigated

in the way that Leonardo did. His philosophical mind saw in

his experiments and discoveries a manifestation of an eternal unity:

a conception developed at a much later date. As Humboldt put

it: "He was the first to start on the road toward the point where
all impressions of our senses converge to the idea of the unity of

nature."

Our remaining task is to glance at his conclusions. His manu-
scripts reveal many accurately drawn geometric propositions, in

some cases accompanied by explanations. In Astronomy he inves-

tigated the stars and considered our earth a body like other stars,

receiving its light and heat from the sun. Many have read into

his words his belief in the spherocity of the earth, and he has a

drawing with the Christ as ruler of mankind, holding in his hand a

sphere. The meaning of this is not quite evident, but the sphere

has been interpreted as the earth. Furthermore, one of his manu-
scripts states plainly that the earth has a center about which it

rotates. (G. 54)
In Natural Science he treats of the various laws of motion,

weight, action and reaction; thus preceding Kepler by nearly one

hundred years. He wrote a treatise on the movement of water,

the cause of waves, of eddies, the effect of water upon rocks, etc.

;

how water, turning into vapor, rises because of its lightness and

forms clouds; how smoke and dust are mixed, as in a battle; the

dust being darker and remaining below the smoke on account of

its weight. Indeed, he gives his pupils directions as to the repre-

sentation of battle scenes with this effect.

He wrote a treatise upon the flight of birds for which he dis-

sected many specimens, inspected the bones and joints, and made
drawings as to the mechanical operations of their wings. ^
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In Anatomy his two favorite subjects were man and the horse.

He understood the structure of both perfectly, and, in his paint-

ings, gave such great beauty to horses that they appear almost

human. He studied and classified animals and plants zoologically

and botanically, anticipating Linnaeus by nearly two hundred
years. His work, of course, does not compare with that of Lin-

naeus, but his method is the same: the method of classification.

He wrote a special treatise on Botany for architects, showing how
flowers ought to be conventionalized.

As a geologist, he examined the stratification of various rocks

and concluded that they were the results of a congestion that had,

perhaps, gone on for ages, and that by means of the layers the age

of the earth could be calculated. He classified and minutely ex-

amined all rock forms that he saw and treated geology by the

same scientific method that he did all other studies. In Chemistry
he was the first to rob Alchemy of its position and he absolutely

denied the ancient doctrine about the four elements. He was the

first to say that the so-called elements were in themselves com-
pounds, and that by a process of mixing and decomposing one
could get practically any desired substance. Of course, he knew
very little about the laws of chemical affinity, but what must be

admired is the courage with which, through experimentation, he

overthrew the alchemists' position. Chemistry was not witchcraft

with him, but one of the many manifestations of the force of natural

laws; holding itself to no caprice save that of Nature herself.

His knowledge of Physiognomy, our modern criminology, is

well known. For months he searched through the streets of

Milan for a face vile enough to be used as the Judas for the paint-

ing of "The Last Supper." The impatient prior of Santa Maria
complaining to the Duke, could get no satisfaction, for Leonardo
informed his patron that if the prior would not cease disturbing

him, he would be forced to make the prior's face serve for that of

Judas. For weeks he would follow persons with either pleasant or

ugly faces, trying to analyze them, and to discover the secret of

their attraction. He would collect a number of individuals and
make them drunk, only to study the various shades of expression

that they assumed.
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In Optics he tried to use the physical formulas that he in-

vented. He knew of the diffraction of light through lenses and
found that according to regular methods an image upon the retina

is inverted. He could not explain the mental process that erected

the inverted image, and so concluded that the "vitreous humor"
of the eye diffracted the refracted rays, and through a process of

double refraction brought and erected the image.

It would be tedious to explain the different machines that he

invented. Most of them were given practical test in his day, for

they were always the outcome of a necessity. He understood ap-

plied mechanics so well, even its mathematics, that by a process

of adjusting the six simple machines, he obtained wonderful re-

sults. His appliances were used in building, in warfare, and on
the sea. Founders and casters profited by his devices. Miners
owe to him the inextinguishable lamp that is to-day used in almost

all mines, and will be employed until electricity supplants it.

Divers owe to him a helmet with air tubes, by means of which
they can go to the bottom of the waters. Gunners owe to him an

advanced form of cannon that fired grape-shot. He built military

roads; he made topographical maps for generals to use in choosing

their places for defence and fighting. He studied the course taken

by an explosive shell and discovered its double action. One might

go on without pause and enumerate the wonderful things which
he did after he grasped the fundamental laws of dynamic physics,

and it is scarcely surprising to learn that he knew the motive power
of vapors nearly two centuries before Watts. He used steam to

discharge cannon, to pump with and to move a ship (Codex Atlan-

ticus).

He wrote a treatise on architecture, artistic and constructive,

arranging it in a most methodical way. He laid out a town with

its principal streets, its town hall, church, etc., and then made
drawings for the various buildings necessary. He began with the

palaces and followed much of the tradition of the day; construct-

ing his buildings about an open court, and placing the customary

galleries around the space. He usually put an arcade on the roof

of his buildings, and made arches, internally and externally, do all

the supporting. His most interesting problem, however, was the
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church, and here he introduced many novel features. He seems

to have been much inspired by Alberti, whom he considered one

of the best informed men of his time. His favorite church plan

was a decorative Greek cross, resplendent with niches and chapels.

Many of his plans resemble snow-flakes, and in the elevations he

grasps and completely treats the intrinsic problem of the Dome.
Even in church architecture he uses his inventive powers, and

goes so far in breaking the tradition of eight hundred years as to

suggest that preaching should be done in a building separate from
the church. The pulpit was to be in the center and the apse was
to contain the seats arranged in amphitheatre form about the

rostrum. This is one of the most startling innovations in the his-

tory of art. For eight hundred years churches had been built after

one set type, and then came a man simple and scientific enough
to say that the best form of a church is a theatre. Tradition .in

Leonardo's hand had only its intrinsic worth. Sentiment in build-

ing he had none. One of the most beautiful of his sketches is the

design for a mortuary chapel upon a hill-top. Its proportions are

exquisite and architecturally it is finely treated with a double

order. Its plan is also very interesting, recalling the star-shaped

snow crystals. The churches planned by Leonardo resemble Santa

Maria dei Miracoli at Venice (barrel vault) and Santa Maria in

Carrignano at Genoa. In construction he understood the theory

of the arch, both erect and inverted, and made elaborate drawings

upon the resistance of beams, and the breaking moment of stones,

with special reference to niches. There is, however, not a single

building in existence that, with certainty, can be ascribed to him.

What is most interesting and fascinating about his theoretic inves-

tigation, is his successful treatment of the dome, one of the most

difficult problems in architecture. In fact it may be generally

stated that he grappled from the start with the difficult problems,

and let the simple ones care for themselves.

He left some notes on sculpture in which he warns sculptors

from copying the antique. They should be natural, taking only

what intrinsically belongs to sculpture from ancient times. The
ancients taught that drapery must echo the form and enhance its

charms. With Leonardo drapery dares not be clothing. He
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wrote also upon music and musical instruments, but his most popu-

lar treatise is his book on painting. It has been the well-spring

of information to painters and draughtsmen since it was written

and for a long time it was the only thing known of him. It outlines

a course of instruction beginning with geometric drawing and pass-

ing through the gamut of artistic effort, practically and aesthet-

ically considered. The whole tone of the work is an admonition

to be natural and unaffected; to seek the essential idea in a com-

position, to give this idea unity by making all action and expression

converge to central thought. He teaches perspective and is the

first to use light and shade as a means of expressing distance.

He investigates the effects of shadows on colors and shows why
everything seems blue in the distance. He completely mastered

aerial as well as linear perspective, and his treatise is full of the

keenest observations. He shows that colors should be mixed care-

fully, and seems to have been the first to designate colors as pri-

mary, secondary and tertiary. Of course, his primary colors are

yellow, blue and crimson, because he discovered combinations in

painting, and not with colored lights.

His book divides into five heads: i, Drawing; 2, Inven-

tion; 3, Light and Shadow; 4, Colors and Coloring; and, lastly,

a few miscellaneous observations how to express the turmoil of

battle, the calm of a peaceful landscape. He also speaks of the

propriety of colors for different compositions and the expression

of terror in horrified faces.

Finally, in his philosophic doctrines, he deduces the conclu-

sions from his life work by insisting that nature unerringly rules

the world, and that every event is due to the operation of a definite

natural law. This position made him proof against the many ob-

stacles thrown in his way and gave him that stolidity of character

that robs all his work of the element of personality.

He was not a theologian, and Vasari even goes so far as to say

that he was an unbeliever. This is perhaps not so, for he devoutly

mentions God several times in his manuscripts. He was, however,

by no means a good Catholic.

He wrote a great many maxims and morals in the form of

allegories and fables and his manuscripts contain many draw-
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ings illustrative of these. He was also a humorist and shows

many humorous points in the lives of his contemporaries.

After all that has been said, a conclusion as to his value may-

be drawn. Judged by his work there seems to be but one result.

He showed that men must aim at universality, to be in the full

sense of the good English term, men of integrity. He tried to

show that the trend of human intellect is toward the recognition

of unity in the laws of nature. He began by studying a few

things and concluded by having studied more than any one else

before him; simplv because his craving for the comprehension of

Nature led him on. He was the embodiment of the Renascence.

The new feeling for light aroused men to thought and action.

Since Leonardo's time, philosophers have been grappling with the

same questions that he did and in most cases have come to the same

conclusions. He seems to have stood above the world, merely

acting his part as any other mortal, but endowed with a higher

spirit. He is an example for the emulation of men: first on ac-

count of his undaunted search for the truth; secondly for his

perseverance and inexhaustiveness ; lastly for his courage and free-

dom from prejudice. Goethe might have had him in mind when
he makes Faust say: "What thine ancestors have left to thee, earn,

that thou mavest possess it." He was a free man because he obeyed

Wisdom's counsel to deserve his freedom and his life by daily

conquering them.

[EDITOR'S NOTE.— In an age so devoted to science, so rich in

discovery, so successful in application of natural law to practical

purposes as our own, it is not strange that Leonardo da Vinci should

be viewed as a new light; that he should be recognized as a scientist

who lacked only the environment, companionship and encourage-

ment necessary to his fullest development. The Leonardo of Mrs.

Tamison and the handbooks of Italian art is now a person of slight

comparative importance, of outworn attractions, like the hero of

an old style romance created for the delight of a past generation.

It is not even the Leonardo of Burkhardt and Symonds who so

powerfully attracts the readers and thinkers of the moment. It

is a soul renewed and exalted, that is now imagined as once ani-
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mating that contemplative countenance made familiar by the statue

in the great square of La Scala theatre at Milan.
This new Leonardo has recently been made the subject of two

remarkable books: the one, "Spirals in Nature and Art," being in-

tensely clever and really scientific, although its author, Mr. Theo.
Andrea Cook, disclaims for it the latter quality. The second
book, by the Russian, Dmitri Merejkowski, in the favorite literary

form of our times, that is, the pyschological novel, is one that natur-

ally commands a much wider circle of readers. It is a subtile and
scholarly work, showing a rich, patiently-acquired knowledge of

the Renascence, used pictorially, it is true, but without that sense

of proportion and sacrifice of detail which characterizes the work
of the highest artists.

So there results a series of sketches: studies of courts, tyrants,

wars, of the popolani or Italian plebs, of the bottega or typical

studio of the Renascence, of the monastic life, Savonarola, the

child crusaders, the holocaust of the Vanities, the ordeal by fire,

and much other material that is familiar to the reader of ordinary

culture. These scenes are used as a background for the principal

character, Leonardo, whether he is represented, as is most often

the case, in action: creating, inventing, arguing, writing treatises,

in intercourse with his patrons, pupils or with children, or whether,

in any special scene, his bodily presence is wanting, but his domi-

nant influence is felt, just as a Wagnerian hit motif represents the

personality of a hero who is, for the moment, absent from the stage.

These studies, graphic and laborious, are not well coordinated.

Furthermore, they have a certain grossness,—perhaps it were better

to say brutality, although of course in the artistic sense of the term

—which is displeasing in pictures of Italian life. They are

weighted by the heaviness of a Northern mind.

But these defects only detract from the beauty and distinction

of the work. They do not invalidate it as a document, for such

it must be considered. It is a piece of evidence without falsifica-

tion, growing out of the examination of Leonardo's extant works

and writings ; agreeing with the most recent discoveries made re-

garding him; possessing, also, another sure indication of truthful-

ness: that is, its similarity to other writings upon the same subject
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produced independently and at wide distance apart by men of other

nationalities. Merejkowski's portrayal of Leonardo particularly

agrees with the character sketched by the author of "Spirals in

Nature and Art;" although the latter writer is a strict logician,

proceeding cautiously step by step, as he advances an argument to

prove that certain celebrated, beautiful and complicated spiral

forms in French castle architecture are based upon the convolutions

of certain rare sea-shells; that these forms were studied by Leon-

ardo, as is evidenced by his writings; that the architect of the

spirals is nameless; that Leonardo was resident in the locality of

the castles at the time of their construction; finally, that no other

architect of the time, French or Italian, could have produced such

brilliant results of daring experimentalism.

Around this idea of experimentalism as a focus—because the

desire to discover, to penetrate, to grasp, was the mainspring of

Leonardo's life and action—Merejkowski arranges all his thought-

material to the detriment of the narrative, but to the great ad-

vantage of the character-study, as the reader will realize if he sets

himself to recall the book, after its impression has crystallized

within his mind. Even the individual who reads for pastime,

rather than for instruction, will possess a clear-cut portrait of a

supreme genius ; one who faltered and vacillated, it is true, but who
did this because he lacked the proper environment and companion-

ship for success ; one who resembled as a brother that other scientist,

Paracelsus, recently rehabilitated from the charge of charlatanism

through the initiative of Robert Browning and his followers.

An example of Merejkowski's treatment of Leonardo is found

in the early portion of his book, under the caption: Ecce Deus—
Ecce Homo— 1494. Here, as often, an excerpt from the great Ital-

ian's writings becomes the text for an extended narrative and criti-

cism. The quotation, showing at once the scientist and the dream-

er, is full of interest in these days of experiment in the same direc-

tion. It reads: "If the eagle can sustain himself in the rarest at-

mosphere, if great ships by sails can float across the waves, why
can not likewise Man, by means of powerful wings, make himself

lord of the winds, and rise, the conqueror of space?" Then fol-

lows the description of Leonardo's machine, devised like a bird, and
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quite the forerunner of the modern conception of an air-ship. The
laborious mathematical calculations, the enthusiasm which extend-

ed to the workman employed in the construction and sufficed to

overthrow his reason, the sleepless nights of the inventor can not

be laughed to scorn, since in our own time we have a parallel case,

differing only because of the freer and happier conditions of

modern times. We are not yet permitted to read the story of Pro-

fessor Langley, but we may be sure that it contains reflections of

exaltation and of disappointments similar to those which vitalize

the pages to which Leonardo confided his musings upon aerial

propulsion.

Into the same chapter are crowded examples of Leonardo's

other characteristics—of his genius, his temperament, of the thou-

sand and one small things that in the aggregate made up his person-

ality. Indeed, nothing beyond this chapter were needed to finish

and round what is perhaps the best character-sketch of this baffling

genius that has ever been given to the world. His was not "a

dual personality," as we are wont to say of individuals of strongly-

marked qualities hostile to one another. He was, so to speak, a

multiple man, as many-sided and as brilliant as a diamond, flashing

out rays into the darkness of the ignorance about him; lacking only

the tenacity which is born of encouragement; above all things a

lonely soul appointed by nature for investigation rather than faith,

for complete celibacy of life and thought. His efforts were, there-

fore, sterilized in some measure, but he approached more nearly

than any other man of his time to the comprehension of Natural

Law. The spiral line—the line of flame and smoke—which he

so assiduously sought throughout his art, is no mark in him of a

soul affinity. It is not typical of a destructive and elusive spirit.

The true Leonardo was no trifler and visionary, as certain critics

would have us believe. He was almost alone in his knowledge, and

almost sublime in his loneliness.]
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OUR American civ-

ilization is produc-

ing in increasing

numbers men and

women of cultiva-

tion and refinement to whom
beauty and dignity in their

surroundings and mode of

life seem no less imperative

a need than are the so-called

"necessities of existence" to

others differently educated

and endowed, yet who are

unable by reason of their

lack of fortune or limitation

of income to gain for them-

selves in a country where

every sort of beauty must be

purchased at a price (too often a high one) , that happy environment

which shall satisfy and express them. It is such as these, I venture

to believe, who form the majority of the readers of The Craftsman.

Assume, if you please, the case of such a married pair. Hav-

ing found, by calculation or experiment, that they will have paid

enough in rent, in the course of a few years to have built for

themselves $ome sort of dwelling which, though small and simple,

would at least be free from the meretricious vulgarity with which

the average landlord baits the trap in which to catch the "tenant

of moderate means," they decide to build a house for themselves.

How shall they go about it?

Commissions of this sort are not as a rule eagerly welcomed

by the successful architect for the reason that, though the planning

and designing of a small and cheap house is really a more difficult

matter than the production of a large and expensive one, it adds

less to an architect's reputation, and is far less remunerative. En-

grossed in more interesting and important work, he is usually un-

willing to spend the time necessary for a thoroughly successful

solution of a problem which involves a hundred restrictions, limi-
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tations, and petty economies of every sort. Vaguely aware of this,

our clients are perhaps beguiled by means of a persuasively worded
advertisement into getting their plans ready-made from an agency,
but the results of such a course are seldom satisfactory. The
finished house is probably found to look far less attractive than
the cleverly rendered sketch which caught their fancy; the esti-

mates of cost are apt to be misleading, and many things are sure to

go wrong through lack of proper superintendence. They have
still more trouble if they essay the role of architects themselves.

In nothing is the amateur so pitilessly and publicly revealed, and
his inevitable ignorance and incompetence so surely punished—by
bad workmanship, and by financial loss—as in a building oper-

ation. Without years of experience and a certain natural aptitude

in such matters, a person is bound to be the victim of the dishonest

workman, or else a false and uncertain guide to the honest and well

intentioned. He must know not only what he wants, but how to

obtain it.

The services of an architect are therefore necessary, but our
pair will be well advised if they select a young and ambitious man
of sufficient experience, whose practice is not yet so large that he

cannot devote a great deal of personal attention to every problem.

They should go to him with a full knowledge if possible of what
they want, and tell him frankly how much money they can afford

to spend. If, as is likely, they want more than their money can

possibly buy, their only course is to reduce their requirements or

increase their appropriation, and not expect their architect to per-

form miracles. Though they are at liberty to criticise his

drawings freely, they will be wise to let him do all the actual

planning and designing himself, for that is a game at which he

is more skilled than they. All his suggestions should be carefully

considered, and if his arguments are sound, they should relinquish

cherished ideas of their own. He, on his part, will be guided by

their desires in so far as it is possible or wise. The great advantage

of employing an architect is that one gets a house "made to meas-

ure" instead of "ready-made." There is no "best" plan, or rather

there are a thousand best plans and all different, that is, there are

a thousand different conditions and only one best way of fulfilling
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them. The wants of different families vary so greatly, the ar-

rangement of the rooms of a house are so largely determined by
the size and position of the lot, the contour of the ground, the

view, the prevailing winds, the orientation, that what is very good
in one place, will be very bad in another. For this reason the

plans one finds in books can be suggestive merely, and the particu-

lar one which accompanies this article has been devised for this

purpose only, and to illustrate certain points which should be taken

into consideration in houses of this class. It is the text, as it were,

of my sermon.

The controlling and determining ideas according to which
this house has been designed are three in number (assuming, of

course, that it be made complete and convenient) : first, to get the

maximum of accommodation with the minimum of cost; second,

to obtain an effect of exterior size and interior spaciousness in a

building actually small; and third, to produce an effect of beauty

and distinction by simple means, and with inexpensive materials.

The cheapest, as well as the most convenient house (other

things being equal) is one which in plan is a parallelogram nearly

approaching a square, for the reason that a square contains the

maximum of area in proportion to the length of its perimeter,

which is in this case represented by the outside walls, and it is

these which are expensive; also because all rooms being centrally

located, long corridors and other waste places are avoided. It

possesses the further advantage of permitting such an arrangement

of bedrooms (one in each angle) that each may have a window in

two directions. The roof which surmounts this simple mass con-

sists of a single unbroken gable because such a roof is the cheapest,

the most easily constructed, the tightest (there are no dormers

or valleys for the snow to lodge against) ;
it gives a larger attic,

and it is best also from a standpoint of design, because a simple roof

makes a small house look larger. To make a single chimney

answer for both the living room fireplace and for the kitchen stove

is a great saving, for masonry is expensive. The usual objection

to this—the necessity of having these two rooms adjoin—has been

overcome in this instance. In order to economize space only one

stairway has been provided, but this is centrally located in a hall
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by itself, accessible with equal ease from either the living portion
or the service portion of the house, and to secure privacy for the
bedrooms, a branch of the stairway leads to the servant's room di-

rectly, so that in going to it the second story hall need not be en-
tered.

The feature of the interior is of course the large living room.
The dining room is so arranged with relation to it that the latter

has the effect of a great deep alcove, the necessary privacy being
obtained by means of wide glazed sliding doors, which push back
into pockets in the wall. The two bay windows being identical

in size and form contribute to this effect of a single great apart-

ment, and it may be still further enhanced by using the same
scheme of furnishing and decoration throughout. Indeed, in a

small house particularly, it is a mistake to treat rooms very differ-

ently from one another.

The exterior of the house is what is known as "rough cast,"

which is a cement plaster mixed with fine gravel applied in a

particular way which gives an interesting texture. This kind of

exterior finish is handsome, durable, and only a little more expen-

sive than shingles or clapboards. It makes an exceptionally warm
house, and as the plaster is left in the condition in which it is

applied, no painting is necessary. The window frames and other

exterior woodwork are stained apple green, and the sash are paint-

ed white. The roof is covered with shingles, stained a silvery gray

The chimney is plastered, like the sides of the house. The effect of

this color-scheme, against green trees and a blue sky is charming.

The green of the woodwork repeats the green of the leaves of the

trees, the gray roof echoes their gray trunks and branches, while

the white walls suggest the cumuli clouds of the sky. To give

accent to the whole the front door is painted a dark, rich blue,

and the leads of the simple panel of glass which it contains are

gilded with gold leaf.

The interior finish of the house is necessarily very simple.

White-wood is employed throughout for the trim, and Georgia

pine for the floors, as these are now the cheapest woods obtainable.

The white-wood takes stain very nicely, and almost any of the
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numbers of Thecolor schemes described in this and previous

Craftsman could be carried out to advantage.

A house of this description could be built complete, for from
four to five thousand dollars, and in some localities for less. A
few years ago it would have been called a twenty-five hundred
dollar house, but except under the most favorable conditions and
with the most rigid economy, it could not now be built for anything

approaching that figure, the advance in the price of labor and
materials has been so great.

It is a house designed for people who would lead "the simple
life," yet who would live with a certain dignity, withal : to whom
beauty in their surroundings is a necessity rather than a luxury.

Like Bernard Shaw, I have little confidence in the protestations of

those who cannot produce what they profess to admire. A person

who has a true and ardent love for beauty—one to whom art means
more than pictures and statuary—will inevitably create for himself

a beautiful environment. This is the true test of aesthetic culture:
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it does not consist, as many people seem to suppose, in surrounding
one's self with brown photographs of ruined temples, and disfigured

sculpture, or in being able to name correctly all of Raphael's
madonnas.

Lacemakers Florence g. weker

ON our arrival in Europe to study the lace-makers, our

minds were full of traditions and anecdotes about their

customs and conditions. Since the origin of point lace

has been conceded by all to Venice and that of bobbin

lace by many to the adjacent provinces, it was to Italy

that we went first.

The lace industries in Europe are of two kinds: the factories

in or near large cities, and the cottage or village-industries in

fishing hamlets and hill towns. With the exception of a few con-

vents, it is in the factories that point lace is produced. The lace

is called point simply from its being made with a needle. Venice,

Brussels, Vienna, Moscow, Athens and Florence have establish-

ments for the training of lace-makers and the production of lace.

At these places are sold also all kinds of laces made in the sur-

rounding country as well. Thus, in the shop of Signor Navone
in Florence one buys not only the points of Venice and Burano but

also torchons and heavy silk laces from the fishing villages of Santa

Margherita and Rapallo, the guipures from Cantu, nearComo,
and the revivals of early drawn work from the convents at Assisi.

Santa Margherita on the Riviera di Levante, some seventeen

miles from Genoa, was full of interest to us. Our acquaintance

in Boston with a family of lace-makers who had come from that

town, their enthusiastic descriptions of the place and the excellent

character of the lace produced there, drew us early in our journey

to Santa Margherita. The men seem to be engaged in one of two

pursuits, either fishing or keeping hotels. The women apparently

all make lace; at least they all know how to make it. The town

is arcaded. In the morning, the women sit with their cushions

under the cool shade of the arches and in the afternoon, on the

beach. Many are at work on wide scarfs of white or black silk
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lace, which require enormously long cushions and several hun-
dred bobbins. These hang tied with tapes in bunches. When,
in the process of the work, the maker needs to use one of these

bunches, she removes the tape with a movment so deft that the

bobbins fall free and in place. Why she doesn't have to sort them
is a mystery even to those familiar with making bobbin lace. The
trick seems to be only the result of manual dexterity acquired by
practice begun at the age of four. After you watch her a few
minutes, she will rise from her work, disappear into the

house only to reappear at once with a finished scarf of glistening

white silk. This she silently unfolds with a touch so loving that

it at once becomes to you a precious thing. Then, this Margherita
proceeds to adorn her pretty head with it. As she quickly draws
it about her throat she smiles and says: "For the teeater." No
French milliner ever adjusted a Paris hat with more convincing
skill. You see the scarf, the beguiling smile and the lovely face.

The combination is irresistible. You buy the scarf. When you
examine it you find the design good, the execution skilful and the

material worthy of both. The patterns for these peasant laces in

Italy are generally excellent. They have been handled down from
the best period of the Renascence and are true to the principles of

decorative design. These patterns are either geometrical or

highly conventional flower-forms, scrolls and vines: all character-

ized with the beautiful restraint peculiar to the best period of

Italian art. The one fault with the working-patterns is that new
ones are pricked from old ones. This is demoralizing to the

production of lace, because the design is soon distorted. The habit

prevails, however, among lace-makers of all parts of Europe.

When we began our work in Boston, the pricking of patterns be-

came at once a serious matter. I was confronted with a task that

threatened to confine me wholly to supplying our girls with fresh

patterns. I saw that some mechanical method of reproducing de-

signs must be employed. I found that by dotting all the pin-holes

for the pattern on a piece of tracing cloth, I could produce a

working pattern by the process of blue printing, just as an architect

makes his working-plans. In case of lace with fine mesh-grounds,

the design can be dotted on cross-section tracing-paper. This.
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paper comes in the scale of millimetres, so that it is just right for

the finest mesh. As each mesh worked requires a pin, and there

are six hundred and twenty-five meshes to the square inch, some
idea will be had of how accurate a working pattern must be and
how quickly one pin-hole can be torn out into another. Our
girls make their own blue prints as they require them; thus at once
enjoying temporary recreation from lace making and still accom-
plishing something necessary to the work. The blue has proved
to be the most practical color over which to work the finest threads.

From Santa Margherita we journeyed north to the foothills

of the Alps to Cantu. Quite unaware that it was a festa, we found
the place overflowing with excitement. A horse-fair and a cattle

fair were in progress. In the square was a side-show that would
have done credit to "our own Barnum." It was in a circular

tent adorned without with pictorial representations of strange

creatures. Perched on a step-ladder outside, was the showman
washing the paw of a gorilla, which obligingly put it out from
behind the canvas screen. After much soaking and soaping, the

black paw was wiped on a clean towel. As no black came off,

the onlookers were presumably convinced that the creature was
genuine. The showman seized a drum on which he beat a tattoo,

shouting in his native tongue : "Two cents, two cents, step right

in!" This remarkable find only tended to depress our spirits and

we thought : "We shall never see lace-makers at work to-day, with

all these attractions in town." Just around the corner within hear-

ing of the showman's voice, we came upon a group of women, young
and old, rattling their lace bobbins with industry and devotion.

All along the streets we saw them under arbors and sheds working
as if no festa were close at hand. In one yard, we saw seven

women with their cushions, while a man sat among them stringing

the beans for dinner.

We went among all classes of lace-makers in Venice, from

the factories around St. Mark's Square far down the lagoon

to Palestrina and Chioggia. With the exception of the colored

silk lace called Polychrome, there is no bobbin lace made in the

city. The point laces are made there and at Burano. The bob-

bin laces are made in the fishing villages down the lagoon. I
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had some difficulty visiting the lace factories by myself. They

keep spotters all over the city to convey the tourist to the shops.

When you arrive your guide presses electric buttons at the lower

door, and several times on the way up stairs. These light electric

lamps and summon a suave dame who receives you. But they also,

unless my instinct misleads me, announce the approach of Ameri-

cans, and one of those electric buttons when pressed by the guide,

raises the price of the lace. One day, after much maneuvering, I

escaped the guides and went into a big shop behind St. Mark's.

In a recent book on lace, the writer states regarding these very

workers in Venice: "The girls are not allowed to talk because

they get into mischief—but they may sing." On my way up stairs

I expected to hear the song. Instead, a storm of chatter greeted

my ears: the noise becoming Babel as I approached the room.

Mentally reproaching myself for believing all I found in books,

I entered. The girls politely reduced their chatter to a murmur.

I looked about for the unhealthful conditions I had heard prevail-

ed in these factories. I found a large, light, airy room, beautiful

young girls, certainly happy at their work, and exquisitely clean.

My one criticism was that there were too many of them for ideal

conditions of sedentary labor. At Burano in the Royal Lace

School under Queen Margherita's patronage, I found splendid

conditions. The girls work from nine to twelve, and from two to

four. The patterns are all dark colors. They wear clean cotton

dresses and dark cotton aprons. Take note, feminine reader,

you who put on a dazzling white apron when you sit down

to fine work! It was my good fortune to see the girls come

out at noon. They wear a cotton kerchief pinned over the

head to keep their hair clean. Their shoes are simply a sole of

wood held on by a leather strap over the instep. At every step,

the wooden sole clicks on the street. As the girls poured out of the

shop, the noise of their shoes reached us a block away, until the

whole three hundred pairs of wooden soles clicking over the

stone pavement produced in me much the same feeling as the

musical rattle of hundreds of lace-bobbins. When I hear it blend-

ed with the soft voices of my girls, it suggests at once the com-

bination of industry and the joy of youthful content. I was full
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of theories when I went to Europe: my experience with the girls

in our shop had been that lace-making first of all is a joy to the

worker. It is a pursuit so refining, so enobling, that this fact

alone is a plea for our industry in Boston. In Europe, my
theories proved true. In the lace-making villages, the women
are of superior type. They are never idle. Their manners and
voices are gentle. Their work is a constant joy. Never did I

find one who admitted it a strain upon the eyes. Do not believe

all the constantly published paragraphs about lace-makers going
blind in factories! The lace is no longer made under painful

conditions—in damp cellars. Good lace-makers are valuable to

their employers and skill is to be treasured, not abused. They do
not work in dark rooms at all, but in upper stories of well-lighted

and well-ventilated buildings. Personal cleanliness is essential at

all times.

In Belgium, I found the wages less, since living is dearer.

And I found the lace less interesting by far. Quantities of com-
mon Duchesse lace are produced for the American tourists. It

is made mosaic fashion. All the flowers, leaves, and scrolls are

made in tiny villages and sent to the factories to be put together.

A family will make only roses for generations and another will

make leaves. An agent collects these bits and takes them to the

neighboring factory, be it Brussels, Ghent or Antwerp. Instead of

an artist making a design and the lace-makers executing it, the

artist makes his design out of the flowers and scrolls brought to

the factory. The results are atrocious. Natural roses with layers

of petals, scrolls which begin but go nowhere in particular, flounces

in which every portion of the design stands up aggressively and

suggests in no way the pendant character of the lace. Oh, it is all

so hopelessly bad, both bobbin and point lace ! And the Americans
are responsible. They run after mere prettiness of detail, pretty

roses that "look so natural." Some of the point lace is very fine

and beautiful in execution. But what is the first thing in rare

lace to attract one? It should be the pattern. Lace to be valuable

need not be excessively fine. Belgian laces in minuteness of detail

seem to warp the judgment of many into thinking them superior

to all others. But the Venetians with their faithful reproduction
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of old designs that suggest in no way natural flowers, are far in

advance of all other nations at present.

My disappointment in Belgium was great. One thing com-
forted me and that was my visit to the Beguinage of St. Elziabeth

in Ghent. A Beguinage is a settlement of single women. There
are several in Belgium and some in Holland. The women are

self-supporting. They pay into the treasury each year a fixed sum
of money. The vow they take upon entering the community is

not irrevocable, but few ever care to go back into the world.

Young girls, orphans largely, enter a sort of convent school until

they are old enough to do some kind of work intelligently; then

they are allowed to go to live two or four together in one of

the little houses which line the streets in blocks. When we ap-

proached our Beguinage in Ghent, we found it surrounded by a

high brick wall. We knocked at the gate and were admitted by the

portress: a genial Flemish woman in white coif and dark blue

gown. I asked in American French to be directed to the lace-

makers. She replied in Flemish French that they were in number
115. The settlement appeared similar to the Yale campus before

the old brick dormitories were demolished. Churches and schools

occupy the center, surrounded by grass and old trees. The place

is two hundred years old at the least. Our way led to the left,

down a street between low blocks of brick houses separated from
the street by gardens with high white-washed garden walls of

stone. Each house was numbered and had the name of its patron

saint on the gate. We saw one of the sisters standing near a

pretty Flemish girl working on a cushion cover. We asked her

in French for No. 115. With a smile at my husband, she said:

"Id iss foorder up." At last we found it and knocked loudly.

A slide opened in the gate and there appeared an eye, part of a

large nose, and a bit of white coif. The gate opened and we
were admitted. We asked for lace. The owner of the eye and

the large nose invited us into the house, which was a clean, trim

little place, with stone floor and white washed ceilings. The
walls were tinted blue. The sister produced her wares: all

Duchesse lace. Then she brought out a mirror, and began to dress

me up in collars, cuffs and fichus with so engaging a manner that
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I found myself buying recklessly. She was French, while her
three companions in the house were Flemish. One cooks for the

family and we saw her pan of biscuit in the oven in the kitchen

later. It was a sight to make us forget lace and remember how
hungry we could be. A third sister does sewing, and a fourth

is a nurse: truly an unique household in a settlement of industrious

women.
I came away from my experience among the European lace-

makers with great satisfaction, and full of confidence in our
endeavor at home. I was still surer that those bright Boston girls

with their adaptability, their devotion, their sweet loyalty to their

work which they know to be experimental, would accomplish our
purpose at no distant day.

WORK OUT YOUR MISSION. HE WHO APPLIES HIMSELF
TO AUGHT ELSE THAN THE REALIZATION OF THIS
END, LOSES IN LIVING THE RAISON D'ETRE OF LIFE.

CHARLES WAGNER
THE SIMPLE LIFE
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ONE of the most earliest and strongest of the desires of

children is that of possession. It has, of course, a bar-

barous and selfish side, if it be not carefully trained and

directed. On the other hand, it may become a means

of development and education. It may be beautiful

and pathetic in its manifestation. The idea of "something to call

one's own" is as strong at the age of five or of ten as at thirty or

sixty. The difference lies not in the feeling experienced, but only

in the nature of the objects coveted. A doll to the child is the

equivalent of a fortune to the woman. The leadership in a game

may represent to the boy all the power and dignity that the control

of a trust expresses to a man.

In pursuance of this train of reasoning, which is surely correct

and logical, it is well, both as an educative measure, and as a

source of innocent pleasure which makes for the well-being of

children, to give them, as far as the family resources permit, their

own apartments fully appointed, just as they are of necessity given

their garments, their books and their toys. Such gifts will be ap-

preciated and put to good use by the recipients. Children have a

well-defined sense of proportion. The words "little" and "large"

are constantly upon their lips. They delight in comparisons be-

tween themselves and their elders, as to stature, strength, and all

other personal attributes. They habitually juxtapose what is great
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and what is small. On entering a room frequented by children,

one often remarks a toy piano at the foot of the real instrument, or

a baby's seat placed at the side of a grandfather's armchair. It

is the "play-impulse," that is, the desire to imitate, which generates

all these interesting little acts. It is the imagination at work,
building up a miniature scheme of life. Therefore, to employ
the child without fatiguing him is the best means to provide for

his natural, healthful and gradual development.

f*y

With this purpose, The Craftsman presents a series of pieces

of cabinet work designed for the use of children, presenting cer-

tain unusual features and, as it would seem, calculated to excite

and hold their interest.

The bedstead first claims attention. It is absolutely simple,

telling by its structural lines what may be called the story of its
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building and its uses. This is as it should be, since children retreat

and are disheartened before complications. They need guidance,

whether through the crowded streets, the mazes of form, the begin-

nings of study or along the way of life. One principle prevails.

They must be assisted to see and to understand. They should be

surrounded by simple things, just as they are first taught simple

words; just as they advance from the most simple to the more
complicated processes in the care of themselves and in learning
their lessons.
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Having, for the reasons given, accentuated the element of

simplicity, the designer of the bedstead here illustrated, next pro-

vided that element of satisfaction which comes through picture

and story. This resides in the tapestry frieze which presents sug-

gestions borrowed from an ancient legend originally found in the

Talmud and thence in-

corporated into eccle-

siastical art. The legend

relates that the arch-

angels Michael, Raph-
ael and Gabriel are ap-

pointed to care for the

human race: Michael
being the defender,

Raphael the gentle

guide. Conformably
to this legend a prayer

of the Jewish liturgy,

still in use, recognizes

the functions of the

angels. The apocry-

phal Book of Tobit
also glorifies the power
of Raphael in the story

of the bridegroom and

the fish. This story,

in turn, became the

subject of a picture by
Raphael, the great

painter of the Renas-

cence. Still later,

Guercino, of the school

of Bologna, treated the

same theme in his can-

vas of the Boy and the Angel, now at Fano, Italy, which Robert
Browning described in exquisite verse. The subject, as here treat-

ed, shows a group of the two angels and the child, placed above
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the footboard of the bedstead, while a symbolic representation of

the firmament studded with stars reaches about the sides, on each

of which appears a cartouche bearing one of the two descriptive

stanzas:
Two angels guard all children well

:

The name of one is Raphael,

He gives his hand so kind, so strong,

To lead them far from harm and wrong.

The other angel, Michael, keeps

Above each little one that sleeps

His shield and sword, both shining bright,

Throughout the dark and lonely night.

The tapestry is wrought upon linen in the manner of the pieces

previously described in The Craftsman, except that the designs,

exclusive of the cartouches, are inserted, instead of being applied

upon the surface of the linen forming the background: to the end

that the picture may be seen by the child lying in its bed. The
color scheme of the tapestry is one easily composed from the range

of color now obtainable in the fabrics recommended. The back-

ground shows the

nameless hue ap-

proaching dull yel-

low peculiar to un-

bleached fabrics.

The bands represent-

ing the sky are gray

blue and studded

with white stars.

The cloud surround-

ing the child is tan-

color; the halos are

lemon yellow; the

sword of St. Michael
and the flame beneath

his feet are orange;

the shield of the

same figure is slate-

***Pip*9pi
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color, while the wings, robes and hair of the angels form a chord

of blue: a light shade for the wings, Prussian blue for the gar-

ments and slate-blue for the hair.

It must be added that the dwarf "four-poster" is left open at

the top, with a four-inch rail laid flat and slightly projecting over

the sides. Also, that the posts, straight upon the inside, have upon
the outside a subtile, almost imperceptible swell. The otherwise

plain headboard is relieved by the motto: "Be my Guest, Sleep

and Rest," burned into the wood. The footboard is left plain, a

variation of solid and open spaces being made by the slats, with the

note of irregularity introduced by the wide middle piece. A like

arrangement is to be observed in the ends of the divan.

Among the remaining pieces, the screen is one of the most in-

teresting. It is made with an oaken frame rabetted out to

receive an inner frame of white wood. It is covered with strong

canvas over which is again placed an imported linen fabric. Upon
the latter the designs

and lettering are ap-

plied in harmonious

colors of the same ma-
terial, the outlining

being done with linen

thread.

The mirror is

most pleasing by
reason of its curves and

proportions. It should

be an object lesson to

the child in line and

harmony. It is sus-

pended from the wall

by metal chains, which
in themselves are a

strong decorative feat-

ure. Its top projects

like a cornice over the

face, but should not be
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used as a base for ornaments; the legend, "Smiling Faces I Invite;

Tears and Frowns Distress my Sight," which appears in plain

Roman capitals upon the upper horizontal piece of the frame,

being judged as the only necessary decoration.

The divan, bookcase and writing desk supplement the ideas ex-

pressed in the pieces described, and it is hoped that the series will

attract the attention of educators and solicitous parents for whom
it has been specially and thoughtfully prepared.
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DURING the last few days of

July the beautiful old river-vil-

lage of Deerfield, Massachusetts,

was a place of pilgrimage for the

enthusiasts of the Arts and Crafts

movement. The occasion was the an-

nual exhibit of the various handicraft

organizations there located : such as the

work of the Society of Blue and White

Needlework; of the Rugmakers; of the

Palm-Leaf and Pocumtuck Basket-

makers; also, metal work and enamels

by Mrs. Wynne; hand-made furniture,

weaving and dyes; and a collection of

the photographs of the Misses Allen.

Among the Crafts of Deerfield, the

Society of Blue and White Needlework

is one of the most interesting as well

as the oldest, having been established in

1896. It was founded to revive the

household embroideries which were

brought to Massachusetts Bay by the

early colonists, and which followed the

English tradition of design until the

beginning of the nineteenth century.

The Society dyes its own materials ac-

cording to the old processes in indigo,

madder and fustic; each piece of the

fabric bearing the device of the organi-

zation, after the custom of the mediaeval

guilds. The needlework is regarded by

the Society as an art to be practised and

perfected within its own limits, and

therefore the management neither holds

classes nor sells designs or materials.

Another interesting industry is the

production of netting: a handicraft not

purely feminine, handed down from

Colonial times, when the various forms

under which it appeared received ro-

mantic names, such as "Moonlight," or

"Matrimony" stitch; the former used in

bed-testers and stand-covers; the latter

in wedding caps and dinner table covers.

A further important section of the

Deerfield movement is constituted by

the photographs of the Misses Allen,

who treat artistically the life of the

village in open air scenes, in character

and costume studies; all portraits being

taken in either the rooms of the Al-

len house, or at the homes of the

subjects, and never under the falsifying

conditions of the skylight.

At the recent annual exhibition of the

Richmond Indiana Art Association, an

interesting collection of book bindings

was arranged by Miss Esther Griffin

White, who will be remembered by the

readers of The Craftsman for her article

upon Western bookplates, published in

the May issue of the magazine.

The collection shown comprised about

seventy-five books, the majority of the

bindings coming from the workshops of

well-known Americans. The minority

consisted of English bindings, loaned by

Mr. George D. Smith of New York,

prominent among which were Symonds'

"Wine, Women and Song," bound by

Zaehnsdorf; Smollett's "Plays and

Poems," London, 1777, bound by

Riviere, and a small volume from the

famous "Guild of Women Binders."

The examples of American work were

beautifully and technically remarkable:

several bindings by Miss Sophia Prat,

now deceased, having received prizes at

exhibitions in this country as well as
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abroad. The sister of this lady, Miss

Mary Rosina Prat of New York, also

contributed a number of beautiful books.

Leather mosaic, or as it is now termed,

"Viennese inlay," was represented by

three exquisite specimens, the work of

Ralph Randolph Adams, and lent by

the New York book collector, Mr.

Preston Perry.

Miss Starr of Hull House, Chicago,

and her pupil, Mr. Verburg, contributed

thirteen books, the work of the latter

joining delicately imaginative design to

perfection of workmanship.

Miss Emily Preston of New York,

the widely known pupil of Cobden-

Sanderson, sent two charming bindings,

Book Reviews
>HE ENJOYMENT OF ART"
by Carleton Noyes.

At the end of the preface to

this little book one finds the locative

and date: "Harvard College, December

tenth, 1902." The name of the great

institution of learning is quite super-

fluous here as a mark of location ; since

any reader with a knowledge of the

spirit and courses of the University could

not fail to attribute the essays to one

of her typical and loyal sons. The liter-

ary flavor of the writing reflecting "the

sweet serenity of books" is unmistakable.

And it is pleasant for one long since

removed from that scholastic environ-

ment and influence to meet in quotation

all his old favorites. For even de

Senancour with his jonquil appearing in

"French XCIX," is not wanting.

The purpose of the book as acknow-

Soo

and the early work of Miss Evelyn

Nordhoff was represented by a fine

specimen. Miss Marguerite Lahey of

Brooklyn showed beautiful work in

gold tooling and inlay, and Miss Evaleen

Stein an interesting piece of illumination.

Miss Florence Foote, not represented

by her personal work, contributed by

proxy through her pupils, Miss Hart and

Miss Sterling, the latter displaying effec-

tive blind tooling.

Altogether this exhibition of the bind-

er's craft must be ranked as one of the

most important ever made in the West-

ern States, and Miss White is to be

congratulated for her energy and her

success.

ledged by its author, is "to set forth in

simple, untechnical fashion the nature

and the meaning of a work of art."

The arguments used are good, logical

and honest. They grew out of im-

pressions received by a young man, fresh

from his university studies, who found

himself in Europe, helpless and confused

in presence of its art treasures. They

have, therefore, the worth of a personal

record. Culture, kindliness, the New
England desire to learn, to prove and

to profit by opportunity give value to

the book. And if similar work has

been done by more brilliant critics, the

essays have yet a place and a mission in

the world of literature. Passages worthy

to be remembered occur not infrequent-

ly, and among such the following is to

be remarked

:

"A familiar illustration of the twin
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need and delight of expression may be

found in the handiwork produced in the

old days when every artisan was an

artist. It may be, perhaps, a key which

some craftsmen of Nuremberg fashioned.

In the making of it he was not content

to stop with the key which would un-

lock the door or the chest. It was his

key, the work of his hands ; and he

wrought upon it lovingly, devotedly, and

made it beautiful, finding in his work

the expression of his thought and feel-

ing; it was the realization for that

moment of his ideal. His sense of

pleasure in the making of it prompted the

care he bestowed upon it ; his delight

was in creation, in rendering actual a

new beauty which it was given him to

conceive.'' [Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,

Boston and New- York. 101 pages.

514 by 8^4 inches. Price $1.00.

Memorable in the Midsummer
Magazines. The International Studio

for August contains a most schol-

arly, critical article upon the French

Impressionists by Wynford Dewhurst.

It is written from a point of view and

in a style that are too seldom found in

the magazine and journalistic literature

of the day. It has no flavor of the paid

critic who expresses his hastily formed

judgments in order to supply the printer

with "copy," and to assure his cheque

at the month's end. The article gives

the story of the rise and development

of the school of impressionism, defines

the aim of the artistic body, and will

go far toward turning the ridicule of

many a misinformed reader into a desire

to understand the principles of the dis-

ciples of la tache. Indeed a copy

of the Studio article would in itself con-

stitute a guide-book to that room of the

Luxembourg Palace, brilliant with

many-colored canvases, from which the

tourist of the old school turns away with

undisguised horror. An article upon

the work of the Parisian painter, Paul

Alfred Besnard, is much less satisfactory.

The table of contents also includes many

illustrations of interesting portraits by

Harrington Mann, with accompanying

text, in which it is quite cleverly stated

that the portrait style of Mr. Mann
is sufficiently French to be admired by

those whose tastes are purely Parisian

;

and sufficiently British to find for itself

a place among the works of art of that

people.

Brush and Pencil for August is a

number commemorative of the artist

Whistler, containing estimates of the

American-born genius, as an etcher, a

painter, and a man ; the text being il-

lustrated with reproductions of etchings

and paintings carefully chosen from his

representative works ; among the most

interesting being "La Vieille aux

Loques," the figure of an old woman
seated, seen in profile and surrounded

by piles and sacks of rags. This issue

of Brush and Pencil is valuable as a

collection of facts regarding an artist of

great importance, and the brochure wall

undoubtedly have permament value as

a source of reference.

The most valuable article in Harper's

Magazine for August is Brander Mat-

thews' "Foreign Words in English

SOi
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Speech." It should be read by writers,

students, and all who aspire to be con-

versationalists. It is a plea against affec-

tation, and were it heeded to the degree

that it deserves, we should hear about

us less French, German and Italian, for

the most part execrably pronounced, and

introduced into our language without

-nrkation. Professor Matthews' ar-

ticle is an oasis in the summer desert of

fiction and sentences like those about to

be quoted afford real refreshment to

readers scorched with the fervent heat of

love-dialogue. "The true scholar knows

his own language, and does not quarrel

with his tools. Possessing his own

speech, he is able to make that accom-

plish his purpose without the aid of

foreign allies. An article of such

worth it would seem ungrateful to

criticise, were it ever so slightly. But

as it was true that Jupiter nodded, so

all wise men, since his time, have, at

some moment, been caught napping.

Professor Matthews shuts one eye at

least to the truth when he says "Opera,

which was a Latin plural, has become

an English singular, of which the plural

is Operas." A portion of this state-

ment can not be contradicted. The
word quoted is a Latin plural, but it

did not pass from this form directly into

the English. From the Latin neuter

plural it became a feminine singular in

Italian (owing to its terminal vowel a)

and following this intermediate state it

entered English as a singular substemtive.

Another slight inaccuracy occurs when
Professor Matthews speaks of certain

foreign words which linger along the

borders of our language. Of these he

says : "Their position is pitiful and

anomalous:'' the first adjective being

certainly a slip of the pen, since the

word in question can not be filled with

\
, but rather provocative of that sen-

timent, and therefore pitiable.

The Forum for July-September con-

tains two authoritative articles upon

subjects of present interest and moment.

These are found under the titles:

"How shall the College Curriculum be

Reconstructed," by Professor Ladd of

^ ale University, and "Kishineff." by

Professor Richard Gottheil of Columbia

L'niversity. In the first of these ar-

ticles there occurs the strong statement

that "the snare and disgrace of the

American college at the present time is

that, in so large a proportion of cases,

its courses are indefinitely varied and

attractive on paper, but are so largely

impracticable, unnecessary and relatively

worthless in fact." The second article

is a scholarly presentation of the causes

which led up to the Jewish massacre

which blots the history of the Christian

year 1903. It is full of pathos unstained

by bitterness, and vibrates with hope of

that time when "Judah shall be saved

and Israel dwell in safetv."
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Thresher, Brainerd B 82, 178

Tiffany, Louis C 179, 451

Tiles, Low 157

Tolstoi, My Last Memory of,

(Alexandria Nicchia) 45

Tuileries 21, 22

Uptegrove, William E., Office Buildings

of 279

Vallance, Aymer 54, 105

PAGE

Van Briggle, Mr. (Potter) Methods of

336, 418

Van Denburgh, Douglas 384

Van Dyke, John C 63, 64

Vases: For what used by ancients 149

"Vase, Ali Baba,"

(M. Louise McLaughlin) 333

Versailles 21

Villa : Italian 17, 19

Medici and Borghese 18

Albani, Rome 17

Voris, William M. See "Some Indiana

Bookplates" 98*

Voysey, Charles 369

Wallace, Gen. Lew, See "Some Indiana

Bookplates" 94

Wall-Hangings, Craftsman 289

Weber, Florence G 485

Westminster Abbey 103

Wetherill, Dr. Richard B. See "Some In-

diana Bookplates" 9s

White, Esther Griffin 93

White, Raymond, See "Some Indiana

Bookplates" 98

Whittington, Richard, History of 35

Window, A Casement 205

Winter's Tale 42

Wolsey, Cardinal 35

Wood-engraving, Bromsgrove Guild.... 105

Wordsworth 35

"Work Ennobles" 133

Workmen, Shakespeare's 37, 38

Work, Resources in. . (Oscar Lovell Triggs) 168

Workshops of M. Rene Lalique 1

Wynne, Mrs. M. Y 179

IYoshimitsie 169

Ziegler, M 251
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